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Blacksmith Shop in the Ford village ^/ Greenfield, Michigan

WHEN WE WERE YOUNGER
The blacksmith's calm, ruddy face

took on an astounded look when

the first gas-buggy came to a jerky

stop in front of his shop for ser-

vice! Staring him in the face,

was an idea new to the world!

If you or your father owned a

Ford, you learned something in

those days that did more to speed

up the automotive age than any-

thing else, except the automobile

itself. You learned that when

Ford sold a car to a customer he

followed up the sale by going to

the best mechanic in town . . . the

blacksmith, bicycle-repairman, or

plumber . . . and giving him a com-

plete lesson in the mechanics of

servicing automobiles! For Ford

not only designed, built and sold

automobiles, but he also estab-

lished the principle that a sale

does not complete the transaction

between maker and buyer, but

creates a new obligation on the

maker to see that the car gives

good service. Ford's cars were

bound to give good service, be-

cause he saw to it that there was

always a local and well-respected

mechanic who would guarantee

that the car would do its job.

No estimate has ever been made

of the part played by these town

mechanics and metal-workers in

the development of the automo-

bile industry. Yet it was they who

adopted the automobile first . . .

just as it was from their shops

that the first airplane took wings!

It was they who made possible

today's system of service stations.

Many of them, and the young

men they trained, are essential

elements of the nation-wide com-

munity of Ford . . . repairmen,

service men, agents, bankers, even

business men of prominence, dis-

tinguished members of their com-

munities wherever they may be.

Growing with the industry of

which they are an integral part,

the entire Ford dealer organiza-

tion has been specially trained

and equipped to service all Ford

products . . . automobiles, trucks,

tractors and airplanes!

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

Cui



Now from "Radio Headquarters"

amazing Radio-Phonograph that plays the

New SO-Minute Records

0^

New 9-tube De Luxe radio, combined with automatic

record-cliaugiug pliouograph, provides complete borne

entertainment in one moderately priced instrument.

IISTEN—with this new instrument

—

J to Viaor's new 12 -inch records that

play for 30 minutes—and 10-inch records

that play proportionately as long!

Listen—through its automatic record

changer that takes ten 10-inch records

—

to almost two hours of music, without

repetition and without touching the

instrument.

Listen—through its new De Luxe 9-

tube Super-Heterodyne—to radio music

with no distortion, no mechanical effect,

none of the common set faults— thanks

to a revolutionary new Synchronized

Tone System!

Listen—and marvel—for this new in-

strument with all its new features— its

automatic record changer, its long-play-

ing record clutch, its exclusive 10-Point

Synchronized Tone System—costs no

more than a high grade radio alone

would have cost last year!

By all means, hear it! Hear the new
Victor Program Transcriptions— with

15 minutes of music on each side!

And at the same time, see all the

amazing values RCA Victor dealers have

to show. Radios from $37.50 to $178,

complete; radio -phionograph combina-

tions from $129.50 to $995 ... all hall-

marked by tivo famous trademarks

—

RCA and Victor.

RCA Victor Co., Inc., Camden, N. J.

"RADIO HEADQUARTERS"

A 'Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary

RCA Victor Radio-Phonograph Model RAE-26—Nine-tube Super-Heterodyne radio t^ ith electri-

cally reproducing phonograph and automatic

record changer. Automatic volume leveler, Micro

tone control, Pentode and Super-Control Radio-

trons. Plays both old type records and new Victor

Program Transcriptions, u hich give nearly four

times as much music as present types. Complete

uith Radiotrons, $247.50.

RCAVictor
Radios

Phonograph Combinations

Victor Records
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IN the 37 years since
its founding. Investors Syn-

dicate has passed through four

nation-wide depressions or

panics with uninterrupted

growth in resources. In 1930
and 1931 it continues its de-

pression-proof progress.

ASSETS OVER $43,000,000

Capital, Surplus and Reserves

Over $5,700,000

Investors
Syndicate

FOUNDED I894
,

MINNEAPOLIS
BALTIMORE - LOS ANGELES ,

MONTREAL

New Pentode Output Variable Mu
SUPERHETERODYNE

Complete With Tubes

The Crosley

® LITLFELLA
NOWyonr Crosley dealer

is ready to show and
deroonatrale the new Crosley LITLFELLA—a 5-

tube table mcKlei SU PERHETEUODYNE radio re-
ceiver incorporating big set features yet housed in an
exquisite and convenient cabinet of choice veneers, 17
iQclies high and priced sensalionaily low. Pentode out-
put. Variable Mu tube, full floating moving eoil dyna-
mic speaker, continuous (steple^is) static and tone con-
trol, combined volume control and on-ofi switch,
illumiaated dial with vernier drive—such features
as these makeThe Crosley LITLFELLA the greatest
of nil radio values. Only $36.36 complete.

Crosley also offers a series of S-tube Push-Poll
Pentode Output, Variable Mu SUPERHETERO-
DYNE models ranging from The PLAYBOY, a beau-
tiful compact table model at only $49.75, complete
with tubes, up to a magnificent grandfather electric
clock and radio at only $95.00, complete with tubes.
Also The TENSTIUKE, a table model 10-tube
Pu«h-PuU Pentode Ouiput.VoriableMu SUPER-
HETERODYNE with METER TUNING at $69.50.
and The HAPPY HOUR, a six legged console at
899.50,botb complete tvUh tubes. Send for circular F-12.

(IVcitern prices slightly higher,)

The Crosley Radio Corporation.
POWEL CROSLEY, Jr., Prefident

Home of "the Nation's 5/tf/ion"—WLW
CINCINNATI

Everything's Electrified

—

^7^^^ for the BOOM!
liij LKOX MKAUOAV. Financial Editor

' ' trie \v£

seen the electric refrigera-

the electric radio, the elec-

.ashing machine, the electric

clock and the electric 'what-not,' " said

Bob Shuttleworth, with a smile.

"Ves, I know, ' answered Herbert Col-

lins, somewhat annoyed, "but what's that

got to do with my question? I want to

know how a man's to choose a sensible

investment these days, w'ith everything

crashing down the way it is—stocks, bank
securities, preferred issues, bonds—every-

thing!"

"I'm coming to that, Herb. In fact, I've

already started to answer it. What I was
driving at was the desirability of invest-

ing in public utilities—or, for the sake of

a more particular example, in the electric

light and power industry. For the long-

term pull they seem to be the best invest-

ment a man can make any time—and
more especially, today."

"Yes they do," interrupted Collins,

scornfully, "look at the way they've come
down—worse than the others!"

"Sure—but look at the way they went

up in 1928 and 1929—much higher than

the others. In those years they were so

abnormally inflated thai today they nat-

urally have to come down further—and.

as you say, they have. Now, listen—do

you want me to go into this thoroughly

—

or shall we drop it now?"
Collins laughed. "I'm a great listener

—and I know you're just aching to get

something off your chest, so let's have it."

DOB SHUTTLEWORTH proceeded to

give it to him. "First, you have to

understand that whatever relationship

exists between Business and the Stock

Market, it must never be forgotten that

Business is the dominant factor of the

two. Business must form the basis for

the Stock Market and not vice-versa. And,
if the stock market functions in a normal
way, then it should prove to be a fairly

true reflection of business conditions. If

it falls below or exceeds normal limits,

then it ceases to be w-hat it should be

—

an accurate barometer of underlying busi-

ness conditions.

"For several years," Bob continued,

"market prices failed to register their in-

trinsic values. Before the 1929 crash they

were generally far above such values, just

as today they are undoubtedly far below

them. The realization of this condition will

prevent you, or anyone, from coming to

hasty and unjustified conclusions. If a

group of securities in one particular indus-

try declines on the market, it has not nec-

essarily done so because of a vital change

in the position or outlook of that industry.

And that brings me to Public Utilities."

"And that's what Urn waiting for," put
in Collins.

"As you know, public utility equities

command a much lower market than they
did two years ago when they reached their

height. Yet, this depression hasn't altered
the essential field of public service to any
material extent. Of course, the regular
growth of public utilities has been tem-
porarily checked—and there have been
slight declines in output and earnings here
and there—but, compared to almost any
other industry, the volume of utility busi-
ness and sales has been affected to an al-
most ngligible extent

; certainly out oj all

proportion to the market decline of its

securities.

"WHAT'S more," continued Bob,
* * -Public Utility Companies have

invested an unbelievable amount of
money in science and research, for the
sole purpose of cutting down consumer
costs and preparing future fields of new
uses for electricity. So tremendous have
their efforts been—and so successful up
to the present—that there probably isn't

a sane person in this world who w-ould risk
his reputation by stating that the long
term outlook for this industry does not
continue to be an exceedingly bright one."

"You're right. Bob," said Herbert, "but
how does that affect the investment ques-
tion—is the time ripe now-?"

"I ll take that up in a minute. First let

me summarize the net of what I've told
you. You'll find, then, the unique example
of an industry which is, for one thing,

only temporarily—and in a ver\' small
way—affected by the general business
slump; and, for another thing, an industry
inevitably headed for future growth and
development.

"On this basis, the representative secu-
rities of this industry should be among
the first to deserve particular attention

as long term investments. The terrific

drop in their market values is only to a
fractional extent due to the retarded
growth of their business. .Mmost entirely,

it is the result of the readjustment of
previous price levels, which in turn were
caused by what we can only call an in-

sanely absurd over-discounting, of the
future possibilities of the public utility

industry'. I wouldn't dare to predict the

final lows to which utility securities may
still have to sink in these uncontrollable

limes, but any sensible investor can do
well by fixing a fair value for such securi-

ties, and then be content with a purchase

price that does not exceed that value.

(Continued on page 5

)
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EVERYTHING'S
ELECTRIFIED—

READY FOR THE BOOM
(Continued jroin pa^c 4 I

You can be sure, Herb, that an invest-

ment made on such a basis will not be
regretted in future years—and even right

now it isn't hard to see that several at-

tractive opportunities do exist at current

price levels. Even if you don't buy at

absolute lows, over a period of years

your investment is sure to have proven
profitable."

oF COURSE," broke in Collins,

"your whole argument is based on

the stability of public utilities as

an industr>-—and. on the contention that

their output and revenues have received

little or no setbacks during this depres-

sion. Now tell me. Bob—is that just an

argument, or have you actually based it

on figures?"

'"An argument?" Bob replied, smiling.

"Why, Herb, I've a deskful of statistics

right here to prove that the present set-

back in this industry'—or. more particu-

larly, in the electric light and power
industr>'—is only of trifling proportions."

Bob reached across his desk, picked up a

sheet of paper and glanced at it. "Accord-

ing to The National Electric Light and
Power Association," he said, "in 1930

the electric output for the country

amounted to 74,906,092,000 kilowatt

hours— or only less than the 1920

output of 75,294,467,000 kilow^att hours
—and 13.3% ABOVE the total of 1928.

which was 66.987.950,000 kilowatt hours.

You see the significance of those figures,

don't you?"'

"What do you mean?''

"Industrially, economically, and in every
other way 1929 was so abnormal that

you might discount it entirely when at-

tempting to compare most anything by
years. But still, 1930, by no means a

good year, shows a startling increase over

1928, which was a better than average

year 1

"

"Now I see your point. But what about
this year?"

"This year the decline is a little more
marked, but still of slight proportions.

For the first seven months of 1931 the

electric output w^as 42,157,900.000 kilo-

watt hours—or below 1930's first

seven months figure of 43.902,055.000

kilowatt hours—and only 1.6% below the

first seven months of 1929 when the out-

put was 42,851.662,000 kilowatt hours.

"Now. if you want to analyze the sit-

uation further, here are figures that will

do that also. Look at them:"

First Seven Months, 1931

(Kilowatt Honrs)

Industrial Sales 35.291,654,000

Domestic Sales 6,866,246,000

Total Sales 42,157,900,000

( Continued on paiie 6
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A PLAN FOR MEN who want to

Retire on an Income

THISPLANis called theRetire-

ment Income Plan. It enables

you to provide lor yourself a guar-

anteed income you cannot outlive.

Theplan also provides other bene-

fits, such as an income to live on

in case serious illness or accident

stops your salary.

The extreme degree of security

and absolute freedom from money
worries afforded by the Retirement

Income Plan makes it appeal to

people of wealth as well as to people

of average incomes.

This form of investment has been

in vogue in European countries for

many years. In this country, people

are just finding out about it and it is

rapidly becoming popular.

THE PLAN
Here is what a Retirement Income,
payable at age 6o, does for you,

I tguaran tees when you are 6o aMonth-
ly Income for lite of ?2oo, which as-

sures a return of at least ?2o,ooo, and per-

haps much more, depending upon how
long you live. Or, if you prefer, a Cash
Settlement of ^27,000.

It guarantees upon death from any
cause before .age 60 a Cash Payment to

your beneficiary of ^20,000. Or a Month-
ly Income for life.

It guarantees upon death from acci-

dental means before age 60 a Cash Pay-
ment to your beneficiary of ^40,000. Or
double the Monthly Income for life.

It guarantees in event of permanent
total disability before a stated age, a

Monthly Income to live on.

* « «

You can arrange a Retirement Income
for yourself, beginning at age 55, 60, or

months' vacation twice a year

!

65. The income can be J 100 a month,
?2oo a month, ?Joo a month, or more.

For completeness, for safety, for abso-

lute freedom from money worries, there

is nothing that can equal the Phoenix

Mutual Retirement Income Plan.

Think of it— the thrill of it, the rock-

bound security of it! A guaranteed in-

come you cannot outlive. What a load off

your mind; what a weight off. your
shoulders! Best of all, any man of mod-
erate means can have these things.

Send for the facts

The Phoenix Mutual Company, which
offers you this opf>ortunity, was founded
in 1851 and has been helping men and
women to end money worries for over

three quarters of a century.

An interesting a4-page booklet ex-

plains how this plan works— how it can

be adapted to your needs. Send for your
copy today. No cost. No obligation.

Phoenix Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Home office: Hartford, Conn. First Policy Issued 185X

PHOENIX MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO., 645 Elm St., Hartford, Conn.
Plttiie itnd Ijooklct giving me full information about your new

Retirement Income Plan

Name

Business Addtess-

Home Address

_Datc of Birth—

Copyright 1931, V. M. L. I. Co.

DECEMBER, J 931

Cc(_
,
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Follow the Direct Road to Success
want a belter position and a larger pay envelope? There is just one
win succesa—be head and shoulders above your fellows by Raining; a

brtiader basic education. Mathematics is the basis of all cduca-
'\ tion. Not a day passes in which you do not have to use

mathematics in your work. Do you make your own calcu-

lations, or are you handicapped by your inability to do this

work yourself? Here is the whole secret of success. This
is why mathematics is taushl in every school and coUcRe.

A thorounh knowledge of it makes clear so many things

which are puzzling you today.
Do not let another day pass without doing something to im-
prove your knowledge of niatheniatics. But how can you
obtain this knowledge? By going back to school or college,

or taking an expensive correspondence course? Vou need
do neither!

At Last! Mathematics Self-Taught
This Simple, Easy Way!

Xow you can lake advantage of this easy method which
has been worked out by an ex|>ert for those who do not
wi>h to give the time and money required by other melh<»ds
of mathematical study. A very .simple and extremely in-

teresting group of books has been prepared for you by a
man who has devoted his life to teaching practical men the

fundamentals of this important subject.

MATHEMATICS
FOR SELF STUDY
By J. E. Thompson. B.S. in E.E., A.M.

Dept. of Mathematics, Pratt Institute, Brooklyn

These books st.irt risht from the beKinninK
wilh a review of arithmetic thai gives you
all special short-cuts and trick problems that
save countless hours of your time and make
you more valuable to yourself and your job.

Then they go risht into higher mathematics
anil show jou how simple it is when an
expert explains it for you. Don't let ap-
pearances fool you, mathematics is easy.
Vou can get these books on approval and
see for yourself how much enjoyment you
can have while petting this valuable train-

ing and solving interesting practical prob-
lems that puzzle your friends and fellow-

workers. In no time at all you will be
tackling wilh ease the most difficult ques-

tion on this subject.

A Complete Reference Work
on Mathematics in These
Four Inexpensive Books

Starling from the fir^t simple principUs.
these interesting books lake you. by easy
^laKes. into the detailed applications of

higher malhenialics. Each step is clearly

e.xplained and is ftillowed directly by smn-
r)le problems.

Arithmetic for the Practical Man
Algebra for the Practical Man
Trigonometry for the Practical Man
Calculus for the Practical Man

4 Volumes— 1240 Pages—Illustrated

An Expert Gives "^'ou These
Simplified Methods

Mr. Thompson, the author of ihesc books,
is not an ordinary teacher of mathematics.
He has had many years' experience in giv-

ing students the kind of mathematical train-

ing they need in practical work. He pre-
.'•cnts each practical method and problem
in the clearest and simplest way. He gels

right down to (he kind of information that
you need in your daily work. Look up
any malhematical problem that puzzles you
in these books and sec how quickly you
get Ihe sftlulion.

Send No Money
Examine These Books for 10 Days FREE!

The coupon below brings >'ou the four books for 10 days' free trial, .\fter 10 days
return the books to us without obligation or send us ihe small down payment of J 1.65—
balance in three monthly payments of S2.00 each (5Vr discount for cash).

MAIL THIS COUPON
D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc..
250 Fourth Ave., New York.

Send me MATHKMATICS FOR SELF STUDY in 4 volumes. Within 10 days I

will either return ihe iKniks or send you SI. 65 as fir-it payment and S2.00 [wr nmnlh
for 3 niunlhs--liital :i;7.65. (5',; discount for cash.)

,
(Pop. Sc. 12-31)
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EVERYTHING'S
ELECTRIFIED—

READY FOR THE BOOM
(Continued from page 5)

First Skven Months, 1930

Industrial Sales 37,524,346,000

Domestic Sales 6.377,609.000

Total Sales 43.902,055,000

First Seven Months, 1929

Kilowatt hours

Industrial Sales 37,2 79,65 1 ,000

Domestic Sales 5.572,011,000

L

Total Sales 42,851,662,000

"In other words," Shuttleworth pointed
out, "the decline, small as it is, has taken
place only in the industrial output, where-
as the domestic output has not only held
its own—but even increased. The impor-
tant point about this is that since domes-
tic sales are one of the mainstays of the
average electric utility company, their

revenues have maintained a satisfactory
level. Look at these figures:"

Gross Revenues From S.ales

OF Electric Current

First 7 Months, 1931 $1,154,281,500

First 7 Months, 1930 1,162.218,600

First 7 Months, 1929 1,107,793,700

Herbert Collins seemed convinced.
"That is a remarkable showing, ' he said,
after looking over the figures.

"AND even more remarkable," his
/-% friend replied, "when you realize

that this industry has already
been showing a large gain each year for

a period of years—and still the figures are
going up. What is true of the electric in-

dustry applies in general to the gas indus-

try which, of late, has also e.xpanded tre-

mendously—due, of course, to the rapid
increase in the use of natural gas for both
commercial and domestic purposes.

"So you see, Herb, that the prevailing
depression may temporarily limit the rate

of growth—but it cannot stop the con-
tinued expansion of the utility industry.

Every year dozens of new applications of
power to old products call for new uses
of electricity. .\s to the existing and estab-
lished applications, there is still a tre-

mendous field. The use of electric refrig-

erators is still increasing rapidly. Electric

washing machines, electric and gas cool-

ing equipment, electric oil-burners are

still far from their saturation point. The
average residence of today has several

times the amount of electrical outlets it

had ten years ago—and the future out-

look is for still more. Remember, then,

that there may be a temporary lapse of

prosperity, (Continued on page 7)

POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY



EVERYTHING'S
ELECTRIFIED—

READY FOR THE BOOM
(Continued from pa^jc 6)

but there can be no halt to progress, and
that's the watchword of the utilities in-

dustries.

"From the way I look at it,"' concluded

Bob Shuttleworth, '"I feel perfectly safe

in repeating what I said previously

—

namely, that the sensible investor, with

his feet on the ground, must not allow

himself to be totally blinded by the spec-

tacular movements of the present stock

market. These wild, day-to-day fluctua-

tions cannot alter the fact that the pub-

lic utility industr>'—particularly in its

electric light and power division—has not

lost one particle of its long-term attrac-

tiveness for average investors—and. to

use a ver.' hackneyed phrase, is still as

nearly 'depression-proof as any other in-

dustrj' in the countr>'."

To Help You Get Ahead

THE booklets listed below will help

every family in laying out a financial

plan. They will be sent on request.

Your Income and Your Life
Insurance is the name of a brief book-

let scientifically answering the question

"How much life insurance docs a man
really need?" Provident Mutual Life

Insurance Company of Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, will mail a complimentary

copy upon request.

Before 65 and After explains the

full details of a Retirement Income, with

full Life Insurance, Disability and

Double Accident benefits. Sent on request

by The Equitable Life Assurance Society,

393 Seventh Avenue, New York Cit)'.

How to Get the Things You Want
tells how you can use insurance as an

active part of your program for getting

ahead financially. Phoenix Mutual Life

Insurance Company, 328 Elm Street,

Hartford, Conn., will send you this

booklet on request.

Enjoy Money shows how the regular

investment of comparatively small sums

under the Investors Syndicate plan, with

annual compounding of 51/2% interest,

builds a permanent income producing

estate, a financial reserve for a business,

or a fund for university education or

foreign travel. Write for this booklet

to Investors Syndicate, Investors Syndi-

cate Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

See How Easy It Is tells how it is

possible to start off with a definite

plan for creating an immediate estate

leading to future financial security. Get
your copy of this booklet by writing to

Postal Life Insurance Company, 511

Fifth Avenue, New York City.

the Amount You Want
per Month

$100
$150

$200

$250
$500

the Age atWhich You Want
your income to begin

Age 50

Age 55

Age 60
Age 65

Age 70

YOUR Check every year for a Limited .

Number of Years Will Bring OUR Check
to you EVERYMONTH for an Unlimited

Number of Years. That, in a nutshell, is

the guarantee The Equitable gives you
under its Retirement Annuity Plan. It

is a Plan suited equally to men and women.
Send the coupon for rates and information.

THE

EQUITABLE
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY

OF THE
UNITED STATES

THOMAS I. PARKINSON. PRESIDENT

To The F-quitable Society, 393 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Please give me without any obligation the rates on your

RETIREMENT ANNUITY Plan. I would like a monthly

income of $ to begin when I am years o{ age.
IJ-PS

Name

Address Date of Birth.
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The New BRITANNICA
at a New Big Saving is the

INCOMPARABLE
GIFT

Order a

BRITANNICA /or GUsTinas

AT THE NEW AND LOWER PRICE

APPROACHING holidays always mean a smart increase in

the demand for the Britannica. This year the increase is

already considerably larger than usual, and we fully expected it.

For today the new 14th Edition of the Britannica can be bought
at an astonishingly low price for this finest of all gifts.

As we announced some weeks ago, our order for a single print-

ing of the Britannica, equal to the largest ever made, makes
it possible to effect substantial savings in the cost of paper,

binding materials and printing. This saving is passed on to you.

Large as it is, however, the printing will, we believe, soon be sold

out. The increased holiday response sustains this belief. And we
can't assure you that the great reduction, possible because of an
unusual year, will ever be offered again, once this printing is gone.

Send immediately, therefore, for particulars, if you
wish the New Britannica for Christmas at the lowest
price at which it has been possible to advertise it.

A Gift to Buy without Delay
At any price it would be an exceedingly handsome and discriminat-

ing gift, reflecting the thoughtfulness and good judgment of the giver

and giving endless delight and solid service to the recipient.

At the present price you can make this splendid gift to some for-

tunate person and, at the same time, secure a really substantial saving

over the regular standard prices of last Christmas.

A Gift that Marks the Culture of the Home
No one can call it mere chance that 80,000 families find the new

Britannica useful in the home. It was made to be useful there.

It was made to help women in their housework, in the care of their

children, in sewing, in their appreciation of music, drama, literature and
painting. It was made to help men in their daily work, in the care of

the car, in matters of investment, law, business, politics, sports and

hobbies. It was made to help children with their lessons.

The Britannica has already proved its incomparable value in all these

respects. And today is the right time to buy it.

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET TODAY

What Owners
say:

"It is the ideal encyclo-
paedia for a home with
children—indeed, for
any home."

Willis A. Sutton,

Recent President.
National Education

Association.

"The people of the
United States have
greater and more intri-

cate problems before
them now than ever be-

fore. Their material and
spiritual prosperity rests

on a wise solution. Eco-
nomics, politics and sci-

ence are all interrelated

and accurate information
regarding them is essen-

tial. A good encyclopae-
dia is necessary, and the
new Britannica meets
these needs with its tra-

ditional thoroughness."

Owen D. Young

"It would be quite im-
possible to have even a
casual familiarity with
thethingsdailydiscussed
were it not for the exist-

ence of the Britannica."

Frank B. Jewett,
Vice-President.

American Telephone Si*

Telegraph Co.

"With so much more
knowledge in the world
today than any one mind
can possibly master,
modern education has
become primarily a mat-
ter of opening doors, and
no one work contains so
many passageways into

undreamt-of fields of sci-

ence, art and history, as

does the new Encyclo-
paedia Britannica."

Mrs. F. D. Roosevelt

The
Finest Gift

Many people may not
realize that the twenty-
four large and beautifully

bound volumes carry 35,-

000,000 words, the equiv-

alent of 500 ordinary size

books. This text is bril-

liantly written by 3,500

authorities and is richly

illustrated with 15,000
pictures, many in full color,

and with 500 maps—200 of
these in color. Carefully

indexed with 500,000 sepa-

rate entries, the books arc

easily and agreeably read.

$5 down,$5 a month
Our Thrift Plan favors the
pockctbook. Only $5 down is

required to bring the gift to
any home for immediate use.
The balance is payable in a
small number of monthly in-
stalments of $5 or more.

Send for 56-Page FREE Booklet Today
Fill out the corner blank below, mail it to us, and re-

ceive by return mail a large, 56-piige

booklet free, rich with color plates,

maps and sample pages. It contains a

full description of this finest gift in

books. Send the coupon for the large

booklet today. No obligation.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA, Inc.

342 Madison Avenue, New York City 1P.S.M.-t3

Please send me, by return mail, without obligation, your
56-page illustrated booklet with color plates and maps from
the new Britannica, and low price offer representing a saving
of many dollars.

Name

Address.

City.
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Radio sets, oil

burners, and tools

are being bought
for many modern
homes today. Aid
in their selection

will be given by
Popular Science In-

stitute investigators

Protection for Buyers
BUYING these days is ilone wiih

considerably more care and thought

than used to be the case, but when
up against the problem of selecting

equipment about which one knows little,

it takes more than care and thought to

make a wise choice. It means that some-
one else's judgment must be relied upon,

and to fill this need for sound and impar-

tial advice is the purpose of the Popular

Science Institute.

The Institute is not ready to give out

advice on all types of products, but it

thoroughly investigates three classes of

equipment that present problems to the

buyer and in which particular interest

has been evidenced by Popular Science
Monthly readers. If it is a radio set,

any kind of hand tool, or oil burner that

you are buying, it will be worth your
while to check with the Institute and find

out if the make you are considering is

efficient and worth the price asked. These
products represent a good sized investment

and are difficult to judge. One can afford

to learn by experience in buying the

smaller things that have to "be replaced

frequently, but not many can afford to

gamble on a major purchase.

Popular Science Institute goes to great

lengths in the way of laboratory test and
investigation to answer these two ques-

tions about a product: "Does it satis-

factorily fulfill the purpose for which it

is intended?" and "Does it represent good
value?" Experts who have seen the Insti-

tute's tests under way at the laboratory

at New York University know how definite

an answer is obtained to these questions,

for, invariably, visiting engineers comment
upon the completeness of the tests, the

quantity of expensive testing equipment

10

available, and the ability and knowledge
of the Institute's testing staff.

New readers of the magazine sometimes
ask what the Institute is and what it does.

To aid readers in their buying problems,
to determine that only reliable products

were being advertised, and to make Popu-
lar Science Monthly a still better maga-
zine were the three aims the publishers

had in mind in establishing Popular
Science Institute.

THE Institute has been functioning for

eight years, and its aims not only
have been fulfilled, but the Institute has

been able to branch out and serve in

some other capacities that had not been
anticipated in the early days of its organ-

ization. Professor Collins P. Bliss.

Director of the Institute and Dean of the

College of Engineering at New York Uni-
versity, has been called upon by Govern-
ment authorities at Washington to assist

INSTITUTE BULLETINS

Heating and Ventilating""

Insulation in Building

Construction*

List of Approved Tools

List of Approved Radio Sets

List of Approved Oil Burners

Advice on Installing Oil Heat

Refrigeration for the Home*

"Starred hiilletins 25 cents

in several projects where information
accumulated by Popular Science Institute

was useful. Dean Bliss is now consulting

mechanical engineer for the U. S. Bureau
of Standards and active on several com-
mittees whose work deals with equipment
of the type investigated by Popular Science

Institute.

AS TO the principles by which the Insti-

tutc is governed, it must, and does,

present only the facts discovered. It is

obvious from the type of tests conducted
that information of the most complete
and accurate nature is obtained regarding

each product investigated. Likewise it is

obvious from the character of the men
who direct the work of the organization

that any judgment passed on products is

impartial and can be relied upon. Nothing
except the evidence produced by its tests

and investigations serves as basis for

approval or disapproval. Most of this

evidence is in figures, thereby eliminating

personal opinion to the greatest extent

possible. While no disapproved product
may be advertised in Popular Scie.nce

Monthly, this is the only particular in

which advertising features. Any manu-
facturer of nationally sold equipment,
available to our readers in all sections of

the country, may have his products tested

by the Institute without charge and with-

out obligation in any respect.

The Institute advisory service is avail-

able to all readers, as are the several bul-

letins that it issues. Questions regarding

oil burners, tools, or radio sets, or requests

for approved lists of such equipment,
should be addressed to Popular Science

Institute, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York,
N. Y.

POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY



FOR THE HOME OWNER
Tuo Booklets Contain Much of the Infor-
iihilion You Need in Building or Moderniz-

ing a House

House Heating and Ventilating will help

you to get the most from each building dol-

lar invested in heating equipment, by ad-

vising how to plan wisely and by supplying

full facts regarding equipment now available.

In this 38-page booklet will be found
descriptions of the various types of heating

systems, an outline of the advantages and dis-

advantages of each under different conditions,

together with pointers as to how to select the

kind most suitable for your needs. Also, in-

stnictions are given on how to get the best

results with each system through proper care.

There are special chapters on heating with
coal, oil and gas which contain comparative
data on cost and advantages, as well as the

essential facts that need to be known if you
are considering the installation of an electric

stoker, oil burner or gas heating system.

Automatic heat control, room heaters,

humidity, ventilation and summer cooling

are other subjects treated in this booklet
and, throughout, are illustrations showing
various types of modern equipment.

Insulation in Building Construction
covers a subject that many buyers and builders

of homes need to know about. Many houses
are represented as being "insulated" when
they are not really insulated at all.

This booklet explains in dollars and cents

just what insulation does in saving heating

costs, as well as providing comfort at all

seasons. From the facts given, you can de-

cide whether insulation is a worthwhile in-

vestment for you.

Detailed description is given of the various
insulating materials, their comparative rat-

ing as regards efficiency in stopping heat

flow, and other factors that need to be con-

sidered in selecting insulation.

One section of the booklet describes ho\v to

insulate houses that are already built and
a final chapter deals with the cutting of

heat loss through use of weather-stripping,

calking compounds, etc.

These booklets have been prepared by the
engineers of Popular Science Institute. They
may be had by sending 25 cents for each to

Popular Science Institute, 581 Fourth Avenue,
New "i'ork, N. Y.
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says that he is the Itusiness ManaKer of I'opular Science
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knouiedee and belief, a true statement of the ownership,
manacement. etc.. of the aforesaid publleatlon for the date
.shoH'n in the above raptlon. retiulred by the Act of AuKU^t
24. 1912, embodied in Section 411, I'o.stal Laws and Keg-
ulation^, printed on the reverso of thlH form to wit:

1. Tliat the names and adrlresses of the publisher, editor,
managing editor, arid bu?ine^i> manager.^ are I'ublisher,
Popular Science PublUhing Co., Inc., 3f*l Fourth Avenue.
New Yoric. N. Y.. Kditor. Raymond J. Ilroun. 3S1 Fourth
Avenue. New York. N. Y"., Managing Editor. Raymond .T.

Brown, 3S1 Fourth Ave, New York. N. Y. llusinrss Man-
ager. A. L. Cole. 3S1 Fourth Avenue. New York. N. Y'.

2. That the owners are; Topiilar Science PuldL-ihing Com-
pany, Inc., 3Sl Fourth Avenue. New York, N. Y'. : Stock-
liolders of Popular Science Publishing Company. Inc.,
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acting. i.s given: al^o lhat the ?ald two paragraphs con-
tain statements embracing aff1anl'.H full knowledge and
belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which
stockholders ami security holder.i wlio do not appear upon
the books of the company as trustees, hold stock and secu-
rities in a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner,
and this afBant h3< no reason to believe that any other
person, association, or corporation has any interest direct
or indirect In the said stock, bonds, or other securities than
as so stated by him.

(Signcdt A. L. Cole. Business Jfanager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this I7th day of

September. 1<)31.

K.-*ther Kyi. Notary Public. Klng.i County Clerk's No. 57,
Registry No. 2065. New York County Clerk's No. 15S. Reg.
No. 2E11T.
(Seal) My Commission expires March 30, 1932.
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Whiskers Aweigh!
Cool Shaves €or All Hands!

THE 2 INGRAM BARBERS • TERRY TUBE OR JERRY JAR

themselves—you'll discover an abso-

lutely new sort of shave when the first

fresh dab ofIngram's lathers your cheek!

For Ingram's is different. It's cool

because coolness is part and parcel of

its secret, exclusive formula. It's smooth

because it holds three special ingredi-

ents, three elements that tone your

skin before, during and after the shave.

Ask your druggist for Ingram's tube

or Ingram's jar, whichever you prefer.

Or, just fill out the coupon below and

mail it in. Then we'll send you ten

cool shaves— FREE! Clip the one-way

ticket away from burns, nicks and

smarts! We want you to try Ingram's

— because you'll like it if you do!

10 COOL SHAVES—FREE
Bristol-Myers Co., Dept. H-121

110 Washington St.,

New York, N. Y.

I'd like to try ten cool Ingram shaves.

Name

Street

Cil) Slate. .

II

J^ASr there! If you'd like to lay a

shaving course free of rocks,

shoals and perils of the skin, go down

to the drug-chandler's and lay in some

Ingram's Shaving Cream for your

lucky bag!

If you'll try Ingram's just once you'll

know a new and breezy kind of shav-

ing! Ingram's is as cool as a north-west

breeze, a totally different kind ofshaving

cream that leaves your face ship-shape

and refreshed. For Ingram's is

cool! Cool!! COOL!!!
Ingram's is packed in jars. And it's

packed in tubes. Whether you pick the

economy of the jar or the convenience

of the tube, you can be sure you'll get

the same cool, close shave from each!

Say what you will about other shav-

ing creams—say what they will about

INGRAM'S
Shaving Cream

IN TUBES
OR JARS!



Why Not Count Them and

Get the Thing Settled?

Let me add the last chapter on the 36S-
366 day argument : Suppose I am ridini; the-

hobbyhorses. They turn to the right. 1 try

to keep my eyes on a
pretty girl standing in

the crowd. To do this 1

must turn backward as

I go around. Suppose
I try to turn in the op-
posite way and still

keep my eyes on the

lady. I doubt if even a
cross-eyed astronomer
could do this. To turn
in opposite directions at

the same time is, I be-
lieve, as hard as to walk on one's head. If

the earth turns backward sometime while it

makes .^65 turns in the right way, I believe

Gov. Murray ought to be notified and some-
thing done about it; such things shouldn't

be permitted.—D. G., Hale Center, Texas.

Altogether Now: Is That
the Right Place for the Fence?

J. V. M., Altooxa, Ala., can locate his

fence by measuring appro.ximately SS.bb feet

along one of the legs starting from its inter-

section with the twelve- foot base, and
through the point thus found, erecting his

fence parallel to the bases. ... I have been
greatly interested to note the increasing num-
ber of mathematical questions and puzzles

which have been offered voluntarily by your
readers in the columns of "Our Readers Say''

during the past months. In view of the inter-

est already shown by your readers, and con-
sidering the fact that "math'' is the basis of

all science, I feel that you would be making
no mistake were you to devote a few para-

graphs each month to some phase of this

subject. Such a department would, I think,

be of mutual benefit both to your magazine

and to its readers. Small prizes might be

awarded in order to insure keen competition

in the contests. Come on, you "math" enthu-

siasts ; let's hear what you have to say about
such a feature. Or am I the only one in the

world who would be interested in such brain

teasers?—J.B.F., Manchester, N. H.

He Knows the Beetle That
Throws Out a Smoke Screen

On "Our Readers Say" page recently, I

noted a letter from J. C. L., Iron Mountain,
Mich., relating an experience w-ith a peculiar

type of beetle. It is evident that J. C. L. met
the Bombardier Beetle, a beetle that dis-

charges a drop of fluid

that changes to a
smokelike gas on con-

tact with the air. This
gas changes the blue
vegetable colors to red

or yellow, produces a
sharp pain when ap-
plied to the tongue, and
leaves a yellow spot on
the skin Hke that pro-

duced by nitric acid.

I don't blame the In-

dian for not wanting to investigate further,

as most any of us would retreat if \vc got

a shot of nitric acid in the face. More than
twcntv-five species of these beetles arc known
hcrc.-^G.G.L., Berkeley, Calif.

New York Hastens to Answer
Questions from India

In reply to the two questions asked by
V. K. R., Satara, India, I would say: The
answer to the first depends upon how high
the airship rose. If it remained in the earth's

atmosphere it would be carried along with
it. When it landed, it would probably be on
the same spot from which it rose. If the

air.=hip left the earth's atmosphere, when it

came down after twelve hours it would prob-
ably land on the opposite side of the earth

from which it rose. The answer to the sec-

ond question is that the bullet would hit the

man. The reason is the bullet had a velocity,

relative to the ground, of bOO miles per hour.

Therefore, it would hit the forward man at

,W miles per hour if air resistance and grav-

ity arc not counted.—L. C. R., New York.

Parting Coats from Sheep

Among the Star Cazers

I AM glad to see there is someone with
backbone enough to knock the astrologists.

But where are .our hawk-eyed minions of

the law and our much
talked of wide-awake
postal inspectors?
,\ren't the astrologists

using the mails to de-

fraud? It is really dis-

gusting to think that in

this day and age such
things as astrology,

palm reading, crystal

gazing, and fortune

telling are allowed to

exist. What would be-

come of us if someone really could foretell

the future? If these people were able to do
what they pretend, could they not make
enormous fortunes without bothering to read

the horoscopes of others?—N.G.D'A., Phil-

adelphia, Pa.

With great interest I have read the article

by Jesse F. Gelders on fake astrology. If by
such attacks and exposures you can help rid

the world of fakes you will do a great ser-

vice. But why will you not learn the truth

and beauty of Astro-logic and then publish

intelligent articles about it? In the star

science, all sciences are embodied. The evo-

lutionary process of the earth and mankind
is written there in symbols, allegory, and
numbers—the very mystery of life and being.

But such deep truths are not revealed to the

casually curious.—Mrs. A.L., Crestline, CaUf.

"Origin of Life" Articles

Just Suit Him Fine

I siiouLn like to congratulate you on your
excellent publication. I have been particularly

interested in your series of articles on "The
Origin of Life." I have gained more from
this series than I did from six months of

study of dry, uninteresting textbooks. I think

a monthly article on simple experimental

chemistry would be welcomed by a great

many of your readers. 1 should also like to

sec a section devoted to pure mathematics.
This field surely would have a popular

appeal, especially if the problems of antiq-
uity, the squaring of the circle, the redu-
plication of the cube, trisecting of the angle,

etc., were discussed.—L.F.E., Hartford. Conn.

He Wants "Mind" to Reform
This Wretched Old World

Cas you not give us something on the
science of "Mind ?" This seems reasonable,
as the mind is the source of all science. Of
course, the psycholo-
gists are ever ready to

sell books and I have
studied quite a good bit

on this interesting
subject, and it is won-
derful as you know. If

we could get more peo-
ple interested in this

subject, so they would
know more about
themselves, the world
would soon make a
change for the better. "Son of man, know
thyself," that's my motto.—J.E.S., Indian
River City, Fla.

Built His Own Hydroplane

And, Boy. He Likes It!

Ix YOUR March 1931 issue of P.S.M., page
ninety-two, there appeared an article by
William Jackson giving instructions on mak-
ing an outboard motor hydroplane. I built

this boat and it proved satisfactory in every
respect, and as a result my enthusiasm for

this branch of sport and recreation has been
increased at least a thousandfold, and it is

my desire now to build another with which I

can get still more speed. I surely enjoy P.S.

M., all of it, but I never could find w^ords

that would adequately express mj' thanks to

"her" and you for the thrills and fun I have
derived as a result of Mr. Jackson's contri-

bution.—A.P.S., Bristol, Pa.

High Hat? Our Workshop
Never Even Heard the Words

What 1 want to say is, why the high hat
in the Home Workshop Department ? If you
don't own a motor-driven circular saw you're
out of luck. Personally I'm trying hard to

get the money to buy one, but in the mean-
time 1 read your wonderful articles and I
just itch for the tools to
build the things you de-
scribe. First of all, you
should remember that not
every reader of your
cleverly edited publica-

tion has the money to

buy expensive machinery.
Here's my suggestion

:

Why doesn't Popular
SCIEKCE MOXTHLV isSUC

a card which will entitle

its subscribers to a ten

percent discount on anything we buy that is

advertised in your magazine? It seems to me
this would please everybody—you, the adver-
tiser, and us. Think this over. Also, why is

it I have never seen a section of your pub-
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lication devoted to drafting? I msh you
would teach us, through a new department,
how to draw and how to read blueprints.

—

n.J.S., New York, \. Y.

That's Exactly What It

Was Expected to Do
Your article on the u'oll' sw iiif;, in an issuo

some time a,c:o, ua.- vcr> interesting and
instructive. I found it

SO helpful that I have
paved tlie magarine to

quite a numb«: of the
members of our coun-
try club and now it is

petting all ragged and
worn, but the instruc-

tion in the golf article

certainly improved the

golf of everyone who
read it, including mine.

—O.T.M., Walkcrton,
Ont.

Here's the Real Low-DoWti
on That Fairy Cross Business

As A geologist, your recent article about
the Fairy Crosses of Virginia shocked and
amazed me. Almost any good book on min-
eralogy will tell you that good specimens of
staurolite may be found in many countries
scattered throughout the world. The best

come from Brittany and Georgia. I have
found a number of them in South Carolina.

Staurolite is produced by the intergrowth of
two cr>'stals in twinned position. Your author
was correct in stating that they are an
aluminum-iron silicate, but this is not nec-
essarily the case, as other metals are some-
times I'ound in their chemic.il composition.

They arc of a dark brown color, usually

dull and opaque. Staurolite is not the only

mineral that takes the peculiar form of

twinned crystals. Gypsum and fluor spar arc

also intergrowths of aystals at right angles.

—HJP., Florence, S. C.

Airplane Crathes No Longer

First-Page News to Him
I AM writing to complain about the pub-

licity that airplane crashes receive. A few
weeks ago two Army planes crashed. Two
were killed and the other two pilots jumped
and lived. The papers carried front-page
headlines and printed pictures of this acci-

dent. On the same day, three were killed in

an auto mishap in the same state. This
tragedy was given two inches of space. The
Connecticut Chamber of Aeronautics has
tried to prevoit the printing of such pictures,

Jbut so far has been unsuccessful. I also want
to assure you that I enjoy every article in
\'our magazine except the monkey business

by Mr. Mok and Dr. Gregory.—SA.C,
Danbury, Conn.

All About Pipe Organs

in December, 1929, Issue

I SHOi LD like 111 join my voice to that of

"B.E." in supplication of an article concern-

ing large organs.
I think an article of

this type would be of

popuur interest to
many of your readers.

Your article on the
discovery of the new
element was interest-

ing, but I should like

to see something like

this more often. There
cannot be too many
articles on chemistry to

suit me, and I have an idea from what I
have seen that there are hundreds of others
exactly lilce me in this respect.—DJ'J'., Belle-

fonte, Pa.

tVrtATf
chemotr:

VACWH. LltfHT
COVER -H'ftM
"EY H.l.C,

vronr

Real Glider Club Now on
the Job in Connecticut

Tbihkino it migbt be of interest to your
readers, I am writing this to tell you that we
recently organized a glider club here under
the name of The Stamford Gliding Club. It
was organized lor the purpose of promoting
motorlcss flight in Stamford and vicinity.

It is the first of its kind to be organized in

this district and we feel that its success is

assured. We bought a primary type glider

in knockdown condition and assembled it

ourselves. We have it nearly finished and
expect to have it in the air very soon. At
each meeting of the club a ground school

lectture is given on some phase of aviation.

—E3., Stamford, Conn.

Byrd is Nominated as

World's Greatest Flyer

Receding your request for opinions as to

the world's greatest flyer, I want to check
and double-check the nomination of Rear
.\dmiral R. E. Byrd for this honor. .Vftcr

seeing the motion picture of his flight to the
South Pole, I don't see how anyone could
think anvone else a greater flyer than he.

—

L.K., Brooklyn, .\. Y.

Can You Get This Vacuum
and Cylinder Thing Straight?

H. L. C. IN the October issue of Popuiar
Science Monthly suggests an idea for a
vacuum blimp. He says fill a very light shell

covering with light spheres or cylinders to

stand the outside atmospheric pressure and
pump the air out of the small cylinders, thus
making a near vacuum
that would be hghter
than hydrogen or any
other gas. It is true that

the vacuum would be
lighter than any gas
known; in fact, the
vacuum would weigh
nothing. But we must
not forget that our
cylinders would weigh
something, \o matter
what metal it is made
of, it would not be lighter than air. One liter

of helium weighs (at 0° Centigrade i O.lTS.'i

grams; one liter of hydrogen weighs 0.O8OS7;

one liter of air weighs 1.2930. By these fig-

ures we can plainly see why l»lh)ons raise.

If I am wrong will you please let me know.
—TJ)., Syracuse, N. Y,

Well. That's All Right;

They Amazed Us, Too
I NEVER saw anything more amazing than

your article on cannibal germs. I simply ate

it up and can't get it out of my head. What
I want to know now is: Do scientists think

they can eventually win the fight with these

tiny, destructive things that cause so much
sickness; or will humanity, some time, be
wiped out by a germ that, as yet, may not
have been discovered? I should think this

might happen, though Dr. Kendall's work
should go far toward preventing it. Seriously,
it seems to me that the big job scientists

now face is to save mankind from destruc-
tion by the insects. If I'm wrong, stop me.
But I wonder if they can do it, and if so
how.—C.W.G., Bronxville, N. Y.

Jiggling Skyscrapers

Have Him Puzzled

If the earth is so big and sturdy, why do
skyscrapers weave and jiggle around at the

top? Can any of our readers tell me? Also
I wish some of the wise ones would tell me
why the Gulf Stream is changing its course
and why New York City has no more bliz-

zards as it did in 1888 when there were no

high buildings. Why did Miami, Fla., have
such a cold winter last year? The Empire
State Building was not built the year before

and so the weather was warmer. Is that the
answer? I wish somebody would teU me.
—R.P.S., Saratoga Springs, N. Y,

What's a Knock or Two
Among so Many Boosters?

I THINK you must publish the opinions of
the knockers only, so that your "Readers
Say" page won't seem too much like a testi-

monial meeting. Other-
wise, I belkve, you
would be too charita-

ble to put the opinions

of such "smart" people

right out in public

print where everyone
has a chance to read
them. Is that so? But
some of the knocks
give us faithful ones a
big laugh.— E.M.W.,
Independence, Kansas.

This "Mere Mechanical Toy**

Was Fifty Feet Long!

WoutD it ever occur to you that you
could devote your space to something more
interestmg than a mere medianical toy
devised for the purpose of luring people to a
silly show? I'm not criticising Seielstad^
drawing. He's the early spring berries as far
as that goes, but I hate to see him waste his
talent on such a trifle. It just kind-a gripes
me when I sec any .sort of a suggestion that
men and dinosaurs lived at the same time and
fought for the possession of the intergla-
cial jungles. It ought not be hard to remem-
ber that these great beasts were gone thous-
ands and thousands of years before anything
even faintly resembling man appeared on
earth. That being so, how in the name of
conusoB sense could the monster be run-
ning round with a dothed or even partially

clothed young lady in its mouth? It just

doesn't stand to reason unless I'm getting
cock-eyed in my old age. And anyway, if by
some freak of nature a girl had strayed into

the dinosaur age, it's a perfectly safe bet of
a million to one that she'd have been clothed
in just exactly nothing or quaintly wrapped
in a rapidly decomposing piece of hide. Am I

right? You can put it on the line that I am.
But there seem to be a lot of folks who think
that when Ufc appeared on this earth men
were there to watch it iprow. Can't they get
it into thdr heads that humanity is one of
the youngest forms of life and that most of
the prehistoric monsters had disappeared long
before we were even some form of hitherto
undiscovered monkey? But I can't end this

squawk without taking time to tell you that
on the whole and by and large, I'm for

Popular Scienxe Monthly from hell to

breakfast—and back again.—C.C3., Cape
May. .\. J.

Pity the Poor Scientists

With All the Elements Found
Now that "Eka-Iodine" the missing ele-

ment. No. 8S, has been discovered, thus com-
pleting the periodic
table of elements, I
presume scientists will

devote their spare time
searching for new vi-

tamins to complete the

alphabet. But do you
suppose that all the

elements have been dis-

covered ? Even so there

are many fields left for

scientists to work in

without trying to prove
that man came from a monkey or his face

from a fish.—HJIA., Richmond, Me.
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Enroll Today
in the

FISHER BODY
CRAFTSMAN'S GUILD

«75,000 INAWARDS
Four University Scholarships f f y 116 Trips to Detroit

1120 Gold Awards

Every boy in the United States and Canada, between twelve and

nineteen years of age inclusive, is eligible. Begin today

by enrolling with any General Motors car dealer

Every boy who enrolls now in the second

Fisher Body Craftsman's Guild competition

will have the advantage of an earlier start

in the construction of his model coach.

Remember, the Guild competition for 1932

oflfers even greater opportunities for boys

throughout the United States and Canada.

The conditions of the second Guild com-

petition are the same as those of last year's.

All boys in the United States and Canada

between 12 and 19 years of age inclusive are

invited to take part. There is no entry fee or

enrollment charge of any kind. Every boy

who enters the competition will construct

a miniature model Napoleonic coach, from

detailed plans and instructions furnished

free by the Guild. The judges, both State,

14

District and International, will be men of

the highest standing in the knowledge of

fine craftsmanship. At their head, as Honor-

ary President of the Guild, is Daniel Carter

Beard, beloved National Boy Scout Com-

missioner, and John A. Stiles, Dominion

Commissioner for Scouting, as Honorary

President of the Canadian Section.

The awards for the second Guild compe-

tition should be an inspiration to every

ambitious boy. Remember, there are four

$5,000 university scholarships, 116 trips

to Detroit and 1120 gold awards await-

ing the winners. Why not join the Fisher

Body Craftsman's Guild at once—today

—and ^t an early start toward success?

POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY



Enroll NOW tvith Any General Motors Car Dealer

It is very easy to join the Fisher Body

Craftsman's Guild. Just go to any dealer in

General Motors cars and say you want to

enroll.

Dealers in Cadillac-La Salle, Buick, Olds-

mobile, Oakland-Pontiac and Chevrolet are

all General Motors car dealers. There is

one in your community.

As soon as your enrollment is registered,

you will receive from Guild headquarters

your membership card and official Guild

button, and a complete manual containing

scale drawings of the model coach, instruc-

tions for building it, pictures of the coach

in full color, and all other information per-

taining to the Guild.

If you entered the first Guild competition,

try again! (Memberships must be renewed.)

If you missed the first chance, by all means

get in this time. Enroll NOW and get an

early start!

FISHER BODY CRAFTSMAN'S GUILD

Picture^/ ahni v is the iiiiniuturi' motlel Sapoleonic Coach, toRi ther with ithotos cf three of last year's Guiltl memhers working ott their mfnieis

INTERNATIONAL AWARDS
Four University Scholarships of four years each

Two of these Scholarships go to Juniors (12 to 15 years

inclusive) and two go to Seniors (16 to 19 years inclusive).

Ten Awardsfor Seniors and Ten Awards JorJuniors in Every State and Canadian Guild District as follows:

1 St State or District Award Trip to Detroit 1st State or District Trimcraft $ 25ingoId
and $100 in gold 2nd State or District Trimcraft $ 1 3 in gold

2nd State or District Award $100ingold
1st State or District Paintcraft $ 2 5 in gold

1st State or District Woodcraft $ 2 5 in gold 2nd State or District Paintcraft $ 1 5 in gold
2nd State or District Woodcraft $ 15 in gold

1 St State or District Metalcraft $ 2 5 in gold Every Guild member who submits a completed coach on or before mid-
2nd State or District Metalcraft $ ISingold night, July i, 1932, willreceivethe Guild Certificate of Craftsmanship.
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PRESDWOOD
works with Santa Claus

Countless homes will be brightened this

Christmas with gifts that Masonite Presd-
wood helped make. ..beautiful, durable gifts

that come from factories all over the world.

The makers of these articles are Presd-

wood enthusiasts. Naturally! Presdwood
is bettering their products, cutting their

costs, speeding up their production.
Articles such as those shown on the right,

and many others, are being made of

Presdwood with great success.

The men at your presses, planers, drills

and saws will take kindly to these modern
industrial boards. So will the machines
themselves—and the men who work with

hand tools. You'll have little concern over
waste and rejections, for Presdwood is

rigidly graded at the mill.

Get acquainted with Presdwood, the

smooth, grainless, water resisting board
that doesn't crack, chip, split, splinter or
warp. Use it in your factory. The free

Presdwood booklet will give you the com-
plete story. Write for your copy today, or

consult your lumber dealer.

MasonitePRESDWOOD
STRUCTURAL INSULATION • INSULATING LATH

QLARTRBOARD • £Wu:<m^ FLOORING
"Made in Mississippi"

Presdwood mates an
ideal bed forjuveniie bU-
liardtabUs, says the Brunt'

uick-Balke-CalUnder Co.,

Chicago

Toys made by "Play-
Skool", Inc. Milwaukee.

are better because

they 'remade ofPresdwood

Presdwood seriesperfectly

for backs ofelectric rtfrig.
erators manufactured by
Servet, Inc., EvansviUe,

Indiana

f'alleyco Company, Cin-

cinnatit use Presdwood,

with slate finish, to make
ideal blackboards

At RCA Victor Company,
Inc., Camden, A'. J., the

backs ofradio cabinet:t ore

cutfrom Presdwood

1 m.

1 93

Sturdy, attractive toys art

made of Presdwood by the

H. M. Miller Company,
Jeannette, Pa,

MaSOnite CwihionexL FLOORING
of TEMPERED PRESDWOOD

This new, alI<wood flooring with the in-built shock absorber offers tremendous

advantages in beauty, durability and convenience. Outer layers of Tempered

Presdwood assure beauty and long life. Inner layer of QuartRboard providrs

retilicncy, insulation and sound absorption. Tongue- and-groovc cnnntruction

nukes perfect, interlocking joints. Two-color reversible aquaret. and hordprs make

possible endless variety ofdesign. Send for booklet de&cribing this modrm flooring.

Mail the coupon today. It

will bring you the inter-

esting story of Presdwood

Masonite Corporation, Dept. D-12 ©M.C..I931

111 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

Please send your free illustrated booklet that describes Masonite
Presdwood and its many uses.

Street

City State
If interested in Cushioned Flooring, check here.
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"Big

ortunes

won by

Tiny

IMAGINE an inventor revolutioniz-

ing an entire industry by ijoring a

quarter-inch hole in a steel pipe!

A recent court decision ujiheld the

patent of the Pennsylvania workman who
turned that almost magical trick. Twelve
years before, he had added a small air

vent to the mold pipe of a plass-blowing

machine and patented his improvement.
It converted a previous llop into an amaz-
ing mechanism that cut the cost of mak-
ing window glass to a fraction of the

former figure.

The owners of the patented machine
which he had improved sued him for

infringement. The judges held that he
was guilty of no such thing. In a thrill-

ing clima.x to a long and bitter legal bat-

tle, they handed him the victory and
went out of their way to praise him.

By conceiving this minor change, they

Above, tlie first

kiddy-kar, built to

keep this child

from breaking his

other toys. At
right, Clarence W.
White, its inventor,
and, .It top, the Pat-
ent OfKce drawing

said, he had lifted an invention from flat

failure to sensational success, saved the

window glass industry, and performed a

"veritable miracle."

And so he had. The old machine drew
cylinders of molten glass from a tank

by feeding compressed air through a mold
pipe. It was a fiasco, because the shape

and thickness of the cylinders were

nventions

Aubrey D.
McFadyen

Associate Examiner

V. S. Patent Office

largely matters of chance.

Since the new air vent reg-

ulates the pressure in the

pipe, smooth columns of

glass of predetermined thick-

ness now rise to a height

of forty feet from the melt-

ing pots in glass fac-

tories. With the improved
machine, seventy men can
do the work of 600. As a
result, more than two thirds

of all window glass in this

country today is made by
machinery, and the price has been con-

siderably reduced.

While this is one of the most striking

instances of big oaks from little acorns

in the field of invention, it is by no means
unique. An investigation I have just com-
pleted of the records of the Patent
Office has shown me that an impressive

number of successful inventions, some of

n
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Here is BcU's first tele-

phone, an adaptation of

an early instrument that

could transmit only music

them used daily by every reader of

Popular Science Monthly, grew out

of minute, sometimes almost imper-

ceptible, changes in older devices.

The new feature may have consisted

in a hole, a slot, a notch, or even a

scratch; the substitution of one mate-

rial for another; a slight alteration in

design; or the merging of two familiar

contrivances into a new machine. In

some cases, the changes were not struc-

tural, but mechanical; that is, no altera-

tions were made in the old machines at

all, but they were made to run in new
ways.

Inventions perfected in this manner, I

found, range from some of the world's

greatest technical achievements down to

several of the little knickknacks you
handle every day. In each case, a small

and apparently obvious change, some-

times so simple as to seem almost ridic-

ulous, spelled the difference between suc-

cess and failure and, oftener than not,

brought a fortune to its inventor.

/^UTSTAXDIXG among all inventions

that were consummated in this way is

the telephone. It is generally believed that

.\lexander Graham Bell invented it. but

that is not the fact. He perfected it.

Philip Reis, a German scientist, invented

a telephone transmitter in 1S63, thirteen

years before Bell patented his instrument.

Reis's crude apparatus could transmit a

musical tone, but it could not transmit

speech. It was Bell who made the tele-

phone talk.

This he did by a slight adjustment.

Reis's telephone was a circuit-breaking

instrument; that is to say, it had two

electrodes, or contact points, that opened

and closed the circuit in the manner of

the simplest kind of electrical switch. As
a result, the sound into which the elec-

trical impulses were translated, when
heard at the receiving end. was either full

strength or cut off entirely, just as lights

are put on or off by means of the switch

in your wall but cannot be turned on half

strength in that fashion.

Bell changed the circuit-making and
breaking into a current-varying operation.

For Reis's electrodes he substituted a

metal rod attached to the diaphragm and
vibrating with it. and a fluid which was
a good conductor of electricity and in

which the rod moved up and down as

it vibrated.

This seeminRly small change produced
marvelous results. It made the circuit

continuous, thus making possible modu-

Scratches Worth a Gold Mine!

Cly^JOULD it occur to you that a man
could make a great invention by

boring a hole in a section of pipe or put-

ting scratches on a bit of metal? This
remarkable article, written by an e.xpert

of the United States Patent Office, tells

how great fortunes were founded and
great industries saved by trifling, and at

times invisible, changes in machines

made by men of vision and skill.

—The Editor

Thomas A. Edison with the phonograph
that he invented. The needle traveled
in a groove up hill and down dale and
gave a weak and distorted reproduction

lation of the current, which was increased

or decreased according to the depth to

which the vibrating rod was plunged into

the fluid conductor. This enabled the

telephone to transmit spoken words.

Later, the telephone was modified. The
present instrument again has the elec-

trodes, between which is placed a small

container filled loosely with granules of

carbon. Alternately compressed and
released by a plunger, the carbon per-

forms the same service as the rod and
liquid arrangement because of its vary-

ing electrical resistance. But it is on
Bell's original changes that the success

of the telephone, and the tremendous
wealth it has created, really rest.

The electric light, too, is a product of

inventive evolution. The incandescent

lamp is commonly credited to Edison, but

little except the basic principle of the

original invention—the carbon filament

glowing in a vacuum—is left in the pres-

ent bulbs. As a matter of fact, this

principle was known to others before

Edison produced a successful electric

light through his discovery that carbon-

ized bamboo made a practical filament.

Two small but vitally important changes
are responsible for the efficiency and suc-

cess of today's electric light. First, in

1912, came the Austrian chemists Alex-

ander Just and Franz Hanaman, and sub-

stituted tungsten for Edison's carbon fila-

ment. This almost doubled the lamp's

life and efficiency. Then, in 1016, Dr.
Irving Langmuir, a scientist of the Gen-
eral Electric Company, did away with

Edison's vacuum by filling the bulb with

nitrogen gas. This, among other things.

Scratches on a
paper clip made
a fortune for the

man who got

the happy idea

Dr. Irving Langmuir did away with Edison's
vacuum in electric lights and filled the tube
with nitrogen, cutting current consumption

again cut current consumption practically

in two.

Fortunes are not made exclusively

through such great inventions as the tele-

phone and the electric light. Solving the

simplest little problem may make a man
rich, provided the solution meets a uni-

versal need.

As an example, consider the lowly gar-

ter. Nowadays, a rubber or rubber-cov-

ered button is a feature of almost all

hose supporters. Millions upon millions

of people everywhere have rewarded Rob-
ert Gorton, of Plainfield, X. J., with good,

hard cash for thinking of substituting this

rubber button for the wood or cloth-cov-

ered button previously used in garters.

The old wooden buttons would let the

sock or stocking slip, and tended to tear

it besides. The rubber button takes a

firm grip, does not cause the stocking to
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slip or tear, and, because of its resiliency,

will hold hose of different thickness.

An even smaller change, somewhat sim-

ilar in result, is said to have made a for-

tune for the man who conceived it. Hq
is Clarence C. Colletle, of Amsterdam,
New York, the holder of a profitable

patent on an improved paper clip. The
difference between the new clip and the

old one is simply that the Collette clip

is provided with tiny nick.s, scratches in

the metal, that give it a rough surface

and prevent papers from slipping out of

the fastener.

Another article with which everybody

is familiar and which owes its e.xistence

to a fairly obvious change in an older

invention, is the "kiddy-kar." This toy

vehicle, of course, is nothing but a modi-

fied tricycle. What Clarence W. White,

its inventor, did was to make it so low
to the ground and its seat so long and

so broad that even very small children

could ride it in comfort and safety. The
curious part of this invention is that its

great success is due to the very fact that

it is not an improvement on an older de-

vice but a more primitive adaptation, since

it is not propelled by pedals but by the

rider kicking himself along the ground,

and is made of wood instead of metal.

THE toy's origin, by the way, explains

its primitive character. White, a manu-
facturer of stereoscopes in Vermont at

the time, made his first kiddy-kar for his

small adopted son simply to prevent the

child from riding on and breaking toy

fire engines and other little wagons that

had been given to him as Christmas pres-

ents. Other children liked the toy so

much that White applied for a patent

in 1915. In the first nine years, more
than .1,250.000 cars were sold.

Imitators were not slow in trying to

cut in on White's profits, and similar toys

of various kinds flooded the market.

When sued for infringement by White,

one of these manufacturers made the

defense that the kiddy-kar was not an
invention at all, but an obvious revamp-
ing of an old mechanism and, therefore.

Above, the phonograph invented

by Emile Berliner, seen at right,

which was merely a modification

of the Edison machine and. as

patent diagram, right, shows,
substituted a lateral groove for

ups and downs in Edison record

public properly, like a wagon.
The court upheld While's

patent in a noteworthy deci-

sion. Children, said the judge

in effect, have not changed,

and two hundred years ago
would have liked to pu.sh

astride a little tricycle as much
as they do today. The means have always

been at hand, but White's insight and
imagination, which others lacked, enabled

him to use these means. The kiddy-kar,

the court held, is an invention just because

it is so simple that it had not occurred

to anyone before. Invention must not

be gaged by the necessary physical

changes, the judge declared, so long us

some arc made, hut by the directing intel-

ligence which alone can conceive them.

This decision clearly retlects the atti-

tude of the Patent Office and the courts

toward inventions growing out of changes.

Time and again, in infringement proceed-

ings and other patent fights, the courts

have ruled that the question is not

whether the change is big or small, the

achievement difticult or easy, but whether
it has given the world something of real

The United States Patent Office has granted a large number of patents to inventors whose
changes, made on the original machine, were so trifling at times as to be practically invisible

value that it did not

have before.

Not long ago, the

Court of .Appeals of the District of

Columbia upheld the patent of a man
whose sole invention consisted in boring

a hole in a nut ! The mechanism in

question involved a heavy drill arm to

which a nut was attached. The arm was
moved up and down by a large screw
taking hold on the nut so that the screw's

rotation caused nut and drill arm to

travel along the screw.

The purpose of the hole was to permit
inspection of the wear on the threads of

the nut. which was carrying a heavy load.

Without the hole, the device had to be
dismantled for inspection. If this was
neglected, the threads might wear down
to a point where the big drill arm would
fall.

.Ml this the court took into considera-
tion. "This inventor," said the decision,

"has done more than merely drill

a hole in a nut. He conceived
the idea of drilling such a hole as

to permit inspection of the nut;
and this, in our view, involved
more than mechanical skill."

Practically the same view was
taken by another court in decid-

ing the fight of two piano com-
panies over the little pointer, or
controller, that enables any lay-

man to reproduce a master
pianist's interpretation of a piece

of music on a player piano. When
the pointer is made to follow cer-
tain lines on the record, or music
roll, the mechanical piano plays
the composition in the manner of

Paderewski. or any other great
artist who hapijcned to make the

record.

This remarkable device is the
invention of Francis Lincoln
Young, an American living in

London. The suing company
attacked his patent on the ground
that the pointer was not Young's
invention. Right, the court agreed;
standing alone, the little control-

ler did (Continued on page 122)
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The driller, right, has only
his gages to tell him the

revolutions of his drill, the

weight on the hook, and pres-

sure of the circulating mud

Here are two of the bits

used by drillers. One is 27

inches across, the other five

Deepest Oil Well
Opens New Yields TWO

Clinging to a network of steel

braces, men bolt together the

pieces of one of the 200-foot

derricks used in well-drilling

A'LOXELV wildcat well

upon a hill overlooking

the Pacific Ocean recently became the

object of world-wide attention when its

crew of brawny "roughnecks" pulled up

the bit from the bottom of the hole and

ran casing to a depth of 10.030 feet. A
milestone had been reached, a record

broken.

Penetrating the earth to a depth of

almost two miles, this tiny hole, taper-

ing to a diameter of only five inches at

the bottom, became the deepest well in

the world, surpassing the previous record

by 390 feet.

At the same time it opened up alluring

possibilities of vast new treasures of oil

hidden in the deepest folds of the earth's

crust, which may now be tapped by

super-wells at hitherto undreamed-of

depths.

This record well is the product of an

industry whose methods, evolved through

scientific development into a marvelous

20

technique, would amaze the oil man of

fifteen years ago.

Massive steel derricks, almost 200 feet

high, now straddle the drilling platform,

shouldering strings of drill pif)e and cas-

ing weighing more than 100 tons.

Diesel engines and electric motors whirl

rotarv' drills with incredible ease and
smoothness.

Rapidly rotating bits, faced with steel

of diamond hardness, eat into solid rock.

POWERFUL pumps, exerting tremend-

ous pressures, force heavy liquid mud
through four miles of pipe, circulating a

fluid that brings cuttings to the top, at

the same time softening and sealing the

walls of the hole.

Ring-shaped bits mill their way through

the rock, cutting circular specimens of

the strata penetrated. Steel fingers clutch

the core samples, protect them from
injury, bring them to the top intact for

examination.

Circular rubber washers, lubricated by
water, spin around the revolving drill

pipe, keeping the hole arrow-straight.

Tons of ice. forced under pressure into

the hole, chill hot formations so that

cement can be poured.

Huge electric pumps, of enormous lift-

ing power, force oil from the depths,

bringing flow when gas pressure fails.

The world's first 10.000-foot well,

drilled near Seacliff, Calif., by the Chans-
lor-Canfield-Midway Oil Company, rep-

resents the latest step in a steady engi-

neering progress before which successive

records have fallen as the depth of com-
mercial drilling has been extended from

2,000 feel sixteen years ago to 10,030

in 1931,

In 1915, at Charleston, S. C, a 2,000-

foot well was sunk, striking a water-bear-

ing sand yielding more than half a mil-

lion gallons of very soft water per day,

but no oil.

Within the next four years, all exist-

ing records were shattered by four wells

located in various parts of the world. The
deepest, drilled in northern West Virginia,

reached a depth of more than 7,000 feet.

Meanwhile, miners also had been bur-
rowing more deeply into the crust of the

earth. In Michigan, the operators of the

Tamarack mine sank their shaft No, 2

to the 5,200-foot level, and established

what promised to be a permanent record.

The increasing heat at this extreme depth,

however, threatened to set a definite limit

below which men were unable to work.
But oil men continued to thrust their

tiny probes deeper and deeper in search

of new fields of petroleum. In 1921, the

Associated Oil Company's Bulterworth
No, 1, spouting oil from a depth of 4,682

feet, brought the famous Santa Fe Springs
field into the spotlight.

Four years later. General Petroleum's
Amestoy well at Rosecrans, Calif., brought
a thin trickle of clean oil from 6,737 feet;

in 1926, a new record was set by the

Chanslor-Canfield-Midway well at Brea,

Calif., down 8,000 feet.

AT THAT time, a mounting tide of pros-

perity brought millions of motor cars

to American homes, creating a demand
for vast quantities of gasoline. The search

for new zones of production started a

flurry of deep drilling that in California

alone sent 149 wells down to the 8,000-

foot level. Eight of these reached a depth

of 9,000 feet. Amazingly rich production
from old wells newly deepened lent impetus

to the search. Geologists suddenly realized
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^1 This Article Tells How
Man Has Defeated Nature

and Drilled His Way to

Hoards of Hidden Wealth

By
Sterling
Gleason

A modern s*:eel derrick, seen looking up through it from below. The huge traveling

block of pulleys, holding the tongs that grasp the casing, is plainly seen in center

MILES DOWN
thai a 10.000-foot well was not a physical

impossibility, and the race was on!

In the barren hills of central Califor-

nia, Standard's Mascot Xo. 1 shot down
almost to the goal, but was halted at

0.650 feet, after having swallowed twenty-

three bales of hay and a vast quantity of

other material in a subterranean cavern

that defied efforts of drillers to plug it.

A wildcat well drilled in the same region

by the Shell Company soon surpassed the

Mascot by more than fiftv feet. Then, one

day in May. 1931, a crew of C. C. M. O.

Company's drillers hustled the bit down
through streaky shale until the magic fig-

ures, 10.000 feet, were chalked up on the

log. and a good thirty feet more to spare!

The goal had been reached. Geologists,

triumphant, readjusted their sights and
aimed at a new mark. Who now. they

ask, will be first to reach the depth of

15.000 feet?

Between the present record and that

new figure lies a w-hole mile of the hard-

est drilling yet experienced by modern oil

men. Can that goal be reached, or are

the obstacles too great?

THE answer lies in the hands of the

engineer. Derricks must be designed

that can hold tremendous weights while

casing or drill-pipe is being run into the

hole. Fifteen thousand feet of the tough,

wiry pipe that twists the bit weighs 200

tons, and the casing is even heavier—

a

mighty load for a derrick to shoulder.

Engines must be built that can lift

these great weights, yet turn the drill over

a wide range of speeds, with velvet

smoothness and an amazing nicety of con-

trol.

Pumps niust be provided that can drive

a stream of heavy mud down three miles

DECEMBER, 1931

into the earth and bring it to

the surface again, laden with

hard, abrasive cuttings that wear
valves and fittings like emery dust.

/^ASIXG must be constructed of^ alloy-steel, heat-treated material

so tough and strong that it can sup-

port its own dead weight of perhaps

a half-million pounds when suspended
in the hole. Joints and collars join-

ing sections of this pipe must bear
the brunt of this tremendous strain

without ripping threads asunder.

Cables of great tenacity must be
drawn to support such loads. Cables

on present wells last barely a week.
Fittings must be made that can

withstand the pressure of gas pockets
existing in these deep folds of the

earth's crust—a force so great that

blow-outs have sometimes formed
huge craters deep enough to swallow
derrick and all. Tons of rock exert

unbelievable forces on these deep
gas pockets, for in a 10.000-foot

well, the mere weight of a column
of water standing in the hole runs

up a hydrostatic pressure of 4.330
pounds per square inch. The wear
on fittings is tremendous. One well

near Oklahoma City produced the

astonishing quantity of 700 barrels

of sand in fifty-five minutes, while

yielding 2.284 barrels of oil and 50,-

000.000 cubic feet of gas daily.

The extreme heat, as the depth of drill-

ing increases, is a problem that geologists

fear may prove a difficult one as the

three-mile mark is approached. In the

hard coal mining industrv', measurements
have indicated that heat increases one
degree in about fifty-five feet of depth.

These massive
fittings on the
"C h r i s t m a s

Tree" restrain
the upward pres-

sure of the gas

One of the electric pumps used in deep well
drilling. The two weights rotate in opposite
directions. Above them is the traveling block

.\ well at Longmont, Calif., showed a

temperature at only 6.500 feet of 210.3

degrees—just below the boiling point;

while at Lost Soldier, Wyo.. temperatures
in shallow wells led experts to estimate

the terrific heat of 537 degrees at 10,000

feet. ( Continncd on page 135)
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Blowing mercury up into the

tube, below, tests a man's lung
force. After thirty, this force

slowly declines but not as fast

as the loss of muscular strength

Grip was measured by this device, a close-up of which is seen in circle

W/fF Good Little Men
Beat Good Big Men

Fl

Vita! capacity—that is, the amount of air

a man can expel after filling his lungs— is

tested with the machine seen above. Really
this is chest expansion in terms of volume

Pulling strength was determined with the use of this hand
dynamometer, upon the dial of which the effort was registered.

Short men of the 160-pound class had greatest pulling power

VORTY thousand fight fans,

packing Ebbcts Field, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.. some weeks ago,

howled their hoarse approval as

Mickey Walker, "toy bulldog" of the

prize ring, worried Jack Sharkey, the

heavyweight "Boston sailor."

Most of them were not betting on
Mickey. The plucky one-time middle-

weight champion of the world was the

sentimental favorite, but fight-wise gam-
blers were not risking their money. The
toy bulldog was battling an Airedale.

Mickey stood only five feet seven inches,

and weighed but 172 pounds. Jack, con-

tender for the heavyweight crown, w'ith

his five feet eleven and three-quarter

inches and 196 pounds, had the advantage

by twenty-four pounds and almost five

inches. The betting odds were three to

one in favor of the .sailor.

To the amazement of the wiseacres,

Micky fought his bigger opponent fifteen

stubborn rounds to a draw. But then, the

sports sharps are

always surprised
under such circum-

stances, as when
Jack Dempsey beat

the towering Jess

Willard and Harry
Greb. light-hea\'y-

weight, licked Gene
Tunney, a head
taller and fifteen

pounds heavier.

Scientists of the

U. S. Public Health

Service recently

solved some of these

mysteries of big and
little men. By tests

they found out how
bodily strength is

influenced by size,

build, and weight.

By JAMES NEVIN MILLER

About 500 men. between twenty and
thirty-four years of age. ranging from
120 to 169 pounds in weight and from
five feet three inches to five feet ten

inches in height, were subjected to the

tests to determine their prowess in pull-

ing, pushing, and lifting, the strength of

their grip, and their lung power.
In the first group, the shortest and

most sturdily built men were generally

stronger than the tall ones. For e.\ample,

those measuring from five feet three

inches to five feet four inches, weighing
120 pounds, outclassed those who were
from one to five inches taller.

THE same held true of the second class,

the fellows weighing from 130 to 139

pounds. In the third group, including those

weighing from 140 to 149 pounds, the

shortest men, five feet five inches to five

feet six inches, also were the most pow-
erful. Again, in the fifth, or heaviest

class, those weighing from 160 to 169

pounds, the stockiest fellows, from five

feet seven inches to five feet eight inches,

registered greater strength than those who
topped them by from one to four inches.

The fellows in the fourth group, tip-

ping the scales at from ISO to 159

pounds, proved an exception to the rule.

Here the tall men, from five feet nine

inches to five feet ten inches, were strong-

er than those whose height ranged from
five feet fi%'e inches to five feet eight

inches.

The shortest men in the heaviest group
had the greatest pulling power. As for

pushing, the two heaviest classes were
tied for honors. In these two classes, 150

to 159 pounds and 160 to 169 pounds, the

men five feet nine inches to five feet ten

inches made the pushing record— 121

pounds. (Continued on page 126)
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,000,000 Shots
Y'tred in Knniial V^attle of "Experts

Uncle Sam Boosts Scientific Gun Play as

Marksmen Shoot It Out at Camp Perry

By

ROY
ELTON

At top, on the rifle range at Camp Perry. Ta
yards away. In circle, police officer with sub

TWO million winged messengers of

death recently whizzed across

acres of sunburned grass, tore

through paper covered sheets of

cloth, and lost themselves in the cool

waters of Lake Erie.

They were the bullets fired in one of

the greatest shooting events ever staged,

the 1931 National Matches, held at the

biggest rifle range in the country, Camp
Perry, Ohio.

Nearly 4,000 men, women, boys, and
girls, the pick of the country's marksmen,
attended this great shooting contest,

sponsored by the United States Govern-
ment to promote skill with rifle and pistol.

Here, at least, was one place where the

red-blooded citizen with a love of fire-

arms inherited from pioneer ancestors, to

whom a knowledge of guns was an abso-

lute necessity, could get all the shooting

he or she wanted.

During most of the year Camp Perry
consists of little more than a group of

white wooden buildings, a number of Ohio
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rgets are 600
machine gun

National Guard tents, and a
flagpole. When the middle

of August rolls around, a
city of tents springs up al-

most overnight. These tents,

provided by the Army, are
used by contestants as living quarters

during the matches.
Squaw Camp, one section of the tent

city, is assigned to women contestants,

children, and married couples. The pistol,

rifle, and machine gun ranges extend for

two miles along the lake shore, bullets

being directed towards the water of Lake
Erie. There are 100 pistol targets at vari-

ous ranges, ninety-two rifle targets at 200
yards, ninety-seven at 600 yards, fifty at

800 yards, and 110 at 1,000 yards.

There is a small-bore range with 120

Roger Hughes, 11,

Youngstown, Ohio,
is one of the young-
est marksmen shoot-
ing in the Junior
School of the camp

The rifle butts and the targets at the Camp
Perry range. Note that the targets can be
lowered to check hits and paste black or
white patches over the holes between shots
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targets, an indoor range, a running-deer
range presided over by Colonel A. B.
Critchfield, "discoverer" of Camp Perry;

a special police pistol range having run-

ning and disappearing men targets, and
an international 300-meter range. It re-

quires the services of 3,000 soldiers to

run Camp Perry during the matches. They
maintain the communication system, oper-

ate targets, handle traffic, and do hun-
dreds of other necessary things.

Civilians and the best shots from the

Army, Navy, Marine Corps, National

Guard, and various police departments
participate in matches that are sponsored
jointly by the National Rifle Association

and the United States Government. There
are nearly 20,000 entries in all matches
each year. Of course, most shooters enter

several contests.

THE first week is devoted to school

activities. While boys and girls arc

being taught flow to hold and shoot small

bore rifles at one end of the firing line,

at the other end officers from New Or-

leans, Portland, Ore., Los Angeles, Wash-
ington, and elsewhere are being taught

how to use and protect themselves against

gas in combating criminals. In between,

there is almost everything to be found in

the field of shooting, and a lot of activities

that are not strictly matters of gun-han-
dling.

The enthusiasm of young people in the

instruction groups and on the firing line

is almost unbounded. Girls in pajamas,

shorts, overalls, demonstrate that the male
contestants are not the only ones capable

of handling firearms. It is not unusual to

see a girl hardly big enough to hold a gun
standing in the firing line between a

grizzled Army sergeant and a prominent
surgeon or attorney, and not infrequently

beating them both to a marked degree.

Culminating the young people's activi-

ties are several
matches. Two of the

most hotly-contested

are the Whistler Boy
trophy matches, one
in the fiftecn-eight-

cen-year class, and the

other for entrants un-
der fifteen years. The
two trophies were pre-

sented by G. A.
Hughes, of Youngs-
town, Ohio.

At the last meet, to

keep the trophies in

the family, Robert
Hughes, in the fifteen-

eighteen-year class,

won with a score of

389 out of a possible

400; while his broth-

er Roger, eleven, one

of the youngest con-

testants, took the

companion trophy
with a 375 out of a

possible perfect score

of 400.

The police school,

supervised largely by

This eight-foot rifle

was taken to the

Camp Perry meet by
a Tennessee moun-
taineer and used by
him in the matches

Army experts in the various forms of phies, the Wimbledon Cup, is the prize

combat and protection, includes instruc- awarded the rifleman who makes the best
tion in disarming, pistol shooting, riot- score in firing twenty shots at 1,000 yards
gun work, chemical warfare, sub-machine with a .30 caliber service rifle. The cup,

gun use, ballistics, firing at automobiles, presented in 1875 by Queen Victoria of

and "Hogan's Alley." England for competition by American
Hogan's Alley was created at the re- riflemen, has lost some of its interest

quest of police officials who wanted to since the dawn of prohibition. Inside the

give their men training in handling crim- cup is a vertical line of silver pegs. In
inals who take refuge in buildings. The other days, when the trophy could be
Alley consists of a series of building filled with champagne, a marksman who
fronts, much like the sets of a movie lot. lowered the contents one peg had quaffed

There is a pool room, a hotel, and other an even pint,

features of a typical slum.

Life-size figures of men suddenly ap- 'TpHE Leech Cup, awarded in a match
pear, unannounced, behind chimneys, in lired with a .30 caliber service rifle at

windows and doorways, and around the 800, 900, and 1,000 yards, is much like

comers of buildings. It is up to the officer the Wimbledon Cup in appearance, except

to grab his revolver and hit the target be- that it is minus the wine pegs. It was
fore it disappears, a matter of three sec- presented in 1874 by Captain Arthur
onds or so. Concluding the school period, Blennerhassett Leech, an Irish officer and
a Hogan's Alley contest is held. an ardent rifleman.

The ninety National Rifle Association In fact, Captain Leech, later Sir Arthur
matches are held during the second week Leech, may be considered the real father

of the shooting. Three of these are out- of the American National Rifle matches,

standing because of the trophies awarded. His team of Irish shooters, using carefully

One, the President's Match, draws each made muzzle-loading rifles, had defeated

year the largest number of contestants every other team in Great Britain and
because it is the richest in rewards. Be- Europe, and turned to America for new
sides a service rifle presented by the fields to conquer.

Ordnance Department, and numerous As a result of a request made by Cap-
cash prizes and medals, a letter from the tain Leech to the New York Times, an

President of the United States to the win- American-Irish match was arranged. The
ner is included in the list of awards. American team employed breech-loading

One of the oldest of all American tro- rifles, then something new in contest
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All sorts of firearms are
seen at the matches. This
marksman designed a

balancing device, fash-

ioning it out of a junked
automobile's radius rod

shooting. The result was that

the Irish team went home
badly defeated. One member
was so disgusted with his

costly muzzle-loader that he

left it in America and took
back one of the new breech-

loaders. That Irish ritle, in

perfect condition, was dis-

played during the Camp Perry
meet last summer.
The final week of the Camp

Perrj- period is devoted to the

real National Matches, those held as a
result of an act passed by Congress in

1902. There are four main events, cover-

ing group and individual firing with rifle

and pistol. These draw the greatest num-
ber of contestants of any in the entire

meet.

Guns are literally everywhere in Camp
Perr>- during the matches. The Govern-
ment issues 2,000 .30 caliber service rifles,

twenty service rifles with a .22 caliber bore,

and 400 automatic pistols, .45 caliber, to

entrants, and provides all ammunition.
But the service rifles, caliber .30. are

vastly different in some respects from
those used by the typical doughboy, ma-
rine, or gob. They are a special lot, made
with the utmost care. Working parts are

hand finished, and the barrel is carefully

gaged throughout every inch of the bore
before the rifle is accepted.

In the 1931 match, special National
Match ammunition used in former years

was not specified. Instead, contestants

were issued cartridges having a 172-grain

boat-tail bullet with a jacket of copper
alloy that does not foul the inside of the

rifle barrel. The muzzle velocity of the

bullet is 2.700 feet per second.

THESE special rifles and ammunition
represent the last word in high power

rifle accuracy. Under ideal conditions they

will shoot straight enough to hit a figure

the size of a man virtually every time at

a distance of 1.000 yards. In spite of this

sup)erb accuracy, however, long range rifle

shooting is a supreme test of knowledge
and experience as well as a mere test of
rifle pointing accuracy.

The winners of all long range matches
held on days when there is any wind blow-
ing, and that means nearly every day at

Camp Periy, are the fellows who can
most accurately gage the effect of the

wind on the bullet. This effect is so great

at one thousand yards that a stiff cross

wind may carry the bullet so far to one
side that it may hit the next target in the

row, and the targets, at this range, are ten

feet wide.

The beginner, no matter how accurately

he can sight or how steadily he can hold,

is lost in these long range matches until

he has acquired the cunning of an Indian

in reading the velocity and direction of

the wind from the waving of the grass, the

drifting of smoke, and the appearance of

the heat waves.
The automatic pistols issued are like

those carried by service men. They employ
.45 caliber automatic pistol cartridges hav-
ing a full metal-jacketed bullet weighing
230 grains, and leaving the muzzle at a
speed of 810 feet per second. In the police

pistol matches, revolvers and pistols of

.38 caliber or larger are used.
Pistol activities at the 1931 meet

brought to Camp Perry a New Jersey post-

master, G. L. Quigley. of Somerville.

He is not a crack pistol shot; in fact, he
did not know very much
about using the .45 caliber

automatic, with a fancy stock,

that he brought with him. But

he had heard that robbers sometimes at-

tempt to steal valuable mail, and he
determined to be ready for them. So he
went to Camp Perry to attend the pistol

school and learn how to defend Uncle
Sam's mails.

It is in the .22 caliber group that the
greatest variety in firearms is found. In
most cases the small-bore rifles, costing

anywhere from SSO to $200, are more
carefully made than the larger service

guns. Specially made barrels, improved
stocks, intricate sights, and a number of

other features distinguish these rifles, and
incidentally run the price up. About 300
small-bore rifles were registered in the

1031 meet.

In the "any-sight" matches, rifles with
telescopes mounted in place of the usual

metal sights are seen. Telescopic sights

are coming into greater use for almost
every kind of shooting. The objection of

some that such a sight decreases the speed
with which a rifle can be brought into

action was met at Camp Perry with a
demonstration of telescopic shooting. The
marksman tossed targets into the air, and
then raised his telescope-equipped rifle and
"winged" them f Coiitiutwd on pai^c 130)

A Camp Perry instructor initiates a group of girls into the mysteries of properly handling a rifle
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STEAM TURBINE TO RUN NEW AIRPLANE

Capt. H. C. Richardson
with a model of his steam-
driven airplane nowbeing
built at Cleveland. At
right, note turbines be-

hind the propellers

Behind the closed doors of a one-story

brick building at Cleveland, Ohio, plans

have just been completed for an amazing
2,500-horsepo\ver airplane to be driven by
steam. At this writing its construction was
about to begin. No fanciful project is this,

for it is sponsored by one of the country's

leading makers of aircraft. Navy officials

interested in the plane's military possibili-

ties will take charge of the first tests when
it is completed soon. This marks the first

serious attempt to apply steam power to a
plane since Samuel Pierpont Langley's ill-

fated '"aerodrome'' dove into the Potomac
River in 1903. When the unreliability of

steam power plants doomed early airplanes
to failure, inventors turned to internal com-
bustion engines to drive their flying ma-
chines. Modern lightweight alloys, unknown
in Langley's time, have made possible a
radical new type of steam turbine not too
heavy for a plane, according to engineers

of the Great Lakes Aircraft Corporation,
who are building the latest craft. They have
high hopes that return to steam power may
lead to a revolution in airplane design, both
for militarj' airplanes and huge commercial
transport planes. Chief among the advan-

tages of a 2,500-horsepower
steam-driven plane would be

the enormous load of passengers

or freight that it could carry.

Absence of noise, vibration, and
fire hazard are others. Steam
heat from the turbines may be

used to make the passenger

cabin comfortable in winter.

Far from a dreamer is the de-

signer of the aerial locomotive

—Capt. Holden C. Richardson,

U.S.N. , retired. He has served

as chief engineer of the Naval
Aircraft Factory and as head of

the Design Branch of the Naval

Bureau of Aeronautics. He designed the

Nave's famous NC seaplanes that crossed

the Atlantic in 1919, piloting one of them
on the flight himself. As technical adviser

to the Cleveland concern, he convinced its

officials that a practical steam airplane

could now be built. To Popular Science
Monthly he has revealed some of the

striking details of the craft now projected.

Outwardly the steam airplane reveals little

of its unusual construction. Its lines are

patterned for the most part after present-

day planes. But within the fuselage is a

boiler where the steam is generated. The
fuel will not be shovelfuls of coal, such as

popular imagination might connect with a

steam power plant, but oil of a cheap and
economical grade. Steam from the boiler

will run two high-speed turbines on the

wings, one behind each propeller, and will

then pass through condensers between the

turbines and the fuselage. Since the re-

covered water is used over again, only

thirty-eight gallons are required. Oil and
water are supplied to the boiler automati-

cally; no "aerial fireman" is needed. The
pilot controls the plane's speed simply by
operating one throttle for each turbine.

DISTANT MINE FIRED BY
GERMAN "DEATH RAY"
Favorite among the projects of war-

device inventors is a "death ray" that will

kill enemies at a distance. Fortunately, per-

haps, the few who have claimed any prog-

ress toward such a ray have tested it harm-
lessly by stopping automobile motors or

setting off explosive charges at a safe dis-

tance. Latest of these is Kurt Schimkus, a

chemist of Berlin, Germany. With the ap-

paratus pictured above he succeeded re-

cently in exploding a mine two hundred
yards away at Lake Constance, Germany.

HEART SHAPED CARDS
Easier to shuf-

fle and deal, ac-

cording to the
maker, are these

heart shaped
playing cards.
.•\nother advan-
tage over the reg-

ulation style is

that a greater
number of them
may be held in

the hand at once.

Numbers appear
on the two lobes.

World's fastest electric car, streamlined to reduce wind resistance to the minimum,
which will soon be put in operation on a short road leading out of Philadelphia

FASTEST ELECTRIC CAR
ON PHILADELPHIA ROAD
What is declared to be the fastest elec-

tric car in the world has been designed for

a thirteen-and-one-half-mile suburban rail-

road between Philadelphia andNorristown,
Pa. It is expected to develop a top speed
of between eighty and one hundred miles

an hour. Ten of the streamlined aluminum
cars will soon be placed in passenger serv-

ice. The fishlike shape, which reduces wind
resistance at more than mile-a-minute
speeds, was given hundreds of wind tunnel

tests in the University of Michigan's aero-

nautical testing laboratory' before the final

design for actual service was chosen. Each
car carries fifty-two passengers.
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Mirror Hides Bank Teller to Thwart the Holdup Man
PERSON AT WINDOW
SEES TELLER'S RE-
FLECTION IN MIRROR

A\ OPTICAL illusion would put an end to

bank holdups, in a remarkable teller's cage

devised by a Long Beach, Calif., inventor.

When a bandit, posing as a customer, ap-

proaches the teller's window he thinks that

he sees the teller behind it. Actually, how-
ever, he is looking in a slanting mirror, and

the teller is standing out of the way at the

side. He transacts all business through a

sliding drawer. Should the bandit threaten

the image with a gun, the teller, in the

flesh, merely steps into a gun turret beside

the window and covers the intruder until

police seize him. Even if the robber should

fire, the worst damage that his bullet could

do would be to shatter the mirror. Wide
bars and a steel wall protect the teller from
anyone who might know the trick. The in-

ventor, David G, Earl, has constructed a

full sized working model of his teller's cage

to demonstrate its possibilities.

PENCIL IS REAL GUN
This pocket pencil may be converted in

a flash into a deadly weapon. Its barrel

shoots real bullets. A knob on the side

serves as a trigger, and cartridges are in-

serted by opening the center part of the

pencil. Designed by a German manufac-
turer, it is so constructed that it cannot be

fired accidentally.

Weighted reins on pulley blocks are used in this German created school for would-be
horsemen. Correct posture and grip are thus taught without the use of real horses

RADIO CONTROLLED GATE GUARDS HOME
A WEALTHY oil man has

just installed a pair of radio-

controlled gates to bar in-

truders from his estate near

Brea. Calif. A visitor an-

nounces himself by means of

a telephone on the gatepost.

An occupant of the house
presses a button, and the

massive gale unlocks itself

and swings open under the

impulse of a hidden motor.
Cars used by members of

the family are equipped with
radio transmitters that will

open the gate. Thus they may
drive in without stopping,

merelv touching a dashboard
button to start the gate motor. The pair of NIGHT PLANES NOW FLY
gates are said to cost $10,000 to install. ACROSS THE CONTINENT

Tri-motored planes now fly at night to

carry passengers and mail between New
York and Chicago. The new service puts

the entire transcontinental route between
New York and San Francisco on a twenty-

four-hour-a-day operating basis, made pos-

sible by the installation of hundreds of

flashing beacons along the way.

HORSEMANSHIP TAUGHT
WITHOUT USING HORSE
Would-be horsemen and drivers learn

the tricks of handling the reins upon wood-
en dummies, at a unique school of horse-

manship just opened at Ruhleben, Germany.
It provides classes both for equestrians

who ride for sport and for teamsters and
tradesmen who drive grocen,' and milk

wagons. The pupils hold "reins" that con-

sist of weighted ropes passing over pulley

blocks, while a teacher criticizes them. In-

struction is also given in correct posture

while seated on a horse. Both men and
women attend the school.
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Machine Writes Music as Composer Plays It

Gates E. Under-
wood with music
writing machine
he invented. Be-
low, view of ma-
chine with paper
rollinplaceready

to record notes

A BOOK to amateur and professional com-

posers is a robot music writer invented by

a young San Francisco mechanic. Merely
play a tune through upon the piano and
paper tape unrolls from this remarkable

machine with both melody and harmony
printed upon it in standard musical nota-

tion. The tape is gummed on its reverse

side, and may be cut to any desired lengths

and pasted on paper of suitable size for use.

Hours of tedious copying w'ith pen and ink

are thus eliminated. The automatic music

writer is the first of its kind that may be

attached to an ordinary' piano. The nearest

light socket supplies current to run it. and
installation takes but half an hour. A bank
of electric switches placed over the action

of the piano operates the printing type on

the machine through electromagnets. As
each note is struck, a musical character is

electrically registered on the moving tape,

in the proper line of the musical staff. The
machine never makes a mistake, and can

keep up with the most rapid pianist. Auto-
matic devices faithfully record the rhythm
of a passage and the length of each note.

Switching a dial sets the machine to record

a tune in any desired key, since it trans-

poses automatically. The inventor. Gates

E. Underwood, look three years to perfect

the music writer, building the original model

by hand in his own kitchen. He says that

the machine is noiseless and can be operated

by anyone with a few minutes instruction.

TINY MINE MODEL PREDICTS DISASTER
Tiny models of abandoned mines only

1 /3,000th actual size warn miners of the

deadly peril of a cave-in when the models
are whirled in a remarkable machine just

invented by Prof. Philip B. Bucky, of

Columbia University. Engineers hail his de-

vice as a brilliant stroke of inventive genius,

since it permits tests never possible before.

Hitherto many lives have been lost in cave-

ins when the supporting pillars of a used-up
mine have been withdrawn, for mathemati-
cal calculation of the possibility of a col-

lapse is involved and inaccurate. A model of

a mine placed in Professor Bucky "s machine
is subjected by centrifugal force tothe same
strains as occur in practice. Through a win-
dow, an observer can actually watch the

model break up and measure the forces with
such accuracy as to warn the owners of the
mine if it is dangerous. Other invaluable

tests may be made with the spinning tester

upon airplane frames, to guard against their

collapse in flight, and upon steel plates for

ships and girders for bridges.
Philip B. Bucky. of Columbia University, demonstrates his

new invention which predicts the possibility of a mine disaster

LITTLE BOY JUMPS 40
FEET WITH BALLOON

Long popular in Europe, the thrilling

sport of balloon jumping has recently

gained followers in this country, and prob-

ably the youngest of them is four-year-old

Billy Crawford, of Cleveland, Ohio. Sitting

in a harness below a diminutive balloon,

with its buoyancy regulated until it is just

one pound less than his own weight, he can
make leaps forty and fifty feet high. A
tether is attached to his jumping balloon

for safety. Older balloon jumpers, using

untethered balloons, are able to leap pro-

digious distances across country, and jump
over houses and trees much as if they were
wearing seven-league boots.

NEW MACHINE FOR HOME
TURNS WHEAT TO BREAD

Soon the housewife may ask her grocer

for a bushel of wheat instead of a loaf of

bread, since an Italian

inventor has perfected a
machine that turns grain

directly into bread in the

home. It is operated by
gas. electricity, or water
power. When a supply of

grain is poured in, the

device grinds it to flour,

rejects any husks, mixes
the flour with other in-

gredients for bread, allows

the dough to rise, and
finally bakes it in an auto-

matic oven. The machine
would be made in various

sizes for household or

hotel use. According to

the inventor, this direct

method would eliminate

wasteful steps in present-

day production, such as

shipping the grain to a mill

'

to be ground and thence

to bakeries and retail

stores, the cost of which

is borne by the ultimate

bread consumer.

i
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Air Propelled Motorboat Carries Eleven Passengers

Air-propelled motorboats carrying up
to eleven passengers have made their ap-

pearance in England, where they are known
as "hydrogliders." Absence of the conven-

tional propeller makes it possible for the

boats to navigate extremely shallow waters.

The four-bladed air propellers are driven

by 140-horsepower rotarj' engines similar

to those of airplanes and drive the craft at

forty-five-mile-an-hour speed. The air-

cooled engine is installed in a streamhned
mounting at the after end of the hull.

USE X-RAY ON FLOWER
X-RAYS of blooming flowers provide un-

usual and artistic camera studies for a
Des Moines. Iowa, woman who has devel-

oped the technique. Only a minute dosage

of the rays is required to penetrate the

fragile petals. The result is a picture of

striking delicacy and beauty. One of her

compositions, reproduced above, shows an
Easter lily in bloom.

NEW FIRE EXTINGUISHER
COVERS WIDE AREA

Numerous small nozzles in a building's

fire extinguishing sprinkler system are not
needed in a new design recently demon-
strated before the fire officials of Phila-

delphia. It consists of one large overhead
sprinkler that is revolved by the force of

the water and throws streams that will

cover many hundred square feet. There
are various forms of nozzles that can be
connected with the main system. These arc

capable of throwing the water in a revolv-

ing spray or in a steady stream. It is de-

signed for use in big oflice buildings and
factories.

COPIES LETTER WITHOUT CARBON PAPER
Just placed upon the market, an ingeni-

ous new device permits a typist to make
inked copies of a letter without the use of

carbon paper. It consists of a metal frame

with notched ends, holding a replaceable

ribbon. Two sheets of paper are inserted

in the typewriter and the frame is then

dropped upon the platen with the ribbon

between them, as shown in the photograph.

The typewriter's paper guide, lowered upon
the notches, keeps the duplicator from turn-

ing. In this way duplicates are obtained

without the muss and smudge of carbon

sheets. Either black or two-color ribbons

may be used in the duplicator, giving a copy
always identical with the original. Replace-

ment ribbons have metal tips for clean

handling. An attachment enables more than
one copy to be made at one time.

Above, a new fire sprinkler that

has a revolving nozzle that will

throw water over a wide area. At
left, a variety of nozzle attach-

ments that can be used with this

system to throw revolving spray
ordircct stream at indicated point
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:How Wireless Grew
Kxhihit at World's Fair

and Photos, History ot

In one of the buildings of this electrical group, designed by
Raymond Hood, of New York, the radio exhibit will be housed

during the coming World's Fair. It will be 1.200 by 300 feet

Marconi made his first experiments

in exchanging messages with ships at

sea from this shack at Babylon. L. I.

It will be carried bodily to Chicago
and made part of the radio show.

Picture above shows it with Edwin
H. Armstrong, radio pioneer who
helped find and identify the shack

that for years had been regarded

as merely an ordinary tumble-down
little building. Marconi's experi-

ments made here marked the begin-

ning of the period that has seen

hundreds of lives saved through
the use of the wireless when acci-

dents have disabled ships at sea

and near-by vessels, picking up
the SOS, have rushed to the rescue

Shown above is an exact reproduction of the apparatus used by Marconi to send
his first messages long before his attempt at transatlantic wireless. The original

was burned. Note the old-fashioned spark coil hooked to the metal-plate antenna

At left, a rare old photo show-
ing the inside of the Marconi
station at Babylon and the
instruments he then used.
Below, when Marconi made
his first transatlantic wireless
tests, he used kites as aefials,

one of which is seen here held
by G. S. Kemp, who assisted
in the early radio experiments

At left. Edwin H.
Armstrong's first

superheterodyne set

which, when it ap-

peared, was hailed

as the last word in

radio development.
Its circuit forms
the basis of most
of the latest sets
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to y^orld Circling ^Jidio
Will 1>11, in Instruments

This Miracle of the Age

WHEN the World's Fair opens in

Chicago, in 1Q33, there will be
a unique exhibit depicting the

historv' of radio supplied by an

Eastern firm which has a museum of his-

toric instruments and photographs. In

such scenes as those on these pages, many
of which are taken from the museum, it

will relive the romantic history of Mar-
coni's pioneer work, the golden days when
broadcasting was young, and reminiscences

of the key-pounders of twenty years ago.

The amazing story of the evolution of

wireless into the present world circling

radio, that speaks through the air to the

people of all nations, will be clearly shown
in the unique exhibit. It is expected that

following the close of the World Fair,

plans will be made to tlnd a permanent
home for the radio museum, probably

somewhere in the East, where it can be

open to the public at all times. It would
thus become a lasting memorial to the

memory of the men w-ho perfected the

means of using the Hertzian waves as well

as those w'ho have faced death to send

out the SOS appeals from sinking ships.

Durir.g June, 1915. Charles E. Apgar,
above, made phonograph records of all

messages sent out from Sayvillc, Long
Island, and sent them to U. S. Secret
Service men. As a result a German spy
station, WSL, was raided and closed

At left, KDKA of East Pittsburgh, which
on Nov. 2, 1920, sent out the first pre-
scheduled broadcast ever given for public
reception. This ushered in modern pro-

grams of music, sketches, and lectures
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EGG SHELL CARTOON IS NEW FAD

Graham Dale,
New York artist,

and photos of the
egg-shell cartoons
he makes of noted
persons. At right

is Alfred E, Smith

How would you like an egg-a-toon of

yourself? It's a new form of cartoon, the

main ingredient of which is the shell of

an egg. Graham Dale, New York City ar-

tist, created the fad. He takes an egg,

blows out the insides, draws a face on the

shell, paints on flesh color, adds hair and

TEN-MILE FLYER PLANS
TWENTY-MILE ASCENT
A BALLOO.v voyage to a height of 100,-

000 feet, or nearly twenty miles above the

earth, is the daring venture now planned
by Charles Kipfer. He and Prof. Augustc
Piccard, Swiss physicist, sailed almost ten

miles up in a sealed metal ball, hung from
a balloon, a few months ago (P. S. M.,

Aug. '31, p. 23 1. That record has just

been confirmed by international authorities

who announce that the two adventurers

reached an altitude of SI, 7 75 feet.

In circle, Mac Murray. Above, left, Thomas A.
Edison; and, right. Max Schmeling, pugilist

realistic dabs like wrinkles and eyeglasses,

mounts the shell on a base—and there you
are, natural as life. Egg-a-toons are now
being used as favors. Dale says that men
and women in all parts of the country have
sent him their photos, requesting egg-a-

toons of themselves.

MAKE SEESAW FROM

ELECTRIC RAIN GUN
SPRAYS FRUIT TREES

Xo Lo.vcER need trees in an orchard
parch during a drought. A Berlin inventor

recently turned out an electrical "rain

gun"' that is said to water trees as naturally

and effectively as a natural shower. It is

pwwered by a motor-driven pump. So con-

structed is the nozzle that the water,

thrown a long way, falls upon the trees

in a gentle spray, with just sufficient force

to wash the leaves as real rain would do,

and without striking hard enough to in-

jure the fruit or sweep it from the

branches. The apparatus is mounted on
wheels for portability.

AIRPLANE WHEELS

Dr. Edith Klemperer and Dr. Robert Exner, Vienna, who made glass model of brain

When these old type airplane wheels were dis-

carded, British youngsters seized them and per-

suaded father to clamp them together on an im-
provised axle. A plank slid between the two wheels
provided them with a homemade seesaw.

USE GLASS IN MODEL OF BRAIN
Studying the brain structure without per-

forming an autopsy is made easy for medical
students by an electric-lighted model in which
intricate details of the brain can be seen. Two
\'ienna scientists, Dr. Edith Klemperer and Dr.
Robert Exner, have just completed it after years
of research. It is made entirely of glass, hundreds
of tubes being manipulated into the form of the

brain parts, stained in conformity with the colors

used in medical books. By using glass it was pos-

sible to build a practically transparent model,
facilitating the study of the inside of the brain.
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DUMMIES REPLACE ACTORS IN
GERMAN TALKING PICTURE

Making a talkie with marionettes as actors. Note men working strings

One of the dinnmics astride a weird monster that

was seen in the German-made talking picture in

which puppets were used exclusively in place of

actors. Men in gallery pulled the busy strings

M.\Rio.\ETTES took the place of aclors in an un-

usual talking movie produced in Germany recently.

.\ special stage was built for the purpose, with an
overhead gallery from which the puppets were manip-
ulated with strings. The figures used were about
iialf the size of human beings. Sounds and voices

were later added to the film to make an ultra-modern
version of a puppet show.

SPONGE RUBBER USED TO
KEEP ROAD SMOOTH

More comfort for the motorist may
result from a new sponge rubber expansion

joint for pavements, invented by an Ak-
ron, Ohio, engineer. At present asphalt

or tar fillers are used in concrete pave-

ment joints to allow for expansion and
contraction of the pavement caused by
temperature changes. In hot weather, this

filler may be forced out, causing bumps,
resulting in cracked or broken pavement.
Thompson's invention consists of a strip

of sponge rubber placed in the joint and
held in place by cement. When the con-

crete contracts the rubber expands, and
when the joint becomes smaller, the rub-

ber is compressed without bulging up to

form a ridge. The new joints have been
successfully tested on a road near Akron.

CAGE ON BICYCLE GUARDS CADDIE
Hard-drive.v golf balls,

though they make frequent

dents in the wooden tar-

get, have no terror for the

boys who pick them up on
this driving range. They
work within a "cage bi-

cycle," consisting of a light

mesh-covered frame with
three motorcycle wheels.

The front wheel's steering

bar extends inside the

frame, so that it may be
manipulated without ex-

posing the body. The front

of the shield is open. Two
or three boys usually work
inside, picking up balls in

long-handled w-ire dippers.

The cage is shown in use
in the photo at right.

BUILD MODEL FOR FASTEST AUTO
\\'iTH a car patterned e.xactly after the

model seen at the left, recently exhibited

at Los Angeles, Harry Fengler plans an
attempt to break the world's speed record
for automobiles. He has already begun
construction on the 3,000-horsepo\ver
juggernaut, which will be named the

America I. It will

have two engines

and a four-wheel

drive. Success would
regain from England
the mark of 247
miles an hour, set

by Sir Malcolm
Campbell last spring.
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Miicroscope
Solve Murder Mysteries with

spilling from the auto battery. Leading
the way to the garage, he pointed out a

pile of rags where he had thrown them.

The detective rummaged in the pile, found
the right glove, carried it to the light.

His eyes narrowed. The entire tip of the

first finger was eaten away with acid!

Apparently balked by this clever ruse,

he raced to his laboratory with the glove

and the hammer. There with

a powerful compound micro-

scope, he set to work. In

three minutes, he had dis-

covered an e.\traordinary

thing, and in less than an
hour, he held in his hands
two dripping films, photomi-
crographs which solved " the

Ferdinand Watrek
of Vienna, one of

the expert micro-

scope crime detec-

tives of Europe

^iciim, d'oppe^l ihc wca-

him with a single blow. By using acid

to eat away the one stain on the finger

of the glove, he thought he had destroyed
all visible evidence of his guilt. He had.

But invisible evidence, revealed by the

magic of the microscope, tripped him up
and brought a quick conclusion to his

"perfect crime."

THE details of this remarkable case

were told me by a crack homicide
sleuth at the Scientific Crime Detection

Laboratory, in Chicago. In talking to

detectives using science to trap criminals

in more than a dozen American cities, I

heard of scores of similar drama-packed
instances in which microscopes solved

baffling mysteries through clues too small

to see.

I was told of dangerous killers caught
through telltale specks of dust and metal

;

of master forgers exposed by microscopic
canyons in the dried ink of ancient writ-

ing; of clever cracks-

men run to earth by
scratches on metal
one ten thousandth of

GUST-drivcn rain was lash-

ing the big elms in front of the country

house in the New Jersey hills on the night

David Winter was murdered. That fact,

by a curious chain of circumstances, led

to the single, astonishing, microscopic dis-

covery that sent his slayer to the electric

chair.

In the house at the time of the crime

were a twenty-year-old nephew, the house-

keeper, and a chauffeur who had been in

the employ of the w-ealthy widower for

many years. All declared they had retired

early, leaving the old man going over his

accounts by the fire. They had heard no

unusual sounds during the night. Yet. the

next morning, the housekeeper found the

body of her employer slumped in his

cretonne-covered armchair, his skull

crushed by a blow from a bloodstained

hammer that had been dropped beside

him.

Taking charge of the case, a scientific

detective examined the hammer handle.

At a point where the first finger of a grip-

ping right hand would come, he discovered

a smear of dried blood. He studied it

through a magnifying glass. There were
no fingerprints. The murderer had worn
gloves.

He demanded to see all gloves in the

house. The chauffeur explained that his

had been ruined the day before by acid

mystery of the murder and

brought the killer to justice.

One film showed a magni-

fied picture of a tiny ellipti-

cal spot where the wood
grain lay bare on the hammer handle. The

cutter on the lathe had missed this spot

due to a depression in the stock from which

the handle was turned. The other film

showed a similar ellipse packed with wavy
lines, the magnified picture of an impres-

sion stamped into the palm of the glove

when the slayer gripped his murderous

weapon. The' chance fact that it had

rained and his gloves were damp made the

impression, when seen under the micro-

scope, abnormally clear. Placed on top of

each other, the pictures matched like two

prints from a single film.

L\TER, the guilty chauffeur confessed
' that his employer had discovered

thefts extending over several years and

had threatened to turn him over to the

police unless he made restitution. Plan-

ning his crime so there would be no noise,

he had crept up behind his victim, while

the storm howled outside, and had killed

Dr. Muehlberger, of the Chicago Crime Detec-
tion Laboratory, who has helped solve many
crimes by studying clues too small to be seen
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D etectives
Aid of Clues too Small to See

an inch wide; of desperate gunmen jailed

through the mute testimony of a minute

raveling of thread!

When the Sherlock Holmes of today

wipes the lens of his microscope, he is

rubbing the Aladdin's Lamp of crimi-

nology. In almost every realm of crime

detection, it plays its part. It scrutinizes

dust and hair and fibers. It reveals spur-

ious gems and counterfeit coins. It makes
the scientific study of handwriting, typing,

and printing possible. Fingerprinting

depends upon it. And the amazing story

of forensic ballistics, the study of markings
left on fired bullets, could never have been
written without its aid.

To help the work of the microscope
sleuth, new equipment is constantly being

devised. For night investigations, a

Detroit concern is marketing a combined
flashlight and magnifying glass and a New
York manufacturer has developed a glass

Luke S. May. famous in the Northwest as a scientific

solver of mysterious crimes, devised a magnascopc that

enlarges an object 5,000 times, revealing tiny clues

By

EDWIN W.
TEALE

ringed with small electric bulbs.

Powerful folding microscopes
are available for field work;
comparison instruments, with
double lenses showing two ^
objects overlapping for special U,

study, are made in many sizes;

and compound instruments that

give 1,200 magnifications have been
designed in compact form for use in make-
shift laboratories. The tools of the trade

now range from pocket glasses, smaller

than a quarter, to a colossal apparatus,

tall as a man and weighing half a ton.

This giant of the laboratory was devised

by Luke S. May, famous
in the Northwest as

a scientific solver of

mysterious crimes. It

enlarges an object S,000

times. When you visit

May's laboratory in

Seattle, Wash., and peer
through the polished

glass of this immense
"magnascope," you see a
human hair looking like

a telephone pole, a speck
of dust looming up like

a massive boulder, and
the finest stroke of a

steel pen stretching like

a wide black ribbon on
a white background.

It was this 'magna-
scope" that figured prom-
inently in a strange bit

of scientific crime detec-

tion a couple of years

ago. On a lonely road
near Tacoma, Wash., a

nine-year-old child was
found brutally murdered.
The slayer had hidden
in a blind which he
constructed of branches
cut from trees with
his pocketknife. Police

rounded up suspects.

npAKING their pocket

-

• knives. May carried

them to his laboratory.

One after the other, he
clamped them in an

elaborate mechanical arm
which sliced the blades

through branches at the

exact angle at which one
of the limbs used in the

blind had been cut. The
results, enlarged 5,000

flashlight attached to magnifying glass for use
the darkness in the search for invisible clues

times by the "magnascope," showed that

one knife left identical marks on the wood.
In addition, the giant lens of the labora-

tory revealed that the tiny tip of a fir

needle, found on the clothes of the owner
of the knife, exactly matched the remain-

ing part of the needle found at the scene

of the murder! A quick conviction fol-

lowed.

Even more spectacular was another feat

of this famous microscope-using crimi-

nologist—his brilliant work, a few years

ago, in connection with the ''Mystery of

the Thirteen ALatches."'

A little after one o'clock in the morning,
the wife of an Idaho mine official sat up
in bed frozen with fear. She had been
awakened by the stealthy creaking of a

door. It was pitch dark. Her husband
had been called away and she was alone

in the house. She heard the intruder feel

his way across an outer room and fumble
in a cabinet where $600 had been hidden
for deposit the following day. Then at

the top of her voice she screamed.

THE frightened burglar, the money in

one hand, blundered toward the win-
dow, mistaking it for the door. Then he
struck a match, got his bearings, and
rushed into the night before neighbors
could arrive. The woman had not seen

his face. The county sheriff, unable to find

a single clue, gave up the case as incapable

of solution. Then Luke S. May was called

in. His first question was:
"Where did he strike the match?"
"There, by the window," he was told.

Everything had been left as it had been
on the night of the burglary. Beside the

window, two chairs were tilted against the

wall. And on the floor beside them was
not only one match, but thirteen!

On the evening before the robbery, the

mine official and a friei.d had sat smoking
by the window for hours, tossing used
matches on the floor. May carefully

gathered up the thirteen little sticks in

his hand. Luck was with him. Twelve
were grooved in the shafts. The thirteenth

was round and crimped at the end.

"This is the one I want," he said, and
turned to a powerful portable microscope.

Under it, he studied the tinv stick. A
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minute stain of grease, a speck of coal

dust, a glint of metal, a tiling composed
of iron and brass used in brazing, a particle

of some strange fiber unlike any in May's
extensive collection, told their story. Ten
clues he found on the single match. Call-

ing at the engine rooms of the seven mines
in the vicinity, the detective

learned a cylinder head had
blown out at one on the day
before the robbery.

"Where's the man who did

the filing on that brazing

job?"

A WORKMAN was brought
in and from under his

finger nails May scraped bits

of coal dust and specks of

iron-brass filings. He then

stripped off the mans work
clothes and revealed a second

suit, of unusual make and
texture. In the pockets he
found matches, round ones

crimped at the ends. Bits of

fiber taken from the lining of

the pockets proved identical

with the mysterious thread

particle discovered on the

thirteenth match. Before they

reached the sheriff's office, the

captured thief confessed his guilt. Out of

the 700 men in that Idaho mining town,

May had picked the guilty one with a

single match as his only clue!

Because bits of dust and metal are so

often vital to the solution of a baffling

crime, special attention is being given

to their study in the scientific crime labor-

atories of Europe and America. The
famous French microscopist, Dr. Severin

Icard, has just announced remarkable
success in identifying the work a person

is engaged in by studying the dust in his

watch.

Granules of carbon, for instance, are

always found in the watches of garage

mechanics and coal workers, particles of

metal in those of machinists, and grains

of clay in those of masons. In the time-

pieces of barbers are tiny fragments of

hair and in those of violinists specks of

rosin.

In Germany, scientific sleuths of Berlin

have made similar studies, analyzing the

occupational dusts found in clothing. For
months, one French detective analyzed the

dust particles he discovered in the eye-

brows of criminals, and another studied

specimens found in the wax of the ears.

Part of the laboratory equipment of the

expert scientific detective is a collection

of dusts for comparison purposes.

FDR justice often hangs on the testimony

of these eloquent particles. In one
microscope room where I spent hours
watching these scientific crystal gazers at

work, I saw layers of dust on a criminal's

shoe analyzed to trace his movements.
Particles of clay, specks of oily dust, shreds

of decayed leaves, tiny bits of gravel with

a diatom adhering to them, chaff and
hayseed, gave a record that enabled the

trained expert to reconstruct the path the

wearer had taken. He was sure he had
walked on an oiled road, crossed a clay

field, entered a wood, passed up the bank
of a stream, and stopped at a barn. Such
information in a score of cases has proved
instrumental in breaking down alibis and

Detective Leddy, of the New York Police,

using his glass in a study of the articles

found in celebrated Snyder-Gray murder

placing a suspect at the scene of a

crime.

.Another dramatic phase of this battle

against the criminal, in which gleaming
lenses play a leading role, is the study of

scratches and knife marks.

Not long ago, a scientific detective in

the West traced a threatening letter to

the sender by means of microscopic knife

marks left on a lead pencil shaving! The
bit of wood accidentally found its way
into the envelope in which the letter was
mailed. Photomicrographs of the infin-

itesimal grooves and ridges on the shaving

corresponded in every detail with similar

markings made by a jackknife taken from
the pocket of a suspect.

TN RECORDING the markings left by
* larger knives, hatchets, and axes, the

cutting tools are sliced through a block
of beeswax, the cross sections of the

block recording a perfect picture of the

identifying ridges and grooves.

But scratches made by woodworking
tools arc not the only ones to give the

trained .^leuth illuminating clues. Those
on metal are important, too. One day,

when I was discussing this phase of the

work with Colonel Calvin

Goddard, head of Chicago's

Scientific Crime Detection
Laboratory, he said: "Vou
can't make the same mark
with a file twice." And that

is true. Under the all-seeing

eye of the microscope, the

minute variations in speed,

angle, and pressure become
evident. Also, each tool, as

well as each knife, leaves its

identifying mark. Take a

recent case in California.

A

TELLTALE
DUST SPECKS

An analysis of the soil found clinging to the
shoe of a suspect made it possible to trace

in detail the exact path he had followed in

going for some distance across the fields

PAIR of clever lock

breakers, preying upon
telephone pay stations, had
reaped a rich haul in towns

ijt along the coast. For six weeks

^ they carried on their raids,

M opening the coin boxes with

^1 special punches and screw
drivers and escaping before

* the thefts were noticed. Fi-

nally, police nabbed two young men in a

Seattle, Wash., hotel. Hidden under the

mattress in their room were punches and
other tools. That was the only evidence
against them, however—insufticient for a

conviction.

A scientific detective was asked to

examine the tools. Under his high-

powered microscope, scratches on the

last-robbed coin box and those produced
by the confiscated tools jibed to the tiniest

detail. In the space of an eighth of an inch,

his lens revealed 100 major identifying

marks, some only one ten thousandth of

an inch wide! On the strength of this

amazing, subvisible evidence, the two sus-

pects stayed in jail.

Another dramatic phase of the work
with microscopes was told to me by Dr.
Herman N. Bundesen, then Chicago's
crime-fighting coroner. \ few years ago,

police were on the trail of two of the

most dangerous men alive, the red-handed
gunmen, Scalice and Anselmi. These
swaggering desperados of the underworld
had killed a dozen men with their own
hands.

ARRESTED in a taxi on Michigan
Avenue, they grinningly submitted to

search. No guns were found on them. But
hidden behind the seat of the taxi, officers

discovered a pair of loaded automatics.

Jailed on a temporary charge of carrying

concealed weapons, the gangsters main-
tained they had never seen the guns before.

Their lawyer subpoenaed the records of

the ta.xi company, proved eleven people
had ridden in the same cab that day,

declared any one of them might have
secreted the weapons.
"How do you think we pinned the guns

on the gangsters?" Bundesen asked me.
"By fingerprints?" I suggested.

"No. They were too blurred to be of

use. But in the barrels of the automatics
we discovered bits of fuzz, fragments of

fiber from the linings of the pockets where
they had been carried. We got the

gangster's (Continued on page 142)
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He T>octors I Propellers
• • Here Is the Story of One

Man Who Has Stopped Vibration

and Saved the Engines in More

Than 20,000 Big and Little Vessels

By KENNETH
M. SVVEZEY

Bert O. Godfrey with his pitchometer. with which he determines the exact
pilch of every part of a propeller blade so accurate adjustment is possible

Here is the driving mechanism of a big Hner.
Speed and quiet depend upon pitch of propellers

WORKING long hours in a build-

ing near the water front of

Brooklyn, N. Y.. is a specialist

who has no counterpart in the

rest of the country. Bert O. Godfrey is

an expert diagnostician and doctor of the

ills of ships" propellers.

At the rate of nearly forty a day, pro-

pellers are brought to him in an ailing

condition, and. ih almost every case, taken

away cured. Propellers with battered and
twisted blades, propellers with incorrect

or uneven pitch, racing-boat propellers

that must be adjusted with micrometer
accuracy to a certain prescription, yacht
propellers that must be cured of every
minute unevenness that might cause inef-

ficiency or vibration—all these types find

their way continuously to Godfrey's shop.

To the average layman, to whom all

propellers look more or less alike, it is

astonishing to learn that by bending a

huge bronze blade an inch or two, or even
a fraction of an inch, it is possible to

increase a ship's speed three or four miles

an hour, to eliminate vibration and engine

smoking, and occasionally to eradicate a

combination of troubles which, if allowed

to grow, might eventually seriously dam-
age both engine and ship. Vet, to Godfrey,
such results are not onlv theoreticallv

possible, hut are a |)art of every-

day routine experience,

r A In locating the faults of pro-

KA pellers. his chief aid is an instru-

jfil
ment of his own invention, the

,e™ "pitchometer." This consists of

a mechanical device capable of

measuring with paper-thickness

accuracy the angle of tilt of any
portion of a propeller blade, and
an elaborate chart showing in an

instant the exact pitch corre-

sponding to the particular angle.

Previous to the invention of

the pitchometer. pitch was gen-

measured by means of what is

known as the "old Navy system." A single

finger of the instrument was touched to

the surface of the propeller blade at a

series of predetermined points, and the

angle of the blade was calculated from

the difference in the elevation of the finger

at the various points. The job was indirect

and laborious; and unless a tremendous

number of points were touched, the cal-

culated pitch could be far from the truth.

The "pitch" of a propeller is not as

elusive in theory as it is in practice. It

erallv

Drawing showing clearly that the center of

propeller blade moves through a shorter cir-

cle than the tip and so angle must be greater

is simply the distance, in a line parallel

with the shaft, through which a point on
the tip of one of the blades would move,
in one revolution, assuming, of course, the

water in which the propeller turns to be

a solid medium. Each propeller blade

corresponds to a segment of a screw, which
turns in a threaded nut. For each com-
plete revolution of a blade, the propeller

advances a distance depending upon the

angle that the blade is tilted. The distance

of advance equals the pitch.

WHEN a nautical man speaks of a

pitch of thirty inches, he means that

the propeller's blades are set at such an
angle that, were the water a solid medium,
the propeller would advance thirty inches

for every revolution. For sixty-inch pitch,

the propeller would advance sixty inches,

and so on.

Understanding how much a propeller

blade acts as a segment of a screw turn-

ing in a thread, it is not hard to imagine

what happens when the pitch is not uni-

form. Under such conditions, different

parts of the blade try to push at different

speeds. And the propeller, instead of

smoothly utilizing its power in progressing

through the water, expends a good part

of the power uselessly churning up the
water. Being unbalanced in action, its

rotation becomes one of the chief sources

of ship vibration.

In the last eight years Godfrey has

examined and adjusted more than 20.000
propellers. From this experience he has
come to the conclusion that scarcely one
in twenty propellers in everyday service

is true within the necessary limits of

accuracy.

Even brand-new propellers are often

considerably out of pitch. Not long ago
Godfrey was sent a pair of propellers from
a practically new Government ferryboat,

which had been (Coutiiiucd on page 141)
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TODAY
Getting a sea-

plane ready to

race for the

Schneider cup

YESTERDAY
At right, first

seaplane, flown

by Glenn Cur-
tiss in 1911

BOX ^-^

—

FLOAT \^
Type) WATER RESISTANCE ALONG

WHOLE BOTTOM

5TEP
FLOAT

"PLANING ON THIS SURFACE
REDUCES WATER RESISTANCE

V- BOTTOM
FLOAT

HAD FEA TURE:
5UCT/0/V Tn/iOWSUP SPRAY

KNIFE EDGE CUTS INTO WATER
ON LANDING, REDUCING SHOCK

SPRAY 5TRIP
FLOAT

STRIPS ON SIDE OF V
BOTTOM FLOAT PRCVtNl
SPRAY REACHING COCKPIT

SCALLOP
FLOAT

SCALLOP V-BOTTOM
MAKES SPRAY STRIPS

UN NECESSARY

DOUBLE 5CALLOP
FLOAT

( USED orj

jL/A/oae/iGff's plane)

DOUBLE SCALLOP GIVES CLEANEST RUNNING

Captain Frank T. C ourtnev

FAMOUS AVIATION EXPERT TELLS

WHY
eaplanes

o

The evolution of the seaplane float

is shown in this diagram, starting
with the boxlike affair used by
Curtiss oi\ the first water plane and
coming down to the latest design

XE of the greatest sur-

prises I ever had came
when I was going only

five miles an hour in a

200-mile-an-hour racing seaplane I

I was testing a 600-horsepower Gloster-

Napier near Felixstowe, England, in devel-

oping the 1924 Schneider Cup plane. To
cool the twelve-cylinder engine, experi-

mental radiators had been fitted to the

upper wing, and I took the mosquitolike
biplane aloft to test their effectiveness.

With the motor wide open, the "winged
engine"' streaked across the North Sea at

200 miles an hour while I crouched over
the instrument board making mental notes

on the changes in oil temperature.

After eight minutes, I came down in a
fast landing on the relatively smooth water
at the mouth of the Stour River. The ship

stopped in a cloud of spray, heading into

the wind. A motorboat put out from shore

to take me off. While I waited. I sat jot-

ting on my pad the figures of pressures and
temperatures I had noted in the air. Sud-
denly, as the motorboat came up. I felt

myself leaning far to the left. My safety

belt tightened with a jerk. I raised my
eyes, and saw the left wing disappearing

in the water. The plane was rolling over

on its back.

Flipping open the catch on my belt, I

scrambled around the belly of the fuse-

lage like a squirrel just as the ship turned

over. The heavy engine pulled down the

nose, tilting the tail skyward. I shinned up
the body like a boy climbing a telephone

pole and when the boat came to pick me
off. I was clinging to the tail surfaces, try-

ing to figure out what had hapiiened.

Tests later showed a singular thing had
occurred. The wind, blowing from the

front, had carried the plane back against

the rapid current flowing down the river.

Water piled up at the rear of the floats,

poured over the top of the left float, and
depressed it farther and farther until the
wing-clipped little plane capsized. As a re-

sult of this queer accident, the pontoon
design of the racer was altered. Narrow
metal strips, tilted up at the rear of the
floats, acted as lifting elevators if the pon-
toons moved backward through the water.

THIS racer was the fastest seaplane 1

ever tlew. Probably the slowest was
the lumbering, fifty-fivc-mile-an-hour

Short biplane on which I made my first

overwater hop, fifteen years ago. Since
then, I have made the first test flights on
nearly twenty types of air-and-water
planes, from the tiny folding-wing sub-
marine craft shown on page forty-eight

of the October issue of Popular Science
MoxTHLY, to the giant "Valkyrie" flying

boat, powered by three 650-horsepower en-

gines and tipping the scales at 30,000 pounds.
Another fact about pontoon-equipped

racers, which early tests revealed, recently

helped Lieut. G. H. Stainforth ride his

blue and silver Supermarine monoplane
to a new world's speed record of 41 S miles
an hour, nearly seven miles a minute.
Few people knew that his bulletlike

plane is equipped with pontoons set at

unequal distances from the center of the

ship. When the big Rolls-Royce engine
kicks over the propeller at the start of a
take-off run, the float away from which
the blades are turning is driven down into

the water by the torque, or twisting force,

of the motor. To offset this, it was found
necessan." to set that pontoon farther out,

adding to its leverage.

Several readers of this magazine have

asked why seaplanes have broken all the

speed records of land panes. It is not be-

cause air-and-water machines are naturally
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FLOATING
PLANE TURNED

TURTLE

Courtney, seated
in cockpit of this

plane, had an un<
usual experience
when the craft,

while floating quiet-

ly, suddenly dipped
the left wing and
turned on its back

Fly with Bullet Speed
faster. Probably a land craft could be

built to beat the speediest seaplane. The
difficulty would be in finding a field big

enough for the take-off and landing. The
latest Supcrmarine has a stalling speed

of about lOS miles an hour. A ship com-
ing down on wheels at such a rate would
roll beyond the boundaries of any present-

day airport. For a seaplane, the whole
surface of a big body of water is one

level landing field.

For this reason, learning to fly over
water is ideal for beginners. There are no
trees, buildings, or other obstructions to

cause a crash, and on calm days a student

can take off and land anywhere. The only

danger lies in lloating logs and timbers. I

usually run back and forth over the place

where I intend to take off, while I am
warming up the engine, to be sure the

water is clear of such obstructions. From
the air, they can be easily spotted and
avoided in landing.

TF VOU are planning to take up water
flying, the best thing you can do in

preparation is to learn to sail a boat.

Hours spent tacking back and forth on a

lake, river, or bay w-ill help make an
expert pilot of you. It will give you
knowledge of the effect of winds and cur-

rents that will save time when you start

your flying course.

By using the wings for sails, the pilot

of a disabled flying boat can sometimes
steer for a distant point of land. When
one wing is dragged and the other lifted,

the craft veers from the direct line in

which the wind is blowing it, taking a tack

toward the side of the lower wing. The
most famous case of this kind occurred

in 1919 when the NC-3, in a transatlantic

attempt, landed with a broken engine

nearly a hundred miles from the Azores
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Though Courtney has tested many
planes, here is the biggest seaplane he
has been up in. It weighs hftccn tons

Islands. Commander Towers, in charge of

the flying boat, began sailing for the

islands, steering a diagonal course by
means of tilted wings. Three days later,

they floated safely into the harbor of

Ponta Delgada.

When a seaplane or flying boat—the

former having pontoons, the latter a boat-

like hull—is in the air, it operates exactly

like a land plane. But on the water, it

handles differently. For instance, in taking

off in a land machine, the pilot pushes
ahead the stick at the start to lift the tail.

On a water machine, he does exactly the

reverse, pulling it back to raise the for-

ward part of the pontoons or hull out of

water to lift it up on its hydroplane step

as quickly as possible. The step is an up-
ward indentation, or notch, in the bottom
of the float that prevents the water from
sticking to the bottom of the hull, thus

reducing resistance and increasing speed.

ON A big flying boat, it is sometimes
hard to hold back the controls far

enough to keep the tail down. During
tests on one si.\-lon winged ship, I had a

mechanic put si.xteen five-gallon cans of

gasoline at the rear of the hull. They made
the plane tailheavy and helped in getting

off. As soon as I was in the air, I would
shove ahead on the control wheel, holding

the tail up by main strength while the

mechanic ran back and forth carrying the

cans forward to balance up the ship.

TX THE early days, pilots of underpow-
ered planes often had difficulty in get-

ting up on the step for a take-off run.

Practically all the earlier flying boats I

jiiloted had to be "rocked up on the step"

everj' time the water was calm. By alter-

nately shoving ahead and pulling back on
the controls, as we plowed along the water,

I would get the ship rocking back and
forth until it lifted itself up and hydro-
planed on the surface. At other times, we
would have a motorboat charge back and
forth across our path, creating swells and
ripples that helped us start hydroplaning.

The most thrilling attempt I ever made
to lift a flying boat on its step took place
off the Azores Islands in 1928. I was mak-
ing final tests on the 1 .000-horsepower
Dornier machine in which I tried to cross

the -Xtlantic from East to West. The day
was perfectly calm, the sea glassy. For
more than an hour I plowed back and
forth, unable to get the heavy ship out
of the water. ( Continued on page 137)
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Idiemus or laiot...
T//;j' YUdden Glands in

Giant, dwarf, and fat woman as you may have seen them in the circus.

Each is the product of abnormal action on the part of one or more of

the endocrine glands, and each may have had perfectly normal parents

^EE origin of the earth

and of life on this

planet, the development of man, and

the manner in which animals change

so that new and distinct species arise,

have been explained to Michel Mok,

staff writer, by Dr. William K. Greg-

ory, of the American Museum of

Natural History. Last month, Dr.

Herbert Ruckes. of the Biological

Faculty of the College of the City of

New York, and secretary of the New
York Academy of Sciences, disclosed

the secrets of the sex mechanism that

enable man to hand his character-

istics on to his children. But not all

of our characteristics, physical and

emotional, are inherited. Many of

them are the products of the mys-

terious chemical regulators known
as the glands of internal secretion.

Dr. Ruckes, in this talk, explains the

strange workings of these glands,

which are responsible for much of

our appearance and behavior.

MR. MOK: Dr. Ruckes, what
makes the internal secretion

glands important and inter-

esting? What are they for?

What do they do?
Dr. Ruckes: Ne.xt to the nervour,

system, they are the biggest factor in

keeping your body machine in smooth
running order. They have a profound
effect on your physical health, your
mental balance, and your bodily devel-

opment; and. as a result, on your wel-

fare and happiness. In fact, they play a

powerful part in the shaping of your en-

tire personality. Their action, interac-

tion, or lack of action are responsible for

such vital matters as growth, size, youth,

old age, and decay. It is mainly they that

cause a person to be short or tall, thin

or stout, high- or low-voiced, bearded or

hairless. They probably are at the bot-

tom of certain features of our disposi-

tions—our emotional peculiarities.

Mr. Mok: They do have a lot to an-

swer for!

Dr. Ruckes: Indeed, they do. Perhaps
most important of all, they control the

sex of the individual.

Mr. Mok: But you told me last month
that sex was determined by the parental

chromosomes (P. S. M., Nov. '31, p. 38).

• Invisible messengers of rage,

hate, love; of size, strength, and

sex enter the bloodstream all the

time from strange organs that

may hold the key to the secret of

youth and old age or even ofdeath

PlNtAL

PARATHYROID

MILK
CLANU
(IM FEMALf)

ADRENAL

Kidney

Diagram above shows the position of each of
the internal secretion glands which govern life

Dr. Ruckes: Quite true. Whether a

new individual is to be male or female
depends on the chromosomes in the repro-

ductive cells of the parents. But the

glands of internal secretion; that is, one
set of them, the sex glands, regulate the

actual operations of the sex mechanism.
They produce the egg cells and the sperm
cells, the union of which is responsible

for the new individual. Let me tell you
a little story. In the Swiss town of Bale,

a remarkable trial was held in the year
1474. The "defendant" was a rooster that

had laid an egg.

Mr. Mok: .'\n embarrassing situation

for a rooster to be in!

Dr. Ruckes: Worse than that; it

proved fatal. The bird was tried with all

due formality, found guilty of witchcraft,
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Giant or T>warf?
Yo//r Ow// l^ody AI-t/Zy' Yo// hat Yo/i Are

TESTING GLAND ACTION

The person inside the mask
breathes a specially prepared
air and the carbon dioxide given
off is measured as a test of

basal metabolism which indi*

catcs how the glands function

This woman, looking as the picture on the left shows, was 49

years old when she began to receive gland extract and X-ray
treatment. The picture on the right was taken after she had
been receiving treatment for slightly more than one year

sentenced, and burned in the public square.

Now, until the beginning of this centur>-,

nobody could have told you exactly what
caused that rooster to behave in such a

ladylike manner. Up to that time, the

workings of the glands of internal secre-

tion, also known as the ductless or the

endocrine glands, were practically a closed

book. The study of this subject still is a

young branch of biological science, but

several of the mysteries of the endocrine

system have been solved, including the

cause of occasional egg-laying in male

birds. Nowadays, scientists even can

make them lay eggs by artificial means.

Dr. Michael F. Guyer. professor of zool-

ogy in the University of Wisconsin, has

made this experiment with a common
rooster, and Dr. Oscar Riddle, of the

Carnegie Institution, an eminent author-

ity on internal secretion and reproduc-

tion, did it not long ago
with a male pigeon.

Mr. Mok: What ex-

actly is wrong with a roos-

ter that lays an egg? .\nd

how can the bird be made
to do it artificially?

Dr. Ruckes: I will ex-

plain that presently. First,

1 want to tell you of an-

other function of the duct-

less glands. These glands

determine the secondary

sex characteristics.

Mr. Mok: What are

they?
Dr. Ruckes: Such

things as bodily form and
proportions; for example, the broad

shoulders and narrow waist of a man and
the narrow shoulders and broad hips of

a woman; the low male voice and the

high female voice.

A/fR. MOK: Do the two sexes differ

also in their mental characteristics?

Dr. Ruckes: Very little, if at all.

However, the emotional lives of the two
sexes may be and often are different. In

other words, men and women think in

pretty much the same way, but their feel-

ings vary frequently.

Mr. Mok: Speaking of proportions,

you told me last month that the glands

of internal secretion sometimes cause nor-

mal parents to have midget or giant chil-

dren. How does that happen?
Dr. Ruckes: A dwarf is an individual

who did not grow enough and a giant

The boy holding liiis grown woman
in his arms is six years old. His
strength is due to abnormal glands

is one who grew too much as a result of

the influence of certain hormones on their

systems.

Mr. Mok: What are hormones?

FAR. RUCKES: Hormones, or endo-
crines, are the chemical fluids pro-

duced by the glands of internal secretion.

These glands have no outlets, and there-

fore are also known as the ductless glands.

The chemicals they produce are absorbed
directly by the bloodstream through the

extremely thin walls of the smallest blood
vessels. In that way, the hormones are

carried to all parts of the body and create

general effects, no matter in what part

of the anatomy the glands that discharge

them may be located.

Mr. Mok : What are some of the duct-
less glands?

Dr. Ruckes: The principal ones are the

thyroid, located in the throat; the pitui-

tary, found at the base of the brain; the

adrenals, attached to the surface of the

kidneys; the pancreas, embedded in the

coils of the small intestine, and the

glands of the reproductive system, called

gonads.

Mr. Mok: Will you please explain

their functions?

Dr. Ruckes: The thyroid is chiefly

concerned with growth, and it is this

gland which, in certain abnormal cases,

is responsible for one kind of dwarf, as

you will see in a minute. Besides, the

thyroid governs the general body changes.

Mr. Mok: What do you mean by body
changes?

Dr. Ruckes : I can explain that best by
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More Amazing Facts in the Thrilling Story

of Life— The World's Greatest Mystery

Drawn from photon in p<.stit's>tian of CltrrniL-al ytfii'iftatiini

On the left, condition of child suffering from
cretinism; and right, the same child after

thyroxine had stimulated defective thyroid

an example: If you remove the thyroid

gland from a tadpole, it will go on grow-

ing, but it will never change into a frog.

On the other hand, if you take another

tadpole, permit it to keep its thyroid and,

in addition, feed it thyroid extract or in-

ject the extract into the creature, that

tadpole will change within a few days

into a full-fledged frog which, however,

will remain quite small for a while. These

are famous experiments that are often

made in the laboratory to demonstrate

the effects of the thyroid hormone.
Mr. Mok: But human beings do not

undergo any such body changes, do they?

Dr, Ruckes: Indeed they do, but the

changes are not so pronounced. In the

course of our lives we not only grow but

we also change our shapes and propor-

tions. A boy, for instance, is not a minia-

ture man; the adult has an entirely dif-

ferent figure. This change is regulated

largely by the thyroid.

Mr. Mok: What abnormalities does it

produce?

r^R. RUCKES; Excessive growth of the
'-^ thyroid is responsible for the com-

mon disease known as goiter, It occurs

from two to three times as often in wom-
en as it does in men. Thyroid deficiency

produces a condition called cretinism,

which is a form of dwarfishness. Often

such dwarfs are sterile; that is, they are

unable to have offspring, and then they

usually retain their childlike characteris-

tics. In advanced cases of cretinism, an

imbecile mind is believed to be a symp-
tom of the disease. The performing mid-

gets you have seen on the stage are cases

of cretinism. As a rule, they are per-

fectly formed small human beings but

with childish faces and treble voices. Oc-

casionally, these dwarfs are not sterile.

Vou t+ien get mature men and women
in miniature who marry and have children.

In some of these cases, cretinism is inherit-

able and may produce a dwarf race.

Mr. Mok: In other words, pygmies are

people who pass their thyroid deficiency

on to their offspring, and the midgets on

the stage simply are people who haven't

enough thyroid but are unable to hand

down that characteristic?

Dr. Ruckes: Precisely. Our attitude

toward our abnormal fellowmen has not

changed much since the days when kings

u.sed monstrosities as court jesters. Freaks
still seem to amuse us. The best known
case of cretinism of modern times was
"General Tom Thumb," who for years

was exploited by P. T. Barnum. Perhaps
the most famous dwarf in history was
Jeffrey Hudson, who was born in 1619 in

England of normal-sized parents. When
he was eight years old and a foot and a

half high, his father presented him as a

gift to the Duchess of Buckinghamshire.
One day, when the Duchess was entertain-

ing King Charles I at her castle, she had
the midget served in a pie. The King was
so delighted with him that he confiscated

him and kept him at court for many years.

In a spirit of fun, Charles knighted him.

Jeffrey remained eighteen inches high

from the time he was eight until the age

of thirty, but when he died in his sixty-

third year, he W'as three feet nine inches

tall. The dwarf had a checkered and
romantic career. He was kidnapped by
Dutch privateers, and sold into slaverj'

by Barbary pirates, but finally escaped
and returned to England to become cap-

tain of cavalry in the royal army! At one
time he killed a full-sized man, who had
made fun of his stature, in a duel, and
later was imprisoned on charges of hatch-

ing an anti-clerical plot.

lyfR. MOK: Quite a life for a little

fellow! Can a dwarf be changed into

a person of normal stature?

Dr. Ruckes: Yes, in two ways; either

by injecting small

amounts of thyroid ex-

tract, or thyroxine, or

by the feeding of iodine

salts, which form the

chemical basis of thy-

roxine. This has been
tried successfully with

dwarfs in the adoles-

cent stage. A remark-
able case of successful

treatment by thyroxine

occurred only the other

day. The patient was
a boy in the State's

Research and Educa-
tional Hospital in Chi-

cago. Like most cre-

tins in the advanced
stages of the disease,

the child had never ut-

tered a word, and his

condition was consid-

ered hopeless until one
of the physicians began
treating him with thy-

roxine injections. At
first, there was no im-

provement. But as the

quantity of thyroxine

was increased, the child began to .speak.

In this way. he revealed that he had been

absorbing knowledge all the time, though

he was considered an imbecile. He simply

had been unable to talk. While this is a

single case, it may lead to the discovery

that victims of cretinism in its aggrava-

On the left note general emaciation due
to old age, and on the right the greatly

improved condition following a gland
transplantation operation, the lasting

effects of which, however, are uncertain

ted form, who have been regarded as
imbeciles until now, merely are mutes.
.According to the latest reports, the boy's

physical condition also is improving
steadily and he is on the way toward
becoming a normal child.

Mr. Mok: You said that injections of

small amounts of thyroxine are sufficient

to change a dwarf into a normal person.

Is thyroxine so powerful?
Dr. Ruckes: It is. All the hormones

are extremely powerful, and the glands

produce their chemicals in ver>' small

amounts. A minute quantity of thyrox-
ine w'ill work a formidable change. One
one-thousandth part oj one gram speeds
Hp the body changes at the rate of three

percent. Since iodine salts are the basis

of thyroxine, it is interesting to know
that goiter is common in places where the

iodine content of soil and water is low;
for instance, in the Great Lakes region.

The disease can be prevented by eating

food that contains iodine or by adding
iodine salts to the diet.

Mr. Mok: But I thought you told me
that goiter was a result of excessive growth
of the thyroid gland? If that is so, I

should imagine that these people would
have too much iodine instead of not

enough.

Dr. Ruckes: It is quite natural for

you to think that, but it is not the case.

As Professor Guyer e.\plains it, the gland

enlarges through overwork in its efforts

to supply the body with enough thyroxine

despite the insufficient intake of iodine.

Besides, the size of an endocrine gland
has nothing to do with its potency; a

large gland does not

necessarily produce a
stronger hormone or
more of it. The rea-

son is that the en-
largement is due di-

rectly to an increase

in the number of cells

that make up the con-
necting tissue, and
not of those consti-

tuting the part that

secretes the hormone.
Mr. Mok: You

said that cretinism

produces only one
kind of dwarf. What
is the other?

Dr. Ruckes: The
second type of dwarf
is due to a lack of the

chemical produced by
the front part of the

pituitary. This gland,

about the size of a

hazel nut and located

on a stalk on the floor

of the skull at the

base of the brain,

consists of two small

lobes, each with a different function. The
fluid produced by the back lobe seems
to influence the Blood pressure and other
bodily o])erations. The chemical secreted

by the front lobe helps to regulate the

growth of the body, but has ver>' little

influence on ( Continued on page 131

)
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Why
does nobody

KNOW
this

man:?

HIS picture should be in every school h

tory. His name should be as familiar

as that of Columbus or Robert Fulton,

for he performed one of history's epochal feats

!

Before the Wright brothers were born, long

before the days of internal combustion engines,

this American invented, built, and flew a sticccss-

jul airship. Unknown today, he is, however, a

real Father of Aviation.

He could make his ship go where he wanted

it to go—as he demonstrated in 1866 by a point-

to-point flight with three passengers.

So good was his ship that for the first time in

historj' people put cold cash into the future of

air transportation by investing in his chartered

"Aerial Navigation Company"' for the carrying

of freight and passengers.

Why has his achiev'ement escaped the histori-

ans? Has the record been deliberately sup-

pressed? On twenty-seven different dates the

United States issued patents to him for impor-

tant inventions, for he was a famous inventor

and a citizen of consequence before the Civil

War. He was probably the first to fly a navig-

able aircraft, and documentary evidence dis-

covered and assembled by Popular Science

Monthly and never before published will now

secure for him his place as a great pioneer of

flight.

In the January issue of Popular Science

Monthly his astounding and dramatic story will

be told for the first time. With the article will

be published the curious and interesting pictures

of his airship, a souvenir of the first flight, signed

by his passengers, and the reproduction of news-

paper reports of the day which state, with all

the excitement that such an event should arouse,

'The Problem of the Centuries has been Solved!"

The publication of these forgotten facts of

history will create a sensation in all quarters.

* Be sure that you are among the first to read these excitiny revelations in the

January POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY, on sale December 1st at all news stands.
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WILL IT FLY? Below is one of the strangest inventions
shown at the Chicago International Exposition. It is a
model of a new type of aircraft. The cylinders are for com-
pressed air, which helps to run the five sets of propellers
working as stabilizers at the stern of the machine. Motors
keep the cylinders full of air while the ship is in motion

DOESN'T NEED A DAM. This compact water motor, exhibited at

Chicago, is designed to run and furnish power without the necessity of
building a dam. Its inventor says it will work well in a swift stream

30,000 Models at

DOES the world need a new folding chair or an
improved water wheel to solve its ills? Whatever
its wants, they were likely to be seen in some form

at the second International Patent Exposition, held

recently at Chicago. Twenty-five thousand men and
women inventors brought models of their pet creations,

30,000 in all, to make the monster show unprecedented in

this country, and perhaps in the world. What our photog-
rapher saw as he strolled among the exhibits is shown on
these pages. Following the success of this and the first

exposition (P. S. M., July '31, p. 68) in providing a
meeting place for inventors and buyers of patents, the

next patent show is already being planned for New York.

MERELY TWO CHAIRS IN ONE. Ai upper left

is what looks like an ordinary armchair, but it is a
good deal more than that. Within it, there is a folding
bed that is extended in photo immediately above

IT CAN'T SKID.
Inside the soft sponge
rubber mitten shown
at right, a cake of

soap is placed and it

can thus be held

firmly without skid-

ding out of one's

hand onto the floor

PROWLER FIRES SHOT. When the
device shown on window frame above
is used, opening window discharges a

cartridge, blank or loaded, as an alarm

NOT WHAT IT SEEMS. You may
think the machine at right is a vacuum
cleaner but it really is a burner used
to soften tar bumps on concrete roads
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EVERYTHING IN ONE. Nearly
all the machines a farmer needs are
combined in this one. It is a com-
bination tractor, twin-cycle header,
mowing machine, thresher, huller,

shredder, grinding and
pulverizing twin hay
rakes. self-feeding
rolls, and cylinder ^
compression hay
and straw press

ONE-RUNNER
COASTER. Below is a

bicyclelike frame mount-
ed on a single runner
with handlebars and
foot brake, designed for

rapid travel down an in-

cline on the snow or ice

HOSPITAL IN CHAIR.
Just about all a sick per-
son could want is tucked
away in this chair, as it

has room for clothing,
towels, hot water bag,
food tray, and tray table

OUR HELP APPLAUDED. In
recognition of the aid Popular
Science Monthly gives struggling
inventors, photographic enlarge-
ments of the page on which this

magazine heralded the first patent
show a few months ago appear on
the walls of the Chicago exposi-
tion. One is seen behind this

combination ironing board and
stepladder designed by a woman

WALK ON THE WATER.
To use the invention shown
above, one steps into the
boat, puts his feet in the
boots, and wades into the
water. When the water is

too deep for wading he sim-
ply keeps on walking, and
the boat floats him so that

steady progress is easy
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Electricity heating
a glass rod, indi-

cated by arrow,
melts it so weight
draws out a thread,
seen below the coil

SPIN GLASS SIGHT FOR
SURVEYING TELESCOPE
A METHOD resembling that used in pull-

ing taffy is employed by Government sci-

entists in Washington. D. C. to make sur-

veying telescope sight wires of glass. A
tiny rod of glass is clamped at the top of

the contrivance used in this operation. One
end of the rod. to which a small weight is

attached, comes just within the loops of

an electric coil of high-resistance metal.

When current is turned on, the coil be-

comes intensely hot. reducing the end of

the glass rod to a partly fluid state. Then
the weight attached to it drags it out to a

thread almost too tiny to see. Spider webs
and human hair once were used for these

sight wires, but they became slack in wet
weather. Platinum wires, then tried, were
too brittle, and many broke while being

installed. No trouble has been experienced

with the glass thread, which is as deli-

cate as strand from a spider's web, in a

series of experiments.

SUN STOPPED FOR CAREFUL STUDY
Below, a four-inch image of the
sun reflected on a piece of card-
board, and right, mirrors used
to hold image motionless, ex-
actly as though sun stood still

Ax INSTRUMENT that will

Stop the sun in its tracks, so

scientists can study it. has

just been installed at the University of

California. This apparatus, known as a
coelostat. consists of three surface-plated

mirrors that reflect the sun's image into a

spectrograph forty feet away in an obser-

vatory building. The sun is stopped by
moving the primary mirror to compensate
for the earth's motion so that the solar

image remains stationary. The reflector

HUGE MACHINE BREAKS ANCHOR CHAIN

keeps step with the sun by means of a

liny specially built electric motor operat-
ing through a series of gears. A four-inch

image of the sun Is reflected down a thirty-

foot wooden tube to the spectrograph. An
uninterrupted reflection of the sun is had
by placing a piece of cardboard over the

outer end of the spectrograph when sun
spots become plainly visible to the naked
eye. The coelostat allows a study of the

sun with bulky instruments not attached
easily to a moving telescope.

How strong are the links in a ship's

anchor chain? In spite of the fact that

they are made of heavy alloy steel, spe-

cially designed to withstand big loads,

there must be some point of strain ai

which they will yield. In order to find

this breaking point for each t>-pe of chain,

the U. S. Bureau of Standards at Wash-
ington is pulling them apart with a special

testing machine capable of exerting a pull-

ing power of 2,300.000 pounds. So far it

has not been necessary to call upon the

machine's limit of power to snap the links.

Before this is reached, the chain parts, and
a record is made of the exact amount of

force necessary to break it. This is a guide

to correct chain to use for each ship.

Giant anchor chains are snappctl

with this big machine, capable
of exerting a pull of 2,300,000

pounds. The tests are made in

the U. S. Bureau of Standards
to find chains* breaking point

BIG STEEL MOUTH TAKES
BITE OF SEA'S FLOOR

A POWERFUL "mechanical mouth" has
just been perfected to aid the U. S. Coast
and Geodetic Survey in its work on Geor-
ges Banks, off the New England coast.

This device will dive to the bottom, gulp
up a sample of the sea's bed. and bring it

to the surface for inspection and record.

The contrivance is lowered to the ocean
floor with its jaws wide open. Striking the

bottom trips a catch and the jaws close

with a vicious snap, imprisoning a speci-

men of the bottom. The device is then
hauled to the surface.
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Rain Making Machine Clears Snow from Street with Hot Water

Snowdrifts that paralyze iraft'ic and
block sidewalk crossings vanish before

the onslaught of a new machine that melts

them with artificial rain. Just patented

by Curtis D. Chase, of Philadelphia, Pa.,

this revolutionary device may soon appear

on city streets. It is designed to displace

Ihc machines that attempt to remove snow
with searing llame. In the new snow
melter volumes of hot water at only 100

to 180 degrees Fahrenheit penetrate the

mass of snow and melt it. In response

to a hurry call, one of these machines will

follow the snowplows through a street and
attack the piles of snow that they leave.

An endless chain feeds the snow to the

oil-fired melter, which trails behind a

tractor. Here a scries of nozzles spray

it with the hot water "rain." The melted

snow, now turned to lukewarm water, is

used to flush the street clear; or if there is

danger of refreezing. it is carried through

a hose to a storm sewer. Tests show that

the machine, whose operation is made
clear in the accompanying diagram, can

remove a six-inch snowfall from a street

forty feet wide at the rate of a mile in four

hours. Any standard loader can he used to

feed the snow to the melting apparatus.

BELT LOAOtR HOISTS
SNOW FROM 5TREET

TO MELTER

Diagram of artificial

rain machine that is

designed to melt snow
from streets by using
water at ISO degrees

RAIN NOZZLES
SPRAY HOT WATER
ON SNOW AND MELT
IT AS IT PASSES DOWN

SNOW SLIDE

MOT WATER
DUCTS
y

PUMP DISCHARGES'

OVERFLOW OF
MELTED 3N0W
AND MOT
WATEJ?

PUMP CIRCULATES
WATER OIL

5URNER

WATER DRAWN THROUGH
COIL IS HEATED BY OIL

BURNERS FLAME.
OVERFUOW IS USED TO
FLUSH CLEANED AREA
OR LED TO STORM
DRAIN THROUGH HOSE.

HOMEMADE BUZZ SAW BUILT FROM THE
CHASSIS OF OLD AUTOMOBILE

AUTO PAINTS TRAFFIC GUIDE ON ROAD
To SIMPLIFY the task of marking a white traffic line

squarely in the middle of a highway, a special type of auto-

mobile has recently been patented by a North Carolina

official. Guided by a disk on the right front wheel, which
hugs the shoulder of the pavement, the car in a few hours

lays a stripe that a crew of several men would require a

week to finish. The line is applied by a paint spray gun
mounted between two revoh-ing disks. When the paint in the

tank runs low, a whistle blows.

TREE GROWS, BUT NOT UP
Most people imagine a tree as growing

upward, right from the ground—yet the

unusual photograph reproduced here

furnishes striking evidence to the contrary.

When this twenty-inch-thick elm was only

a sapling, two barbed wire fence strands

were nailed to it. Though many years have
passed and one of the strands is now com-
pletely embedded in the trunk of the tree,

they have not been carried aloft but have
remained practically at the same distance

from the ground, indicating that the tree

did not grow f'rom the ground up.

At left, wire
fastened to tree

is raised only

a short distance
from ground as

tree grows big

To SAVE labor and time on the job, a
Greenfield, Ind., carpenter and contractor
built a homemade circular saw from an
old flivver chassis. First he cut down the
radiator so that it would not project above
the sawing platform, which was then built

of four two-by-six boards. The saw itself,

a buzz saw mandrel cut to fit, was attached
to the frame with angle irons and was
arranged to be driven from the car's drive
shaft. The motion of the saw is controlled

by a foot pedal. Gables and rafters can
be cut out in a few seconds with the saw.
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Agc-Old Calabash Navigates Modern Liner

First Officer W. L. Johnson of City of Los
Angeles used this calabash to navigate ship

Would "sacred calabashes," used by
South Sea Islanders centuries ago to navi-

gate their canoes, serve to guide a modern
liner? That question was settled in a

unique experiment, the other day. when
the first ofScer of the SS. City of Los
Angeles successfully used one of the water-

fiUed gourds as a sex-

tant on a voyage from
Hawaii to California.

In conjunction with

the proper declination

tables, the calabash

checked with the best

of up-to-date instru-

ments. This novel test

helps to explain the

amazing feats of the

bronze-skinned natives

of the South Seas, who
set forth without fear

on 2.000-mile voyages

long before Columbus
braved the Atlantic.

Such was their fame
as seamen that the

Samoan archipelago bears to this day the

alternate name of "Navigators' Islands."

The sacred calabashes that they used,

according to the Bishop Museum in Hono-
lulu, which possesses one of the little-

known instruments, were probably

invented thousands of years ago. They
were called "sacred" because native priests

kept secret the methods they used to work
out tables, years ahead, for the positions of

the sun and the Pole Star. A priest and
his calabash accompanied every seafaring

expedition. In use, the calabash was filled

with water up to a row of four holes

equally spaced around the rim. This
served as a leveling device, for if the

instrument were not held horizontal water

would spill from the holes. Then the

observer sighted at the pole star through

the hole nearest his eye and over the oppo-

site edge. With the aid of the star tables,

he could then reckon his position. Had
Europe possessed this instrument instead

of the crude "cross staff" of Columbus'
time. .America might have been discovered

centuries earlier. Even after the first sex-

tant was invented, a British explorer. Capt.

James Cook, saw the pride of Europe's

inventive genius outdone. He left Fiji,

bidding a native chieftain farewell on the

beach, .\rriving at Hawaii, some months
later, he found the same chieftain there

ahead of him! The Fijian had departed a

week after Cook and arrived two days

before him, navigating with the calabash.

Hawaiian n
rites of ble

tives in ceremonial dress reirnact the ancient
ssing the sacred calabash before a voyage

CAR'S FOUR DOORS ALL OPEN TOGETHER

Cleverly hinged together by concealed levers, the four doors
of this car, shown in England, all open at the same time

There's no diffi-

culty in getting into

this new car—or out
of it—for the four

doors open all at

once. Cunningly
hinged together by
concealed levers,

they proved a start-

ling innovation at a
. recent British motor
show. Both conven-
ience and safety are

served, for a child

cannot open the rear

door while the car

is in motion without
the driver's knowl-
edge. Another fea-

ture is a removable
roof panel.

TORPEDO CARRIES MAIL
200 MILES AN HOUR

Torpedo mail carriers that would whiz

across country at 200 miles an hour, on
specially constructed cable runways, are

under consideration by German postal

authorities. Letters now transported by
air mail would be rushed even more
quickly, and at an increase of only a few
cents over ordinary postage, between the

farthermost frontiers of the country under

the proposed system. Perfected by a Ber-

lin engineer. Richard Pfautz, it already

has been demonstrated experimentally.

The mail carrier is a streamlined pro-

jectile, driven by air propellers at front

and rear. Motors within the body of the

carrier take their power from the electri-

fied cables on which it runs. The German
postal ministry is studying the project.

COUNTING METAL MONEY
MADE THIS MAN SICK
Hungary has one man who cannot

handle coins. His odd case was recently

reported to the Hungarian Dermatologic
Society ^7hen he developed a form of

eczema about his hands, shoulders, and
neck that defied explanation. Doctors,
asking his profession, found he was
employed by a Budapest street car com-
pany to count silver, nickel, and copper
coins. Tests with metal solutions proved
that himdling money was responsible for

his ailment. He requested and obtained a

change of work, and his trouble was cured
in a month. Doctors diagnosed it as

"hypersensitiveness to metals," caused by
minute quantities of metal dissolving on
the skin and being absorbed.

CLEANS OIL TEST ROD

A JiA.NDV wiper

for the rod that a

motorist uses to

test the amount of

oil in the crank

case bolts to the

engine near the

oil filler hole. By
drawing the rod
through the wiper

pads, it is instantly

cleaned so that it

will give a clear

indication of the

depth of the oil

when immersed in

the reservoir.

This pad near the
oil filler hole cleans
rod for accurate test
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GIANT IN WOOD
GUIDES FLYERS
A SIXTY-FOOT

giant, carved from
wood and set up at

the Municipal Air-

port, served to
mark a turn in a

Los Angeles air

race a few weeks
ago. Guy wires
supported the un-

usual pylon to
keep the wind from
blow'ing it over. In
the photograph, a
plane is seen round-

ing the turn of the

100-mile course.
The size of the py-
lon is emphasized
by the people and
the automobile
that can be seen

standing beside it. This figure guides

^ KEYBOARD CONTROLS BIG MILL

Its keyboard suggests that of a piano,

but no music comes from the instrument

shown in the photograph save to those

who find a rhapsody in the whine of

motors and the clanking

of metal. Its theme song

is the roar of modern in-

dustry. By manipulating

the electric keys, the girl

in the picture can control

all the machinery of a

giant steel mill. Her fin-

gers govern auxiliarv' mill

drives, while the foot ped-

als will in two seconds re-

verse a pair of 5,000-horse-

power motors running at

full speed. A single oper-

ator at this new keyboard,

developed by General
Electric engineers, does

the work of two or more
men throwing switches.flyers

INCOMING RATS GASSED IN SHIPS

Inspfxtors of the U. S. Public Health
Service keep undesirable alien rats from
our shores by gassing them in all incom-
ing ships. In one method of killing pos-

sible plague-bearing rodents, a contrivance

resembling a welder's torch is used. An
air line and gas line terminate at its noz-

zle. This is thrust into a ship's ventilator,

all other openings having been sealed up,

and gas and air are turned on. Pressure of

the air forces poison gas down into the

vessel so it permeates all her interior

compartments. When this means of fu-

migation is employed it is not necessary

that the ship be unloaded. Another method,
for the practice of wliich it i.>; ni'ces.^ary

that the ship's cargo be discharged, is the

scattering of wafers, slightly larger than

a fifty-cent piece, by men in masks. Poi-

son gas escai)es from them as soon as the

tin container is unsealed. With both these

methods of gassing rats it is necessary

that the crew leave a ship, for the gas

used is deadly to humans as well as rats.

The ship is entirely sealed and warning
signs and sentries are posted at her gang-

ways during fumigation. After the gas has

been given time to do its work, the ship

is opened and inspectors go about collect-

ing the dead rats. They are taken to a

U. S. Public Health Service laboratory

to be carefully examined as possible car-

riers of deadly plague germs.

CAMERA SHUTTER FIRES
FLASHLIGHT BULB

Niciit snapshots are simplified by an
attachment that simultaneously operates

a flashlight bulb and camera shutter. A
holder carrying llashlamp and batteries

screws into the camera's tripod socket.

An electric connection is made to the

shutter. When the photographer presses

the shutter release, its tripper arm fires

the bulb while the shutter is open.

Above, blowing poison gas into a stcilcd s

to kill rats; in circle, warnings to keep mer:

away; and. at right, gathering dead rodentb

NEW BRIDGE PENCIL

\ NEW' pencil, designed especially for

the bridge table, also serves as an indica-

tor of the trump. It resembles the famil-

iar fountain pen desk set. The sheath may
be swung over any one of the four suits

indicated on its base, or pointed upright

for "no trumps." A square tip keeps the
pencil from rolling off the table. The set

folds flat to be put away.
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New Scoreboard Lets Hundreds See Champions Play Contract Bridge

This scoreboard was used in New York City recently so hundreds of spectators could watch
the play of bridge experts. The board, showing play in detail, was hidden from the players

More than 600 bridge teachers and
their guests crowded the ballroom of a New
York City hotel, the other night, to watch
the first exhibition match of its kind of

contract bridge. Every spectator was able

to follow the game play by play, thanks

to a newly devised scoreboard visible to

the audience but not to the players, and
resembling those used in football games.
As four bridge e.xperts began their game at

a table on a stage, two men behind the

cleverly designed steel scoreboard clicked

symbols into place that showed what cards

each of the contestants held. The win-

ner of the declaration, and his bid. next

flashed up at the board's center. Then as

an announcer called the name of each

card played, an assistant at the board
moved the symbol of the card. Dials at

the side of the board registered the num-
ber of tricks taken by each side. Applause
greeted especially brilliant plays. Enthu-
siastic spectators hailed the invention as

marking the debut of bridge as a public

sport and predicted that future national

bridge championships might be fought

out publicly in great arenas, with the new
scoreboards registering the plays and per-

mitting thousands of enthusiasts to watch
leading players in action. Also, seeing

which cards the experts play would prove

instructive to beginners.

ARIZONA FOREST EATEN
BY THOUSANDS OF DEER
Most hunters probably will not believe

that at least one area in this country has

too many deer. When the Kaibab plateau

of northern Arizona became a Govern-
ment game preserve in 1906, the killing

of deer was prohibited. But predatory ani-

mals were hunted down. With their ene-

mies gone, deer multiplied until 40.000

roamed the preserve in 1924, when the

restriction against shooting them was
remo%'ed. But despite hunters and a dwin-

dling food supply, 20.000 head still con-

stitute a problem so serious that a com-
mittee of more than twenty scientists and
members of the National Forest Service

has just completed a survey. It estimates

that from ten to fifty years will be
required to repair damage done to the for-

ests by hungry deer. Its startling recom-
mendation is that the hunting of preda-

tory animals that once held the deer in

check be stopped.

TEXAS HOME BUILT OF PETRIFIED WOOD
^

Ross R. Wolfe,
center, of Steph-
enville. Texas,
shows his petri-

fied plants to

scientists. Dr.

G. R. Wieland.
of Yale, is at

extreme right

n.

This photograph shows only a few of the twenty thousand deer that are destroying the forest

preserve on the Kaibab plateau, Arizona. Hunters have failed to stop their rapid increase

At left, the house and
part of the inclosing

fence built of petri-

fied wood and other
fossils collected in

seventeen states and
many foreign lands

A HOUSE of petrified

wood is the unusual
dwelling that Ross R.
Wolfe, Te.xas pecan
nurseryman, has built

for himself. A collector of fossils in his

spare time, he gathered the materials from
seventeen states and some foreign coun-

tries. His most prized specimens of fos-

sils are grouped in an e.xhibit within the

house, where they have attracted not only

laymen, but scientists from leading uni-

versities. Outside, a remarkable fence bor-

ders the drive. One of its columns is made
of flat stones, with knobs, which Indians

used to grind their corn into flour for

bread. They can be seen in the photograph.

Another column shows clearly the remains

of giant sea snails and other forms of

marine life.
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Let us suppose that the inventor

of this device died before complet-

ing it—and you are required to fin-

ish his work. You know only that

he was working upon a motion pic-

ture camera and that this is the part

of the mechanism that must advance
the film one "frame" between ex-

posures, while the camera shutter

is closed.

On examination, you find that the

circular disk D, carrying the collar

E, is soldered to the disk C, having
the rounded projection //. This en-

tire part, comprising C, D, and E,
is fastened by the set screw / to

the shaft A, and rotates with it.

Shaft A is geared to the circular

camera shutter. Every time shaft A
completes one revolution in the di-

rection shown by the arrow on D,
the camera shutter also revolves

once.

The part F, carrying the collar

G, is fastened by the set screw /
to the shaft B, to which the film

sprocket A' is also attached by the

set screw L. When the device is in

the position shown in the diagram,

the camera lens is covered by the

solid part of the circular shutter.

Before the exposure-opening of the

shutter is again brought in front of

the lens, shaft B. carrying the film

sprocket A', must be made to re-

volve one quarter turn.

What changes would you make in

the mechanism as it stands in order

to accomplish this result, and to in-

sure that the film sprocket A' con-

tinues to advance the perforated

film one quarter turn for each com-
plete rotation of shaft A? You can

modify the parts D, C, and F in any
way you choose, but the positions

of shafts A and B cannot be altered.

See scale pattern in illustration.

• •

Watch this space next month for

correct solution of this problem.

SPARK DUST IDENTIFIES STEEL ALLOY

An" i.nexpensive and rapid

method of keeping tab on the

kind of steel that a particular

industrj' or factory uses, with-

out resort to a lengthy chem-
ical analysis, is the discovery

of two Canton, Ohio, mctallu

gists. Hitherto it has been
IX)ssible to hold a test sample
against a grinding wheel anc

judge the type of alloy by
noting the shape of
the llovvery sparks

thrown off, but there

are some alloys that

cannot be identified

without doubt by
this test. One of the

Canton experts sug-

gested that the dust
left from the sparks
might aid in identi-

fication. They ob-

tained a microscope
and found he was
right. Carbon steel yielded smooth black
globules, while addition of chromium to

the steel made the pellets grayish with a
frosted surface. Spark dust from vana-
dium steel proved to be composed of shell-

SEE BASEBALL
BY RADIO

.V B.ASEB.ALL game
was viewed by tele-

vision the other day
at Tokyo, Japan. The
apiwratus, including a

transmitting '"camera"

that would operate in

daylight, was rigged

up by Dr. ^'akamoto
of Waseda University

at the edge of the

Ixiseball field. His stu-

dents, gathered in the

university laboratory,

worked the receiver

that brought them
scenes of the game.

In upper circle, smooth car-
bon steel pellets. In lo-.vcr

circle, alloy steel gives jag-

ged pellets. Beiow. getting

dust for testing purposes

like pellets. Other alloys give different

forms. The new test supplements the spark
method, and, luckily, the very metals that

fail to respond to the earlier test are the

easiest to identify in the new way.

SCALE WEIGHS THREE PENCIL MARKS
Three pencil marks proved sufticient

to throw off balance what is said to be
the inost accurate heavy-duty scale in the

world. This instrument, in use at the
Lynn, Mass., meter laboratory of the Gen-
eral Electric Company, can weigh objects

as heavj' as fifty

pounds. In the un-
usual test of its deli-

cacy, the scale was
first balanced ex-

actly with a blank
piece of paper and
a fifty-pound weight
on each of the pans,
and then three pen-
cil marks were made
on one of the
pieces of paper. The
pointer swung over
in response to an
added weight of
about thirty-five mil-

lionths of an ounce,

corresponding to the

extra load of the

pencil mark.
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^]\(^ew Triumphs in Age-Old Quest

^"""^PerfectTumepiece
By JOHN E.

LODGE

Three "fire-clocks." At the right is a rope with knots tied

in it. The user set one end of it alight and noted the pass-

ing of time as the fiame traveled between the knots. On the

left is a palm oil nut clock that works in a somewhat simi-

lar manner, the first nut of the string being lighted and

then the next. Burning of the entire string indicated a unit

of time, while the individual nuts, as they were burned

one by one, indicated passing of fractions of that time

At right, a sinking dish

clock that was in use
more than 6.000 years
ago. A tiny hole in the

bottom of the bowl
allowed it to sink slow-
ly when it was floated

on a dish of water

This is an early alarm
clock. The drum in

center was partly filled

with water and wound to

top. As it fell, water
flowed from one com-
partment to another,
causing a rotation that

checked speed of fall

Here is another water
clock that was in use in

Germany 300 years ago.

Water was poured into

a funnel and it escaped

into cylinder at bottom.

A float in this rose and
moved the clock's hand

At left is an Alfred Candle which was
really a fire clock, as the time was
measured by the burning period be-

tween each number. It was crude and
inaccurate. Above, on right, is a
Chinese punk clock which was almost
exactly like the Alfred Candle and
coi^d be no more reliable. Behind it is

a battery hourglass built by a German
to divide the hour into quarters

ACEXTURV-old quest for a way to

make watches keep good time in the

face of heat, cold, and magnetic in-
" tiuences has just attained its end

through the development of a remarkable
new steel alloy.

Dr. C. E. Guillaume. head of the Inter-

national Bureau of Weights and Measures,
has produced the essential metal, which he

calls "elinvar."

Use of the new alloy makes watches proof

against the vagaries of the weather and mag-
netic disturbances, and also prevents rust

and permits a more rigid and durable con-

struction.

Elinvar is used only to make the hair-

spring, the tiny, hairlike coil you see in your
watch contracting and expanding with the

seesaw motion of the balance wheel.

This little balance wheel serves the same
purpose in your watch as the pendulum in

your clock. The pendulum is swinging back
and forth against the pull of gravity. In

the watch, the place of gravity is taken by
the tiny hairspring's tension, against which
the balance wheel swings back and forth.

Gravity, in a given place and at a given

altitude, is constant. But the elasticity of

most metals is not. It is upon the con-

stancy of the hairspring's elasticity that the

timekeeping quality of a watch depends.

The elasticity of any ordinary steel spring

is affected by heat and cold. The spring is

stronger in cold weather and weaker in hot
weather.

Now, the secret of the new alloy is its

immunity to heat and cold. At any tem-
perature ever encountered by a watch, the

elasticity of a hairspring made of elinvar

remains constant.

Since the balance wheel in a watch is

really a modified form of the pendulum,
it obeys the same laws. In other words,
when the balance wheel expands as a result

of heat, it swings slower, like a lengthened
pendulum. When it contracts as a result

of cold, it swings faster, like a shortened
pendulum.

Take, for example, a dollar watch or a

cheap alarm clock. They are fitted with
an ordinary steel hairspring and a solid

metal balance wheel. When heated, the

hairspring weakens and the balance wheel
expands. When chilled, the hairspring is

strengthened and the balance wheel con-
tracts. That is the reason such clocks and
watches lose time in hot weather, and gain
lime in cold weather, sometimes as much
as five to se%'en minutes a day.

But the elasticity of the new alloy is not
affected by temperature changes. On the

other hand, it expands and contracts in

size just as does ordinary steel. Hence, an
elinvar hairspring automatically compen-
sates for the expansion and contraction of

the balance wheel, and keeps the watch run-
ning at the same pace no matter how hot
or cold the weather.

Long before the development of elinvar,
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SEIKLSTAD

BALANCE
WHEEL

HAIR
SPRING

This remarkable drawing of the works of a watch gives an idea of what
goes on in your timepiece. The balance wheel, the escapement, the hair-

spring, the mainspring, and other parts are all clearly shown by our artist

expert chronologists had found a way
partly to compensate for changes in tem-
perature, and if you own a fine watch it

is sure to contain the embodiment of

their ideas.

Pierre le Roy, the great French horol-

ORcr, suggested the split balance wheel,

which compensates itself. Thomas Earn-

shaw, an English expert, perfected it

more than a hundred years ago.

Since that time, all good watches have

had balance wheels with rims consisting

of strips of i)rass and steel. The outer

layer was made of lirass and the inner

layer was made of steel. Then the rim

was split in two places. The unecjual

expansion of the two metals caused the

rim to bend and the wheel to decrease

in diameter, .^s the temperature increased,

this arrangement partly compensated both

for the natural expansion of the balance

wheel and for the weakening of the hair-

spring's elasticity.

But the split balance wheel never was
entirely satisfactory. The basic imper-

fection of the system lay in the fact

that, no matter how accurately the brass

and steel were put together, it was impos-
sible to counterbalance the effect of nor-

mal heat expansion and loss of elasticity

in all temperatures. Besides, the split

wheel was necessarily delicate.

Because the new alloy compensates for

the expansion of the balance wheel and
does not lose any of its elasticity, there

is no further need for Le Roy's split bal-

ance wheel in watches fitted with an

elinvar hairspring: and the strong, solid,

single-metal wheel, now found in cheap,

"uncompensated'' timepieces, again can

be used in fine watches.

A watch, brought within a magnetic field

seen at left above, can be repaired by
slowly demagnetizing it as in the photo

If an ordinary high-grade watch is

taken near any piece of electrical machin-
ery surrounded by a strong magnetic field,

it either ceases to keep accurate time or

stops altogether. The reason is that the

hairspring becomes magnetized and sticks

to the balance wheel.

An expert watchmaker usually can re-

move nearly all the effects of magnetism
from a watch by exposi'ng it to a mag-
netic field produced by an alternating cur-

rent and then slowly withdrawing it from
this field, thus gradually weakening and
finally almost eliminating the magnetism.

All this is unnecessary when a watch
is fitted with an elinvar hairspring. Such
a watch, too, will stop when exposed to

So delicate is the mechanism of the

finest watches that powerful glasses

are needed in selecting jewels used

a magnetic field, but the sec-

ond it is removed from the

field, the magnetism induced

in the hairspring disappears

and the watch resumes its tick-

ing as though nothing had hap-
pened.

Finally, elinvar is nonrust-

ing, and that does away with

another source of trouble. Because of

the threadlike size of the hairspring, a

speck of rust no bigger than the point of

a pin materially reduces the strength of

the tiny coil and impairs the accuracy
of the watch.

Nature supplied our earliest ancestors

with crude timepieces. The rising and
setting of the sun marked the beginning
and the end of the day. The fact that

the sun never rises or sets at the same
time for two days running, and that the

other natural timepieces were prone to

similar errors, was no great handicap to

primitive man.
But civilization brought complications.

One of the earliest timepieces was a
device, used by the ancient Greeks and
Romans, to protect audiences from long-

winded orators. To place a definite check
on the flow of (Continued on pdffe 127)
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MORRIS* PARTY
AT WORK

At right, the mem-
bers of the Earl H.
Morris Carnegie In-

stitution party dig-

ging for relics in

Broken Flute Cave,
Arizona. Below, four

of the 1.600-year-
old ceremonial sashes
found in the cave

OX A clay some time during the

fourth centur>' after Christ an

American Indian, living in what
is now Arizona, placed several

beautiful wool sashes in a storage bin of

his hut. They were among his chief treas-

ures, for they had been carefully woven
for him to wear during the religious cere-

monials of his tribe.

The ancestors of this tribe, now called

Basket Makers Xo. 3, had established

their village on the floor of one of the

great open caves that are occasionally

found in the sandstone cliffs of Arizona

and Xew Me.xico. This cave was about 800
feet long by sixty to eighty feet deep.

When the advance scouts of the Basket

Makers Xo. 3 came walking down a
branch of the Ah-Tah-Ho-Xez canyon
they saw at once that the cave was an
ideal home site. Its floor was comparative-

ly level, its great, curving, wind-scoured

roof gave considerable protection from
torrential rain, and the cave was far

enough up the cliff to be defended against

enemies.

As Basket Makers Xo. 3 multiplied,

the number of their houses increased un-

til there were at least fifteen of the round.

54

Fabrics Woven

l,6ooYearsAgo
Found Unstained in

Arizona Cave
earth-roofed, pole-and-mud-lhatched huts.

Where Basket Makers Xo. 3 came from
is still doubtful, but from the wonderfully

preserved specimens of their handicraft

which were discovered a few weeks ago
by a party of archeologists under the

direction of Earl Morris, of the Carnegie

Institution of Washington. D. C. it is

obvious that ihey brought with them a

highly developed skill in spinning, weav-
ing, and woodworking.
When, on that far-off day 1.600 years

ago, our Basket Maker brave put away
his ceremonial finery in the storage bin or

"cist" of his house, he little dreamed that

he would never wear those beautiful wool
sashes again. Why he did not do so. we
shall never know.

At any rale, the houses were destroyed

by fire, and the earth on the roofs fell in.

bur>-ing all of each family's domestic
possessions.

If this had occurred to a village built

under the open sky, the rains of the

succeeding centuries would have rotted
away all evidences of the craftsmanship
in weaving which Morris' party brought to

light. But in the case of the huts that had
been built far back under the curving roof

of the gigantic cave, the rain could hardly

reach them, and in the dry air of Arizona
the earth dust that fell in upon the house
of our Basket Maker remained dry and
powdery—a perfect preservative.

THEX at last, after si.xtecn centuries,

came the Morris party. One of Morris'

assistants, careJuUy brushing the powdery
dust out of the storage bin of a ruined

hut, lifted the bundle of sashes, shook out

the dust, and gave a cry of delight.

Morris took the sashes to the new Lab-
oratory of Anthropology established in

Santa Fe, X. M., through the aid of

John D. Rockefeller. Jr. There the writer

of this article saw the exhibits and photo-

graphed them for the first time for

Popular Science Monthly.
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At left, the circle roughly outlined by debris marks
the wall line of one of the Basket Maker's huts on the

floor of Broken Flute Cave. Below, a restoration of

a Basket Makers home built of ruins found in big cave
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Basket Makers' pottery was originally

made over a woven basket, and the

straw marks can be seen in these bowls

Strange Remains of Early

Americans, Including Pipe,

Flutes, Pottery, and Shawls,

Dug Out of Fine Dust, Are

Shown Here for First Time

By GaYLORD
Johnson

Morris found in the cave's debris frag-

ments of two large bowls which seem to

prove that the first potterv' was made by
molding wet clay upon the inner surfaces

of large, shallow, finely woven baskets.

When the hut containing these partic-

ular bowls was burned the clay they

were made of was fired and hardened.

Morris thinks it possible that the firing

of pottery may have been discovered in

this way, after the burning of a dwelling

containing raw clay utensils.

He also pointed out that the shape of

the pottery jars made by the Basket Mak-
ers was copied from the squash or pump-
kin which they cultivated.

Among the first objects uncovered by
the Morris party were two flutes, made
of bo.x elder. These caused the great cave

to be named Broken Flute Cave. The
elder shrub used for the material of the

flutes has a small core of pith in the cen-

ter. In some way as yet unknown, this

pith canal was enlarged to form the large

bore of the wind instrument. The finish

of these primitive flutes is amazing, con-

This Basket Maker when buried was
wrapped in a feather blanket, now gone

sidering the crude nature of the

tools that must have been used to

fashion them.

Among the most interesting

exhibits shown the writer were
two small objects looking exactly

like modern cigar holders. These, Morris
explained, were used as pipes, as was in-

deed obvious from the small cake of ashes

still slicking in their bowls!

CO WONDERFULLY new and fresh did

the sashes appear that I asked Morris
how the great age of this remarkable textile

work could be established beyond a doubt.

He told me that the half-burned logs from
the Basket Maker huts in which the

sashes were found had been referred to

the "Tree Ring Laboratory" at Tucson,
Ariz., and that the exact age of the houses
was being determined by the method of

comparing the annual rings of growth of

these logs with others of known age se-

cured from other sites (P. S. M.. Sept.
'31. p. 16).

When the tomb of Tutankhamen was
opened a few years ago the amazing state

of preservation of the articles found
caused general wonder. In equally won-
derful condition are the first textiles

brought to light by the preliminarj- exca-

vations in the Broken Flute Cave by the

Morris party. Doubtless they will soon
be followed by many other extraordinary

finds, for after the meeting and confer-

At top. two flutes made of box elder
wood as they appeared when the covering
dust was brushed away. In circle, pipes
in use before America was discovered

ences held at the opening of the Santa
Fe Laboratory of Anthropology, Morris
returned to the site in northeastern Ari-

zona to continue the work of excavation.

The location is in a branch of the Ah-
Tah-Ho-N'ez canyon so remote that he
and his Navajo Indian workmen had to

build a road in order to drive the auto-

mobiles and trucks to the camp.
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t THE SPOT ON
E R ' S DTcTC

NO Cj POSSIBLE: As the plan. ^ : i.ir, r... ., barrier of wire fences is raised on carrier's

deck to prevent accidents and keep plane from smashing those parked on the deck

ON A small, square platform be-

side the ramp that overhangs

the stern of the U. S. S. Sara-

toga stands the landing signal

officer. Ahead, four city blocks in length,

stretches the smooth deck.

The signal officer unfurls two yellow

flags. Across the flight deck his "echo,"

an enlisted man with two more yellow

flags, takes his post on a similar plat-

form.

Occasionally the signal officer glances

toward the bridge. White flag or red?

The giant carrier, now under way five

minutes, slowly gathers speed as 180,000

horsepower pour out through her pro-

pellers. She turns into the wind and the

two destroyers acting as plane guards

change their course to take their posi-

tions on the flanks. The red flag is out.

No landings yet. Speed increases to ten

knots, eleven, thirteen, fourteen.

Off the port beam flies a lone airplane,

a scout from the base at North Island,

which is beyond sight over the horizon.

High in the air hovers the plane like a

bird of prey awaiting a chance to dig its

talons into the teakwood deck.

Now! Out goes the white flag. She
may land. The scout continues to fly off

the port beam in a gradually narrowing
left-hand circle, making for a point direct-

ly astern the Saratoga.

The landing signal officer, standing

erect as the scout glides toward the ship,

holds his flags horizontal. The scout's pilot

.

judging his speed and glide nicely, will

soon drop down on the deck. The signal

officer draws the right-hand flag across

his neck. "Cut the gun,"' it tells the pilot.

He cuts, down comes the plane's tail, the

scout settles in the arresting gear, and
stops within fifteen feet after its wheels
touch the deck.

Quickly the secret apparatus below the

flight deck releases tension on the cables

holding the plane. Ahead, four sailors
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have lowered the double crash barricade,

a pair of two-wire fences that lie flush

on the deck when not in service. On rare

occasions planes have destroyed them-
selves by running into the barricade, but

other planes, parked ahead, have been
saved by this simple device. The scout's

pilot "revvs" up the engine and moves
forward to a point amidship. There seven

enlisted men run to the plane and quickly

examine flying and landing wires

and such other external parts as

might be damaged in landing.

Then the pilot takes off, with
the carrier steaming directly

into the wind to avoid side-drift

once the plane is air-borne.

Less than a minute elapsed

between the landing and take-

off. From my station in the life

net, which e.xtends the length

CUT THE GUN!

Lt. C. H. Duer-
feldt standing on
the carrier's deck,
signals the flyer

when to hit the
spot. As he draws
a flag across his
throat he orders
the pilot to "cut
the gun'* and land

READY FOR FLIGHT: On the U. S. S. Saratoga, there is room for seventy-two
planes parked with overlapping wings so that each can take off under its own power
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THIS Vivid Account

of Spectacular Events

on Board the Big Saratoga

Gives You at First-hand

a Clear Picture of All

the Thrills and Hazards

in This New Air Service.

By

Andrew R,

'1\ Boone

HOME OF THE BROOD: And here is the huge mother ship
of tlic flock of planes. This view of the Saratoga suggests its size

PUTTING THEM AWAY: On this clevato
400-foot hangar below deck. Here a scout plane

of the flight deck to catch those who
othenvise might jump overboard should

some plane go wild. I could see the speed

with which every man did his job to facili-

tate this "refresher landing" of a pilot

who has done little carrier flying.

^TOW here he comes again. And again.
'-^ Seven times he landed, took off. cir-

cled close to the ship and flew in over the

ramp. Each time the deck crew went
through its action as quickly, but as non-
chalantly, as llying field attendants ashore

would aid an airman.

In the hands of the landing signal offi-

cer rests the great responsibility of tell-

ing these pilots how and when to land.

At close range in some types of planes

pilots can see little of the flight deck.

Often he sees only the signal oflicer and
his little flags. But the latter views the

plane in its relation to the wood and steel

r. planes go to the
is on its way down

landing field, and or-

ikrs the approaching

pilot to slow down,
come in faster, pull

away, or "cut!"

;\s I watched Lieut.

r.H.Duerfeldt, land-

ing signal officer

:iboard the Sariitoga.

n.M^ v ave whole squadrons

^^fcfc of scouts and bomb-
ers aboard, I could

understand the vital

necessity for disci-

pline among carrier

pilots. To save their

own li\'es, they must
obey the signal officer's directions.

He does not order approaching pilots

to take any particular course. He merely
informs them by various flag signals of

the position and condition of their planes.

If his arms are horizontal, they're coming
in properly. If the left flag is horizontal

and the right flag down, they're coming
in too fast, and the pilot must correct

his speed.

Two orders are orders, however. When
the signal oflicer wipes a flag across his

throat, the pilot must cut the gun; other-

wise, he may fly into the planes massed
on the forward deck or fly into the

"island," the superstructure on the port

side amidship. This has happened on a

few occasions. If the signal officer waves
the pilot off, he must pull up and fly away
or suffer the consequences.

"We demand prompt obedience," Ducr-
feldt shouted above the roar of the engine

as the wings of a bomber, a lumbering
crate that carries a ton of bombs, swept
overhead after he had waved the pilot

away. The bomber pilot had obeyed, but
we ducked as the big ship flew away to
begin another circle for a second tr>\

\/TEAXWHILE other planes of the
' squadron landed in rapid succession.

So closely did they fly that it seemed one
might pile in on its predecessor before it

could escape the arresting gear and move
forward.

The lighter planes, especially the fight-

ers, have enough power in their 450-horse-
power engines to get away if they find

themselves in trouble when landing.

Consequently, the fighter pUots come in

astern after completing their circle with
much shorter runs toward the deck. The
heavier scouts and bombers, carrying

larger bomb loads and from two to five

people, take fairly long, level runs toward
the deck in order to get steadied away.
How unlike this is from flying ashore.

There you circle a large field that remains
stationary, glide into the wind, and alight

on a runway possibly a half-mile long.

Here the pflots dash in toward a landing
field, hardly longer than 100 yards, that

is moving away from them at a speed of

fifteen to thirty miles an hour, generally

light within the first fifty feet of this

area, and permit their plane to settle only
when some one on deck gives the order!

A tiny spot on the seal Vet only one
officer has been killed during the 10,681

landings made to date on the Saratoga.

How does it feel to seek out this sea-
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THE MAKE-READY: Men at

work hammering home pins and
bolting wings of a plane together

going flying field that looks

little larger than a postage

stamp from the air?

Between landings, Duer-
feldt told of the thrill that

comes once—and sometimes
several times—to every na-

val aviator. He, in common
with all other carrier pilots,

had completed the advanced
training course at Pensacola.
Fla.. and reported to the

battle force for carrier

duty. On a field near
San Diego, Calif., he had
practiced one hour on
each of three days land-

ing within an area
marked out on the ground
to represent the after-

deck of the Saratoga.

That is the beginning
of each pilot's carrier

training. He must land within the flag-

marked boundaries appro.ximating the

space aft of the barrier. A lime-outlined

circle close by the near edge helps him
to judge his landing spot. This is called

"spot landing."

Ashore the pilot learns not only to "hit

the spot," but he also acquaints himself
with the flag signals. Therefore when, a

few days later, he reports by air aboard
his carrier he is qualit'ied to bring his

plane—possibly wavering a bit—down on
the ramp.

Impressions? Most pilots have no im-
pressions of their first carrier landing.

"On my first." Duerfeldt said, "when
niy fighter finally stopped, I didn"t know-

just how I had got aboard. I merely
obeyed the signal, believing that what I

had been told was true.

"The majority of the pilots have the
same experience during their first three

or four landings. Gradually they acquire

familiarity with the ship and soon come
to regard the carrier landings as only an-

other incident in their flying routine."

When the planes take off, sometimes
after a run of only one hundred feet or

so, one might get the impression that

these are as casual as take-offs from an
airport. Carrier take-offs, however, are

founded on a scientific study of several

elements, particularly the carrier's speed
at the moment, speed of the wind blow-
ing down her deck, size of the plane and
power of her engine, and the load in the
airplane. Even though the flight deck be
jammed with planes, when the "call to
arms" sounds there must be adequate room
ahead for the fighters to take off.

The planes are packed with wings
overlapping, filling every foot of space.

M night those on deck are protected
from the wind by wind-breaks, or "pali-

sades," that break up strong head winds
into harmless eddies. The webbing that

.serves as a life net during the day is

pulled up to a vertical position at night;

this destroys the side winds.

The run required for each take-off can
be calculated and any parking arrange-
ment must contemplate quick take-offs.

It is for this reason that there hangs in

the ready room, where the pilots gather
while awaiting ( Continued on page 129)

An air view of the U. S. S.
Saratoga taken from one

of her own planes

WAITING
Here hangs

FOR THE SIGNAL: In this

1 large board showing how many
room the pilots await their "call to arms."

planes will Bll a given area and how to park them
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Mik-a-Minute on a Bobsled

At top, a two-man bobsled team taking one of the dangerous
curves of the new Lake Placid course. Note canvas shield to

keep the sun from softening the ice. Above, champion four-man
Red Devil team that holds world's record for bobsled speed

ENGINEERS are pulling ihe I'lnishinia: touches lo

the mile-and-a-h;ilf bobsled run al Lake Placid,

N. v., and in a few weeks ihe world's crack

bobsled teams will pit their skill in one of the

most thrilling and dangerous of all sporls. Spectators

at the Third Olympic Winter Games ne.xt February will

see four helmcted and bcgoggled figures, padded as for

football, hunched upon a sled at the mountain top.

When a lookout signals '"AH dear" on the course and a

bugle blows, they'll start. Powdered ice will spray from
their grinding runners as they swish around a turn at

sixty-five miles an hour—for mile-a-minutc speeds arc

common at some points on the track. Only one racing

team uses the course at a time, and the team that

reaches the bottom in the fewest number of seconds
is the winner. At present the champion "Red Devil

"

racers of Saranac Lake, N. Y., hold the world's record

of one minute and fifty-two seconds for the mile-and-

a-half run. The Lake Placid course, designed by Stan-

islaus Zentzytzki. a German engineer, is called the only

scientifically constructed bobsled run in America anc'

the only one of its kind in the world. New York State

built it last year in preparation for the Olympic games
this winter. An average drop of ten percent gives the

sleds terrific speed. Water from a storage reservoir

sprinkles the run to give a surface of glare ice.

ENGINEERS
BUILD TRACK
Above, in grading
the curves a bob-
sled is used by
engineers to find

out how racers

v,;iU take the

turns. Note track

is built of rock
with wooden ribs.

At left, a survey
is made of a
curve blasted out
of the solid rock
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Gandhi Invents Spinning Wheel

Mahatma Gandhi, leader of India's inde-
pendence movement, and portable spin-
ing wheel he invented for use on trips

USE GRAVITY PULL TO
GAGE PLANE'S ALTITUDE

Scientists have known lor years that

the pull of the earth's gravity diminishes

as an airman rises above it; thus, a ISO-

pound man who rose in a balloon to 52,-

000 feet, the present altitude record,

would lose about three quarters of a

pound in weight. But it has remained for

a twenty-six-year-old Viennese engineer.

Hans von Braun, to put this principle to

use in an entirely new type of altimeter,

or height indicator, for aircraft. He has
perfected an electric instrument which,
by measuring gravity's pull, is said to

give the exact height of an airplane from
the earth at all times. Even blind fly-

ing in a fog would be safe with this

instrument, according to the inventor,

since it will tell the pilot if he is passing
over a mountain. Present-day altimeters

use a barometer to indicate altitude, in

terms of air pressure, which is some-
what variable and uncertain and at best

cannot warn the pilot of mountains or
other obstructions.

FAST VIBRATIONS GIVE
SOUND THAT HIDES

A "sound that hides," recently dem-
onstrated by General Electric engineers,

fills a room but seems to come from no-
where in particular. It is emitted by a

tuning fork vibrating 1,000 times a sec-

ond and giving a pure musical note. It

seems to come from all directions at

once, because the sound sets up "stand-
ing" or apparently stationary waves by
reflection from the walls. An ordinary
sound such as that of a buzzer is easily

traced to its source by turning the head,

because it does not create standing waves.

Mau.4tm.\ Gandhi, famous lead-

er of India's independence move-
ment, now takes rank as an inventor
as well. He has devised a portable
spinning wheel that folds into a
bundle about the size of a portable
typewriter and has a handle for
carrying. When unfolded for use.

it is operated by turning a small
crank, which runs the two wheels
and spindle of the device, Gandhi
worked out the details of this ma-
chine, it is reported, w'hile he was
conlined to the Yerwada jail in In-
dia for his "civil disobedience"
campaign. Subsequently he was
released, and proceeded to England
to plead his country's cause there,

whiling away the shipboard hours,
meanwhile, with his new machine.

He advocates re-

turn to such home
industries as spin-

ning to solve In-

dia's economic
troubles. The
photograph at the
left shows Gandhi

demonstrating how his spinning
apparatus is operated.

Hans von Braun, right,
with his altimeter that
gages plane's altitude
above earth by meas-
uring force of gravity

THIS REAL GOLD BRICK
IS WORTH $30,000

Legend^uiy has become the gold brick
of days gone by, a gilded imitation of the
precious metal, used to swindle the gulli-
ble. But New York stock brokers blinked
their eyes, the other day, at a genuine
gold brick of solid metal. Brought back
from Alaska by Ben Smith, a trader it

is valued at $30,000, The unusual souve-
nir was recently placed on exhibition at
the New York Stock Exchange, protected
by guards. It weighs 1,500 ounces troy,
or more than a hundred pounds.

STREAMLINE MOTORCYCLE
TO GET 170-MILE SPEED
The last word in streamlining is a

grotesque motorcycle recently tried out
in England. Designed to set a new world's
speed record, its engine and handlebars
are sheathed in tapering metal coverings.
The rider even wears a streamlined cap
to ofifset the wind resistance of his head.
The saddle of the machine is so placed
and the rider's position so arranged that
air resistance is reduced to a minimum.
Xamed the Silver Comet, the machine was
expected as this issue went to press to
attain speeds of 170 miles an hour. Its

rider, Joe Wright, already held
the e.xisting world's record of
150 miles an hour.

Streamliiiing even to the rider's
head is accomplished in this new
"lotorcycle on which an effort will
be made to go 170 miles an hour
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MAP WINDS FOR OCEAN AIR LINERS

In ax abandoned flying field near Wash-
ington, D. C, men recently erected a

spindle-legged steel tower that might have
passed for a windmill or a transmission

pole, save for a weather vane and a small

spinning instrument at the top. I'ew know
that this and similar towers in three other

cities of the Atlantic seaboard are helping

to bridge the Atlantic by air. Erected by
a firm that is planning a transatlantic

Zeppelin line, they reveal the prevailing

direction and force of wind at each point.

This information will help e.\perts to

decide whether the best airship terminal

on this side of the ocean is to be found
at the Washington site, at Philadelphia,

Pa., at Baltimore, Md.. or at Richmond.
V'a. Abroad, a terminal for the proposed
line is already being built at Friedrich-

shafen, Germany. Developments such as

this indicate that the long-discussed pro-

ject of a passenger air line across the

Atlantic is on the point of being realized.

More than 500 imaginary flights made by
Zeppelin experts "on paper"' confirm this

idea. From Government weather maps
giving daily conditions for the last five

years, the engineers determined what sort

of weather airships would have encoun-
tered had one left Paris for Washington
every Saturday night. Two investigators

tackled the problem of selecting a course

for the ship during Sunday and Monday
with the aid of one day's weather map at

a time. Eastbound flights were also plotted.

At right, mast
equipped with
wind instruments
near Washington:
and above, read-

ing the data thus
gathered in room
near foot of mast

The investigators found that a schedule

of from fifty-eight to eighty hours could,

be maintained at least eighty percent of

the time, summer and winter. Other trans-

ocean projects are already under consider-

ation, among them a transpacific dirigible

line to carry passengers between California

and Hawaii, and ocean airplane lines using

floating islands or ''seadromes'' as midway
stops. The groundwork for these lines is

now being laid by the British and Ameri-

can navies. Last spring the British navy
issued the first comprehensive chart ever

made of upper air conditions over the

oceans, which it obtained by sending up
testing balloons from forty warships. Now
the U. S. Navy has assigned a trained

aerological officer, Lieut. R. H. Smith,

to take charge of a more exhaustive survey.

AUTOGIRO LANDS ON
BIG SHIP'S DECK

An innovation in the doings of the

Xavy's aircraft carriers, described on page

56 of this issue, was provided recently by
the new naval aulogiro off Norfolk. Va.

It proved its ability to maneuver with the

rest of the air fleet by three successful

landings and take-offs on the deck of the

carrier Laiigley, the first ever attempted
by a "flying windmill." The photo shows
it maneuvering near the ship.

LOUDSPEAKERS DIRECT TRAFFIC
Loudspeakers helped direct

traffic in a recent experiment

at a Houston, Texas, street

corner. From a bay window
overlooking the corner, an
announcer delivered admo-
nitions to jay-walkcrs and
assisted the regular traffic offi-

cer at the intersection in con-

trolling traffic. His booming
voice issued from horns on a

metal awning over the side-

walk. A sound truck, parked
near the corner, supplied

electric power for the appa-

ratus. A week's use of the

loudspeakers was said by
traffic officials to have shown
marked results in educating

the public to traffic safety.

SUNSHADES FOR TREES
CAUSE RAPID GROWTH
Sunshades for trees have made their

appearance in Germany. Made of dose-
woven netting on a wooden framework,
the shades are placed on the south side of

a group of young trees at a railway station

near Berlin to guard them from the scorch-

ing rays of the noonday sun. Evidently the

scheme works, for the trees are said to

have shown unusually rapid growth. Sim-
ilar shields keep the sun from melting the

ice on the Lake Placid bobsled run (see

page 59).
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Radio Feeler for Akron Gives Weather Report to Aid Ship's Landing

PADiOTEELER'
LOWtRLD TMROUOM
FOO AUTOMATICAU.Y
BROADCASTS WHETHER
AIR 15 CLEAR BELOW

Above, radio feeler lowered through fog

reports if air below is clear. At right,

the receiving instrument that records
"feeler's" report of weather conditions

Whex the Navy's newest and big-

gest airship, the Akron, comes down
through a fog bank, a radio "feeler"

will tell her skipper whether the air is

clear be'ow and a landing can be made
safely. This robot instrument, dropped
on a cable through the fog, automati-

cally broadcasts information about

humidity, temperature, and air pres-

sure, A radio receiver in the airship's

cabin instantly records on

paper the feeler's report. F"^""
The radio feeler is an
adaptation of an instru-

ment designed by a Rus-
sian, Prof. Moltschanov,
and intended to be
attached to an eight-foot

balloon and sent aloft to

broadcast conditions in the

upper air. This remark-
able instrument houses in

compact space a ther-

mometer composed of

two metallic strips fas-

tened together, a tiny

barometer, a hygrometer
for measuring moisture,

and a radio set complete
with batteries for auto-

matically broadcasting the readings of all

three. The Akron will receive information

by radio because it is simpler to get data

that way than to make electrical connec-

tions. Several of these instruments were
sent up with balloons by the German air-

ship Graj Zeppelin to study Arctic air con-

ditions (P.S.M., Oct. '31, p, 29). Now the

U, S. y^Vivy has ordered two instruments

to aid in perfecting the radio feeler.

EXPANDING MET*L
STRIP ACTS AS
THeRMOMETER

Removing the case of the radio feeler, above,
reveals a compact radio broadcasting station

FLYING TAUGHT IN PLANE ON CABLE
Sti dknt livers can now

take the stick in a plane

that actually flies and yet

he safe from any danger
of crashing. The plane is

attached to a cable strung

betw'een two fifty-foot

poles one thousand feet

apart. The propeller drives

the plane along the cable

in real flight but cannot
escape, as it is limited to

the run between poles. A
second cable keeps it from
striking the poles. Motive
power is provided by a
four-cvlinder motor.

SISTER SHIP OF DO-X
BIGGEST IN THE WORLD
If you thought the photograph .seen

below showed the giant DO-X flying boat
which arrived in .America not long ago,

take another look. N'ot everyone knows
that the giant Dornier plane has a sister

craft, the I-REDI, also constructed in

Germany. This recent photograph was
snapped just after it arrived at La Spezia,

Italy, to be turned over to the Italian

government. The new monster is almost
an e.xact copy of the DO-X, and is under-

stood to be a shade larger. If this is true

it, and not the DO-X, is the largest heavier
than air craft in the world. Its trial flights

have proven its lifting power and service-

ability in the air.

Strung on a thousand-foot cable between fifty-

foot poles, this plane flies but can't crash
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Rocket Turbine Will Drive Sensational High Speed Plane

Prof. Robert H. Goddard, of Clark University,
conducting a rocket test in his laboratory

The I'lrst airplane designed to be driven

by a rocket turbine has just been pat-

ented by Prof. Robert H. Goddard, noted

rocket experimenter of Clark University,

Worcester, Mass. When this strange

craft llies near the earth, e.xhaust gases

of a rocket impinge directly on the heat-

resisting metal blades of two turbine

wheels. Their spinning drives a pair of

conventional air propellers and supplies

the motive power for the plane. On
climbing to higher altitudes, however, the

pilot operates a rack-and-pinion device

that partly or completely withdraws the

turbine blades from the path of the hot

gases. This disconnects the air propellers,

which would be useless in the thinner

air, and allows the craft to be pro-

pelled by the ' kick" of the rocket blast

itself. At low altitudes, Professor God-

dard points out. most of the heat energy

in the rocket fuel is wasted in ejecting the

exhaust gases at a uselessly high speed. His
rocket turbine, explained here in diagrams
based on his patent specifications, would
recapture the energy of the stream of gas.

Such an airplane, devoid of the conven-
tional gasoline motor and driven by rocket

power, might be capable of high speed
voyages in the thin upper air or even of

voyages outside the earths air to the

moon and beyond. On this page and on
our cover our artists illustrate the sensa-

tional possibilities of such an aircraft. At
present. Professor Goddard is developing

rockets to carrv weather instruments aloft.

(ROSl SECTIONS OF TURBINE WhEELS SHOW FLOW OF
GASE5 THROUGH BLADE5 TO OPtRATE AIR
PROPELLERS

^Directior\ Of Rotat"Ot\
-

—

rKrr r

r f

PLAPE^. OF
TUH8INE

Above, an artist's

idea of the rocket
turbine plane flying

through space. At
left, diagram based
on Goddard's pat-

ent drawings shows
how plane is ex-

pected to function

NEW DRAGON FLY PLANE HAS TWO VIBRATING WINGS

Patter.ved after a dragon fly is a

remarkable airplane which H, H. Smith,

of V'ashon Island, Wash., is building.

Behind a pair of wings of conventional

mounting is a set of vibrating ones. Their

motion, according to Smith, will pull air

backward over the fixed front wings and

add to the lift of the plane. By a clutch

attachment on the shafting to which the

vibrating surfaces are geared, one side

may be speeded up faster than the other,

to enable the plane to bank easily for a

turn. Another radical departure from
usual practice is the shape of the fixed

wings' cross section, which consists of

curves with a depression like a gutter near
the leading edge, also to increase lift.

1,900 GLIDER FLIGHTS
ON $5.70 REPAIR BILL

Though more than fifty inexperienced
students flew it, the repair bill for one
glider during a whole year totaled only
$5.70. a Florida instructor reports. The
machine was of the "primary training"
type used for beginners. More than 1.900
flights were made in it during the year.
Many of them reached an altitude of 350
feet, and 200 of them were made at night

in an eighteen-mile wind. Yet the most
expensive repair, costing $3.35, was the
result of an accident on the ground, when
the unattended glider blew over on its

back and damaged wings and rudder. A
minor crash while an auto was towing the

glider broke a link holding one of the
bracing wires, and occasioned the least

expensive repair of the year's operation

—

ten cents for a new- link.
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Use Bicycle Handlebar to Steer Remarkable German Plane

How far German experimenters
have gone in a search for new air-

plane designs is shown in this re-

markable craft, recently tested in the

Wasserkupi>e mountain region where
glider flyers congregate. This ma-
chine, however, is designed to fly

under its own power. The pilot oper-

ates the forward-placed elevator by a
control resembling a pair of bicycle

handlebars. Zigzag tail surfaces and
clawlike skids beneath the forward
part of the plane contribute to its

grotesque appearance. .\ pusher pro-

peller is mounted behind the boat-
shaped cockpit.

SEA-GOING SHIP BUILT
ENTIRELY OF SCRAPS

When two unemployed Austrians of

Vienna decided to emigrate to Abyssinia,

they lacked funds for the voyage—so they

constructed a homemade vessel. This

strange craft, christened the Nautilus II,

was the result. It was built entirely of

scrap iron and other waste materials. At
this writing its sea-going capabilities were
awaiting trial. The builders insist that

nothing was bought for the strange craft,

not even the engines with which it is

powered. They also claim credit for

originating the peculiar design, which then-

are confident will prove seaworthy. The
queer boat, seen at right, somewhat re-

sembles a submarine in appearance.

SLASHED TIRES WIN PIKE'S PEAK RACE

it:

C. A. Myers winnine; Pike's Peak race: at right,

his cross-slashed tire and his rival's grooved tire

By slashing oddly placed grooves in their tires,

two contestants recently beat all existing record?

for the famous automobile race to the summit of

Pike's Peak, Colo. To avoid skidding and serve

as cleats to give his wheels better traction in the

loose gravel, C. A. flyers, the winner, cut channels

across the tread at ctjual intervals around the

wheels. He won in the record time of seventeen

minutes and a few seconds, half a minute better

than the previous record. The former champion.
Glen Schukz, was only fifteen seconds behind the

winner. His tires were grooved with channels all

the way lengthwi.-;e around the circumference.

Both cars were of unconventional design, the

winning one equipped with one carburetor for

each pair of its eight cylinders. In the thirteen-

mile Pike's Peak course, the cars climb 5,000 feet.

FOLDING FIRE ESCAPE
IS METAL LADDER

Extended, this novel fire escape
becomes a substantial metal ladder to the

ground, but it takes up little space when
folded. It was designed by a British

inventor, and is intended to be slung from
a bedroom window in an emergency. Angle
irons are fastened securely to the vertical

members of the ladder at regular inter\-als

along its length to provide hand-holds
for unfolding it and for descent.

This fire escape,
which is coUapsi-
lile, is seen below
partly folded and
in part extended
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Flyers Drift at Sea on Hull of Plane for 158 Hours

When a transatlantic plane hops off

and is never heard from again, what hap-
pened to the flyers? This remarkable
photograph helps the imagination till the

gap. It shows the wrecked airplane in

which Willy Rody, Christian Johannsen,
and Fernando Costa Viega hopped off

from Portugal, down in the sea ninety
miles off the Newfoundland coast, with
both wings smashed and the hulk barely
alloat. Faced with death by starvation or
exposure, the men drifted atop the partly-

submerged plane or rested in its flooded
cabin for 158 hours, drinking water
drained from the engine's radiator to allay

their thirst. Luckier than many aviators

forced down at sea, they were sighted by
a passing ship and rescued. A photographer
aboard the rescue vessel snapped this view
just before the men were taken off the
wreck and brought to New York.

WATERY GRAVE FOR WILKINS' SUB
The career of the United States sub-

marine 0-12, renamed the Nautilus and
used by Sir Hubert Wilkins in an unsuc-

cessful attempt to reach the North Pole

under Arctic ice, ended a few weeks ago
when the U. S. Shipping Board granted

Wilkins permission to sink the vessel in

the North Sea. Misfortune had pursued it

since the Navy, which had intended to

scrap it, lent it last year to the Wilkins

expedition. During the winter it was re-

modeled, and scientific instruments, drills

designed to cut manholes through the ice

from below, and runners for gliding under

the ice were in.stalled. But engine trouble

developed in the transatlantic crossing en
route to Norway, last summer, and a Navy
battleship towed the submarine most of

the way. Mechanical ailments dogged the

red-and-gray Nautilus all the way to

Tromsoe, Norway, the intended starting

point of the Polar dash. Sir Hubert aban-

doned his transpolar project, but ventured

out on an e.xploring voyage around Spits-

bergen. With broken diving rudders, he

essayed a trip beneath the fringe of Polar

ice. Occupants of the vessel described the

experience as harrowing. With the depth

gage showing thirty-three feet, the sub-

marine bumped along the bottom of the

ice floe. Through portholes, the men saw-

threatening teeth of ice by the dim purp-

lish light that penetrated the depths, and
strange black fish swimming among them.
A rending, crash signified that the forward
ice drill, on which the voyagers depended

for escape in an emergency, had been
shattered. Chunks of ice gouged and
nicked the propellers. Finally the Nautilus

emerged and struggled to port—so bat-

tered, in its commander's opinion, that it

could never survive another similar at-

tempt or a second transatlantic crossing.

CLOCK HAS NO FACE

A CLOCK that tells a car driver the time

much as a speedometer tells the speed
has been invented.

The new clock
gives the time in

hours and minutes;

one dial shows
hours and the other

minutes. The clock

will fit above the

auto's windshield.

NEW TRIANGLE PLANE IS TAILLESS
Ajj airplane demonstrated recently at

a Berlin airport looks as if its tail had
been amputated, .\ctually it never had
any. Consisting solely of a pair of tri-

angle-shaped wings, it is stable in flight,

according to Capt. Hermann Koehl. trans-

atlantic flyer, who directed its construc-

tion. The tailless

"triangle plane''

amazed engineers by
scudding over the

field at ninety miles

an hour on the

power of its baby
thirty - horsepower
motor. This had
been added after the /

craft was originally . /

designed as a glider. \r /

A "pusher" propeller

is mounted directly

behind the small cockpit. Since there is

no tail on which to place a rudder, the

craft is steered with vertical flaps installed

at the ends of the wings. E.xperts who
witnessed the demonstration predicted

that it might profoundly affect the future

design of light airplanes.

BALLS SHARPEN RAZOR
Simplest of

razor sharpeners

is this new de-

vice, composed
merely of two
steel balls in a

loop handle. The
blade is given a

keen edge, ac-

cording to the

maker, by draw-
ing it several
times between
the balls. Free to

rotate, they con-

stantly present a

fresh grinding
surface. The balls are not attached to the
broken ring and can be replaced if lost.

At left, the new triangle plane that has no
tail; and, above, flying ninety miles an hour
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SCOTLAND GETS INCLOSED FIRE ENGINE

Edinburgh firemen
are shielded from
winter winds when
dashing to fires in

this inclosed car
which has outside
attachments for hose
and carries ladder

To PROTECT its firemen from freezing

winds on the wny to winter blazes and
back, Edinburgh. Scotland, recently

acquired this buslike fire engine for use in

the suburbs. Its completely inclosed body
also averts the danger that a fireman

may fall off the speeding car. Hose con-

nections are provided on the sides of the

machine. A telescoping ladder is carried

on the roof of the unusual fire engine.

MATCHES ON RIBBON
Now paper matches come in a ribbon.

A German inventor has devised a pocket
container that holds a roll of the matches,
so arranged that when one is pulled out
it automatically lights.

PIPE LINES CARRY COFFEE FROM MOUNTAIN TOP
While coffee has been transported by

pipe line before, one of the most elaborate

system.^ of its kind was recently estab-

lished by an American planter near Santa
Marta, Colombia. The coffee is grown
high on the foothills of the snow-capped
Andes. Instead of carrying the beans
down from these plantations on foot and
muleback, natives bring them to the load-

ing points for a spider web of pipe lines,

leading to the mill in a valley far below.

The pipes, made of telescoping sections of
galvanized metal, resemble household rain-

spouts, but are more than twice as large.

They cross ravines on trestles, with a
constant down grade. Through these pipes
swirl the coffee beans, carried along by
stream of water. A "chief dispatcher"

is in constant communication
by telephone with all the load-

ing points, and his "all clear"

is required before the coffee is

shot down. The pipe line

system releases the labor for-

merly used to carry coffee down
the steep trails at the time
when manpower is most needed
to pick the beans.

MOVING PICTURE HELPS
DENTIST AND PATIENT
Pains in a dentist's chair are forgotten

as the patient's interest is captured by a

moving picture thrown on a screen directly

in front of the sufferer. Dr. A. G. High-
gate, of Wauconda. 111., got the idea that

a movie would be a relief for his patients,

especially the children, and he had a small

portable projector installed. Through this

film is run while he is at work. As a result,

he says, he finds it easier to give his

treatments and decidedly less trying for

his little patients. Older people are now-

asking that the pictures be shown while
they are in the dentist's chair. Short
comedies of the animated cartoon t>'pe

are enjoyed the most by the children

who come to him for treatment. Dr.

Highgate reports.
In oval, coffee goes into a pipe line at a mountain top loading station when dispatcher
signals *'A1I clear." Above, one of the main pipe lines to this mill is seen at the left
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AKRON GETS PORTABLE WEATHER MAST
A WEATHER mast that can be wheeled

al)out to check wind velocities and other

conditions at various altitudes near the

ground has been constructed for use at

the airship dock in Akron, Ohio, where
the Xavy's new giant of the air, Akron,
was built and has been moored ])cnding

the necessary trial flights before linal de-

livery to the CJovernmcnt. With it a study
of meteorological conditions in the vicin-

ity is being made. Also, before airship

take-offs and landings, it is used to deter-

mine the dircciion and intensity of air

currents past the dock. Supplementing the

portable mast is a similar structure per-

manently mounted on top of the airship

shed. Combining the results secured l)y

the two masts gives a complete check on
weather conditions at the port.

Above, the portable weather mast at Akron:
and at right, receiving the data gathered by it

FLYING CITY NOW TEXAS LANDMARK
A LANDMARK that Cannot be mistaken

from the air is the flying city that the

Army Air Corps has comi)Ieted at Ran-
dolph Field, near San Antonio, Tex. Its

almost perfect geometric design recalls

the walled cities of the Incas and even
more ancient peoples, yet it is adapted

to ultra-modern needs. Landing fields flank

the city on all four sides, giving an ap-

proaching pilot his choice according to

wind direction. Three hundred buildings,

laid out in a regular pattern, occupy the

2,000-acre plot, A single highway ancl rail-

road connect it with the outside world.

L":
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LEVER IN AUTO'S ROOF
WORKS NEW SPOTLIGHT
A coMBi.NATio.v Spotlight and turn

warning, operated through the roof of a
car, has just been devised by a Minne-
apolis, Minn., doctor. The spotlight may
be swung clear around for backing, or
pointed at any part of the road, by a
slight turn of the lever which projects
through the car roof. A ratchet arrange-
ment holds the spotlight in any set posi-

tion. To warn following motorists of a
turn, the driver swings the vertical post
either right or left and a red arrow auto-
matically lights to point the direction.

BELT PREVENTS
'PILOT'S BELLY "

Just as Paris
fashions point the

way to the rest of

the world, so do the

outfits worn by
aviators indicate the

trend of modern
style. Within the

last year, U. S.

Army flight sur-

geons have been
studying a new con-

dition known as
'•pilots belly" that

indicates the need
for a fairly wide belt

to support and pro-

tect the flyer, much
after the fashion of

the belt worn by
polo players. The
motion of a plane
in a dive or a zoom
has an undesirable

effect on some avia-

tors. To correct this

is the aim of the

new Army Air
model that fits into

of comfort.

New Army Air Corps
winter suit designed
to prevent affliction

called "pilot's belly"

Corps winter suit, a

the latest conception

A flying city at Randolph Field, near San Antonio, Texas, recently completed for the
Army Air Corps, is geometrical in design with a landing field on each of its four sides

WHITE TYPE ON BLACK
IS HARD TO READ

If this magazine were printed with
white letters, on a black background, it

w'ould take you ten percent more time to

read it. A recent survey undertaken by
two University of Minnesota investiga-

tors showed this difference in ease of read-

ing between black on white and white on
black backgrounds. Two hundred and
eighty students were subjects in the test,

which was made to determine the effec-

tiveness of advertisements printed in

white on black.
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P nANDYAIDS for

DECAPPER AND SPOON. This
combination tool is expected to

save you steps as it is decapper
and spoon all in one. The long
handle makes it ideal (pr stirring

the contents of a deep glass

BATHTUB ACCESSORIES. Any-
thing you want out of the medicine
chest is within easy reach if your
tub is equipped with this cabinet
which is a combination of chest, seat,

and mirror. When the door is lowered
it is a seat with a strong metal frame,
the back of which contains a mirror

PUSH. DON'T LIFT. Two easily working roll^s
built into the bottom of this iron stand turn at the
slightest pressure and the iron rolls easily onto it

HOLDS THE SPOON
At right, an ingenious con-
trivance, shown in Paris
recently, that fastens to
pot's rim to hold spoon

YOUR EGGS ARE SAFE. A Los
Angeles woman invented this drawer
to keep her eggs from being broken.
It has cuplike depressions in the bot*
torn into which the eggs fit snugly

IT STAYS WHERE PUT.
Rugs made with a backing of

rubber do not slip or curl up.

according to the manufacturer
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SLICES ALL THE SAME. This
simple kitchen tool is a knife for

slicing fruit or vegetables provided
with a guide so slices are uniform

TABLE OR SETTEE? At upper right

is what looks like an attractive table

and nothing else. In reality it is quickly

transformed into a settee, merely by
dropping the table top down as at right

and exposing upholstered seat and back
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H omemakers
FRUITJUlCE.The
reamer shown be-

low rotates as

pressure is applied

and squeezes out
juice without the

effort o£ turning
the fruit. It stands
on a solid base

ELECTRIC IRONER FOR HOME. A flat-plate ironer is

now available for use in the home. It is so mounted that
when not in use as an ironer, it becomes a practical kitchen
table, the top of which is removed when the iron is in use

THREE IN ONE. At
right, a handy tool to

have on the kitchen
wall is a bottle opener*

a can opener, and a

knife sharpener in one

WIRE LIKE TAPE.
Below, an outlet plug
that may be clipped
onto a new type of
electric wire in the
form of tape, without
the use of tools. This
tape runs under rugs
v/ithout making a hump

A CONVENIENT DRIER. In

a home where space is at a pre-

mium, this folding drier should

be helpful. Its eight arms, which
open out from a main support
resting on three feet, will hold a
considerable amount of clothes

VEGETABLE TABLE. Simply
turning one knob swings this

worktable, below, out so that it

can be used comfortably while
you sit on a chair. If work is in-

terrupted, the table will swing
vegetables quickly out of sight

A DOG BED. Can-
vas stretched over a

metal frame makes
a comfortable bed
for a dog. The can-
vas is easily re-

moved for washing

in 1

GARBAGE DISAPPEARS. A trap with
an aluminum cover, built into the drain
board of the kitchen sink, takes care of the
refuse problem. When the cover is raised
and garbage is dumped into the trap, it

drops into receiving can, as shown at left,

which is removed from outside the house
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//7/^/'j J// the Gold For?

THE English pound sterling, once the

standard by which the values of all

other forms of money were judged,

has toppled from its high position. It is no longer

worth a fraction over four dollars and eighty-six cents

in United States paper money, because the British

government can no longer redeem its pound sterling

notes with a fraction over four dollars and eighty-six

cents worth of gold.

Other countries, following in the wake of Great Brit-

ain, have temporarily abandoned the gold standard,

and their currencies hav'c depreciated in the same man-
ner.

Lapsing from the gold standard is a calamity, but

it is by no means a novelty. It has happened before

in England, and there have been times in the history

of this country when the gold standard existed in

name only.

If every ounce of gold were to be wiped out of exist-

ence tomorrow, the industries of the world would not

be seriously affected. Gold has many industrial uses,

of course, but relatively few where some other metal

cannot be substituted with approximately equal results.

Paper Money Ousted Metal

Gold is valuable not for its intrinsic worth, but

because for thousands of years it has been used as a

standard of exchange. When people stopped trading

one commodity for another and used counters or coins

to represent exchange value, gold coins came to be the

standard—first, because the metal was so rare that a

small coin represented large value, and second, because

it is virtually noncorrodible.

However, the weight of gold coins was a serious

problem in the days before banks. Travelers had to

burden themselves with a weight of gold as well as

their traveling equipment, and there was the constant

risk of highway robbery. Now paper money has taken

the place of gold as a medium of e.xchange for all

ordinary business transactions. Of course a check
drawn on a bank is, for practical purposes, just another

form of paper money.
The intrinsic value of a dollar bill is, of course, next

to nothing. The Government prints them by the mil-

lion at trifling cost. A dollar bill is valuable only be-

cause it represents a promise to pay. It bears the

words ' One Silver Dollar Payable to the Bearer on
Demand," which actually means a dollar in gold, be-

cause the Government will redeem a silver dollar with
a gold dollar on demand.

Furthermore, you can walk into the United States

Mint and obtain for gold bars or gold dust an equiva-

lent weight of gold in the form of gold coins.

So long as this is possible, it is obvious that a paper
dollar must be worth a definite weight of gold, and its

value as a medium of exchange for other goods can-

not fluctuate to any greater extent than that of gold

itself.

Trade Balance Calls for Gold

Experience has shown that it is not necessary for

any government to have on hand as many gold dollars

as there are paper dollars outstanding. But when the

gold on hand in the treasury falls below a certain

percentage of the face value of the paper money in

use, the whole system becomes shaky. The situation

is precisely the same as that of a bank. No bank
ever keeps on hand enough cash to pay off every

depositor should all of them ask for their money at

the same time.

Gold can be used to form a firm base for a tremen-

dous inverted pyramid of credit in the form of paper
money within any given country, but that paper credit

isn't worth a row of shoe buttons in international trade.

An actual movement of gold must take place to bal-

ance the account if one nation buys more goods from
another nation than it sells to that same nation. If

Willie sells Joe an apple for two cents and Joe sells

Willie a top for two cents, the credits balance. But
if Willie sells Joe two apples and Joe sells Willie only

one top, then Joe will have to fork over two cents in

cash to close the transaction.

When financiers put on a wise expression and spout

high-sounding phrases such as "unfavorable balance of

trade," they refer to the transfer of commodities from
one nation to another on a Willie and Joe basis.

Without going into causes, the fact remains that the

United States has had the favorable end of the balance

of world trade for so long that we now have over half

the world's supply of gold stored in our treasury.

Obviously, as long as that situation exists the coun-

tries so shy of gold that they have slipped away from

the gold standard will have great difficulty in getting

back to it again. It must be equally obvious that the

only way the other countries can get the gold now in

our treasury vaults is to sell us more goods than we
sell them.

The problem of figuring out a scientific way to accom-

plish that result without at the same time playing hob

with American industries is giving our greatest states-

men and financiers a severe headache.
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Fig. I. Portable receiver made by F. C. Turner. Middleburg. Va,. won first

prize in our set building contest because of fine workmanship and performance

•Prize Winners in

Radio Set Contest
SOME remarkably clever tic-

signs for a portable radio re-

ceiver of the light headphone
type were submitted by readers

of Popular Sciexcf. Monthly in the

prize contest for radio set builders, an-

nounced in our June issue (P. S. M., June
'31, p. 79).

In this contest each entrant started

with nothing but a semi-picture wiring

diagram showing a circuit using a type

232 battery operated screen grid tube in

a stage of radio-frequency amplification

followed by a detector stage using a type
230 battery operated tube. There were no
restrictions as to the make or ty|x; of

material used in building the portable set.

There were no rules as to size, design, or

other details except, of course, that the

finished set should follow the electrical

diagram given.

This left the contestants with the wid-

est possible scope for their own ingenuity

and resourcefulness. Five prizes were of-

fered and the sets winning the first three

places are shown on these pages. It is

evident from a study of these sets that the

readers of Popular Science Monthly
can display both ingenuity and fine work-

manship. It would be still more evident

if there were space to show the many
other excellent receivers entered in this

contest.

The beautifully constructed and effi-

cient portable receiver made by Francis

C. Turner of Middleburg, \'a.. was awarded
first prize by the officials of the Popular

Science Institute. This is shown in Figs.

1 and 2. Mechanically, it is a marvel of

fine workmanship. Electrically, it is top

notch. The radio receiving unit, in the

right-hand section as shown in Fig. 1, is

held in place by detents on small levers

that engage with notches cut into the

metal base plate. Pushing down these lev-

ers allows the unit to slide out.

The back view and end views, show-

ing the arrangement of the parts, appear
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in Figs. 4 and 6. and a picture wiring dia-

gram made directly from the receiver is

given in Fig. 5. The front panel measures

5)4 by 8/4 inches. The metal base, a

sheet of aluminum, is a trille narrower than
the front panel and extends backward
3 5/16 inches.

THE batteries are contained in the left-

hand section of the case, the current

being carried to the set by means of short

four-wire cord fitted to four-prong tube
bases at each end. a subpanel type socket
being mounted on the front of I he panel
and another on the connector strip in the

battery section of the case.

The comjjartment just below the receix -

er unit at the right holds the headphones,
the coiled antenna (wliicli plugs into one
of the cord tip jacks on the front panel j,

Fig. 2 . U pper
right, the Turner
rcceiv er closed
for transportation.
Lower right, re-

ceiver being test-

ed in Popular
Science Institute

Those VJ/w W(?;/

FIRST PRI7.K . . . J?50

Francis C. Turner,

Middleburg, Va.

SECOND PRIZE. . . S25
Sidney D. Bishop,

Washington, D. C.

THIRD PRIZE ... si 5

Vales M. Hoag, Utica, N. Y.

FOURTH PRIZE. . . §5
G. S. Bordner,

.. .New Washington, Ohio

Fimi PRIZE . . . S5
Charles R. Williams,

Washington, D. C.

O.N THE HONOR LIST:

Timothy Aldapo, San Antonio,
Texas. Eric Blankfcld, .Ashland,

Wis. Theodore Cogley, Spokane,
Wash. Donald Ferguson. Glouces-
ter, Mass. \ictor K. Fox, Port

.Arthur, Texas. Paul Idler, Sheboy-
gan, Wis. William L. Johnson,
Pomeroy, Iowa. Maurice Landau,
Hazleton, Pa. Newman MacN'ally,

Pawtucket, R. I.
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and the connector cord. The brass bolt

through the hinges is lit ted with a sharp
steel point and is used as the ground rod
when the set is in use.

THE receiver shown at the left in Fig.

7, built by Sidney D. Bishop of Wash-
ington, D. C, won the second prize. This
receiver also is a fine job. Electrically it

is on a par with the winner. Mechanically,

it is strong and sturdy but docs not show
the perfect w-orkmanship of Mr. Tur-
ner's set. The weight of the first and second
prize winning sets is almost identical, but

Mr. Bishop's set is more bulky and this

extra bulk, together with the difference in

workmanship, which counts under the

heading of appearance, lost him first prize.

The set that won third prize is shown
at the right in Fig. 7. It was built by
^'ates M. Hoag of Utica, N. Y. Mechani-
cally, it rates with the second prize win-
ner. In both size and weight it headed the

list, as it is both smaller and lighter than
either the first or second prize winners.

Unfortunately for Mr. Hoag, however,
his receiver is far inferior to both the

first two prize winners on the score of

electrical efficiency. His coils were not
properly placed and inadequate shielding

aggravated the condition. To make mat-
ters still worse, the A battery circuit was
not properly connected, resulting in too

low filament volt-

age for the tubes.

The low electri-

cal efficiency of

Mr. Hoag's set

more than bal-

anced the lead he
had on the basis

of size and weight
and therefore lost

him first place.

The secret of

the light weight of

the third prize
winner lies in a

beautifully con-
structed case made
out of balsa wood
and careluUy cov-

ered with imitation pigj. ^ and g.

leather. Mr. Hoag D. c. At right,

is to be congratulated on having designed
and built such a remarkably light and
strong case for a portable radio receiver.

We feel sure that those who contem-
plate building a portable receiver for use
ne.\t summer will find much of interest

in a careful study of the three prize-win-

ning sets, particularly as they are so dif-

ferent in design as to present a startling

contrast in outstanding features.

The electrical unit of Mr. Turner's set

seems almost unbeatable either for design

or compactness. That is why we show

Left, second prize winner, built by Sidney D. Bishop, Washington,
, third prize went to this set, work of Yates M, Hoag, Utica, N. Y.

Fig. 5. Picture wiring diagram made
directly from the first prize winner

it so fully in photos and the wiring dia-

gram. Basically the electrical unit of the
second prize set made by Mr. Bishop is

the same as Mr. Turner's except the parts
are larger and more spread out.

1^1 R. BISHOP'S set exhibits two novel-
ties. One is the mounting of the dials

so that they can be tuned without open-
ing the case, and the other is the antenna
reel which shows quite clearly at the left

end of the case in Fig. 7. The crank is

detachable and is placed inside the case
when the set is being carried.

The outstanding features of Mr. Tur-
ner's first prize set are the strength and
solidity of the construction. The clamlike
way in which the outfit closes up, coupled
with its strength, makes it capable of
standing an enormous amount of abuse.
On the other hand, Mr. Hoag's case

design deserves serious consideration from
the man who wants the outfit to be as
light as possible. Fortunately, the elec-

trical unit in Mr. Hoag's set occupies
approximately the same space as does the
first prize winner's and the dial arrange-
ment is about the same.
To portable set builders who do not

require the strength and durability of Mr.
Turner's case, we point out that it would
be entirely practical to build a balsa wood
case according to Mr. Hoag's design, mak-

ing it fit a receiv-

ing unit built like

Mr. Turner's.

The battery and
accessory compart-
ments in the third

prize of course oc-

cupy the space be-

low the receiving

unit. There are

doors in the back
of the case ojien-

ing to these com-
partments.

If you want to

do a complete job

of it, why not see

if you can't add
Mr. Bishop's neat

arrangement for
an antenna reel!
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^y^^Caking a Good Job

of a HOME-BUILT SET

WHY is it that one man is for-

ever having trouble with his

home-built radio receiver and
another fellow, who builds the

same set from the same plans, never

has a bit of trouble?

The explanation invariably lies in the

workmanship. The' two sets may look

alike on casual inspection, but a close

examination will show many construc-

tional defects in the set that gives trouble.

These defects may seem unimportant but

they are not, for in nearly every radio

circuit the loosening of a single binding

post or the failure of a single soldered

joint will spoil or even stop reception.

On this page are illustrated just a few
of the right and wrong ways of doing

some of the jobs encountered in radio

work. Take mounting a coil, for e.xample:

The position of a tuning coil always is

important both as to actual location and
the angle at which it is held.

A common method of supporting a coil

is by means of a brass right angle bracket

bolted to the edge of the coil form. Some-
times it is possible to obtain rigid mount-
ing with only one right angle bracket.

In such cases, the coil is braced in position

by stiff bus-wire leads. If, however, con-

nections to the coil are made by means
of a limp hook-up wire now so popular,

the coil connections usually contribute

nothing to the rigidity of the mounting.
Most radio e.xperimenters do not real-

ize that all radio receivers have to stand

a surprising amount of vibration. Every
time you walk across the floor, vibrations

race back and forth through the parts

of the set. Of course, these vibrations are

slight, but they do loosen up binding posts

that have not been properly tightened with
pliers and in time they will cause wires

resting against sharp edges to chafe

through the insulation. It is a good rule,

therefore, to add extra insulation wherever
chafing can occur.

A similar trouble often occurs at the

taps on a coil. It always is desirable to

slip a piece of strong paper underneath
the wire at the point where the tap is

By

Mfrecl P.

RIGHT VRONQ
SPECIAL INSULATION

WRONG

TAPPING CjOlL

RIGHT WRONG

BRANCH WIRE

r
RIGHT WRONG

SOLDERING LUGS

RIGHT WRONG
These illustrations show clearly the right and
wrong ways of doing some of the jobs encoun-
tered in building your own radio receiver

ABC'S of Radio
Everybody knows what happens

to an automobile when it encoun-
ters a hill. It slows down and gives
the same performance, while on
the hill, obtainable from a much
less powerful car operating on the
level. Radio beginners do not
seem to realize that radio recep-

tion also is full of steep hills and
down grades. That is because the
hills of radio reception are invis-
ible. You can't see these areas
where reception is impeded for
some reason, and it is therefore
impossible to predict the perform-
ance of a set in a given locality.

made so that the kink in the wire cannot,

in time, chafe through the insulation of

the next turn on the coil.

Another frequent source of trouble is

a broken connection at a point where one
wire joins another. Never butt the end
of the branch wire against the side of the

main wire and flow a little solder into the

joint. Always bend the joining w-ire so
that at least a quarter of an inch of it

parallels the wire to which it is joined.

If the wire is of the stranded flexible

variety, the joining wire should be
WTapped around the other for a few turns

instead of being made to parallel it.

Wherever a hole is provided in a solder-

ing lug, the wire end should be passed
through and clam^icd before soldering.

L,ea?'fitng about Radio
Ma.ny radio experimenters earnestly

desire to learn more about the subject

and yet they pass up one of the best ways
of doing this. The best way to learn about
radio is to try to do as much as you can
your.self. After you have followed other

people's blueprints until you have mas-
tered the mechanics of the thing, try to

design a set for yourself. Start by figur-

ing out what kind of set you would like

to build. Then attempt to lay out the dia-

gram. You will discover that you are

not sure how to make the connections.

By referring to other blueprints and by
studying elementary radio books, you can
lind out why each part of a radio circuit

is used and just how it functions.

Furthermore, you will soon find that

the whys and wherefores group under
familiar headings. For example, a radio-

frequency amplifying circuit is always
about the same no matter from whose
design it is taken. The basic operations

in the circuit are controlled in certain

ways and the slight dift'erences are due
to differing tube characteristics.

Of course the first step in acquiring

radio knowledge is to learn radio symbols.

A circuit diagram made up of radio sym-
bols shows how the circuit works; a pic-

ture wiring diagram is difficult to inter-

pret in terms of electrical action.
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Doping a Car for Cold Weather
By MARTIN BUNN Illustrated by

Frank Iluhhard

JACK HARWORTH and
Danny Malone maintained
their close friendship even after

Danny landed a job with an up-

state lirm a hundred miles away.
Both men were ardent motorists

and there was continual friendly rivalry

between the two as to which of them could

get the most satisfactory motoring serv-

ice out of his machine. They invariably

purchased the same make of car, perhaps

because this put the contest on a more
even basis.

"Jack." said Danny, who was in town
for a few days, "let's run around to the

Model Garage for a few minutes. I must
have run over a bad bump without know-
ing it, because the radiator .seems to have
sprung a leak. Gus Wilson can fix it."

Jack Harworth grinned as he said: "I

ought to teach you how to drive. Then
you wouldn't be running over curbstones

and things like that."

"G'wan!" Danny growled. "My tires

last longer than yours do. That proves

I'm a better driver. Hop in and let's get

going."

"Go ahead and I'll follow in my car,"

Jack suggested. "I've been intending to

see Gus about the latest anti-freeze dope
and I might as well do it now."

"Hello! Damon and Phintias." Gus
Wilson called as the two cars pulled up in

front of the Model Garage. "Still argu-

ing about how good you are?''

"I'm not," Jack replied. "Danny's
licked. His bum driving has busted his

radiator. Some motorist, ch, Gus?"
Gus carefully inspected the radiator on

Danny's car, tracing back the steady slow

trickle of water to the leak.

"Bad driving never did that," he an-

noimced as he prodded at the leak with a

sharp pointed tool. "See, here's the leak

and you'll notice it's a hole through the

brass, not an opcned-up solder seam.
Nope, Danny's driving hadn't anything

to do with that. Jars and bumps open
seams that are soldered together, but a

hole in the brass itself is always due to

corrosion. From the looks of this radiator,

I'm afraid you'll have a lot more leaks

soon."

"What do you suppose caused that?"

Danny asked gloomily. "Jack's radiator

is still all right. Did I have a defective

one to start with?''

"I don't think so," Gus said thought-

fully. "The trouble is you fellows don't

realize that plain water corrodes a radi-

ator, and some water is harder on radiators

than others. Up where you live, Danny,
the water seems to have more different

salts and corrosive things in it than ours.

I don't mean that the water is bad but

as long as water contains impurities,

there's bound to be some electrical action,

because you have the iron of the cylinder

block for one electrode and the brass of

the radiator for the other.

TEMPERATURE has a lot to do
with it. Maybe your motor runs a

little hotter than Jack's. Heat speeds up
chemical action. Remember, too, that the

life of an auto radiator is determined by
the miles the car is driven and not by its

age. That's why you sometimes see a

"Sometimes a radiator
gives out in a couple
of years," Gus said,

"while another car of

the same model won't
have any trouble. The
life of a radiator is

determined by the
miles the car is driven"

radiator give out in a couple of
years on one car while another
car of the same model won't have
any radiator trouble for five years

or so. Check up and you'll find

that the first car is on the road
all the time and the other one only goes
out on Sundays and holidays."

"I suppose," Danny suggested, "that it

isn't worth while to solder the leak if the
whole radiator is likely to turn into a
sieve. Seems a shame to buy a new radia-

tor core when Jack and I expect to get

new cars next spring."

"In that case," Gus advised, "you
might tr>' one of the liquid preparations
they sell to cure leaking radiators. It will

stop the leak all right. Of course a care-

ful repair job is the only real way to cure

a leak, but the patent stuff may get you
by for the winter."

"Dump a can in right now," Danny
ordered as he opened the radiator cap.

"And while you're about it, fix me up
with some of that anti-freeze that doesn't

evaporate. Then I won't have to bother
about the radiator all winter."

"Nix!" Gus grunted. "If you're not

going to have your radiator fi.xed properly

I wouldn't put in any expensive anti-

freeze. It may spring a leak any time and
you'll spray the road with about four

dollars worth of good anti-freeze. You'll

have to take your chances with alcohol

this winter."

"Won't W'Ood alcohol do?" Danny asked.

"It's lots cheaper than the denatured
kind."

"Use it if you want to," grunted Gus.
"You mean methanol, of course; the violet

stuff in the skull-and-cross-bones can. As
for me, I f Continued on page 140)
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King Arthurs ^J±elfmi
SUPPORTS THIS

Bookrack «

WHEN they wanted to be par-

ticularly emphatic, knights of

old had a habit of swearing to

the truth of what they said "by
the helmet of King Arthur." You can do
something a lot more practical than that

and make a King Arthur bookrack—

a

trough supported by two end pieces sup-

posed to represent the helmet of the leg-

endary leader of the Knights of the Round
Table.

The design was submitted by Kenneth
Schaffer, of Allentown. Pa., in a contest

for story-telling ideas conducted last

spring and was awarded one of the prizes

(P.S.M., Aug. '31, p. 88). The model illus-

trated in the accompanying photographs
was made from Mr. Schaffer's design by
Charles H. Alder. It represents a conven-

tional helmet, undoubtedly much more
graceful than the crude ones King Arthur
must have used.

Make a paper pattern of the helmet and
trace on it two pieces of wood Yi or Y\

The completed rack and
how the end pieces are
"hammered'* and grooved

in. thick. Cut them out with a jig saw;
then use a knife or a wood carver's vein-

ing tool to carve a shallow groove around
the visor and the small circle in the cen-

ter. Now grind the large end of a punch
or a nail set to a well-rounded shape and
use this to give a hammered effect to the

outer surface of each helmet-shaped piece.

Make the dents close together and space
them irregularly, but do not overlap them.
.\lso be careful not to hammer the wood
too hard as this will break the fibers and
ruin the effect. On the reverse side of each
piece rout out grooves J4 in. deep to

receive the ends of the back and bottom
pieces, which should be Yi by 4^2 in. and

Yi by 4>4 in. respectively, and 18^ in.

long. Glue these pieces together and then

glue on the ends.

The bookrack can be finished

by giving it two coats of alumi-
num bronze and smearing black
shoe polish over the hammered
surfaces. Then wipe the polish

off with a clean, soft cloth in

such a way as to leave some of

the black color in the dents. After this

has dried thoroughly, polish the helmets
briskly with another clean, soft rag.

Outer face and edge view of the left-hand
helmet with squares to aid in enlarging it
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ANewTiltTop Table
that's really STURDY and USEFUL

Above: The table with
uptilted top as viewed
from the rear. At left:

Top turned down for use

By DONALD A. PRICE

HERE is a rugged, handy little tilt-

top table which will find a use-

ful place in any home. While it

is not a reproduction of an

antique, its turnings and profiles are adap-

ted from authentic woodwork of the "Age
of Oak," and it is, therefore, especially

appropriate for use with furniture of

English or Xorman French design. The
pivoted support for the top. it will be
noticed, is reminiscent of the Gothic archi-

tecture of the period. The proper wood to

use is oak, which may be finished in a

dark antique stain or in silver gray.

The materials needed are as follows:

Legs, IJi by 1% by
22'/> in., 2 required.

Feet, 1 1/16 in. thick

and shaped as shown by a

full size detail on Home
Workshop Blueprint No.
140; 4 required.

Bottom stretcher, 13/16

by 3 by 14J^ in., 1 re-

quired.

Top stretcher. 13/16 by
2 bv l^yi in., 1 required.

Pendants, IK' by V/2

by 5 3/16 in., 2 required.

Swivel top, 13/16 by 2

by 10>2 in.. 1 required.

Swivel post. 13/16 bv
i;<2 by 14';iG in., 1 re-

quired.

Swivel struts, 13/16 by
2 by 12 in., 2 required.

Top, Ji by 20 by 24

in., 1 required.

Wedges, by I'ys by
Syi in., 2 required.

Loose pin butt hinges. 2

by 2 in., brass. 2 required.

All the wooden parts are

oak e.xcept the wedges,

which are maple.

In building a piece of

furniture of this type, full size detail

drawings are of great help. A blueprint

has therefore been prepared with all the

more important parts of the table shown
full size. It also contains the assembly
drawings and several sketches explaining

important points of the construction. This
can be obtained, together with a long

supplementary bulletin giving detailed

instructions for building the table, by
sending 25 cents to the Blueprint Service

Department, Popular Science Monthly,
3S1 Fourth Avenue, New York. Use the

coupon on page 110 and ask for Blue-

print No. 140.
If sufficient clamps are available, glue up
the framework at one setting as shown above

SCALE IN
WITH TOP IN VERTICAL POSITION

INCHES
9 10 11 12 15 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 IN

Assembly drawings of the table with the principal dimensions indicated and an inch scale for determining
those not given. Full size detail drawings of important parts are contained on our Blueprint No. 140
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COPIES PRINTED PAGE WITHOUT CAMERA

Here is an easy way to copy a draw-

ing, diagram, tabulation, or bibliography

printed in a magazine or book. Place the

sensitized side of a sheet of single-weight

BENCH STOP HOLDS THIN
STRIPS FOR PLANING

Pl.\xi.\g the edges of a number of

thin strips of wood becomes an easier

task if a bench slop attachment is made
like that illustrated. Bore holes 1 in.

deep in the side of a straight piece of 2

by 3 in. stock to receive two fi- or 1-in.

dowels, leaving about '/i in. between them.

Drive dowels into the holes and place the

"two by three" on the bench up against

the regular head stop. Test as shown
with one of the thin pieces to be planed.

If it is too long and too thin to stand in

a vertical position under the pressure of

the plane, set other dowels at each side

of the piece where they will most effec-

tively hold it straight and reasonably firm.

If the "two by three" is straight, the

edges of the thin pieces may be jointed

accurately.—C. A. K.

photographic paper in contact with the

printed page to be copied, making cer-

tain that intimate contact is obtained over

the whole surface. A sheet of cardboard
beneath the page and a glass plate pressed

over the photographic paper are aids in

assuring a good contact. The exposure is

made by having the light from an incan-

descent lamp shine upon the back of the

photographic paper. The light passing

through the paper is absorbed where the

surface is dark and reflected where it is

white, thus making a true negative; that

is, the regions dark in the original are

light in the copy and vice versa. If

there is printing on the reverse side of

the page being copied, it will not inter-

fere with the reproduction. With a

60-watt frosted bulb in a desk lamp about

8 in. above the paper, an exposure of

about two or three minutes is required.

The negative obtained after drying is

used to make positive prints in the usual

way, the light passing through the nega-

tive to the photographic paper. Copies

made by this method are facsimiles, and
although the method does not give either

enlargement or reduction, it obviously

has many uses,

—

E.\rl J. Haverstick.

GRAPHITE LUBRICATES
TAILSTOCK CENTER

SoMETi.MES it is advisable not to use
oil or grca.se for lubricating the end of
work turned in a lathe, because the oily

marks may later cause dilliculty in the

staining and finishing operations. An excel-

lent substitute—one. in fact, that some
workmen use exclusively in place of oil

—

is powdered graphite. A pinch of this,

placed between the wood and tailstock

center, will go far towards insuring vibra-

tionless running and decreased heating
while turning.—E. W.

RUBBER CEMENT AIDS IN
TINTING PHOTOGRAPHS
When tinting photographs, it often

becomes necessary to leave some small
portion uncolored in the middle of a com-
paratively large area of tint, such as a

white sea gull in a large expanse of blue

sky, or windows in the walls of a brick

house. In such cases the work may be
si>eeded up and simplified considerably
by covering the areas which are to remain
white with rubber cement, thinned if nec-

essary with benzol, and applied with a

water-color brush. The rubber cement
will prevent the tint from coming in con-
tact with the paper and can be easily

I)ccled off when the work is dry. The area

which was protected in this way may
then be tinted a different color if nec-

essary, as the cement w'ill not have
affected the surface.—D. Leechmax.

IMITATING SMALL
WOOD CARVINGS
Di'PLicATES of small carvings

may be easily made from a

wood composition of the plastic

type sold in cans or tubes. First

tack or glue the original carv-

ing, pressed ornament, or model
on a smooth board and coat it

with thin shellac. When dry, oil

it lightly with any thin oil. Next,

mix a thick paste of plaster of

Paris and water and cover the

carving quite heavily, being sure

that all spaces are thoroughly

filled. The thickness should be

at least twice that of the carving. After

this plaster is hard, it is carefully re-

moved froin the carving.

Brush the inside of this mold lightly

with hot parafim to prevent sticking.

Then press composition wood firmly into

all parts of the mold and lay it aside for

The mo
was use

Id at left, taken from carving shown in center,

d to cast the composition duplicate at the right

a few hours. When the material is fully

set, loosen the edges with the point of a

knife and remove it from the mold.

Should it stick, heat the mold in the oven
for a few seconds; this will soften the

paraffin enough to allow the imitation

carving to be removed.

—

Archie Amos.

The bench stop attachment, which allows thin strips of stock to be planed with greater ease,

is held in position by means of the ordinary head stop set in the surface of the bench top
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jjesk Set

with dectrie Clock
WINS FIRST PRIZE
IN WOODWORKING CONTEST

USING only two pmall boards, a

piece of thin sheet brass, a few
inches of piano wire, and some
glue and solder, Alan C. Neilson,

of Worcester, Mass.. constructed a unique

desk set which contains among other in-

genious features a homemade electric

clock. This is but one example of the in-

genuity, originality, and craftsmanship

displayed by readers who entered our re-

cent woodworking contest (see P.S.M.,

July '31, p. 89), which called for projects

constructed from a specified list of mate-
rials.

The remarkable entry submitted by Mr.
Neilson. which was awarded the first prize

of $50, is shown in Fig. 1. Besides being of

pleasing design, this desk set is a revela-

tion in the application of common mate-
rials to odd uses. For instance, the novelty

timepiece is operated by the alternate ex-

pansion and contraction of a length of pi-

ano wire. The wire is heated by current

from a bell-ringing transformer, whereupon
it expands, opens the circuit, contracts,

closes the circuit, and repeats the cycle.

This movement is transmitted to the clock's

one hand by gearing made
from bits of wire driven into

ebony disks. On each side of the clock are
compartments for stamps, paper clips, and
similar accessories; and at each end,

concealed under a sliding cover, is an
inkwell. One inkwell is filled from a

large reserve tank set behind the clock,

the tank itself serving as a lever-oper-

ated diaphragm pump. The other well

is filled automatically from a small

tank directly behind it. Thin brass was
used for inkwells and reservoirs.

The remaining five prizes were
awarded as follows: Second Prize, $25,
to Herbert Wilkinson, of Victoria, B.

C, Canada, for the "antique" pitcher,

trencher, and bottle shown in Fig. 2;

Third Prize, $15, to G. N. Humphrey,
of Hanford, Calif., for the

cigarette container shown in

Fig. 3 ; and Fourth, Fifth, and
Sixth Prizes, $5 each, to Roy
Hancock, of Portsmouth, Va.,

Emerson Wasser, of Newport,
Ky.. and Robert Francis, of

Pierce, Neb., respectively for

the ash tray, rocket boat

model, and novel penholder

desk set illustrated at right

and below in Figs. 4 and S.

Fig. 4. A nautical ash tray,

which won the fourth award

Fig. 2. In making
these "antiques."

H. Wilkinson, win-
ner of the second
prize, did all of

the work with or-

dinary hand tools

Fig. 3. The third

prize was awarded
for this automatic
cigarette box made
to resemble a radio

Fig. 5. The rocket boat model (right) and pen set (above) won
fifth and sixth prizes for Emerson Wasser and Robert Francis
respectively. Mr. Francis called his entry the "Spirit of '76"
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finish, or enamel or lacquer may be
I used to suit an existing color scheme

BOOTJACK MODEL HOLDS DOOR OPEN
Tins unique door stop or wed^'e is

built like a miniature bootjack, full size

models of which were common no longer

than a generation or two ago. It is par-

ticularly appropriate for a room furnished

in Colonial style and wmH always be
examined with curiosity because so few
persons in this automobile age know what
a bootjack looks like. To make one, use

H- or y^-in. maple, walnut, oak, or pine.

The dimensions are: length, 6 in.; width
at small end, IJ^g in.; greatest width, 2'/i

in.; \'-nolch, Ijj in. wide and 2}i in.

deep; strip across bottom, in. wide and
'/2 in. thick. Cut the toppicce slightly

tapering in thickness toward the narrow
end. and make a curved notch in the

larger end as shown. Across the bottom
nail a strip of wood with the lower sur-

face beveled, and on this surface glue a

strip of felt or rubber to prevent scratches

and slipping. .\ natural wood finish is to

be preferred, although enamel or lacquer

may be used.

—

Roy Elton.

NAIL SET ALWAYS HANDY
IN HAMMER HANDLE

If you carry a nail set in the handle of

your hammer, you will know where it is

when you want it. Bore a hole in the han-
dle large enough in diameter and deep
enough to accommodate the set without
binding. Then, to cover the hole, cut a
pear-shaped cap from a piece of sheet

metal, preferably phosphor bronze because
of its slight springiness. Mount this with

a brass escutcheon pin. and make a dent
in the center of it, as shown in the photo-
graph below, so that it will remain in

place over the hole.—W. B.

Your nail set will always be close at hand
if it is carried in the handle of a hammer

A SMALL block plane, with the blade set

for a shallow cut, will quickly remove
paper from cigar box wood that is to be
used for making toys or models.—W. L. F.

HOW TO SHADOW-PAINT NOVELTIES

RACK KEEPS FERROTYPE
PLATES UNSCRATCHED
The amateur photographer who squee-

gees his prints on ferrotype plates to get

a glossy finish knows what a nui.sance it

is to handle these plates without scratch-

ing them. The solution is to build a rack

as shown. Each plate is held at the four

comers so that it cannot touch its neigh-

bor, yet air circulation is not impeded
and the prints dry in the minimum time.

Wooden strips about }i by 1 in. are used
for all parts. Four of them are slotted

with saw cuts as shown; then another

piece is screwed to each end of each pair,

thus forming two rectangular frames.

These are held in position to form the

complete holder by four more strips, two
being placed at each end of the frames

as shown.—F. D. R., Jr.
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FoLDi.vc screens of modern design and
various novelty pieces of furniture, as

well as wall panels, can be given a dis-

tinctive shadowy finish by the method
illustrated. This treatment was recently

developed for decorating the walls of

rooms in ultramodern apartments. A
smooth coat of the body color is first

applied. Then the stenciling coat is pre-

pared by adding artists' oil colors or dec-

orators" tinting colors to the paint used

for the body color. One color only may be

used, but obviously two or even three

sliillfully chosen and carefully blended

colors will give greater de])th and variety.

In addition, metallic powders may some-
times be used. The stencil forms or masks

are cut from stencil paper or medium
weight manila board shellacked on both
sides. Charge the stencil brush lightly with
color and hold it square with the surface

as indicated. Pat gently so as to obtain

clear, sharp edges at the stencil and a
smoothly blended effect where the color

joins the body tone.

—

D.^vid Webster.



Latest andfinest ofourflying models . . .

The Minnie <^y^Cae in Miniature
POST AND GATTY'S ROUND-THE-WORLD PLANE

Mae

i VERY airplane model maker must
have said to himself, "There's the

model I d like to build,'' when Wiley
Post and Harold Gatty Hew the Winnie

around the world in 8 days. 15 hours, and 51

minutes. I know I had that thought while they were

still winging their intrepid course over Siberia; and
within a few hours after their plane touched wheels

at Roosevelt Field, New York, a telegram came from
Popular Scie.nxe Mo.nthly authorizing me to con-

struct the model. The result of the experiments since

made is the model illustrated in the photographs on
this page and the drawings opposite.

If you construct this model, you will be delighted

with its excellent flying qualities. The original model
has made hand-launched flights lasting XYz minutes
and extending 2,000 ft.

The ship chosen by Post and Gatty, a Lockheed
Vega, is known the world over for its high speed and
its great weight-lifting capacity. The designers spent

every effort to cut air resistance to the minimum, and
the result is a load-carrying airplane with pursuit

plane performance. In building the model you will

therefore gain an insight into aerodynamics and the

most modern methods of airplane construction. The
framework of the model is similar to the frame of the

full size ship, the main difference being the cover-

ing. In the model the main loads are taken by the

structural members, whereas in the full size ship

additional strength is given by the plywood cover-
ing.

There are now numerous model airplane supply
houses from which you can purchase at low prices

everything required for the model. The essential

tools are a pair of small long-nosed pliers, a pair of
short-nosed side-cutting pliers, shears, razor blades,

and a sharp knife. The writer has also found useful

a No. 18 ship or draftsman's curve.

The drawings are practically self-explanatory from
the standpoint of an experienced model maker, but
they are limited in size because of being restricted

to a magazine page. You will find the work a great

deal easier, therefore, if you send 75 cents to the

Blueprint Service Department of Popular Science

By

J. DANNER
BUNCH

TT/'HEN you follow Mr. Bunch's
' ^ instructions in building this

extraordinary miniature plane,

you will have the benefit of his

numerous experiments and many
years' experience. He is one of

the greatest designers and build-

ers of model planes. No illustra-

tions, indeed, can do his work
justice because they do not re-

veal the perfection of each joint

and detail. He is a skillful avia-

tor and specializes in making
stress analyses of large airplanes.

Other models of his are shown in

our Blueprints Nos. 50, 69, 82,

86, 87, and 89-90 (see page 110)

Mr. Bunch holding his 4-ft. model of the Winnie Mae; a remarkable snapshot
of the model in flight (in the circle); and two photographs of it on the ground
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Monthly for Blueprints Xos. 141, 142,

and 143 (see page 110). These show all

the parts and every detail of construction

on a much larger scale. With the blue-

prints you will also receive a Home Work-
shop bulletin 3,000 words long explaining

the construction step by step.

The model, it will be noted, is ii'A in.

long and has a wing spread of 48 in. Be-
fore beginning work on the fuselage, make
a full size layout of the side view and the

top view. The fuselage is built of split

bamboo in sizes ranging from 1/16 by
1/16 in. to 1/16 by 3 16 in. Rings .-1, B,
and H are circular; rings C, D, E, F, and
G, oval. The fuselage is assembled by

cementing and binding the longerons to

the rings at their proper locations, the

longerons going outside the rings. Ob-
serve particularly that there are three

bulkheads. Those at stations .4 and D form
the motor bed and the one at H is to

stiffen the tail. The undercarriage is built

of split bamboo, the wheels are made of

three layers of manila drawing paper, and
the axles are .046-in. piano wire.

The main wing is built in two halves,

one right and one left. The spars are balsa

wood 20 in. long, tapered from 3/16 by

'A in. at the root to 3/16 by 5/16 in. at

the end. Double bamboo strips 1/16 by
1/16 in. are used for the tips. The pro-

peller is carved from a block of soft white

pine 1 by 2 >j by 20 in. The covering

throughout is Japanese tissue or rice

paper applied with banana oil and doped
with a solution of four parts acetone to

one part banana oil. Detailed instructions

for all the oi)erations are contained in the

bulletin.

To fly the model at first, use from 30 to

32 strands of 1/32 by '/s in. model air-

plane rubber. When you are more expe-

rienced, you can increase the power and
launch the model in a tremendous climb.

It will continue to float upward and then,

after the power has gone, it will glide a

long way before touching the ground.

DECEMBER. 19il 8j
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SHIELD KEEPS REFRIGERATOR COLDER

Canvas shield for checking escape of

cold air from bottom of refrigerator

'heavy wire frame

IRONED CREASE

All refrigerators, electric and other-

wise, possess one bad fault : as soon as the

door is opened, the cold air at the bot-

tom flows out in large quantities. Further-

more, in • the case of certain electric

refrigerators with the mechanism at the

bottom, hot air from the condensing coils

rises into the refrigerator. The simple

attachment illustrated prevents this and
effects a substantial saving in the running

expense. White duck was cut to the shape
shown in the drawing, and a heavy wire

frame for the front was made. The duck
was sewed to the frame by hand. The two
wood strips at the side were fastened to

the one at the bottom with brass angle

pieces. The side strips were fastened to

the shelf pegs. As the front-view photo-
graph shows, there is plenty of room for

getting things in or out of the refrigerator.

Usually it is sufficient to pull out only one

side of the flap. The ironed creases pre-

vent any interference with the closing of

the refrigerator door.

—

Jack C. Cotton.

At left: Pattern for the shield ^6ove.* How it

is opened out to give access to the bottom shelf

DUSTPROOF CASE HOLDS
SHARPENING OUTFIT

Many home workers have wondered
why their oilstones have lost some of

their original sharpening qualities. This
may be due to using a gummy oil, to the

continual settling of dust on the oily

stone, if it is not kept covered, or to

both causes. The sharpening kit illustrated

is specially designed to keep the oilstone

protected from the dust and also provides

a place for the smaller sharpening slips, the

strop, and the oil can. Make the base of

^4 by 10 by 18 in. pine or similar wood,
with two cleats screwed on its underside

as shown. Mount the whetstone in a

block of wood, if it was not originally

purchased in a wooden box, and fasten

it to the base. Make a rack to receive

your assortment of slip stones by brad-
ding pieces of wood to the base, and set

a short-nozzled oil can into the base as

shown. Glue a leather strop at least 2

by 8 in. to the base at the right of the

oilstone. Make the cover the same over-

all size as the base and about lyl in.

high inside to allow for the oil can. The
sides may be >j in. thick and the ends

•J4 in., while the top may be cut from
thin plywood. ^A-in. pine, pressed wood,
or wall board. Hang the completed cover
by placing two IJ^-in. hinges at the back.
Two coats of varnish will prevent oil

from soaking into the wood.—K. A. C.

TAP WRENCH FINDS USE
IN LAYING OUT WORK

Whl.n" small parts are being laid out
or assembled, a light spreader of some
kind is often needed, particularly if the

work is such that an ordinary clamp can-

not be used. In such cases a tap wrench
or small hand chuck frequently will serve

as shown below. The jaw nut has a

movement of from j/j to }i in. and small

blocks can be used at either end of the

chuck if the distance is too great for it.

Even if many small clamps are available

this kink is likely to be useful.—F. B.

HOW TO TIE THE USEFUL PIPE HITCH
The pipe hilrh. either in its

single or double form, is use-

ful wherever a pulling action

between a rope and a pipe or a

rod is desired. For pulling pipe

out of a well, extracting fence

posts and stakes, suspending

objects from a rope tied to a

vertical post, tying a cord to a
toy archery bow. and for nu-

merous other purposes, you will

find it worth while to know

The upper photograph shows how the single form of the pipe
hitch is tied. The double hitch illustrated in the oval is

stronger and even easier to tie, provided the rope is short

/

how to make this knot.

The single hitch is em-
ployed where a single

strand of rope or cable will

serve. Its formation is

shown in one of the photo-

graphs. The double hitch,

preferable where a heavy
lull is exerted, makes use

a doubled rope. It is, if

nything. easier to tie than

the single form, provided

the rope is not of great

length.—W. E.
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How to Obtaiii the ^est Possible \mage when...

perating a

Fig. I. Sketch illustrating the

theory governing the formation
of "ghost" images by the heavily-

ionized layer of the atmosphere

MY NEIGHBOR. Don Marshall,

who is a radio expert and tele-

vision experimenter, smiled

knowingly when I asked him to

drop over to my house and tell me what

had gone wrong with my television re-

ceiver. "What seems to be the trouble?"

he said as he reached for his hat and coat.

"Can't you get any image at all?"

"Oh, yes, I can get an image all right,"

I explained hurriedly, "but it's so blotched

and streaked with black that it looks like

my last year's overcoat does now that it

has served as summer rations for the

moths. You see," I continued, "the day
after you and I finished assembling the

parts, I was called out of town on busi-

ness. Tonight was the first real chance

I've had to try out the set. If you re-

member, when we finished last time it was
so late we only had lime to pick up a

printed signature sign. Tonight I thought

I'd try to pull in some of these half-tone

l^rograms people talk about."

"Well," Don said as he inspected the

disk, "if we hadn't tested the scanner and
found it O. K., I'd say the trouble was
caused by not having the holes accurately

placed. Did you clean the holes after

painting the disk black?
"

"I certainly did. Then I ran a drill

through each hole and took great pain.s

to sec that no paint remained around the

holes."

"Then I guess dirt must have got in

Fig. 3. A schematic comparison showing in-

phase and out-of-phase rotation of the disk

them in some way when we reversed the

disk. Try cleaning them out again," Don
suggested. "The slightest amount of dirt

will cause trouble." (See Fig.- 4. )

When the holes had again been cleaned.

Don's face lighted up as he synchronized

the disk and obtained an image free of

any streaks or blotches. "That's just one
of the things that can go wrong with a

television set." he remarked as he shut

off the motor and leaned against one
corner of the bench. "Sometime sooner

or later you'll re-

ceive a 'ghost image'

and then you'll think

you're either seeing

double or that the

set's got completely

out of order."

"A 'ghost image'?" I asked somewhat
puzzled. "What is that?"
"You see," Don explained as he made

a hasty sketch (see Fig. 1 ; on a piece of

scrap paper that was lying on the bench,
''the theory is that as the television sig-

nals leave the antenna at the transmitter

they resolve into two identical components—one which travels parallel to the earth's

surface and another which travels upward.
This second component continues upward
until it strikes the heavily-ionized portion

of the atmosphere called the 'Heaviside
layer', which serves to deflect the waves
downward."
"Now let me get this straight," I
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Fig. 4. Dark streaks in the image are Fig. 5. Images out of frame horizontally Fig. 6. Image vertically out of frame
generally formed by dirt in the holes are caused by the disk's being out of step because of out-of-phase rotation of disk

interrupted. "First, the television signal

splits up into two parts and one of these

parts travels along the earth's surface and
the other travels upward until it hits the

Hcaviside layer; then it is retlected down-
ward again."

'"That's right." Don agreed. "Xow. sup-

pose you are in the direct path of this

retlected Heaviside component and also

receive the earth-bound signal. Each signal

will serve to form an image, but since the

Heaviside component travels a greater dis-

tance it will reach the receiver slightly

later than the main component and will

form an image to one side of the first

image. | See Fig. 2.]

"If this second image," Don continued,

"exists only when receiving the signals

from certain stations, it is formed by this

Heaviside component, and the only rem-
edy is to change the position of the

antenna. However, if this second image
exists with all stations, it is probably due
to the design of the impedences used in

the receiver itself."

"While I was on my trip," I said when
Don finished his explanation. "I had
plenty of spare time on the trains so I

did quite a bit of reading on television.

Several times I ran across the statement

that images out of frame, up and down or

vertically, are caused by the fact that the

receiving and transmitting disks are out

of phase. What's meant by that?"

"The solution to all framing difficulties,"

Don explained as he made several sketches

to illustrate his point (see Fig. 3 ), "can be

found in the theor\' governing the opera-

tion of the scanning disk. To receive a

perfect image, corresponding holes on

both disks must be scanning relatively

corresponding areas on the picture area

being transmitted and the plate of the neon
lamp. When an image is out of frame ver-

tically," Don continued (see Fig. 6), "the

disks are revolving out of phase, which
means that when hole number one at the

transmitter is passing a spot at the upper

left-hand corner, some hole in the middle

of the receiving spiral is scanning the

cathode plate."

"In other words." I suggested, "the

angular positions of corresponding holes

on both spirals do not match."

"That's right," Don nodded. "Xow you
can also receive an image that is out of

frame sideways or horizontally. This con-

dition is caused by the fact that while

the disks are revolving practically in

phase, they are slightly out of step, and
that causes the receiving disk to build up
the image to one side of the actual posi-

tion." (See Fig. 5.)

"Sounds rather involved to mc," I in-

terrupted. "How do you remedy these

troubles?''

"Horizontal framing can be accom-
plished by shifting the neon lamp to one

side or the other until a complete image
is obtained. By shifting the lamp you
change the position of the image area and
cause the disks to revolve in step. \'erii-

cal framing can be effected by slowing

down the motor with an increase of thumb
pressure and rcsynchronizing. If the pic-

ture is not framed by the first tr>', resyn-

chronize again. If you are using a syn-

chronous motor, it is necessary only to

open the circuit momentarily, closing it

when the picture frames at the bottom."

Xext month Mr. IVallz will continue

this series of articles with a discussion of
methods of synchronization.

OLD WELL MODEL WHITTLED FROM WOOD .>

THE old-time well with its iron-

bound bucket and golden brown
gourd dipper will, before long, be

as scarce as flintlock muskets. Before we
forget what one looks like, let's make a

small well to serve as an ornamental nov-

elty for holding cigarettes and matches, a

tobacco pouch, pencils, collar buttons and
cuff links, or any small objects.

The model illustrated was made entirely

of white pine with one tool—a thin-

bladed pockelknife kept extremely .sharp.

The "stones" were whittled and assembled
around a bottle used as a form.

As the well is approximately A'/j in. in

diameter, the base should be at least TjX

in. wide. Make it irregular in shape, taper-

ing off towards the edges. Mark the di-

visions between the cobblestones with

pencil or knife blade and cut away the

wood as shown.
The well "stones'' are cut from blocks

of wood 1 by 1 in. in cross section and
ranging in length from "/^ to l>j in, A
small portion of the tops and bottoms of

the "stones" in the first and second layers

are left flat so that one layer can be glued

to another. The stones for the top layer

are left flat on their bottoms, but the

other surfaces are cut irregularly.

The well posts are about % by by

S-,'4 in., but one is a (rifle longer than the

other. The top ends of the posts are cut

irregularly, and the surfaces are whittled

to look as if they were rough hewn and
cracked from long exposure to the weather.

The bucket is whittled from one piece,

bands, staves, and all. The gourd dipper,

too, is cut from wood and hangs on a peg
inserted in one of the posts. The method
of assembling the windlass is shown in the

|)hotograph. The crank tils over a scjuare

tenon on the end of the roll, and a wooden

A sharp penknife was the only tool used by
the writer in constructing this well model

This old well model is reminiscent of the

days of "Dobbin" and bicycles built for two

peg is inserted through the end of the

tenon to keep the crank from slipping

off. A round tenon on the end of the

handle passes through the other end of the

crank and is similarly held by a peg.

A weatherbeaten effect can be obtained

by staining the wood with fumed oak
stain and rubbing in a little paste white

lead here and there to give a grayish cast.

The dipper is painted with orange water
color, and the cord, which represents the

bucket hoisting rope, is stained dark
brown.

—

Charles H. Alder.
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For colds

and irritated

throats

On I

Gargle with the l^y4FE antiseptic

Make sure that the mouth wash you use

kills germs. But make doubly sure that

it does not irritate tender tissues with

which it comes in contact. Mouth washes

so harsh as to require dilution may irritate

tissue and thereby make it easier for

germs to gain entrance to the body. Such

irritation also slows up nature's processes

of recovery.

Safety wins acclaim

There can be no question of

Listerine's safety and its

germicidal power. Both

have won the commenda-

tion of the medical profes-

sion. Its entire reputation

as an aid in preventing and

remedying colds and asso-

ciated sore throats is based

upon these two properties.

If you compare the

. . deduces

TASTES

PLEASANT

product itself and its results with ordi-

nary mouth washes and their results, its

superiority is at once apparent.

Aid in preventing colds

To keep the mouth healthy, gargle with

Listerine twice a day at least. Used thus

it is a precaution against colds, other

mouth infections and bad breath. When
you feel a cold coming on increase the

frequency of the gargle to from three to

five times a day. That often nips the cold

at the outset or checks its severity.

Millions realize this.

Half as many colds for garglers

Controlled laboratory tests contribute

further proof of Listerine's ability to pre-

vent infection.

Of 102 persons under medical super-

vision for a period of sixty days, one-

third, called "controls" did not gargle

Listerine; one-third gargled twice a day;

one-third gargled five times a day. Note

these amazing results:

Colds less severe

The group that gargled twice a day con-

tracted only half as many colds as those

who did not gargle at all. The group that

gargled five times a day contracted one-

third as many. And in both groups the

colds contracted were less severe and of

shorter duration than in the group that

did not gargle.

These scientifically controlled tests, per-

formed on average people under aver-

age conditions, definitely indicate the

high value of Listerine in arresting in-

fection.

Keep Listerine handy in home and

office. Gargle with it twice a day at least.

It keeps not only your mouth but your

breath clean. Lambert Pharniacal Com-
pany, St. Louis, Mo.

Risk of Colds 50%, Tests Show
DECEMBER, 1931 85
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. . Nation-Wide

Miniature Coach Contest

Points Way to Better

Craftsmanship

^J±ow to Build a

Prize Winning Model

HOW SCORE
WAS KEPT

Templates were used
to test each coach for

fidelity to scale. The
score was set down in

a booklet containing
eight tabulated pages
like those at the right

86

EVERY model maker—and for

that matter everyone who
docs any type of fine craft

work—can learn several valuable

lessons from the inside story of the

judging of the first annual coach

model competition of the Fisher

Body Craftsman's Guild and from
hints given by some of the success-

ful contestants. The guild is a

national organization of boys from
twelve to nineteen years old.

All the models were built from
the same plans of a Xa-
poleonic coach provided
by the guild. Entries

from each State were
judged in the State,

and the first and second
winners—104 models

—

were sent to Detroit

for the selection of the

four national winners.
- From their own experi-

ence in conducting
home workshop con-

. tests, the editors of

Popular Science
Monthly knew what

an exceedingly difficult task the

judging of the coaches must have
been. A representative was there-

fore sent to Detroit especially to

find out how it had been done, and, if any
information was available, how the

experience of the judges could be turned

to the advantage of those readers who
make a hobby of building models.

The method used in scoring the coaches

proved to be most ingenious and unbeliev-

ably accurate. It gave the judges a def-

inite and clear-cut standard by which to

test all points of craftsmanship involved.

Each coach, it appeared, had been indi-

vidually scored in a printed booklet con-

taining eight large pages of tabular matter,

two sheets of which are reproduced in

miniature on this page. The score was
divided into six parts, 100 points being

allotted to fidelity to scale, 75 to wood
craft, 75 to metal craft, 75 to trim craft

or upholstery, 75 to paint craft, and 100
points to home-cast and handmade metal
parts. If metal castings were purchased,

only 50 points could be scored under the

last heading; this was so that boys who
bought their castings would have no
advantage over those who made their own.

In testing a model for fidelity to scale,

twenty-four metal templates or gages were
used. For example, if the wheel base
proved to be perfect—not 1/16 in. off

—five points were given the model. If the

front wheel diameter with the tire was
exactly 3 15/16 in. and the "turn-under"

or toe-in was (Continued on page 120)
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THE TEMLOK-ISULATED HOUSE IS EASIER TO LIVE IN . .. EASIER TO SELL

NE PENNY

. . . buys lifelong

fuel-saving and comfort

for your new home

EVEN if it cost "a lot of money" to insulate your

new home with Armstrong's Temlok, it would be

worth while because of the money Temlok insulation

saves in the cost of heating equipment and of fuel.

But Temlok costs little— in fact, on the average the use rf

this efficient insulation adds only one penny to each dollar of

the first cost ofyour house.

A warmer house in winter. A cooler house in sum-

mer. A smaller investment in heating equipment.

Lower fuel bills right from the start. Higher resale

value if you ever want to sell. All this gained by adding

not more than one per cent to original building costs.

Armstrong's Temlok is the new, improved insulation

board perfected after five years of exhaustive laboratory

and experimental work by Armstrong. The name
Armstrong long has been famous for fine linoleum

and an outstanding one in insulation.

Temlok is permanently efficient. It is made from the

heartwood of southern pine, the fibres of which are

impregnated with natural resin. This resin makes the

fibres highly moisture-resistant. The result is that

Temlok has unusually low absorption of moisture and

does not lose its insulating efficiency.

Armstrong's Temlok is used as a plaster base, or to

replace sheathing, or as wallboard for finishing attics,

basements, garages, and farm buildings.

Your local lumber dealer can supply Temlok In-

sulating Lath or Temlok Insulating Board. Armstrong's

The coupon below will bring you a sample (^)
and an interesting booklet. Product

Armstrongs

TEMLOK

of your

building

dollar

lAodtl Hoiut at Btmon Hill, Ardsley, N. Y., dtsigmd and biiili l \ II I Company

ArmsCTOOE Cork & Insulatiun Cu.

967 Concord Sirtet, Lancaster. Pa.

Please send me free sample of Armstrong s Temlok
and booklet,"New HomeConifortatLowcrCost,"
giving compleicdctails. I am especially intciested in:

building a new home remodeling home
insulating garage insulating summer cottage

insulating barn U insulating other outbuildings

Name .

Street .

City Srate-

BUILDING INSULATION
MADE BY THE MAKERS OF ARMSTRONG'S LINOtBUM AND ARMSTRONG'S CORKBOARD INSULATION
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Fig. 1. Screw eyes and
a piece of inner tube
can be used to make a

good luggage carrier

MANY forms of automobile lug-

page carriers have been devised

lor tile running board of the car.

Figure 1 shows a handy arrangement that

is especially suited for the occasional tour-

ist who does not want a more cumber-
some arrangement. Heavy screw eyes are

fitted to the rear fender and the running

board pan by drilling holes through these

metal parts and screwing the eye into

small blocks of wood underneath. A sec-

tion of rubber cut from an old inner tube

is fitted with strong harness snaps at each

end. The rubber strap is doubled over and
through the handles of suitcases and

snapped into the screw eyes. Of course

the position of the screw eyes and the

length of the rubber inner lube strap will

depend on the nature of the luggage to be

carried.

RADIATOR SIPHON
The obvious method of removing

water from the radiator to make room
for alcohol or

other anti-freeze

liquid is to open
the petcock and
draw it off. A
simpler method
is to siphon the

water out of the

radiator from the

filler cap open-
ing. Figure 2

shows a way to

do this without
getting a mouth
full of dirty radiator water. A copper or
brass pipe is bent into U-shape and a

double-ended rubber bulb is fitted to one
end. The other end of the rubiier bulb is

fitted to a piece of rubber tube of any
desired length, and a snap shut-off is

placed on the tube just below the bulb.

To start the siphon, squeeze the bulb llat

and release it. Then release the snap and
the flow starts at once. When enough
water has been drawn out of the radiator,

shut the snap valve again.

SIPMON RtMOV-
*N AMOUNT OF

\, WATEB TD MAKE
DOOM FOR AN tOUAL

AMOUNTOFAUOMOl.

Fig. 2. With a rubber
bulb fitted into U-shaped
pipe, water from radiator
is easily siphoned out

Timely Hints for All

Who Work on Cars
WIN A *10 PRIZE

Each month we award $10 for the best idea
sent in for motorists. This month's prize goes
to George F. Read, Everett, Mass. (Fig. 5).
Contributions are requested from all auto-
mobile mechanics and if published will be
paid for at regular space rates.

tition at the rear of the engine and hook
the inside door handle with a piece of

wire.

WINTER STARTING
Fic.t RE 5 shows a wiring arrangement

that will make winter starting easier by
automatically providing a fat, hot spark
when most needed; that is, while the

starter motor is cranking the engine. The
equipment re-
quired is a

-TIRE CHAIN

Fig. 3. You can avoid the muddy work of

putting on tire chains by using a wire hook

HOOK APPLIES CHAINS
Fir.i RE 5 shows a clean way to apply

chains to tires. Take a heavy wire and
bend hooks at each end as shown. Place

this around the tire between the spokes

and hook into the end links of the chain,

which should be stretched out behind the

wheel. Now run the car forward slowly

and the chain will be pulled around the

tire so that snapping the chain ends to-

gether is easy.

LOCK IN
DOOS
HANDLE

BACK OF INSTRUMENT BOARD
*'^"""''rr'C7f>-_^ Ao MAIN
IGNITION

J I'li^ l^TARTINS S t 0 P - 1 1 g h t
5w,TCH.,.i^ ,..MJ8rB„^«v

^^.^X and a six-

Ij^-' (to motorcycle volt, motorcy-

TO IGNITION
CIRCUIT

STOP-LIGHT
SWITCH RE-
VERSED

STARTER
BUTTON

Motorcycle stor-

age battery can be in-

stalled for easy starting

LOCK OF Trpe
FLUSH WITH

DOOR
SCREW DRIVER IS USED TO

TURN LOCK, TUMBLER

Fig. 4. A screw driver will turn a broken key,

while a wire will open a car door if key is lost

WHEN KEY BREAKS
It is awkward to have the door key of

your car break off in the lock. It is often

possible to open the lock under

such conditions with the aid of

a screw driver. The portion of

the key remaining in the lock

will hold the pin tumblers in

the unlock position, so if you
can wedge the end of the screw

driver into the key slot it can

be turned. A lost key is still

more serious, as it usually

means breaking the lock, with a

repair bill as a result. Figure 4

shows a way to get into the

car when the key is lost. Drill

a hole through the metal par-

de-type storage

batterj'. As you
will note by the

wiring arrange-

ment, when the

foot is placed

on the starter

pedal the cur-

rent supply to

the ignition sys-

tem is cut off,

leaving the mo-
torcycle bat-

tery to supply ''juice" while the regular

battery operates the starter motor. When
the foot is removed, the stop-light switch
connects the molorcyclc battery in par-

allel with the regular battery so that it

is kept charged.

ANOTHER STARTER IDEA
I.v OLD cars it is often noted that the

self-starter does not seem to have much
kick to it even when the battery is freshly

charged and the self-starter motor itself

is in perfect condition. This trouble is

due to corrosion in the joints of the car's

frame, which slow down the flow of cur-

rent between the negative terminal of the

battery and the frame of the self-starter

motor. .-X remedy is shown in Fig. 6. Run
the ground cable directly to the frame
of the self-starter motor instead of to

the nearest place on the car frame.

STARTER SWITCH

TO MAKE A PERFECT GROUND CONNECTION
10 STARTER FRAME. SPLIT CABLE INTO
TWO PARTS AND ATTACH EACH U.NDER A
SCREW AT THE STARTER, AS SHOWN ABOVE

!!

1

1

DISCARD OLD '

OWOOND ^

I

CONNECTION
jjj^

Fig. 6. Starting old cars is speeded up if the ground
cable is run to self-starter frame instead of car frame
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SKF" BEARINGS
On U. S.S. AKRON
The World's Greatest Single

Tribute to Any Bearing

When the U. S. S. Akron soars aloft, her eight great

Maybach motors turn on SCSI? Bearings . . . her con-
trol mechanism operates on SE)SEF' Bearings . . . her
right angle propeller drives are equipped with SCSIF
Bearings . . . her rudder hinges, elevators, ailerona*

mooring spindle, all move upon SCSEF* Bearings.

Throughout this new gigantic marvel of the air are

more than three thousand SCSEF" Bearings . . . the
greatest single tribute ever paid to the design, the
quality, the dependability of any bearing.

The same make of bearing was on the Spirit of St.

Louis . . . the Columbia . . . the America . . . the
Question IVIark . . . the Graf Zeppelin . . . the same
make of bearing has l>een on every ship of the air that

has written aviation history across the skies . . . and
selected solely upon the basis of PERFORMANCE!

5KF* Industries, Inc., 40 E. 34th St., New York, N.Y.

Each of the eifjit 12-cylinder Mayhach motors on the nnc U. S- S.
Akron is equtppi'd with 103 SjCSiP Anti-Friction Bearinfts. Even
the portable nuioring m«s/ has SCSLP Bearings in the spindle that

lem the great shift swing with the iLtnd.

BALL AND KOLLEK BEARINGS

2774
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THE TRICKS OF TAKING

Hard-to-Get Photographs
By FREDERICK D.

RYDER, JR.

Panorama taken by
turning the camera
twenty degrees for

each exposure and
assembling prints

Contributors to the

Home Workshop will find

particularly helpful the sug-

gestions on this page for taking

close-up photographs. If you submit

clear and interesting illustrations with

your contributions, you will increase their

chance of acceptance. And if they are pub-

lished, your check will be proportionately larger.

HE trouble with this picture tak-

inp business." remarked an enthusiastic

beginner to me the other day, "is that

every time I start out to take pictures. I

find lots of things I'd like to snap and

then I find I can't do it with my camera."

"Why can't you take them?" I asked,

smiling at my recollection of the time

when I'd bumped into the same trouble.

"Well, to begin with," he grumbled,

"how am I going to take a nice close-up

picture of a flower when I can't set the

camera for a distance less than sLx feel?

How am I going to take a picture of a

whole lake when only part of it shows in

the finder? How do I take a picture in

the woods when I know it's so dark a

snap won't give me anythinc and I haven't

any tripod? Isn't there some kind of a

universal camera that will take all kinds

of pictures with equally good results?"

"I've never found one in a good many
years of searching," I replied, "although

some of the more elaborate types can do
a perfectly astounding variety of work.

\'ou'd have to cart around a whole truck-

load of photographic apparatus if you
wanted to be prepared for everything.

However, before you do that, why not

learn the real possibilities of your own
camera? Then if, later on, you get a finer

and more elaborate camera, you'll be able

to take full advantage of its possibilities."

Most beginners encounter this problem

of camera adaptability as soon as they

start to take pictures the least bit outside

of the beaten track. The trouble is. of

course, that most cameras are designed so

as to be as simple as possible and still

meet the requirements of the average

amateur who is interested only in taking

snapshots of people, either singly or in

groups, and in shooting views that will

remind him of the places he has visited.

Additional camera adjustments permitting

a greater %'ariety of work would only com-
plicate matters for this average amateur

photographer and result in more spoiled

pictures.

Take as an example the close-up pic-

ture of the flower which my friend sug-

gested. The closer you are to an object,

the more accurately must the lens be
focused. Anyone can estimate six feet

within a foot, which is good enough; but
few people can guess two feet within a

couple of inches. However, you will find

that the front of the average camera can
be pulled out considerably beyond the six-

foot mark, and if you want to take close-

ups the job is easy. Some time when the

camera is empty, remove the back. Then
cut a strip of tissue paper the width of

the film and long enough so that you can
attach it to the film spools and roll it

tight across the picture opening.

Xe.xt open the front of the camera and
piace it on a tripod or on the table pointed
at a window. Set the shutter for "T," or
"time," and of)en it. Also move the dia-

phragm lever so that the opening through
the lens is inaximum.
Now look at the tissue paper and you

will see an image of the window—upside

down, of course. By moving the camera
nearer or farther from the window and
at the same time adjusting the position

of the front which carries the lens in its

shutter, you can get the shadow image
sharply defined. Obviously, you can pull

the front out beyond the six-foot mark
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StationYOU and the Face that's Fit

utttj:

Wijiiamj

Luxury

Shaving
Cream
LARGE Size

J.B WILLIAMSC
OHBURY. CONN^ 9il

Whatever your station in life may be,

your face broadcasts a lot about YOU.
If it is well-groomed . . . Fit . . . the

world is more likely to give you a

hearing.

That is why millions of confident,

clear-complexioned men start every

day's program with Williams Shaving

Service.

Begin with that snow-whiteWilliams

lather. Brush it on briskly. It's moist.

It's mild. As refreshingly cool as the

dawn—but not uncomfortably, chem-
ically cold. A generous lather that con-

ditions the skin as well as the beard.

WILLIAMS SHAVING LIQUID I

Lather in a tiry newform. Quick. Mild.

]listshah aftwdrops onyoiirbrush, and
thtrtyoiiart. Gnat, too, for a shampoo.

Hold your razor lightly, watch it skim
along, leaving a path that's smooth
and clean. Notice how relaxed your

face feels. No sting. No dryness. No
grease to clog the pores—to clog and
dull the razor. Williams Shaving Cream
is kind—and there is not one atom of

dye to mar its purity.

Now thrill to the tingling, tonic

touch ofsparkling Aqua Velva ! Dash it

generouslyover the still-moist skin. It's

bracing. It's invigorating. It freshens

and firms the tissues . . . helps to care

for the tiny, unseen nicks and cuts . . .

conserves the good-complexion mois-

ture. Aqua Velva keeps the skin in the

pink of condition—clear-toned—all

Jay long.

Williams Shaving Service is for you
—for all Face-Fit men who command
attention and respect.

JUST NOTICE THE FINE SKINS OF MEN WHO USE

Williams
SHAVING CREAM AQUA VELVA

JitAIL THIS! It will slww you the way to Face Fitness

The J. B. Williams Company, Dept. PS-140

Glastonbury, Conn., U.S.A.

Canadian Address: 3552 St. Patrick St., Montreal

I am anxious to try Williams Shaving Service. Please send

me trial sizes of Williams Shaving Cream and Aqua Velva.
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and then find, by moving the camera, at

what distance from the lens to the win-

dow curtains the image is sharp. Take
a piece of fishline or reasonably non-

stretchable cord and put knots in it this

distance apart. Also note how much of the

window appears in the finder and how
the finder view compares with the image
on the tissue paper. They will not quite

correspond owing to the fact that the

finder lens and the camera lens are not

in the same line. Scratch a line on the

front board to indicate the position of the

distance-indicating finger.

When you want to take a close-up, all

you have to do is pull the lens out to

the marked position, use the knotted string

to measure the distance from the lens,

adjust the position of the object in the

finder, and make the exposure, which

should be half again or twice as long as

for an object six feet away. If the camera
bellows doesn't pull out far enough to

get small objects as big as you want, buy
a fifty-cent portrait attachment, slip it

over the lens, and use the method just

described to find the new. closer posi-

tion which the portrait lens makes pos-

sible.

Incidentally, the use of a knotted string

to check your distances up to ten feet

will result in sharper pictures.

The taking of panoramic pictures with

an ordinary camera also is quite easy.

Set it up on the tripod (note how often

a tripod is needed for serious photography

and get one as soon as you can), making
sure that it is perfectly level. Turn it

around so that the finder takes in the

end of the view. Make an exposure and
wind in a new film. Turn the camera
about twenty degrees and make another

exposure, and again wind in a new film.

Repeat this process until the last expo-

sure takes in the other end of the view.

By careful work in trimming and match-

ing the prints, you can get an e.xcellent

panorama view of a whole lake or other

wide view. By turning the camera only

twenty deprecs. there will be a wide mar-
gin on each side of each print which is

trimmed off in matching, and the result

gives less distortion than if you turn the

camera so much that the prints match
near the extreme edges.

To take advanlaRe of this special offer,

fill out and mail this coupon immedi-
ately. If you 'wish the igjo Index also,

inclose twenty cents.

Popi i.AR SciRNCi; .Monthly,
381 Fourth Avenue. New York, N. Y. '

I

ricase send me the ll.il IIi)me \Vork>ho|>
]

Index, (or which I inclft.e ten cents. i

I

I

Name
j

I

Street j

I

City Stale i

no
OJ^erciJfor the Best

Close-up Photo

Popular Science Monthly will pay
$10 for the most photofiraphically
perfect close-up picture of a small
object submitted on or before Jan-
uary 1, 1932. The only condition
is that it must be taken during the
months of November and December,
1931, by an amateur. Any type of

camera may be used, and the devel-

oping and printing may be done by a

professional. Mail both print and
negative to the Photographic Editor
not later than January 1, and mark
your entry "December Photo Con-
test." If you wish the print and neg-
ative returned, send a self-addressed,

stamped envelope with entry.

Winner of Third Contest

Carlysle P. Spiesz, of Williams-
ville, N. Y.j has been awarded the

$10 prize for the best picture in the

photographic contest announced in

the third article in the series (P. S.

M., Aug. '31, p. 75). Those winning
honorable mention are as follows:

Scott Boylan, Portsmouth, Va., G.
A. Chatterton, Madison, Wis.; Bert
Leach, Portsmouth, O.; Noble Mat-
thews, Madisonville, Ky. ; Mrs. W.
A. Rautio, Ely, Minn.; Harold J.

Rose, Pittsburgh, Pa.; James H.
Russell, Detroit, Mich.; Erwin
Spath, Glen Gardner, N. J.; Stanley
R. Stewart. West Point, N. Y. ; anil

J. M. Stofan. Garfield, N. J. The
winner of the September contest
will be announced next month.

The other problem mentioned by my
friend, that of taking pictures when the

light is too poor for a snap, is, of course,

solved by placing the camera on a tripod

or. if you haven't a tripod, by resting

the camera against the side of a tree. A
very useful accessory in such cases is the

THE 1931 index of the Home
Workshop Department is now
ready and will be sent to any

reader for ten cents to cover the
cost of printing and mailing. It is

a completely itemized list of all the
material published in this depart-
ment during the past year. If you
make a practice of saving back is-

sues, as so many readers do, this
index will enable you to find in-

stantly any article to which you
wish to refer. It really places at
your disposal for ready reference
a mass of information scattered
through twelve issues and equiva-

optipod, which is a tripod with the legs

removed and a universal type of clamp
substituted so that you can clamp it to

the edge of a table, the top of a chair, a

branch of a tree, or almost any other pro-

jection.

Another type of picture that often

turns out unsatisfactorily for the ama-
teur is the distant view. Suppose, for

example, you see some distant moun-
tains enchantingly framed in the opening
through a clump of trees a short dis-

tance away. The mountains appear clear-

cut enough to you. but when you get your
prints from the photo finisher or make
them yourself, you are likely to find that

the distant mountains either have disap-

peared into the white of the sky or they

are so dimly defined as to spoil the effect

you wanted.

The mountains aren't to blame, neither

is your camera. The trouble is that all

very distant objects are somewhat ob-
scured by a blue haze. This blue haze is

rich in blue rays to which ordinary film

is most sensitive. What you get. there-

fore, is a fine picture of the haze between
you and the mountains. The solution is

to use a yellow filter over the lens. The
effect of the yellow filter is to cut off the

blue rays from the haze and allow the

light rays actually reflected by the dis-

tant mountains to operate, unhampered,
on your film. Yellow filters can be ob-

tained in various densities. On roll film,

even the new faster, more orthochroma-
tic types, they greatly increase the nec-

essary exposure. For average distant

views, a yellow filter that increases the

exposure from three to five times will

give excellent results.

If you want to see how much a yellow

filter will improve all your distant views,

just try taking the same view with and
without the filter.

// you have any specific questions to

ask regarding picture-taking problems you
have encountered, write Mr. Ryder in care

of this office, inclosing a slumped and self-

addressed envelope for his reply. In the

forthcoming January issue, Mr. Ryder
will tell how to take pictures by artificial

light, and in the February issue he will

discuss flashlight photography.

lent to a book of at least 700 pages
—the finest and most up-to-date
material of its kind. Thousands of
readers took advantage of last

year's offer and sent for the 1930
Index, which had to be reprinted
to supply the demand. To avoid
delay, fill out the coupon at once.

NOW READY... Your Copy of the

1931 Home Workshop Annual INDEX
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DAISY
For Rainy Day Shooting— When
you get your Daisy be sure to get one
of the new Daisy Targets made of fine

sheet steel, with patented device to
dropshot and keepit from flying. Folds
to fit pocket and can be set up any-
where. Great for rainy-day practice in
house, cellar or garage.

Rifle Teams

—

1932 Style!

Where could a boy find a better partner than

his own father, or one better adapted to teach

him to be a keen athlete and a good sportsman?

In golf, tennis and shooting you see father and

son teaming up together, and every time it's a

winning combination.

Many fathers today realize that there's

nothing that will promote good fellowship and

understanding like target practice. A little stiff

competition over the shining barrel of a rifle

will do more to help you and your son get better

acquainted than anything else.

With a DaisyPumpGun handy, the "old man"
can prove to the youngster that mature judg-

ment and steady self-control count for success

both in business life and in sport. And the

youngster can give his dad some real stiff com-

petition when it comes to keen sighting and
quick trigger action. If you haven't tried it, get

in on this fascinating sport without delay.

And when you have developed some real skill

as a team, you can challenge the neighborhood.

There's rare sport to be had in front of a target

with a crowd of good fellows, young or old,

equipped with Daisy Pump Guns.

If you have thought of the Daisy Air Rifle as

merely a toy, you haven't seen this new im-

proved Daisy Pump Gun. This remarkable rifle

is the finest boys' gun ever made, with polished

walnut pistol-grip stock, and slide action, a true

replica of the rifle used by big-game hunters and
explorers. A safe gun, and remarkably accurate

in its range.

Get the boy this new Daisy for Christmas, and
start off the new rifle team for a winning year

in 1932. Ask your dealer to show you this fa-

mous rifle, a 50-shot repeater for only $5.00.

Other Daisy models, $1.00 to $5.00.

A free copy of the Daisy Manual on request.

A valuable booklet that gives

boys the fundamentals of marks-

manship and drill.

DAISY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, PLYMOUTH, MICHIGAN, U. S. A.

DAISY
AIR RIFLES

Use Bulls Eye steelShot, thecheap-
est, truest shot for all Air RiUes.

DECEMBER. 1921



HINTS ON MAINTAINING

Automatic Chasers and Broaches
at Top-Notch Efficiency in the Small Shop

By HECTOR J. CHAMBERLAND

Grinding the lead angle
of chasers held in the
fixture shown on page 96

WHILE ii is often possible dur-

ing dull times for the foreman
of a small machine shop to

schedule the manufacture of

new tools and equipment in an effort to

save money, there are certain tools which
require special machines and processes

and therefore must be purchased. The
careful servicing of such tools, which in-

clude chasers, broaches, wood planer

knives, and lathe tools made of stellite

or tungsten carbide, is therefore always
an important factor in the economical
maintenance of the shop.

Large shops which operate a batter>-

of machines using any of the tools just

mentioned usually have special equipment
for servicing them, but the small machine
shop must provide for their maintenance
with the limited ecjuipment on hand.

Chasers, used in connection with die

heads, are, from the standpoint of qual-

ity of stock, finish, and precision, the

finest cutting tools used in the shop.

Ever\' part that goes into the making of

the die head is heat treated and ground, so

that unlimited service may be expected
from it if given due care. The chasers

themselves are made of the finest steel

and tempered with the utmost care and
accuracy. Then they are ground all over

and given a lapping operation to insure

a perfect thread. Because of all this, they

are costly, and therefore it is essential to

maintain them in first-class condition. In
regrinding chasers, it is most important
that the temper, hardness, and shape of

the original tool be retained. Even a
slight error in judgment during the serv-

icing may be sufficient to reduce greatly

the tool's normal life of usefulness. For
this reason it is advisable to submit such
tools to the inspection department peri-

odically in order that they may be tested

for temper and hardness.

It is generally the custom to purchase
chasers in sets of four or six, each tool

being numbered to indicate its respective

location in the die head. Since these tools

are matched, the lead angle -Y, the clear-

ance angle Y, and the thickness Z, as in-

dicaled at A in the drawings on page 96,

must be the same on all tools in the set.

If the tools are to be used on steel, the

faces should be ground straight; that is,

with no rake in either direction.

TF WE.'aR is apparent on the points, the

entire set may be lined up on the mag-
netic chuck of the surface grinder and
sufficient stock removed to sharpen each

point. It is useless to risk leaving even

a few bad spots in the tools, as they will

only tend to shorten the useful life be-

tween grinds.

In grinding the faces, no more than

.001 in. should be removed at each set-

ting and this should be done by working

Set-up for grinding a broach and, at left,

how the traverse feed shifter is locked to
make sure the broach will not hit the belt

in from the points to approximately 1/16
in. below the root. The entire face should
never be ground at one setting of the
wheel.

If chasers are to be used on cast iron,

as in the cutting of piiJe threads, they
should be supplied with a hook rake of
from 3 to 5 deg. ; and if they are to be
used on brass, bronze, or composition
metals, they should have a 3-deg. drag
rake. To grind these angles, it will be
necessar>' to use some sort of fixture, and
the writer, after several years' experience,

suggests the fixture shown at B. The
details and assembly of this fixture, it

will be noted, occupy the entire right-

hand half of the upper group of drawings
on page 96.

THE adjustment plate of the fixture is

finished to .500 in. thick so that ac-

curate measurements may be taken as

indicated in the diagrams marked C and
D. Fitted to this plate is a square plate,

which is also adjustable and aids in grind-
ing the chamfer or lead angle. When once
set, the same angle and clearance can be
maintained on the entire set of chasers

by noting the reading on the handwheel
and feeding only .001 in. at a time, work-
ing from the edge. Right- or left-hand set-

ups may be obtained by reversing the

square plate. When this procedure is fol-

lowed, the greatest variation which can
occur will be .001 in. Since chasers may
be obtained in a variety of sizes, the loca-

tion of the holes for the screws which
hold the square plate and chaser clamp
are not dimensioned in the drawings.

In servicing chasers, never remove
more stock than is absolutely necessary to

sharpen the teeth. Alundum 46 H wheels
or a corresponding grade of wheel should
be used in grinding.

If by accident a thread becomes stripjied
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USE HACKSAWS

They get paid for

accuracy;
so do you!

Whether you make
your living in the air,

with the stick of a

pursuit plane between

your knees ... or in a

shop, at the controls

of a lathe or planer . .

.

it's your accuracy
that counts.

a tip from the craCk
pilots: make sure your
equipment is right—
just as right as human
ingenuity can make it.

If you work with tools,

that means Starretts.
Slarrfll Mieromeltr No. 230.
Hange: O to I* by thoutandtht.

It's your accuracy that says

whether or not they can do with-

out you. It's your accuracy that

sets your rank . . . and the size of

your checks.

Whatever you do, it \tsys,..hig...

to be knoM'u as the most accurate

man in sight.

To give your skill a chance, take

There are tools cheaper
than Starretts— just as there are

planescheaper than theArmy's. But
no tools are belter than Starretts.

INo tools make it easier to get

the deadly, day-in-and-day-out,

split-thousandth accuracy that

makes you and your work worth

more.

Determine now to own the

Starrett Tools you need. Send

the coupon for the latest Starrett

Catalog No. 25W. It describes and
prices over 2500 Starrett Tools

for machinists, auto and air-

plane mechanics and carpenters;

shows how to use them; contains

many tables and general data.

For accurate work,
in either wood or
metal, u9* atarrell
Tooti.
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or a corner is chipped off, the en-

tire section must be removed to

the root. This can best be done
with a small 1/16 to >s in. thick

elastic wheel, as shown in the

diagram marked E.

In regrinding broaches, the

operator must be extremely care-

ful to maintain an even drop be-

tween adjacent teeth, since fail-

ure to do so will cause the tool

to grab and tear through the

metal when it is used. For in-

stance, suppose that it is nec-

essary to service a yk-m. broach

having fifty teeth and a drop of

.150 in. for its entire length; by
dividing, we find that each tooth

should have an individual drop

of .003 in.

Droaches, as received from
the manufacturer, are ground all

over and are properly tempered,

therefore the user should never

allow such a tool to go unserviced

to the point where it will require

the removal of more than .005

in. The set-up for broaches is

shown on page 94 in a photo-

graph at the beginning of this

article. The wheel should be

shaped to a 5-deg. angle as in-

dicated in the drawing marked F.

The broach is held in the vise and the

cross-feed slide moved forward as far

as it will go. The tool is then set so that

its lowest or first tooth is approximately
at the center of the wheel face. When
the wheel has been brought down until

X- LEAD
ANGLE ^

CLEARANCE
ANQLE

5-ENLAHCEOVIEW

z

s9uare(m'ch'y steel)

~| DRILL TP

CHAMFER ANGLE
ADJUSTMENT

GRINDING WHEEL
MICROMETER
CONVENIENCE

STRAP ^

~3 SQUARE
n

APJU5TMENT FOR
HOOK nAh.E ON
FACE

GRINDING WHEEL-
0

1

ADJUSTMENT fO(l ORJVG
RAKE ON FACE _ i—

i OORE '

/
T^ALL PARTS mICm'Y
'- STEEL GROUND BUT

NOT HARDENED

GRINDING -CHIPPED OR
WHEEL BROHEN THREAO

AOJUSTAOLE PLATE
-isooV

Diagrams to iliustrate how chasers should be serviced,
and assembly and detail views of the grinding fixture

it just touches the top of the tooth, it is

fed down .001 in. at each setting until

the required amount has been removed
by noting the graduations on the hand-
wheel. The grinding head is raised and
the cross-feed slide advanced until the

next tooth is in position, when
the process is repeated.

When the cross-feed has

reached its limit, it is brought

forward as far as possible and
the broach is relocated in the

vise. This process may have to

be repeated four or five times.

Alundum 46 J wheels or an
equivalent grade are recom-
mended for this operation.

When each tooth on the

broach has been reground, the

heights should be rechecked

with a micrometer.

In order that the broach will

not hit the belt as it passes

through the grinding head col-

umn, the traverse shifting

lever should be locked with a

parallel clamp as illustrated

on page 94. Then the extra play

will be eliminated.

Next month more hints on
upkeep problems will be given.

Before
the wh

the teeth of a broach are reground.
eel must be dressed to a 5-deg. angle

BOLTS FOR MACHINE USE
KEPT HANDY IN RACK
A VARIETY of bolts may be kept ready

for instant use at a machine by construct-

ing a revolving bolt rack like that shown
above. A spider 4 in. in diameter is bolted

to the underside of a board so that it will

turn freely, and the board is then at-

tached to a bench, post, or other support

as most convenient. Into the edge of the

spider are set eight pairs of steel pins Yj^

in. in diameter and 8 in. long. These may
be spaced to hold whatever size bolt is

to be used, and several bolts may be con-

veniently carried between each pair of

pins.

—

Joseph C. Coyle.

REMOVING BROKEN DRILL
WITH WELDING ROD

If ax arc welder is available, twist

drills that break off in shafting or other

hard metal usually can be removed without

difficulty. .\n electrode about 3/32 in. in

diameter is placed in the holder and cov-

ered with a piece of rubber tubing bev-

eled to about 45 dcg. at the lower end.

This tubing prevents the electrode from
forming an arc with the sides of the drill

hole. The electrode is lowered into the

drill hole until it touches the broken drill

and then withdrawn for about 1/16 in.

The ground, of course, is placed on the

work, and the contact must be quickly

made and broken. This fuses the electrode

to the drill, making it possible to pull

the drill out.—H. Caldwell.

Rubber covered electrode in holder ready to

be used, and a broken drill fused to a rod

CALIPER HOLDER SAVES
TIME IN FORGING

Whe.n' forging small tlai drills and sim-
ilar tools, the heat soon runs out. If it is

necessary to lay down the hammer and
pick up a pair of calipers to gage the

work, the chances are that the metal will

be too cold before the hammer can be
picked up with the result that time must
be taken to reheat the stock before the

forging operation can be continued. In
one shop much of this delay is eliminated

by using as an anvil for this kind of work
a block of steel placed as close as possible

to the gas furnace. To this block is fitted

a little device to hold a pair of spring

calipers so that the work can be tested

quickly without laying the hammer down.
On many occasions this saves reheating

the work. The holder is made of wire
bent as shown in the photograph above,

one end being driven into a hole in the

block. The calipers are put in place by
threading the wire around them, as it

were, until the legs can be rested on the

looplike support.—^W. H. Moore.
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No matter where you buy or ukere you send DiU^s fi*^^r in this modern^ air-tiaUtt it,cuum -pack tin, the tobacco will be fresh when it reaches the smoker.

The more he likes a pipe . .

the more likely he is to say
The convenient pocket package

of Dill's Best is the first 15-cent

tin with moisture-proof Cello-

phane. In this size, too, Dili's

Best readies you fresh.

J. G. DILL COMPANY. RICHMOND. VA.

Dills Be^
is America's Best

Cop,;ia.',u.



IIOTV'T GAMBLE WITH WKATHER • • • VSE EVEREADY PRESTONE

WIN^TKR §TA€K§; THE

CAR
^iiieti 'you gamble
^%ith a makeshift

aiili-freezo ,^^/ /

It takes cold rash to fix a frozen ante-

mobile . . . and that's what you may have
to use if you risk ail aiiti-frt'eze th:il boils

away with every sharp rise in tempera-

ture. You can't outguess or outgamble

winter.

The sure way to safeguard your car

through every change of winter-weather is

with Eveready Preslone. This is no make-
shift mixture, originally intended for

Fome other purpose; it is the first product

scientifically developed to keep automo-
bile-engines from freezing—with none of

the disadvantages of makeshifts.

Eveready Prestone will not overheat

your engine, and it will not boil off. It

flows freely in the coldest weather. It has

less tendency to leak than water. It will

not decompose at high engine-tempera-

tures, and gum up your cooling-system.

It will not stain or eat away the expeii-

pive finish of your automobile. It has
no disagreeable odor, and it is non-
inflammable.

Luil year a million and a half motorists

EVEREADY
Wrttfi /or frep ropy ttf Evrpatly Prp%tone
Manual . prfpart-tl liy rimiinK-xysti-m
rnflinft'rn anil ciintninini; m'mi-lei-hnirnl hi'
formatiiin about this ri'markahtv anti-frreze.

used it for complete, all-winter protec-

tion. It is accepted by leading car manu-
facturers and automotive engineers. Fa-

mous explorers depend on it in their

polar explorations. This year Eveready
Prestone is better even than ever. New
substances have been added which form a

film of protection over the rough metals
of your radiator. These retard rust, and
keep the whole cooling-system unclogged
and free-flowing.

The first cost of Eveready Prestone is

the last. There is no expense of having to

test anil replenish your mixture every few
days. No large repair bill for a frozen

engine. Eveready Prestone is concen-

trated, and only a relatively small amount
is needed. Don't go by cost per gallon;

figure cost per season, and see how
much you'll save!

Beat cold weather
to the punch. Have
your cooling-system

cleaned today, your
connections tight-

ened. Then pnt in the proper amonnt of

Eveready Prestone. That's all! You've
taken the gamble out of winter driving!

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Iwa
General Offices: New York, N. Y.

Vnlt of flTliri3 Carbon
1 ' I ^ ^ CorporationVnion Carbide

9 POINTS OF
SUPERIORITY

1. Gives complete protection.

2. Does not boil off.

3. Positively will not damage cooling-

system.

4. Will not heat-up a motor.

5. Circulates freely at the lowest operating
temperatures.

fi. Will not affect paint, varnish or lacqner
finishes.

7. Non-inflammable and odorless.

8. Prevents formation of rust in cooling-
system.

9. Economical—one filling lasts all winter.

PRESTONE
NOTE; When you drain your cooling-systpm of Eveready Prestono in tht*

springy put in Everrady RUSTONE, far all-tummpr protection against ru«(»
ctopging and overheatinn. Then your car urilt always be /ree of rust.

-h'|-. H ^pri^I



MEASURES LATHE CUTS WITH DIAL GAGE A ruler for draw-
ing vertical lines

The dial test gage in-

dicator can be arranged
in either of the posi-

tions illustrated above

Photograph showing the

indicator in place on
the cross-feed carriage.

The gage used here is

the center contact type

"SLIDER" AIDS IN USING
YOUR CENTER SQUARE
When a center square is used with the

"slider" illustrated, it becomes a simple

matter quickly to square a circle, the end
of a shaft, or a bushing, and to draw cen-

ter lines, inscribed hexagons, triangles,

squares, or angles. The slider, which is cut

to the angles shown in the drawing, is

provided with a spring clip which fits

over the beam of the square, allowing it

to be slipped quickly from one position

to another. The thickness of the slider is

reduced at the center as indicated. The
writer, who is a machinist in Melbourne,
Australia, has found the slider to be a

decided aid in laying out key seats in

shafting.—H. B. Lowe.

Oftentimes the dials on the

feed screw of an engine lathe

become so scratched and worn
that the divisions are barely legi-

ble, making the setting of the

tool for an accurate finishing cut

a matter of guesswork. The
writer has effectively overcome
this difficulty through the use

of a dial test gage indicator with

center contact point. By placing

the test indicator

at such positions

as A and B in the

a c c om p anying
drawing, through

the use of clamps,

it is possible to

cut to accurate

depths without re-

ferring to the feed

screw dials. Cuts
may be taken to a

depth equal to the

capacity of the in-

dicator without re-

setting the gage.

—

JoH.v E. Serafin.

PReiSURE CAGE. .

BENCH ^— y
(\ MAIN AIR LINE

1
I

61 N PIP PETCOCK DRAINS

>OMC LINES THAT BE PftAwN w< r

The spring clip on the "slider" allows it to

be quickly moved from one position to another

When water or air pressure is not

available, the pressure in the oxygen tank

of the welding kit can be used to test

tanks and pipes for leaks. A hose from
the o.xygen tank is connected to the work
by means of a large tire valve, which has

been cut off close to the flange and fitted

to the work by means of a j4-in. pipe

thread. The tank or pipe can first be filled

with water and the final pressure obtained

from the gas tank by setting the regula-

tor to deliver the e.xact test pressure

desired.—A. J. Karlson.

BIG PIPES ACT AS TANK
FOR COMPRESSED AIR

In m.achine shops, as well as garages

and automobile repair stations, where a

large quantity of compressed air is used

during the course of a day's work, a more
even pressure and constant tlow can be

obtained if the air compressor is supple-

mented with some sort of air storage tank.

The use of an ordinary cylindrical tank often

proves to be a waste of valuable and not

always available wall and tloor space, but

a system such as that shown in the above,
illustration, which makes use of 8-in. pipe,

can be placed against the wall under a

bench or group of shelves. In really

cramped quarters, the pipe can be ar-

ranged vertically. The air line from the

compressor and the main outlet line are

connected to the pipe considerably above
the lowest part. A pet cock should be in-

stalled at the lowest part to allow the

accumulation of dirt and foreign matter

to be blown off. Air tanks thus installed

should be tested at about two or three

times their normal pressure to insure

safety. This may be done safely by filling

them with water and then applying the

|)ressure. The water may be removed by

oi>ening the pet cocks.—X. \'. D.avidson.

VERTICAL RULER SAVES
DRAFTSMAN'S TIME

e-32 R M SCRtW- '

SCALE Ser INTO CUT

Measuring and
become a single
tion with this

This sliding vertical ruler,

which somewhat resembles a
try-square, is a timesaver for

the man who must do much
drafting with the convention-
al T-square and triangles. In-

stead of ruling vertical lines

with a triangle and measur-
ing off the re-

quired length
afterwards, h e

can rule the lines

with this tool and
measure the
proper length in

the same opera-
tion, almost as if

using the ordina-

ry type of draft-

ing machine.

—

W. Reichard.

MACHINIST'S 5TECL RULE

ALUMINUM, BRASS OR
COLD ROLLED STEEL FOR

. HOLES LIOHTEN WE15MT

00061

ruling
opera-
device

Old Bill Says .

.

AVERY tight belt will soon ren-

der a loose pulley useless.

When accuracy !s required, never

turn a bronze bushing on a man-
drel having a

taper of more
than .002 in. in

6 in.

If shaped and

drilled to re-

ceive the tang,

slices of dis-

carded heavy
leather belting

form excellent

handles for
small files.

Fine tungsten

carbide tools

can be lapped after grinding with

a mixture of silicon carbide and

diamond powder in kerosene.

Worn solid reamers often can be

restored to their original dimen-

sions by a careful application of

chromium plating.
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This Easily Built FiREPLAC E
needs

No Chimney
burns gas or electricity and

can be moved about from room

to room like a piece of furniture

By EVERETT EAMES

c(OMFORT and beauty—the
two elements that play a

leading part in the mod-
ern home—are combined

in a well-designed fireplace. Unfortunately,

a wood burning fireplace, which requires

a special chimney, is an expensive luxury,

and it also creates a certain fire hazard
and makes extra housework. The modern
substitute for it is a gas or electric fire-

place which retains all the romance and
charm of the open hearth without the

bother of ashes or the danger of sparks.

Furthermore, such a fireplace is portable

and may be set up in any room, or moved
from one house to another. A complete
fireplace of this type, including real brick-

work if desired, may be constructed at low
cost in the home workshop.

All that is required is approximately 30
hoard feet of 13/16 in. thick pine or bass-

wood lumber dressed on both sides, and
a small quantity of molding. The bricks

may be either thin bricks of the tyi>e

made by various brick manufacturers as

samples for their agents and distributors,

or they may be cut from wallboard
and then painted with dull colors to imi-

tate bricks, or embossed linoleum of a
suitable brick or tile design may be used.

First make a U-shaped frame as shown
at A, F'ig. 1, using plenty of glue and
screws. The 12 in. wide top section may
he glued up from narrow boards. For
building up the design on this base, a

selection of stock molding should be
obtained from a woodworking mill or

carpenter's shop. Several suggestions for

standard Colonial moldings are given at

B, and they may be used as indicated by
the numbers on the assembly drawings.

If the fluted pilasters are not available,

a design similar to that shown at D may
be made with molding and a strip of J/^-

in. stock 4 in. wide. For this work a good
miter box is a necessity.

The plain central motif at the top con-

sists of a in. thick board which is glued

and nailed in place and framed with a nar-

row molding. This and the pilasters are

attached lirst; then the molding is run

over them as indicated in Figs. 1 and 3.

The outside end pieces of the fireplace are

MOLDING

Fig. I. Assembly drawings of the portable fireplace and details showing points in the con-
struction. Four alternate designs, having hearths, arc shown in the sketches on page 100
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Metlo boys I

1000 Toys
in One

Bnild 'ein

yon PS elfMillions of bovR know
Mr. A. C. Gilbert,
champion athlete and
champion makrr of
things buys like. He
haa dev(ite<] hu^ life tn
the work of niakinK
Erectur what It ia Utdmy
.'. . the mi>»t excitinft
sport aoybuy overbad.

with

Be a real engineer

Step up boys, and see a railroad loromotive
built, right before your eyes. Watch a big
steam shovel constructed, part by part.

Not by great engineers, but by boys just like

you. Why, you yourself can reproduce the
greatest feats of the world's famous engi-

neers! You don't know how smart you are,

you haven't even dreamed of the exciting
thrills a boy can have, imtil you open up a
set of my new Erector.

Be the wonder of your

neighborhood

Your friends will flock to your home to

see you build things with Erector. Excite-
ment! Boy, Erector brings you thrills you
never thought possible and fun you'll never
forget, no matter how long you live. Once
you get your Erector, you'll be sitting on
top of the world.

IMy crooning aoliieveinent

Boys, I've worked many years making
Erector better and more exciting every
year. Lust year boys by tlie million called
Erector the world's greatest toy. But the
1931 Erector is far more than a toy! It

dwarfs all my previous efforts. It is the
pathway to engineering fame for clever
red-blooded boys the world over. It is the
most exciting sport any boy ever dreamed
of.

They hum with action

Yes sir! With Erector you can build real
models of great locomotives, traveling
cranes, ferris wheels, airplanes, and hun-
dreds of other modern inventions.

But that's not all. When you've built
them with your own hands, hook them up

DECEMBER, 1931

the World's Chaoipion Toy

to the power-
ful Erector
electric motor,
and they go
intoaction just

like the big
ones that en-

gineers build.

Erector brings
you more real sport and fun than a whole
year of 4th of July's.

What yon get with Erector

Lift the lid of the red brass-bound chest in

which Erector comes to you. See the hun-
dreds of Erector parts. Steel girders with
interlocking edges, both straight and
curved, made of real structural steel.

Wheels, gears, boiler, steam shovel, pulleys,

cams, axles, and many other parts for

building hundreds of models. But that is

not all. No sir! You also get the powerful
Erector electric motor and many other
feature parts, for automobiles, aircrafts, and
other models. All Erector parts are inter-

changeable. Every part necessary to build
Erector models conies with Erector.

With Erector comes the big Erector "How-
to make 'em Book" which pictures and
describes every step in the building of

each and every model. Any boy who can
read can be a boy engineer with Erector.

How to get Erector

There is something about Erector that will

fascinate your Dad. Send for the Erector
catalog (see coupon). Show it to your dad.
Take him to the nearest toy store. Let liim

see the sport and scientific thrills that only
Erector can give. Christmas will soon be
here. Tell your Dad Erector is what you
want. He'll be pleased, and he'll probably

sit on the floor with you Christmas morn-
ing and help you build your first Erector
model.

9i? cenis and up

Even though I've improved Erector this

year, I've also reduced Erector prices so that
more boys can share the thrills of building
engineering models. Of course, the bigger
the set, the higher the price. But there is an
Erector set for almost any price your Dad
wants to pay. I wish you a merry Christmas
and hundreds of happy days next year with

FREE... ^
The first 100,000 boys who mail the coupon
will get, free of charge, a genuine speci-
men Erector "How to make 'em Book"
which shows exactly how to build thrill-

ing Erector Models, together with the big
handsome colored catalog of Erector
models and sets. Get your coupon into
the mall today, boys, for 36 pages of ex-
citing pictures, diagrams
and description.

The a. C. Gilbert Co.,

246 Erector Square, New Haven, Conn.

Please send me free, copies of
A. C. Gilbert's genuine specimen Erector
"How to make 'em Book" and the big
colored catalog of models and sets.

Name

Street

City State
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RAZOR THAT STANDS
THE TEST OF TIME

T7ie ONE BLADE Safety

Every Rolls Razor is a carefully tested ]ire-

cision instrument designed solely to give as

fine a shave as could be wished for, and con-
tinue to give them day after day and year
after year for many years to come. It en-

tirely eliminates the necessity of purchasing
innumerable packages of blades that cost

—

and cost—and cost.

A razor is only as good as its blade, as you
have probably discovered to your sorrow
with various packages of blades.

The one blade of a Rolls Razor is made of
the finest Sheffield Steel, perfectly tempered
and hollow ground. Properly handled, it will

give a lifetime of perfect shaves.

The longer you use it the better you'll like it.

It is simple, compact, complete and by far

the least expensive in the long run.

It's the Razor you'll be proud to own.

licofty for shot in fz,

A Rolls Razor is

5imp I ic i ty i isrlf—
Just the one aafviy
liindeand its hamile.

One hollow-ground
hltule stropped in

its ra5cb*'fore usirii:

and honed in its

vhen necessary
pt evrr keen.

case
is k

Priced from $10,00 up
TTc recommend Imperial Roth Shaving

Soap in hygienic, indestructible botvl for
a superior shave. Priced at $1.50

In-tlcr f>hnp9 throughout the worhl. If vour
supply \ou. ^nil liU niiitie uilh «-hf.-k or

Bone) •onlt r and w f w ill fill Tout ordrr, {ioiit|»iid, |ir«iu|itly,

Ij^e & Schiffer, Inc. U. S. Dinlrihulorn

Dept. N.—305 Ea»l 45th St., New York City

Descriptive Folder Sent on Request

Fig. 2. If imitation bricks are used, they
should be spaced to allow for the *'mortar'*

13/16-in. boards wiih d paneled ettett

given by applying moldings as shown in

the end view, Fig. 1.

The base for the false brick front

should be held strongly in place with

heavy screws and plenty of glue (see

cross section C). If sample bricks are to

be used, their usual

1-in. thickness re-

quires that a 1-in.

strip 2 in. wide be
placed around the

back of the open-
ing before attach-

ing base. This will

set the surface of

the brick 1 in. be-

low the surface of

themantel and,give

a sunken effect as

in a real fireplace.

If wallboard or li-

noleum is used, the

e.xtra strip is not
necessary. Wall
board '"bricks" can be made by cutting
the material with a sharp knife into 2
by 8 in. pieces.

The wooden inside ends of the fire-

place opening are next attached as shown
at C. It is advisable to cover these with
two or three sheets of 1/32-in. asbestos
(such as used by plumbers for wrapping
small steam pipes) and a covering sheet

of tin. The back, which is nailed to these
two pieces, consists of two sheets of tin

(Fig. 1) between which are placed three
sheets of asbestos. Belter than tin for

lining purposes is a scrap piece of steel

siding stamped to imitate brickwork.

"^|"0\V lay the mantel on its back, and
center each brick or imitation brick

with brads driven in as lightly as possible

against their edges, allowing for y> in.

of mortar between each brick (see Fig. 2).

The mortar is ordinary patching plaster;

and if sample bricks are used, it must
be handled carefully to avoid discoloring

the bricks. In the case of wall board
"bricks," any overflow can be rubbed off

before the paint is applied (dark red

roofing paint will give the required dull

finish). When the plaster is half set, scrape

out the excess with a rounded stick in

order to make a neatly "pointed-up" job.

The plaster, which will set firmly over-

night, may be allowed to remain white,

or it may be painted to resemble black or

dark gray mortar. The sides and back of

the opening should be painted black or

some dark color. The mantel itself should

have at least three coats of flat enamel
undercoater and one coat of enamel to

match the woodwork of the room in

which it is to be used.

Usually three or four 3-in. finishing

nails carefully toenailed through the back
edge of the shelf into the plaster and lath

will be sufiicient to hold the mantel in

place. If possible, locate the studs in the
wall and drive the nails into them. Strips

of quarter-round molding of the same
size as that used in the room should be
used to secure the lower portion in place
and put a finishing touch on the whole
job. A 1 by 3 in. strip, beveled on the
edges, may be placed at the back of the
shelf to give the effect of permanency.

ALTHOUGH not used on the fireplace

illustrated, a hearth may be added.
The easiest way to make it is to use a
board for the foundation and cover it

with brick-design linoleum, afterwards
trimming the outer edges with a suitable
molding. Hearths are indicated in the four

designs suggested
in_ the thumb-nail
sketches at left,

which illustrate

the variety of ef-

fects possible by
combining a few
simple elements.

Hearths are usu-

ally furnished with
commercial fire-
places.

Gas fireplace
heaters actually
give out heat, but
electric fireplaces

of the ine.xpensive

type are imitations

pure and simple, although amazingly real-

istic. \'arious types of heaters are avail-

able. If no gas outlet is at the best location

for the fireplace, a plumber can easily

carry a '/i-'m. pipe under the flooring in

such a way that a flexible rubber tube can
be run to the heating unit in the fireplace

opening.

1

ANGltlRON

Fig. 3. Paneled effects are obtained by t)ie

use of moldings of various shapes and siz^s
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TTONll.
TRAINS are

e mine
Bob Butterfield, Engineer, 20th Century Limited,

admiring the new Lionel outfit No. 433 E.

Bob Butterfield, famous

Engineer of the "20th Century

Limited", says:

"My boy, here's a real train. No make-believe about

this locomotive. Look how sturdy and strong it is! Watch
how swiftly it rolls around the track. Why, it's almost

real— life-like . . . just like the good old 20th Century

Limited that I drive. Yes, indeed, you're going to learn

a lot about railroading when you play with Lionel Trains.

They will teach you many things you ought to know,

and don't forget Lionel's 'Distant Control'— it's the

most marvelous thing in the world. A Lionel is the only

train for a boy to have."

•

It's great fun playing with a Lionel Train—great to know HaaXyour
train is like real railroad trains. Lionel Trains priced as low as

$5.95. See them demonstrated at your local Department, Toy,
Electrical, Hardware, Sporting Goods stores.

THE LIONEL CORPORATION, Dept. D.

15 East 26th Street New York City

THE TRAINS THAT RAILROAD MEN BUY FOR THEIR BOYS"
ELECTRIC

Jreef
This beautiful 52-page book. Every boy can

have a copy. Illustrates in full color Lionel

locos, cars, and accessories. Write for yours

today.

LIONEL MODEL RAILROAD ACCESSORIES

MULTIVOLT TRANSFORMERS
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Clean Car-Heat
from a

HaDees

/
/
/

• Step into your car in zero weather...

remove your overcoat . . .you won't need

it with a HaDees Hot Water Car

Heater.

The HaDees first introduced sim-

plified installation, the first heat control

deflector, improved fan design, cush-

ioned mounting, silent operation. It

delivers the greatest volume of heat,

with least current.

Dash mounted models for all cars and

a special De Luxe rear seat Heater.

Four models reasonably priced

HaDees is the heater endorsed by

leading car manufacturers. Fully

guaranteed. See your favorite dealer.

MDees
HOT WATER

CAR HEATER
P»l. Nofi. RE-ni31 and 17-1C985

LIBERTY FOUNDRIES COMPANY
(A Dm iaion o/ Bur<I Piston Rinff Co.)

ROCKFORD. ILLINOIS

<^72ow Good are YOU (j\

Qounting f

A CIGAR box and two or three

butcher's wooden skewers will make this

puzzle, which will be found much more
interesting than may appear from merely
reading the description. The material is

about 3/16 in. thick, and the skewers J4
in. in diameter. The bottom pieces are

2^^ by 5 in., as shown in Fig. 1. Only the

loppiece is bored to receive the posts,

and then the pieces are glued.The hole cen-

ters arc marked in the bottom piece by
driving a brad through from the top and
then removing it. The posts are glued in,

and a brad is driven through from the

bottom to reenforce each of them.
The tall post holds ten blocks, 3/16

in. thick and 1 in. square. The other posts

are made to hold only five blocks each.

The blocks are lettered and numbered as

in rig. 2. It is convenient to have the

numbers on three sides.

The problem is to count off the blocks

as 0 X E one, T W O two, and so on,

transferring a block for each numeral
and letter as pronounced, but as the num-
ber is pronounced to have the block cor-

respond in number to it. That is, each

time a letter is pronounced, as O N E.

any block can be moved from one post

to any other, but when the complete num-
ber one is spoken, the only block that

can be moved is that which bears the

t'lgure 1. The number, therefore, must al-

ways lie underneath the block of the last

letter pronounced in the spelling.

The letters on the blocks have noth-

ing to do with the puzzle except to facil-

itate the placing of the blocks on the tall

post in proper sequence. A different block

must be removed for each letter and num-
eral of one count, after which a block

moved before is again subject to removal.

Naming the posts a & c as in Fig. 1,

one solution is as follows:

O
X
E
1

T
\V

0
2

a to

a to

a to

T
H
R
E
E
3

F
O

a to

b to

b

b
b

b

c

c

c

c

to a

to a

to a

to a

to b
to h

U
R
4

F
I

\'

E
5

ARTHUR L. SMITH

• THIS is a new and original puzzle
by a man in the highest ranks of the

puzzlers' fraternity. It ivas suggested
by a clever card trick Mr. Smith saw
performed when a boy—a trick in

which the conjurer counted off cards

ONE one, and so on, while placing

a card underneath the pack for each
letter and throwing the number out

when the tvord tvas pronounced

Half of the numbers have now been
moved and the remaining moves to com-
plete the puzzle are as follows;

s c to b 7 a to b I a to c
I c to b E c to a X a to c
X c to b I c to a E a to b
6 c to b G c. to a 9 a to b
S b to c H c to a T c to b
E b to c T b to a E a to c
\' b to c 8 b to c N a to c
E
X

a

a

to c

to b
X b to c 10 a to b

It is not necessary for the blocks to
be in the same order as in Fig. 3 when
solved. Different moves will cause varia-

tions. It is interesting to work out differ-

ent sequences of the figures from that

.;hown in Fig. 2 to get different solutions.

® ©

\~ 5" J

Plan view of board (Fig. 1) ; how the blocks
are arranged at the beginning (Fig. 2) ; and
their positions after one solution (Fig. 3)
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SCOOP ON RUNNERS AIDS
IN REMOVING SNOW

CNOW may be easily scraped up with
^ this scoop and pushed out of the way.
If it can be dumped on to a lower step or

terrace, a large area may be quickly

cleared.

Cut out two sides of ash or other light

but hard wood, J4 by 4 by 27>4 i"-, and
the back by 4 by ZSyi in. Shape the

sides as shown and nail together at the

corners. Make the bottom of pine or

other light wood, y> by 28 by 30 in.,

using three or four pieces, preferably with

a piece of hardwood at the front edge,

which W'ill receive hard usage. Shape this

edge to continue the form of the sides,

and fit a piece of 22-gage galvanized iron

S in. wide and about 36 in. long to protect

it, bending the ends over and fastening

them to the sides as at B. Fasten the

edges with J^-in. tinned trunk nails as at

D, driven through from both sides and
well clinched.

Get out two hardwood runners C, ^
by 3 by 28 in., and shape them about as

shown. Fasten them at the front with
screws, and nail the bottom strongly to

their top edges with fivepenny common
nails. Bend two iron straps E, 3^ by 16

in., and fasten them with fourpenny nails

to strengthen the back corners. Make two
ash push bars F, -)4 in. thick. 43 in. long,

and tapering in width from 3 to 1>2 in.;

also one ash cross handle G, 1 by IK; by

30J/ in. Notch the edge of the sides F
and fasten G with iK-in. Xo. 12 screws

as at H. Round and sandpaper all comers
of F and G and give them one or two
coats of varnish.—A. K.

Section A- A
F

NOTCHCO JOINT

A strong wooden
scraper for snow

To KEEP safety razor blades from rust-

ing between shaves, I place them in a

dessicator—an air-tight laboratory dish

—with a dessicant such as calcium chloride

of the granular porous type. By this

method I have been able to use one blade

forty-five times.—R. T. Tyler.

Finer Than Ever
Chromium plated

"Yankee'* Bit Brace • . . always like new

"Yankee" Hard Rubber
Handles. Won't warp,
crack, shrink or bind.

YOU know the pride, pleasure,

and economy, of owning the

finest thing of its kind!

If you work
with tools —
either as me-
chanic or ama-
teur, "Yankee"
Ratchet Brace

is one of the

fine things you can afford to own.

Buying "Yankee" No. 2100, you
w ill never need to huy another hit

brace.

The famous "Yankee" Ratchet is

smooth, silent, powerful. Bronze

encased—against dust and moisture.

Ratchet adjustment is instant,

positive, and
visible. A
glance tells
how ratchet is

set; a finger-

touch changes s„.„p Handle Caps, held

it. No need to ' Yankfc '-iKitenl meth-
od. Prevents excessive

hold chuck to handle play.

keep bit from turning back.

"Yankee" Chuck centers bits ac-

curately; locks and releases in-

stantly. Holds any shape—round,

square, any taper; and will not
loosen in work.

"Yankee" Hard-rubber Handles
(both top and side) do not warp,

crack, shrink or bind. Top handle
steel clad ; ball

bearing.

Ask dealer to

let you try the

"Yankee"Bracc.
See for yourself

the economy of

owning the
finest tool of its

kind.

"Yankee " Visible Ratch-
et Adjustment. Instant,

easy, positive.

No. 2100.— "Yankee" Brace.

Four sizes: 8, 10, 12, 14 inches.

Two-jaw chuck

;

1/2" round; %"
square (across

corners). Price,

10-inch sweep,

$8.20.

"Yankee" Chuck, two-
jaw, holds accurately any
shaiM^d bit any taper.

"YANKEE" Bit

Extension No. 2150
No jaws. It holds bit in

socket! Xo looscninj? and
pullinK out of bit in work.
Can't jam. Fits any brace.

Follows through. Stands
abuse. Four lenfith-s; 15.

18, 21, 24 inches. Prices,

J2.25 to $2.40.

r

YANKEE" on the tool you buy mean
NORTH BROS. MFC. CO. Lchifih Avenue,

ittt in qufiUty, ffficiency and durability

I'hiladrlphia, L'. S. A.

\'ou may send biwk showini; aclion pictures of famous "Yankee" Ratchet tools: such
as Ratchet Screwnlrivers. Spiral Ratchet Screw-drivers. Ratchet Push Drills. Ratchet
Push Braces. Ratchet Breast and Hand Drills, Ratchet Chain and Bench Drills,

Ratchet Tap Wrenches, Etc.

Name ,

Address (ps)
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Use This Light

Anywhere . .

.

. . . Any time
No Wires Needed!

Wiring no longpr limits the use of plor-

tric light ! Corners, closets, and outbuild-

ings can be brightly, safely, and eco-

nomically lighted with the new Eveready
Wallite. Easy to install anywhere. It is

finished in black or ivory, and trimmed
with polished, lacquered brass. Oper-
ates with a convenient pull-chain.

Put the Wallite in place with two little

screws. Or if you want to keep it as a

portable light, there is an "eye" in the

back-plate that fits over a nail or hook.

Two of the neto Eveready extra long
life, mctal-seal Batteries supply power
for the Wallite. Two renewal batteries

will cost you only twenty cents and will

give many hours of strong, bright light.

Get several Wallites today— for the
closets, cellar, garage, attic, and all places
where you know you need light. Any
good hardware, drug, electrical, auto-

accessory, sporting goods, or department
store has Eveready Wallites, Only $1.73,
complete.

• • •

The New Eveready extra long life Bat-

tery has a metal-seal top instead of the

old-fashioned wax seal. This all-armored

construction locks the

power in. More hours
of light than ever! Be
sure you get these power-
ful rtew batteries. Ten
cents everywhere.

EVEREADY
WIRELESS-ELECTRIC

LIGHT
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.

General Offices: New York, N. Y.

Vnion
Vnit of Till I i

ian Carbide Lila—

and Carbon
Corporation

y ighted Animals
Brighten the Party Table

By
WALTER E
BURTON

These curiosity-provoki

and attractive novelti

are made from ordina
ten-cent celluloid to

A grotesque elephant and a big goldfish, both made
luminous by concealed flashlight batteries and bulbs.

TAKE a dozen hollow celluloid ani-

mals and an equal number of llash-

lipht batteries, lamps, and pigtail

sockets, mi.\ them properly, and you have

something new in the form of unicjue

novelties for the dinner or party table.

This recipe for making
unusual table decorations

was worked out by L. C.

Porter, of Cleveland, an
expert in the engineering

department of a large

electrical manufacturing
company. He claims, for

it the merits of simplic-

ity, low cost, and attrac-

tiveness.

You can obtain cellu-

loid elephants, fish, cam-
els, ducks, and almost
any other animal at the

toy counter of most five-

and-ten-cent stores. Select tho.sc

that have the largest volume,
so that there will be room for

the lighting equipment which
you must introduce.

You must have, too, a flash-

light battery for each animal.
The small, flat, two-cell ones
having protruding brass strips

at one end are usually prefer-

able because of their shape.

These batteries can be obtained

in two sizes; the smaller should

be used for small sized figures.

A new battery ought to oper-

ate a No. 1 mazda lamp for two
or three hours at good bril-

liancy. It is a wise plan to test

one of the batteries in the lot to

vigor. If the lamp burns only ten

minutes or so, the batteries are old

and should not be used because the

light will disappear just when it is

becoming most effective.

Besides the batteries and the lamps,

you will need lamp sockets of some
kind. The most convenient to use are

the so-called "pigtail" sockets. These are

miniature sockets with two short lengths

of wire or pigtails attached. If you cannot
obtain such sockets, you can employ radio

dial light holders, to be found at most
radio parts counters or radio stores.

Another solution is

to construct a simple

socket from any bare

copper wire that is

heavy enough to re-

tain its shape. Wind
one piece in the form
of a coil into which
the bulb base will

screw, and arrange the

other so that it presses

against the central

contact of the base;

Wiring a miniature socket
to a small flashlight battery.

see how long it will retain its

The lamp and battery are inserted through
in the hollow celluloid toy—in this case <

slot cut
goldfish.
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or better still, solder it to the contact.

In fact, you can solder short pieces of

insulated wire to both terminals of the

bulb, and connect the other ends to the

battery by twisting them about the brass

strips.

Whatever method you use for connect-

ing the lamp to the battery, the next step

is to place the lighting system inside the

animal. In the bottom or back, slit the

celluloid with a knife or razor blade in

such a way as to form a little door. Pull

the flap or door out, insert the batter>'

and bulb, and arrange the latter so that

its light will strike as much of the inside

surface as possible. This, of course, must
be done just before the dinner starts.

These table novelties are effective only in

the dark, but they give out a certain

amount of light themselves. Half a dozen
of them, placed one at each plate, will

give sufficient light to see by.

The cost of each illuminated figure will

be about 40 cents, counting 10 cents each

for the animal, lamp, battery, and socket.

TINY HOTHOUSE GIVES
DELICATE CUTTINGS
A QUICK START

A starting box inclosed in glass so that the

temperature and humidity can be controlled.

THIS Tom Thumb hothouse is a unique

little design, which can be made in fif-

teen minutes. It encourages delicate cut-

tings to take root much more quickly.

Select a shallow wooden box 18 by 24 in.

(or any dimension desired^ and 4 in. deep.

Spray inside with a lime solution to keep
fungi from growing; then fill the bo.\ with

suitable soil. Now cut sheets of glass the

right size to stand upright close to the

inside edges of the box. Press the sheets

into the soil and secure the corners with
strips of adhesive tape or passe partout

binding. Cover with another glass slightly

larger than the top.

The advantage of this hothouse is that

the cover glass can be moved about,

thereby regulating the heat and humidity
by the size of the opening in the top. A
small thermometer placed in the soil will

give the temiwrature.—M. E. Crumb.

Take this

SAMPLE
with this FREEi
FOLDER of

USES
which tells

By actual test, CASCO Waterproof Glue

is the strongest adhesive ever made. But

we don't want you to take our word for

Casco's superiority — we'd rather have

you test it yourself— and learn that every-

thing we claim for this famous glue is

true. So send for free folder of Casco

Uses. It tells you how easy it is to do
things with Casco you never thought glue

could do — making plastic paint; sizing

canvas, wallboard or plaster; cementing

linoleums and other difficult materials;

making waterproof kalsominc, white-

wash, wall paste and insecticide sprays;

making yourown crack-filler and imitation

wood ; recipes for plastic tile cement, etc.

Mail the coupon todayand get your sample.

WATER
PROOF

is the finest adhe-

sive money can buy,

although it costs no
mor« than ordinary

glues—and is by far

the simplest to lose. All you do is mix
Casco with equal parts of cold water from
the tap—und it's ready ! Casco is made for

everyone—from the expert craftsman to

the man who never did a successful gluing

job in his life. So simple to use that you
can't go wrong. And now that Casco comes
in small packages—you, too, can use this

same super-strong, waterproof glue that

has been used in big furniture, wood-
working and airplane factories for years.

on 6uen>^tAi/n^

LOOK HOW THESE MEN
USED THEIR SAMPLES
Goes through Dish-Washing
Machines 20 Times a Day
"...used your crlue with per- -.-<:rr'^'^-, ' '^A
feet rt'SuItB in lininK pralvan-
ized iron boxes with linoleum
. . . t>oxe9 fto throutrh dish-
washini; miichine ^ times a
day... and job is still perfect."—R. C, May wood, III.

Holds Fast on
High Speed Belt
"...cemented leather belt
nnd used it on hitfh Ppeed
motor. A3 yet belt ts as
Eood as dny I put It on.
ap is solid—with no Bign

of a break. Have had belt
over 4 months."—G. A. M.,
Kllington, N. V.

Exposed to Sun,

Rain and Snow
"...tried it on aato-top
that was torn and it

worked all rinht. On
wood 1 soaked it over-
night and it was as
firm as ever."—C. A. R., Lom[K>c, Cali

A Perfect Crack Filler

"Anyone using Casco Glue will
never go back to the old style
iriues. Used it as a crack-filler,
by mi-viriR it with saw-dust—
and the tiller has proven to be
as permanent as the wood it-
self."— C. E., Rimcrsburg, Pa,

Send for Yours TODAY!

Send This

COUPON
for YOUR
SAMPLE

BRING YOUR GLUE PROBLEMS TO US
Questions about any kind of gluing problems
will be answered by men with years of experi*
ence in large industrial plants. Whatever your
problem is, these experts can help you solve it.

r...... .......... .....^
THE CASEIN MFG. CO. OF AMERICA, INC.

g 205 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y. P. s. 12-31

g Here's my 10c (stamps) for which please send me
^ your trial package ofCASCO WaterproofGlue.

Name

Street _

City State

J
And here's my dealer's name and address [paint, hard-

g ware, or lumber dealer)

DECEMBER, 1931 lOJ
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Special
Features

increase

the range of uses

of
Brown& SUavpe

Tools

Improvements in design and special

features extend the usefulness of many
Brown & Sharpe Tools to the point where
they will do the work for which special

tools have often been required. Here are

three examples of how improved design

increases usefulness t y r r f

Narrowframe fits

easily into slots

Micrometer Caliper
Mo. 12

Range O to l''by
llioasandiha
of au incll

The narrow frame permits
this micrometer to be used
in many places inacceMt*
ble to oruinarv micrometers.

Small tip on rod increases
the range ofusefulness

of this depth gauge
Graduated

Rod Deptli Gauge
Mo. 614

The first 5/8" of the rod is

only 1/16" in diameter.
Wide base and direct mark-
ings on the bmly ofthe gauge

make quick* accurate
readings possible.

The entire top surface of
the work is accessible

V Block Mo. 7S0C

With this new type
V Block the top sur.

face ofround, square
or rectangular stock
is left accessible for
milling, grinding or
drilling.

Over 2300 useful tools are described in
our Small Tool Catalog No. 31. Ask your
dealer for a copy or write to us for one.
Dept. P. S.,Brown & Sharpe Mfg. nTj c
Co., Providence, R. I., U. S. A.

[J
"'J

Brown& Sharpe
Tools

"World's Standard ofAccuracy"

HOLT CONDON, expert toolmaker, tells the amateur

How to M achiine a

In learning to operate an engine lathe, it will

pay the beginner to design and make a lathe dog

SINCE a man learns best by
actual experience, the ama-
teur mechanic who possesses

a small engine lathe can best acquaint
himself with machining operations by
building his own lathe accessories and
tools. The writer, in equipping his home
machine shop, has not only saved money
but also derived pleasure and pwrsonal

satisfaction from the work, which is well

within the scope of the amateur.
As the writer's idea was to make all the

required accessories, he first mounted the

chuck as described in a previous article

(see P. S. M., Nov. '31, p. 115) and next

undertook to machine a driving dog for

turning work mounted between centers.

As the jobs attempted on a home work-
shop lathe do not, as a rule, require ex-

treme strength in this accessory, and since

a wide range of usefulness seemed to be
the main consideration, the design of dog
illustrated in the photographs was de-

cided upon. It can accommodate all diam-
eters from % io i in. and can handle
angular sections equally well.

The jaws of the dog were worked up in

the vise from cold-rolled stock % hy I'/i

in. in section, and the shoulder screws

LatheDo!
were turned from yi-in. stock and then

threaded 5/16-in. No. 18 U. S. S.

To allow easy adjustment, the shoul-

ders were knurled, and the heads of the

screws were squared up to fit the lathe

tool-holder wrench. The stud or tail of

the dog was turned and shouldered to

be a press fit in the longer jaw, which
had been drilled and countersunk to re-

ceive it. To stiffen the parts and add
beauty to utility, the jaws and screws

were next casehardened by the cyanide

process. The stud, left soft, was then

forced in and riveted into the counter-

sunk hole. To cushion the tail and
increase its diameter to the width of

the faceplate slots, a fiber sleeve was
pressed over it. This tail construction

was decided upon in an attempt to re-

duce the eccentric weight.

It would have been better to chase

the screw threads in the lathe rather

than to cut them with a die, but up to

that time the writer had not equipped
his lathe with the cross slide stop

shown in the photograph. This, how-
ever, was soon added, and it is now

ready for the next chasing job.

The holder for the knurl was made
from machine steel and casehardened. The
pin, made from drill rod, was hardened
and held in place with a cotter pin. The
two knurls, both fine cut but one with a

straight and the other with a diamond pat-

tern, were purchased.

JUNK YARD YIELDS AIR
COMPRESSOR FOR SHOP

"^[EARLY every home workshop enthu-
-'-^ siast, especially if he is an amateur
machinist, has many uses for compressed
air, but does not have either the equip-

ment or the experience to build a com-
pressor, and at the same time he hesitates

to buy one. By making a trip to an auto

junk yard, it is usually possible to pick up
a compressor very cheaply, as many
trucks and even some of the higher priced

pleasure cars have tire pumps connected to

the transmission for the purpose of inflat-

ing tires. Although called "tire pumps,"
these are in reality small compressors;

and when connected to the shop power
plant and some suitable tank, they form a

dependable source of air.

—

.\llen Zerbe.
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This MAN
says he did a

mean thing
\but we forgive him\

HOW TO BUY CHEMICALS
TO BE USED IN YOUR
HOME WORKSHOP

SHORT articles on home workshop
chemistry have been published in

Popular Science Monthly for many
years, during which time questions have

been asked repeatedly in regard to pur-

chasing the chemicals mentioned. As a

rule the question is accompanied by the

comment that an effort was made to

obtain the chemicals locally and they

were either not in stock or the clerks

had never heard of them.

To illustrate how hard it is to know
what to ask for, one has only to go into

a large paint or hardware store and
demand copper sulphate. An inexperienced

clerk probably will shake his head and

say that the store does not carr>' it, but

tell him that you mean ordinar>' bluestone

and the chances are that he will smile

and give it to you. Both names and also

the term ''blue vitriol" are used to desig-

nate the same chemical.

Many of the more common chemicals

have at least two names under which they

may be sold. This is, of course, confus-

ing. If you ask for muriatic acid and
receive hydrochloric acid in its place, you
are likely to wonder if there isn't some
difference, but both names indicate the

same acid. So, in the same way, do not

be surprised if, when you ask for water

glass, you receive a bottle or can labeled

"sodium silicate," or on asking for sodium
silicate you receive a container labeled

"sodium silicate solution." If you know-

one designation for a chemical, you can

look it up in an unabridged dictionary and
quickly learn any others.

ANOTHER important consideration is

• the price paid per pound. In the paint

store you can probably get a pound of

copper sulphate for twenty-fi%'e cents,

whereas in a drug store you would have to

pay at least twice as much for the same
quantity. There is a good reason for this

variation. The copper sulphate called

"bluestone" or "blue vitriol" in the paint

store is an impure salt often mixed with

dust and dirt and contaminated with other

chemicals. The chemical sold in a drug

store, however, will be absolutely pure.

Ordinarily the cheaper type of salt,

designated by the term "technical," will

be found to answer the purpose just as

well as the pure and more expensive kind.

The chemically pure salt is rarely em-
ployed in the home workshop. When-
ever pure chemicals are required, those

known and marked "C. P." (chemicallv

pure) or "U. S. P." (United States Phar-
macopoeia) should be used. For this pur-

pose never use those marked "technical"

or "tech.," as it is usually abbreviated.

It is wise to buy small quantities of

expensive chemicals and larger quantities

of cheaper chemicals. It is costly to pur-

chase cheap chemicals in small amounts.
Take copper sulphate, a pound of which
in the technical grade may cost about a

quarter. If you require only an ounce, it

may cost you ten or fifteen cents. It will

obviously be wiser to buy a full pound,
especially as this chemical has many uses

and is easily stored.—H. Bade.

NOT long ago a letter came to us

from Mr. B. A. Archibald who
lives out in Los Angeles, California.

He admitted to us that though he
was already an Edgeworth smoker
he had written to us for one of our

free trial samples. But we couldn't

help but forgive Mr. Archibald. And
if you'll read this letter you'll see

why.

"Gentlemen:

"I suppose I took a mean advantage
of you when I wrote for a sample of

Edgeworth.

"To me it is the only tobacco, and for

twenty-five years I have been using from

two to three tins a week. Many times my
friends have tried to get me away from

Edgeworth by letting me have a pipeful

of some other brand. But though I've

tried everything on the market, I find

nothing that begins to approach Edge-
worth.

"Of the twenty-five years I've been

smoking Edgeworth, fifteen have been

spent in Northern Canada where a 15^
tin costs from 35^ to 40^. But I never

once quit on account of the price.

"Yours very truly,

"B. A. Archibald."

We can understand Mr. Archibald's

loyalty to Edgeworth. A lot of men
feel that way about this pipe tobacco.

It's mild and slow burning. And it

never bites the tongue. The secret

of its flavor is in its blend, which
never changes.

Won't you do us the favor of try-

ing Edgeworth and see if you don't

agree that it's a mighty fine tobacco?

You can buy Edgeworth wherever

good tobacco is sold. Or send in the

coupon below for a special sample
packet, free. Address Larus & Bro.

Co., 100 S. iiii. St., Richmond, Va.

What a Welcome Christmas Gift!
Give him Edgeworth and a pipe for Christmas—see what

a welcome they get! A pipe and good tobacco is a smoke

a man can really enjoy. If your dealer can't supply

Edgeworth gift cartons, we can. Send us your cards

and we'll mail the Edgeworth

to your Christmas list. ^i.6j

a pound in glass jar, ^i.jo a

pound in Humidor tin, 751 a

half pound. And, ifyou prefer

to try before you buy, the

coupon below will bring you

a special sample packet, free!

CLIP COUPON
LARUS ac BRO. CO., 100 S. 22d St.

Richmond, Va. Send me the Edgeworth sample packet.

I'll try the Edgeworth in a good pipe.

Name-

Address.

City and State-

LISTEN TO THE DIXIE SPIRITUAL SINGERS AS THEY SING IN
THE EDGEWORTH FACTORY. N. B. C. BLUE NETWORK EVERY THURSDAY EVENING
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ars
for REPAIRS

...or pennies

for GOOD OIL?

When poor lubrication of shop

equipment can cost you so many
repair dollars every year, isn't it

wiser to spend a few cents more for

oil that really protects?

Three-in-One Oil does far more

than merely lubricate. As it oils, it

also cleans the bearings and working

parts and guards them against harm-

ful rust. Blending from three different

oils

—

animal, m ineral and vegetable—
makes 3-in-One do these jobs as no

plain mineral oil ever can. Regular

use of 3-in-One will add years to the

life of all tools and equipment in

your workshop.

Sold by all good stores, in handy

cans and bottles. Write today for

free sample.

THREE-IN-ONE OIL COMPANY, DEPT. A-119

170 Varick Street, New York

260 Second Ave., Villa St. Pierre, Montreal

3-IN-ONE OIL

ms MODERN
Electric Clock Case

Serves as a PIFR CABINET
By EDWARD ELLISON

ALTHOUGH little harder to build
/-% than an ordinary box, this piece of

furniture is an electric grand-

father's clock in the most modern style.

.•\nd it is more than just a clock, for the

entire lower section of the case can be
used as a pier cabinet for storage purposes.

Twenty-five board feet of -J^ by 7 in.

whitewood and 8 ft. of fx in. thick stock

for the shelves are required. Build the

case as shown in the sketches, but note

the odd shaix; of the cabi-

net door, it is built of

three pieces; and the cen-

tral member, which forms
part of the design of the

front, projects above the

opening right up to the

clock door. The latter is a
separately made glass-filled

frame; it is like a picture

frame e.xcept that the top

corners are beveled off.

The hinges with which it

is hung are countersunk so

that it will close flush

against the front of the

case. It is kept shut by the

simple expedient of setting

a peg permanently into the

frame as shown, and drill-

ing a hole in the case into ^^^^^^/
which the peg will fit

tightly. The main door is

The convenient shelves in the clock case make
it especially suited for use beside a desk

held shut by ball type friction catches at

top and bottom.
The bottom shelf is hinged on two

finishing nails driven through the boards

that form the side of the case. It can then

be turned up to reveal a secret compart-
ment large enough to hold a strong box.

The back is covered with wall board set

CLEANS OILS - PROTECTS

METHOD OF t^AKING DOOR SCREWS Af4D GLUE

Drawings showing the simple construction of this unusual two-use clock. Whitewood ^4 in.

thick serves as thv stock, and only the simplest of joints are used in assembling the piece
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The clock door hinges are recessed to allow
the door to close flush against the cabinet

flush in rabbets in the sidepieces and top.

A hole is cut directly back of the clock

unit for adjusting the hands.

The electric clock unit may be pur-
chased separately or taken from a low-

priced kitchen model. The numerals on
the cardboard face are laid out on an
ellipse divided like any dockface.

Stain and varnish, well-rubbed down
with pumice stone and oil. give the pre-

ferred finish, but a colored enamel finish

also is suitable if the enamel is carefully

flowed on over several well-smoothed coats

of flat wall paint or enamel undercoater.

Make sure, before buying the electric

clock movement, that your lighting com-
pany supplies 100-130 volt, 60-cycle alter-

nating current necessary for the operation
of electric clocks and that it maintains a

Ume correction service. If such is not the

case, a spring wound clock unit may, of

course, be substituted.

The clock unit as seen from the rear before
the upper part of the back was set in place

Til*.

Gift iliat captures

the whole year's

pleasures for life!

FOR outstandingly fine pictures of child life
j—or Travel— or Nature— for swift action

pictures of college athletics— camp life activi-

"ties . . . pictures that make the person who
takes them"in demand" everywhere—the right

camera is the Graflex.

Simple in operation, superior in results— its

ground glass removes all guesswork about
focus, ending for all time one of the common-
est causes of failure; and nothing can move
too fast for the Graflex focal plane shutter!

See nearest dealer today!

FOLMEn GRAFLEX CORRjgUil. . .ROCHESTER. N.Y.

FOLMER GRAFLEX CORP.,Dcp». 119 ROCHESTER, N.Y.
Please send copy of booklet, "Why a Graflex?"
. . . concerning the simply-operated camera for su-

perior pictures ... to name on margin of this page.
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Kecord-breakers!

THE mechanical world
knows Morse drills,

cutters, reamers, taps
and dies for their aston-
ishing lasting power.

Whether metal cutting
tools play a part in your
living or your hobby,

you will find a
thrill in watch-
ing the per-
formance of
MORSE Tools.

®

In the homework-
shop as well as
on the bi^ produc-
tion jobs, MORSE
Tools set a new
mark for others to
shoot at—in accu-
racy, fast cutting
and unusually
lon^life. The best
dealers all carry
MORSE Tools.

TMST BRILL & M.VCHINE COMPANYNEW tlED^OR.^4MS..UaA

BLUEPRINTS
to Help You in Your Home Workshop

TO ASSIST you in your home work-
shop. Popular Science Monthly

offers large blueprints containing working
drawings of a number of well-tested proj-

ects. These prints are the result of a

pioneer effort begun by this magazine in

1Q22 to provide readers with authoritative

drawings at a nominal price. This service

has grown to be by far the greatest of its

kind. It is conducted solely for your

benefit, so do not fail to take advantage

of it at every opportunity.

The blueprints are clearly printed on

heavy paj^er 15 by 22 in. In the follow-

ing list the blueprint numbers are shown

Airplane Models

Bremen (Junkers. 3-ft. Flying). S9-90 $ .50

Combination, 20-in-l, 135-136 50

Lindbergh's Monoplane (3-ft. Flying), 69.. .25

Risc-off-Ground Tractor. 3-ft., SO 25

Seaplane. Tractor. 30-in., «7 25

Seaplane, Morris (Record 12>/i min.). 102.. .25

Single Stick. Tractor. 30-in.. 82 25

Tractor (Record Flight 6.024 Ft.), 104 25

Twin Pusher, Racing, 35-in.. 86 25

Winnie Mae (4-ft. flying), 141-142-143 75

Boats

Canoe. Sailing Outfit. 25 25

Outboard Racer, ll'^-ft.. 128-129 50

Sailboat-Motorboat, Combination (15 ft.),

131-132-133 75

Furniture

Bookcase, Modernistic, 88 25

Bookcase, Simple, 37 25

Book Ends, Modernistic, 100 25

Bookshelf, Modernistic, 100 25

Bookshelves. Hanging, 77 25

Bookstand, Modernistic, 88 25

Book Trough, 68 25

Broom Cabinet, 49 25

Cedar Chest, Mahogany Trimmed, 17 25

Chair, Rush-Bottom, 36 25

Chest of Drawers, Salem, 39 25

Chests. Treasure, 78 25

Clock, Grandfather, 19 25

Desk, Colonial, 21 25

Desk, Flat Top, 20 25

Desk, Sheraton Writing, 40 25

Dresser, Welsh, 60 25

End Table, Magazine, 68 25

Kitchen Cabinet, 5 25

Kitchen Table Cabinet, 27 25

Lamps, Modernistic, 93 25

Mirror, Scroll Frame, 105 25

Pier Cabinet, 77 25

Radio Cabinet, Console, 70-71 50

Screens, Modernistic Folding, 91 25

Sewing Cabinets, Two, 31 25

Sewing Table, 2 25

Shelves and Lamp, Modernistic, 93 25

Shelves, Corner. 77 25

Smoking Cabinet, 2 25

Stand, Low Modernistic, 100 25
Table. Gate-Leg. 24 25
Table. Sheraton, 38 25

Table, Tavern, 105 25

Table. Tilt-Top, and Bench, 11 25

Table. Tilt-Top, Oak (Top 20 by 24 in.), 140 .25

Tea Wagon, 13 25
Telephone Table and Stool, 18 25

Radio Sets

Amplifier, Three-Stage, Audio-Frequency, 4^ .25

Five-Tube (Battery Operated), 54-55 50

Four-Tube (Battery Operated), 43 25
Full Electric Headphone Set. 130 25

One Tube (Battery Operated), 103 25

Screen-Grid Set, 109 25
Short-Wave Converter Unit, 137 25

Ship and Coach Models

Barque, Scenic Half-Model, 108 25

Bottle, Clipper Ship in, 121-122 50

Clipper. Baltimore (8-in.), 92 25

in italic type immediately following the

descriptive title. In ordering it is neces-

sary to give only these blueprint numbers.
Where the title is followed by one number
only, the blueprint is on one sheet and
can be obtained for 25 cents. Wherever
there are two numbers, it means that there

are two sheets in the set, and the price

is SO cents. Three numbers indicate that

the set consists of three sheets and costs

75 cents. In a few cases, too. there is

more than one project on a sheet. A cou-

pon is given below for yoifr convenience

in ordering. When using the coupon, be
sure to enter the numbers correctlv.

Clipper

—

Sovereign of the Seas, 51-52-53 75

Constitution ("Old Ironsides"), 57-58-59 75

Covered Wagon. 118-119-120 75

Destroyer—U. S. S. Preston iil'A-ia. Hull)
125-126-127 75

Galleon. Spanish Treasure. 46-47 SO
MayHower (iT/j-in. Hull). 83-84-85 7S
Motorboat. 29-in. Toy. 63-64 50

Pirate Galley or Felucca, 44-45 SO
Roman Galley (19-in.), 138-139 50

Santa Maria (18-in. Hull), 74-75-7C 75

Schooner—B/uenose. 110-111-112 75
Sedan Chair, Queen's, 123-124 50
Stagecoach, Concord, 115-116-117 75

Steamboat, Mississippi, 94-95-96 75
Viking Ship, 61-62 SO
Weather Vane, Ship Model. 66 25
Yacht. Sea Scout, 42-in. Racing, 106-107 50
Yacht, 20-in. Racing, 48 25

Toys

Airplane Cockpit with Controls, 114 25
Birds and Animals, 56 25
Broncho, Doll's House, and Train, 14 25
Circular Saw, 113 25
Doll's House. Colonial, 72 25
Doll's House Furniture, 73 25
Drill Press, 113 25
Dump Truck, 101 25
Garage, 29 2S
Fire Engine, 101 25
Jointer, 113 25
L»the. 113 2S
Lindbergh's Plane, 67 25
Play Table, Pullman, 28 25
Sprinkler Truck. 101 25
Tea Wagon. 29 25
Tractor. 101 25
Wheelbarrow, Bunny, 29 25

Miscellaneous

Arbor, Gate, and Seats, 9 25
Baby's Crib and Play Pen. 26 25
Bench Hook, Combination, 30 25
Boring Gage, 30 25
Garage, One-Car. Pergola, 23 25
Log Cabin (Three Rooms). 134 25
Puzzles, Six Simple Block, 6S 25
Swing, Porch, 10 25
Tool Cabinet, 30 „ 25
Trellises, Garden, 34 25
Workbench, 15 25

Popular Science Monthly
381 Fourth Avenue, New York
Send me the blueprint, or blueprints,

numbered as follows:

No No No No
No No No No
No No No No
I am inclosing dollars cents
in payment (25 cents for each number).

Same

Streel

City and Slate

Sole: Please print your name and address very
clearly. If you do not wish to cut this page,
order on a separate sheet.
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A BOY'S PERISCOPE FOR
LOOKING OVER WALLS

With a periscope
you can sec with-
out being seen

\1[7HEX playinR "war," "submarine,"
and "cops and robbers,"' no toy is of

quite so much use to a boy as a small peri-

scope with which to look over fences and
around corners. Such a periscope is very
easy to construct if two small mirrors can
be obtained. It may be made of pine or

other light wood, and the dimensions may
be changed to suit the fancy of the maker.
The only real accuracy necessary is in

placing the mirrors; they must be exactly

parallel.

If made the size shown, the back and
front of the bo.x are by S by 33 in., the

two sides ;',s by 3)4 by 36 in., and the

top and bottom each }^ by 4 by 5 in.

The four glass rests are made to an accur-

ate angle of 43°. Paint the inside surfaces

white and assemble all pieces of the tube

as shown, using glue and 134-in- ^*o- 17

brads. Fit the glass rests and fasten them
with j^-in. brads. After checking the di-

mensions, cut two mirrors as shown and
hold them in place with ^-in. wire nails

as indicated at A and B.
In using the periscope, push the tube

above a wall or beyond a corner and look

into the bottom mirror from the rear.

You will be able to see everything within

range of the top mirror.—C. K. A.

TOP AND BOTTOM, Ve" xVxs" ^j^'^

2 SIDES

4 Glass Rests
FRONT

AND BACK

Z Mirrors

t^iRROR AND Glass
Rests Assembled

The only real accuracy necessary in the con-
struction is in the placing of the mirrors

A,cross a
sea the white

its tale of

character..

flavor and
a fine hiend

the character

%I
Stormy
glow tells

faithful

The rich

aroma of

reveal

of

.HE flavor of OLD BRIAR has some rare

quality that wins quick and lasting approval from men of widely

varying tastes. The same quality is present in OLD BRIAR'S

appeal to the other senses ... its fragrance, its appetizing appear-

ance, its texture. This quality, due to an unusual blend of the

choicest tobaccos, gives OLD BRIAR its distinctive character. Buy

a package today and see if it isn't just the right blend for you.

UNITED STATES TOBACCO CO., RICHMOND, VA., U. S. A.
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SHow to

ave Money
on Tools and Machinesl

See Pages 6 to 7 of This Book

WHETHER you want a small set for home
use, or a complete outfit for a work-

shop, this new ATKINS handbook will

help you select your tools so as to get the

utmost value for ever/ dollar you Invest.

Chapter three offers you many money-
saving hints on how to choose the best

saws, tools and machines, and gives you
three lists, with prices.

The first is a modest kit of tools for "the
handy man around the house". Second, is a

largersetsuitablefora workshop. Third, Isa

group for the more ambitious craftsman to

do advanced work with wood or metal.

Then come facts and figures to help you
select the right bench machines and cutting

equipment.

But this book does more than help you
choose tools— it shows you how to DO
things with them. HOW to plan and fit up
a shop; build a work-bench and shop fix-

tures,- make 24 wood joints,- cut and work
metals easier; pick suitable woods; where
to get 450 job plans; and so on.

Finally, it gives you 8 pages of helpful facts

on saws, and shows the 50 most popular
types for use In home shops—all made of
the world-famous ATKINS "Silver Steel."

This 1932 edition is even larger and better

than the first ATKINS handbook for home
workshops. Has 40 pages, size 6x9 inches!

Send the coupon for your book now.

If your hardware dealer does
riot have the ATKINS Sawj you
want, write us and we wilt see
you are supplied promptly.

CUT OUT COUPON

r
E. C. ATKINS and Company (Est. 1857)
4S8 S. Illinois Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

I enclose 1 0c for a copy of [he ATKINS 1932
How-To-Do-ll Book lor Home Workshops.

Name „
PUNT

Street
.

City _State_

My dealer is

.

Improved Electrical Devices

for the Shipshape Home
NUMEROUS improved electrical fit-

tings are available to help the

handy man with his wiring prob-

lems. Several of these are shown in the

accompanying illustrations, along with a

circuit diagram for turning on all the lights

in a house with a single switch in case of

burglary or other emergencies. These ideas

supplement those published in previous

articles in the series (P.S.M., Mar. '30, p.

120; Apr. '30, p. 118; May '30, p. 122;

June '30, p. 107; Mar. '31, p. 122, and
Oct. '31, p. 124).

Is there any simple way to arrange lights

and appliances so that they will be auto-

matically turned off after a predetermined

time?

Yes, by using a new controlling device

(Fig. 1) that can be set for any desired

time limit. The toggle handle is used to

control the lights in the usual way when
the small lever at the left is in the "off"

position. To make the switch automatic,

the lever is set to "on"' and the toggle

MOW THE
SWITCH

BOXES ARE
LOCATED

6-32
THREAD

SWITCH PLATE

c
LOW-VOLTAGE

WALL Plate B

HIGH-
VOLTTKGE
VJIRCS

Fig. 2. A vertical two-gang switch plate, a

special radio outlet, and a luminous button

handle is turned to the "off" position. The
lights will then remain on until the time

limit is reached. This is fixed by rocking

the toggle lever back and forth, each move-
ment increasing the time limit the amount
recorded in the small window above the

lever at the left. Three models are made
—for timing seconds, minutes, or hours

—

and these are in two forms, one for lights

alone and the other for small appliances.

The device will fit in any standard flush-

type switch box.

In a wall space which is litnited in width

to the space of a single gang switch, how
may a two-gang group be placed?

Special plates (A, Fig. 2) are obtainable

for mounting the switches one above the

Fig. 1. A switch which
turns off the lights at

a predetermined time. It

is also obtainable with
an outlet for appliances

other. Care must be taken to leave suffi-

cient lath for the screws of both boxes at

the point between the boxes.

Catt a radio outlet be combined with a
convenience outlet under one plate?

Yes, if a special partition {B, Fig. 2) is

used, as called for in the "Code," to sepa-
rate the low-tension wires from those of

110 volts. This partition is made of cad-
mium plated steel of No. 14 gage thick-

ness and fits in a regular receptacle box
made up in two-gang formation. It can be
placed in position either before or after

the box is installed in the wall. The outlet

provides a double plug connection for

lamps or the electric radio, and the an-
tenna and ground terminals.

How can the switches be found without
feeling along the walls in the dark?

The top screw of the switch plate is re-

moved, and in its place the special radium
button shown at C, Fig. 2, is turned in.

This makes a beacon in the dark. It is

especially needed in switch locations near
the top of a flight of stairs where feeling

for the switch may cause a fall.

What is the easiest method of testing the

various cords, appliances, fuses, and cir-

cuits around the house?

A new type of neon tester is handy for

this purpose. Although httle larger than a
fountain pen, it gives a brilliant red light

from a tiny neon bulb in the top when
connected in a circuit. Some suggested uses

are shown in Fig. 3, on the following page.
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APPLIANCES The)
New

Some Suggpsteid Uses tester

Fig. 3. A tester with neon light for check-
ing circuits, motors, cords, and appliances

7/ one uiishes to place a single or double
plug outlet in the basement, what is the

easiest way?

By means of new junction box covers

with plug outlets, either single or double
(Fig. 4). These make handy fittings for

cellar use on exposed boxes, and they com-
ply with all rules.

JUNCTION BOX
COVER WITH
SINGLE OUTLET

JUNCTION BOX COVER
WITH DOUBLE OUTLETS

-

Fig. 4. A new type of junction box fitting

provided with single or double plug outlets

What is the wiring plan jor a burglar light-

ing circuit which allows all lights to be
turned on from one point?

Such a circuit diagram is given in Fig.

5. The lights in dining room, living room,
library, kitchen, and halls may all be in-

stantly turned on from one single-point

switch .-J in the owner's chamber. It will

be noted that three-point switches B, C,

D, and E are used for individual room

FUSE TO
PROTECT
MASTER
CIRCUIT

FOOT OF
STAIRS

Fig. 5. With this circuit, a home owner can
reach from his t>ed and switch on all lights

REGISTERED TRADE MARK

EM
•the chemical OUTFf

Reveals the Wonders
of Modern Chemistry
for Your Pleasure! J^^^Sr^''":2^1
Br a Ray Chvmist^Work Wntidvrful Exprrimetitn in Your
Ou-n Laboratory I Surprise Ei-erybotly u itk your Chemical
Knotctedgfi. Prepare to Lead your cla*» in Science and
Chemistry! Mystify Frienda with Marveloua Chemical
Tricks !

ACHEMCRAFT outfit makes you a Boy Chemist.
Vou can do hundreds of fascinaiiiiK and useful

chemical experiments just lil;e a real chemist! Make
your own soaps, ink and paints, dye and bleach cloth;
Itreprnof wood and fabrics; test foods, water and melals;
make fire extinKuishers and produce endless chemical
changes and reactions that will show you the wonders
of modern chemical science. Vou can perform magic
chemical tricks, too, original and startling feats that
will amaze your friends.

Each CHEMCRAFT outfit contains a large assort-
?iient of safe chemicals, all necessary apparatus and a
Manual of Instruction. Xo skill is recjuired: the in-

structions explain everyihinR. CHEMCRAFT is the
original chemistry set; contains more and belter experi-
ments, superior chemicals and apparatus. DcsiRned by
chemists, recommended by teachers and professors and
used in schools and colleges.

Gives You Complete Chemistry

!

These are the most complete, accurate and scientific
chemistry outfits. They teach useful, practical facts. Here
arc just a few of the many subjects covered:

Inorganic Cliciiiislry . . Organic Chemistry , . Min«ralo|iy . .

Class BloHing . . Metallurgy . . Industrial Chemistry . . Fooil
Chemistry . . Farm Chemi>ilry . . Pli«tngra|ihic Chemistry
. . Electro Chemistry . . Hou^^eliold Chemistry.

Eight Wonderful Sets to Select from:
No. 1^1. no No. 31 ,«3.50 \d. 8—58.00 No. V 513.00
No. 2—52.00 No. 55.00 No. 10—510.00 No. 25—525.00

(Noji. 1. 31 >, 5 anil 8 are illustrated here)
Nos. 5, lU, 13 and 23 come in hand;-onie wooden catiinets.

Get rHE.MCR.VFT for Cliristmas; tlic^c outtlts otTcr more for
the money In every way. I^k f(>r CHE>ICIIAKT in any store
where toys arc sold. Look for the name CHEMCRAFT on the l)ox.

If the oiiltlt vDu want i-i not ohtainalde in 3'our local dtore, wc
will send it, fully I'repald, upon rcci-lpt of price.

Try Chemistry for 25^
Oet CHEMCR.XFT .Tunior: this -set will introduce you to chcni-

l?lry. V(»ii ran do lots of experimenis and tricks with It. Send
for CHEMCUAKT Junior right auay, and have some sporti

The Porter Chemical Company
512 \('ashington Street Hagenlown, Md.

No. 1—rnntains 19 chemiraU and pieces of
apparatus, with more than 100 experiments
explained In the Manual of Instruction. A
ilandy oulllt for the beginner. Price Sl-OO,

No 3U—COTitalns 43 different chemi-
cal!! and pieces of appuraluri. and the
Manual of Inttlruciion telU how to
perform more than 'IW:} experiments and
hicks, many of them In advanced chem-
i:-try. ThU outfit offer* greater raluo
and a larger and more useful assort-
ment of materials. Price 83.50.

Xo. 8—PORTABLE—a beautiful outfit specially
deslKned for those who want lo take their chem-
istry set to school, to a friend's home, or away
on a trip. Comes In strong carrj'ing case with
crerylhing arranged neatly In trays. Conlatnt €5
chemicals and pieces of apparatus, and the Man-
ual of Instruction explains ntore than 411) experi-
nunis and tricks, price 88.00.

No. T\—corner in a handsome wooden
caliinet and contains 60 chemicals and
pieces of apparatus. More than 37."i

experiments and tricks arc explained
in the Manual of Instruction. This H
II <-omplete chemical laboratory and of-
fers exceptional value. Price 85.00.

Send this Coupon for

Free Chemical Surprise!

Tell U3 the name and address of the store near
your home which sells toys, and we will send
.vou this Free Chemical Surprii4e, also full in-

formation about CHEMCRAl-'T. .lust fill out
ihi-i coupon and send it to The POKTKK
CHKMICAL CO., .lis Washington Street.
Ilaiierstown, Maryland.

Vour Name

Y.Mir Address

City ., State

T«iy Store Name

Address , -
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THE S U O C K • A B S O R B I N C BLADE

MAN TALK
put Probak over
PROBAK owes its amazing

popularity to the priceless

praise of millions of men.

Shock-absorber construction

disperses bending strains

and prevents edge distortion.

Absolutely uniform quality is

assured by automatic machine
manufacture.

Buy Probak on our positive

guarantee. Get better shaves

or return the package to your

dealer and get your money
refunded-$lfor 10, 50c for 5.

For Gillette

and Probak Razors

PROBAK
BLADES

control rather than the usual single-pole

variety; and for the usual three-point

switch in the lower hall is substituted a

four-point switch G. The wiring is simple,

but it must be borne in mind that the

circuit is intended for use with not more
than sixteen lamps.

Is there any simple

way to carry an ex-

tension cord wider a

rug?

By nxeans of a so-

called "under-rug"
extension cord, this

can be done safely

and easily. The ex-

tension, as shown in

Fig. 6, consists of a

tlat, pliable rubber
strip 1 in. wide with
two bakelite outlets

and a short exten-

sion cord and plug.—HaroldP.Strand.

RUBBER COVERED
WIRE TAPE

PLUG
RECEPTACLES

WIRE EXTENSION

Fig. 6. An "under-
rug" extension cord

POWER BELTS GUARDED
BY HOSE HOLDERS

/^LUMSV homemade guards are often^ placed around a power belt which
passes through a floor or partition. Much
neater and more practical floor guards can
be made from inexpensive metal garden
hose holders of the type illustrated. These
are usually sold for ten cents each. They
are of heavy sheet metal and have suffi-

cient holes for nailing them in place. One
of these guards can be placed on each side

of the belt if necessary.—F. W. B.

This inexpensive garden hose holder makes a

neat floor guard for an exposed power belt

FOOD KEPT COLD IN BOX
HUNG ON STORM DOOR

TF A STORM door is used at the kitchen

entrance of a house, the space between
it and the regular outside door can be
used to good advantage during the cold

months of the year to keep milk and but-

ter as cool as if in a refrigerator. A re-

ceptacle of thin boards can be made and
attached to the inside of the storm door,

below the latch. Provided this box is

made slightly less than 4 in. wide, the in-

side door can be closed, it will usually be

found, without interference. The space

available will be sufficient to take a milk

bottle, a package of print butter, and a

small quantity of meat—all that a small

family is likely to require—and in many
cases the door arrangement is more con-

venient than using a window type of cold

box.—L. B. RoBBiNS.

10,000

IDEAS
Now you can have
the most complete
and modern book of
recipes, formulas and
processes ever com-
piled—and all in a single volume! 10,000
practical ideas that can be turned into
profit—or help you save hundreds of dollars.
Here are household, workshop and scientific
formulas—trade secrets and chemical recipes
that are making and saving money for thou-
sands in laboratories, workshops, factories
and homes all over the world.

NEW-BIG
Revised Edition

UCMT rV>C 20th Century

nLJlLLI O Book of

Recipes
^

formulas

processes
800 PAGES

Shows you quickest, easiest and
best ways to make paints, var-
nishes, glues, cements, enamels,
glass, ink, dyes, oils, cosmetics,
adhesives, soaps. perfumes,
tooth-pastes and thousands of
the other useful articles. Also
contains important information
on workshop and laboratory
methods of testing and analyz-
ing all kinds of materials and
substances.

Send No Money Now
At its new, low price—this book repre-
sents a valuable, lifetime investment
that you cannot afford to miss. One idea
alone—out of its 10,000—may prove to
be worth 50 times what the book costs
you. And you need send no money now

—

just fill in and mail the coupon below.
Pay the postman $3.95 plus a few cents
postage when he delivers the book. Do
it today!

MAIL THIS COUPON

KOF
Reciws
RMIiUS

POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY,
381 Fourth Ave., 12-31
New York. N. Y.

Send me at once one copy of Henley's 20th
Century Book of Recipes, Formulas & Pro-
cesses, (New Edition). I agree to pay the
postman $3.95 plus a few cents postage when
he delivers the book.

NAME
I

ADDRESS I

I
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TINY MODEL OF AKRON
SHAPED FROM BLOCK
OF BALSA WOOD

WITH the Navy's new 785-ft. air-

ship Akron completed and now mak-
ing its trial runs, an airplane model enthu-

siast's collection is no longer complete

unless it contains a model of this giant

scouting cruiser of the air. The model

Thi; mooring mast for the small Akron model
is made of toothpicks and scraps of wood

illustrated, with its realistic mooring mast,

is extremely easy to construct from scrap

pieces of wood.
The cigar-shaped envelope can be

whittled from a 1 by 1 by 6 in. balsa

block. First, draw two profiles on a sheet

of paper, sketching in the outline accord-

ing to the dimensions in the drawings.

Then glue these profiles to the top and

side of the block and with a razor blade

trace the outlines so as to mark the sur-

face of the wood. When the paper has

been removed, the lines on the wood will

serve as guides in whittling. In shaping

the envelope, whittle to the outlines on

the side and top and then round off the

corners to give a smooth, continuous

curve.

Balsa wood is also used for the four

tail tins. These are inserted in grooves cut

in the envelope. The balsa wood cabin

can be cemented or nailed in position, as

desired. The eight propeller mountings

NCCOLC -tNVCLOPC^fBAt.GA WOOD)

Dimensions for the model and mast. The pro-

pellers are mounted on stiff wire supports

Two Tools
in One !

A New
Motor-

Driven Tool

That

Achieves

Amazi»S
Results'.

A Scroll
withBand Saw Efficiency

Delta Quality Motor-Driven
Woodworking Tools

Save you time, money, and labor. They
take all the drudgery out of woodwork*
ing—enable you to turn out better work
in a fraction of hand time. Quickly pay
for themselves. Used and recommended
by thousands of home workshop own-
ers, carpenters, contractors, farmers,
and factories.

New Delta

DRILL PRESS
Liirtro caparity. Itall-beaTiiii:

-spiiirlle. Automatic levelimr.
Hccuratc tiltini: table. Many
special featwes—an unusual
value.

New Delta

BAND SAW
Smooth running, elticipnt.
safe. Itall-beiirintjs throUi:Ii-

out— including' the bUile
t:ni(le. Fully guarded in every
way. Graduated tiltinu' table.
Suri>rlbinKly low priced.

COMBINATION
UNIT

rircular Saw, Jointer.
MortLser. all mounted oii

convenient, portable
Riand. Karh ton] ran he
operated separately or all

together. No interference.

COMPLETE WORKSHOPS
All nuniiitcd on
benrh fir c(mven-
ient stamls , . .

available in larco

variety of rombi-
nutions and at
prices to fit all

lieejs.

Complete DELTA 1932 Line also Includes:

Woodturning Latlies, Jointers, Circular Saws,
Moulding Cutters and many new accessories.

This new, moderately-priced tool is radically
different from any Scroll Saw on the market.
Runs at full motor speed—1800 strokes per min-
ute—with all springing and twisting eliminated,
with perfect balance and absence of vibration!
As a result, this remarkable tool produces fine, smooth
and accurate work hitherto only possible on a band-
saw. Has 24-inch throat capacity and it will
saw wood 2 incheg thick

!

Works on metal and fibre as well as wood. Has
numerous special features. Can be used for filing,

sanding, and honing. Send coupon for free Catalog
telling all about this amazing new tool!

Delta Quality Pays in theEnd
Delta motor-driven tools are built to be efficient, con-
venient, and practical in actual operation. Fine qual-
ity workmanship and materials are used throughout
even where they cannot be seen. That's why wood-
workers the country over say: "Delta offers the most
machine value per dollar."

10 Day Trial
EASY TERMS

Delta Tools are always available for u lO-Pay Trial without
the sliuhtest risk. Satisfaction if* miaraiilced. Fur full de-
lails of this liberal nfTer. and also of con-
lenient KiiRy I*n,vnu-nt Plnns on larger
onlfils, send tlie coupon below TODAY I

CATALOG
FREE!
Send t(Klay for this %1
Bin Illiuitrated Hook i,
crowded with valu-
able information for
the woodworker— pro-
fes.tional. spiire-time or
liobbyist. .Shows the
romplete 1!I32 line of
Helta Motor-l>riven
Tools. Send the coupon
NOW

!

r
i

I

I

I

I

I

DELTA SPECIALTY COMPANY
(Division of Delta MIg. Co.)

3775 North Hollon Street, Dept. B1231
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Please send me, without obliiiation, 1932 Delta
Catalog. Also send full details of your 10- Day
Trial Offer and Easy Payment Plans.

DELTA SPECIALTY CO.
(DivUion of Delta Mlf. Co.)

3775 N. Hollon Si., Dept. BI2.'iI,Milwankce,Wit.

j
Name

I
Address

City..
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Make big monet)
from repair work

PRACTICALLY
e

Band for
forcinp-

Smoqth-On
Into /eak

Leak at radiator joint

slapped with Smootk-On

every householder
spends at least $10.00
to $50.00 each year
and many spend sev-

eral times that much
on simple repairs that

can be made quickly, easily and well
with

Smooth-On No. 1
With a can of
Smooth-On you
can save this
money in your
own home — and
by doing similar

repair work for

others, you can
make money.

No skill is re-

quired to make
repairs and the
amount of
Smooth-On used on any one job
seldom costs more than a few cents.

Typical repairs that can be made per-
fectly with Smooth-On

:

—Stopping
leaks in steam, water, gas, oil or
stove pipes, mending cracks, breaks
or leaks in furnaces and boilers,
radiators, tanks, sinks, pots and pails,

making loose handles tight on um-
brellas, knives, hammers, brushes,
drawers, etc., tightening loose screws,
hooks, locks, door knobs, etc.

On the Automobile .-—Making cracked water
jackets and pumps good as new, stopping
leaks in radiator, hose connections, gas tank
and gas, oil and e.xhaust lines, making a
fume-proof joint between exhaust pipe and

tonneau heater, tighten-
ing loose headlight posts.

Home •''Auto keeping grease cups, hub
Repairs , caps, and nuts from

loosening and falling off,

etc.

To get perfect results,

write to us for and use
the Smooth-On Repair
Book. Free if you re-

turn the coupon.

Gel Smooth-On No. i in

7-oz., i-lb. or s-lb. tins

at any hardware store or

if necessary direct from

WITH

SMOOTH-ON

Write for

FREE BOOK

Smooth-On Mfg. Co.
Dept. S8, 574 CommtMipaw Are.

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

SMOOTH-ON MFG. CO.. Dept. 58

574 Communipaw Ave., Jeraey City, N. J.

Please send the free Smooth-On Repair Book.

Name .

Address..

12-31

(no power cars are used on the Akron as

the engines are mounted inside the ship)

can be formed from fine wire, cement be-

ing used to hold the various parts together.

The mountings are attached to the enve-

lope by means of holes drilled to receive

the ends of the wires. A drop of cement
in each hole will hold the wires in place.

The mooring mast is composed of three

platforms, a peak cap, and a dozen girders.

In order to make the mast hea%y at the

bottom, have the bottom platform thicker

than the rest. The girders can be made
from toothpicks which are sunk ]4 in.

deep into the four corners of each plat-

form and cemented in place.

The model is attached to the mooring
mast by means of a needle 1 in. long,

which is thrust into the envelope so that

only ys in. projects. This projecting end
fits into a small hole drilled in the peak
cap of the mast.

Paint the airship aluminum and add
the conventional red, white, and blue

stripes at the ends of all four fins. Use
black or dark blue to indicate the cabin
windows. For contrast, the mast may be
painted black.

—

Edwi\ T. Hamilto.n.

INLAID BANDS DECORATE
MODERN TABLE LAMP

THIS modernistic black walnut lamp is

simple to construct and gives the home
craftsman an opportunity to use the deco-
rative inlaid bandings now available.

The upright, which is II in. long, is

made of two pieces of ^ by 1}4 in. stock
glued together after they have first been

grooved to allow a
piece of %-in. pipe

Tfujf to run through the

^3 K\ center. A recess

Mw ^\ by 6>4 in. is cut into

T each face deep
I enough to take a

piece of contrasting

veneer. When the

veneer has been
glued in place and
allowed to dr>', holes

are bored as shown
and filled with col-

ored wood composi-
tion of the plastic

type sold in tubes
and cans.

The bottom mold-
ing is merely a piece

of by 2 in. stock

inlaid with a strip of

banding and beveled on one edge. The top

molding is made by gluing a piece of wal-

nut veneer to a piece of light colored

wood }i in. thick and afterwards cutting

shallow grooves to allow the contrasting

wood underneath to be seen. Both mold-

ings are mitered around the upright piece.

The base is an octagon 7 in. across. It is

bored in the center for the pipe, and a

piece of banding is set into the edge.

The pipe is secured at the bottom with

a lock nut and at the top with a two-light

fixture. The finish consists of a coat of

boiled linseed oil and a number of coats

of thin shellac to give a smooth surface.

Each coat is rubbed with fine steel wool,

and the final coat with rottenstone and
oil, and last of all with ordinary furniture

polish.

—

John M. Chittenden.

TEN MILE EYES!
10 POWER
$23:9_5 ^
"Cheap at ^50"
^Says Navy Man

Buy Direct—SAVE HALF
TEN MILE EYES! Tliink of
thethinirayoucan«e«tT«n mils
radius—a 21) mile circle—nuHy
400 Hrjunrt) mtlRH. And )-nu can
vaaily havethvm. If you cbjihc*

Prench 103i32mm. Btrrw) [>rif<m binocular*
will extend your vision 10 TIMEH. ENJOY YOUR-
SELF 10 tim«s nrtore! Multiply pUiaiturro of h<ihl>r

and sport. IJm a pair tourinir. iibH«>rvatii>n, huntina,
fTolflnic. nature study, astronorrvy, etc. Superfolr
made lor a Itfrttm* of avrvtce.CaM and atrmpa fnm.

Did yua know many ordinary field irliTtn have but foar law— mm
" most of the t>etter oiM only alxT Bat this btnoc

has 10 LENSES and 4 PRISMS, No woodM' Hji
an expansive field, brilllaot f
definition.

4
Prisms

Extra Power Without Extra Cost
f;end t23.96 today for one on FREE TRIAL. Or |l for one C. O. D.
jiayins poatman lialance and few cents postage. Chei k and cumpar*
;t in every way for five daya with others »ellinK f<ir double or more.

If you do not like It for any rea»on whatever your
monev will be promptly returned . Every staaa
tented. The U. S. Gov't and State Forestry Dep'ts
buy fn>m us. The aame in 8x only $18.50.
others at (23.60 and more.

FREE
TRI.\L

CATALOG Over 200 Glasses

ALL MAKES—Jl-SllO
EverytfJng in binoculars, field slasftes. teleacopes and opUcal inatm*
ments. The ttn^t and ianrest aaaortment in AmeHcm. Cataiov nvaa
al! information him to chooae the beat for your individual n«eda at
LOWEST PRICE. Doalera write for prirea and cataloK of oth«r
models. C

Try America's Leading Binocular House first

Du Maurier Co., E>ept. 3012, Elmira, N. Y.

PRINW
YOVILOWi
Cards, stationery,
CUlars, atlvfrlUintt, etc.

Siive mont'y ani time.

Print for Others
Bit ProAts. K:t^:

Bent. Junior
press Sri.JH), Job
press S I 1 U[>.

power $1 iu.

Raided prlnttnu
like eriKravinR done
by any of t) u r

presses.
Sold direct from

factory only. Scni
for e a t a 1 o K o
pres.ses, type, out
flt^ and all delai
TNK KCLSCV CO, M*rld*n. Conn.

New No. 10 Fountain Pen-
Pencil With Compass

GUARANTEED
FOR LIFE ONEY

BACK IF
NOT PLEASED

Sells for SI.2S
Wholesale
Sample

Wholesale cata-
log. Send (or
your copy NOW,

SPORS IMPT. CO.
1031 Frank St. Le Center, Mlna.

^ M ~i2
FORMS TO CAST LEAD SOLDIERS. INtMANS. TRAPPCRS,
Hunters, wild and Farm Anitnali. 222 Wonderfal •'Ttbo to Life"
modela. Easy and inexpeniive to make. I farnlah all oocMsarr
matarUu. Sand &c Stamp for llluiitrated Catalogue.

Henry C. Schiercke. Ghent. New Yoric

NOW BUILD FLYING CLOUDl
H. re's a bPonty. tnie-to-!ine.

to finish! Hull U fully
shaped and sanded. 20" mod-
el. Set Includes blue prints
and all partg. complete for
$11. Send 15c (coins) for
new catalog of fine models
and coaches.

Roy Hancoclc,323 S.Douglas Ave.,Portsmouth,Va.

The Midget
**Five-in-One" Slide Rule
IH a combination Mannheim. Polyinet-
ric, Lotf Laiii. lliiiaty Add and Sub-
tra^-t Slide Itule. It Will mutantly add,
Kubtract, multioly and divide anjr com-

t whole numberii, fracUons.
nd declmalH. Gtv<

alen on white ceiluloid. Size 4 in.

Approved and adopted br collere*.
with inatnictiona, Sl.&o. Fabrt-

• " m C.D.D.if de.
QILSON SLIDEir'"t ( atalqcM rVM, QILSC

RULE CO.. StMit. Ptorkla.
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HOMEMADE PANTOGRAPH
ENLARGES DRAWINGS

DESIDES being a useful tool for the

mechanically minded reader who has
occasion to enlarge or reduce shop draw-
ings or photographs, the simply con-

structed pantograph illustrated is an aid

to school children who wish to enlarge

or reduce textbook illustrations and maps.
From some moderately hard wood such

as birch or mahogany, prepare two arms
A and B % hy 13/16 by lOl-i in., one arm
C J4 by 13/16 by 10 in., and one arm D
% by 13/16 by 20 in. When these arms

How a pantograph of convenient size is con-

structed and, upper view, the way to use it

have been shaped, drill 5/16-in. holes at

E, F, G, and A' in the positions indicated.

In laying out the fourteen 3/16-in. holes

for the adjustable pivots H and J, adhere

carefully to the dimensions given, spacing

them exactly 1 in. between centers. In

arm .4 the center of first hole should be

placed lYz in. in from the center of hole

A', in B it should be placed 2j/2 in. in from
hole G, in C 2>2 in. in from F, and in D
V/i in. in from the end. These holes

should be numbered according to the

drawings with a sharp, hard pencil or.

better still, a steel stamp. The adjustable

pivots at // and / are made up of wing nuts,

bolts, and w-ashers; and the supporting

pivot A', which is made of wood, should

be tipped with an upholstery tack in order

to obtain a smooth sliding surface.

The tracing point and pencil are shown
at F and G. These two should be made
interchangeable so that the pantograph
can be used conveniently for either

enlarging or reducing. End E of arm .4

is attached to a 13/16 by 1 by 334 in.

wood block with a screw, and an ordinary

C-clamp serves to clamp this anchor block

to the drawing board.

In use. the pivots / and II arc placed

in sets of holes bearing the same number
in order to maintain a parallelogram. The
proportion of enlargement or reduction

is obtained by measuring the distance

from the center of E to F and from E to 6"

and dividing them one by the other. The
result shows how many times larger or
smaller the copy will be as compared to

the original drawing or photograph.—A. C.

Here's a new kind

of FUN!
You Can Model Any-

thing from Dragons

and Ships to Picture

Frames with

Plastic Wood which comes
in 9 colors

Now letters are coming in from all sections of the country

telling about a new use for Plastic Wood—the preparation

that handles like putty and quickly hardens into wood you
can carve, paint, and turn in a lathe. There's nothing better

for hiding nicks, making repairs and sealing cracks. Every-

body knows that! But what's more important, with Plastic

Wood you can make a thousand and one useful and deco-

rative things—and have lots of fun doing it! Mirror and
picture frames, still life models, galleons, human studies,

book ends, decorative knick-knacks, there's no limit to

the things you can make.

SeeWhat anAmateur Made!
You don't have to be an artist to model with Plastic

Wood. Men and women, boys and girls

who never before worked with their hands
are now modeling beautiful things out of

Plastic Wood. Many of them are making
extra money this way ! Try it. You can

buy Plastic Wood in 9 colors at any paint,

hardware or department store.

The 3 models
illustrated
were selected

at random
from the
photographs
of models we
hav«^ received.

They are deco-
rative. They

BIG 48-PAGE BOOK FREE
We'll send you free— a 48-

page, profusely illustrated

book crammed full of facts

about PlasticWood and how to

use this amazing preparation.

are so cleverly modeled
you'd never believe
they were made after

working hours by a
Certified Public Ac-
countant I The old man
and the bird in real

colors are very lifelike.

The vase has all the
graceful sweep of line

that adorned ancient
Grecian vases with such
beauty. Try your hand.

iV

MAIL COUPON TODAY
The A. S. BOYLE CO., Dept. 12 -PS, Cincinnati. O.
Send me—free—Big Book of Usea for Plastic Wood.

Na

Street 8c No.

City Stale.

THIS OFFEB GOOD IN UNrtEO STATES ONLY
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Model Railroad Xracklaying
HINTS TO HELP THE BEGINNER GET STARTED

By THOMAS W
Two important questions confront

the beginner in model railroading.

The first is what gage to adopt, and
this was discussed at length last month
(P. S. M., Nov. '31. p. 106). The second

is what kind of track to use.

In "0" gage, for which the greatest

variety of material is available, the least

expensive track is the sheet steel, tin

plated type made by American manufac-
turers. This track appeals particularly to

those model railroad enthusiasts who can-

not afford the time or expense of laying

steel or brass rails on wooden ties, a sys-

tem that gives a fine looking and smooth
running out tit but takes a lot of time.

If you want to lay your own track on
ties, you can buy steel rail of American
type in 3-ft. lengths for eight cents a foot,

which means sixteen cents a foot for the

two rails. In addition you will have to buy
wooden ties at the rate of a dollar a hun-
dred or else cut them yourself. And if you
wish an electrically operated system, there

is the additional cost of third rail at five

cents a foot, plus "chairs'' to hold it at

twenty-five cents a dozen. It is also possi-

ble to buy this type of track all made up
in 3-ft. lengths, mounted on a material

that represents road ballast, at $2.75 a

yard. Plain switches cost about $8.50

each.

Sheet steel track of the type first men-
tioned costs about seventy cents a yard in
"0" gage or seventy-five cents in "stand-

ard" gage.

Of course, the greatest advantage of

track assembled by yourself from the

rails and ties is that you can make it to

any curve or formation you desire. It is

also possible to construct elaborate double
crossovers, or, in fact, to duplicate in

miniature any track arrangement found
on a regular railroad. In the sheet steel

track you are limited to one radius of

curve or switch, and no specirJ varieties

are available at any price.

As far as appearance is concerned, it is

obvious that the home assembled track

looks more like the real thing than does
the tin plated variety. It is, however, pos-

sible to improve the appearance of the

tin plated rails by painting them and by
adding dummy ties to fill in the spaces

between the sheet steel ties.

There also is a choice in the type of

rail available for home tracklaying. You
can get either rail of American cross sec-

tion to be held to the ties by tiny

nails used as spikes, or English type

rail made of brass which is mounted
on the ties by means of "chairs" as

on full sized English railroads.

Hints on the choice of locomotives
and rolling stock will be given in the

third article of this series, which will

appear next month.

Top view: "0" gage brass rails. Second: English rails held in "chairs" by wooden wedges.
Third: "Standard" gage tin plated track. Bottom: Making scenery from screening and plaster
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HALL CUPBOARDS SUPPLY
EXTRA STORAGE ROOM

TWIN' portable cupboards constructed

as shown are used on each side of a

window in the third floor hallway of an
old house to increase the clothes closet

facilities. Each cupboard consists of a bot-

tom section containing four drawers and
an upper compartment with two shelves

This light, sectional cupboard is made of

scrap lumber and panels from packing cases

for towels, sheets, and hats. The panels

used in constructing the cupboards were
taken from old packing cases, and each
section is light enough to be lifted easily

by one person.—H. Jervey.

A QUICK WAY TO MAKE
TAPERING POSTS

TO BUILD up a square, boxlike, ta-

pered post is a job that may give the

amateur woodworker some difficulty.

When I recently had to construct a porch
post of this type tapered from 8 to 12 in.,

I did not shape the four sides and then
assemble them, but first nailed them to-

gether as shown and afterwards ripped and
planed off the projecting edges. In this

way I had the advantage of the straight

milled edge of the lumber for making tight

joints. In order to mark the ends of a post

of this shape for cutting them off square,

work from a centerline.

—

Johx L. Smith,

THE ilOE BOARDS
NAILED tN
PLACE

CENTER LINES
USED TO SQUARE

THE ENDS

END SQUARED
SIDE BOARDS
SAWED AND
TRIMMED

The two Steps in constructing a porch post
with a taper from four rectangular boards

Boj Chemist liold^

frieiid^ ^pell-bouud
From u pitflier of water he pours wine
into one glass, milk into another! He
changes water into fire! He makes in-

vij^ible ink! Right before the eyes of his

wondering friends. Then, one after an-

other, he performs dozens of other unbe-
lievable chemical feats.

His friends think he's magic. But now
his secret is out in the open. I'ou can do
all these mysterious things yourself!
Everything you need, including equip-
ment, materials and complete step-by-

slep instructions, lies beneath the cover
of my new improved Chemistry Outfits.

My new book. "Modern Chemistry,"
which comes with the Outfits, tells you in

words you all understand, the complete
story of modern chemistry and the

achievements of world famed chemists.

It prepares you for the marvels that are

to come. It gives you a useful knowledge
of this modern science.

How to get it
Did you ever hear of a more perfect

Christmas gift? Well, just send for my
new Chemistry catalog. Show it to your
father. Tell him that Gilbert Chemistry
Outfits are on sale at all toy stores and
departments. Caution him that all genu-

ine Gilbert Chemistry Outfits have the
name Gilbert on the cover.

f>5 cents and up
I have not only improved each set, but I

have also reduced the prices, so that

every boy can share the world's most
rousing modern sport. The prices are 95
cents to $19.4.'i. The smaller Outfits are
complete in all detail, but of course the

larger the outfit the more exciting experi-

ments are possible. If you want this new
world of thrills for every day in the year,

be sure to impress your dad with the

fact. I hope you get your Gilbert Chem-
istry Outfit this Christmas. Don't forget

that coupon.

FREE ...
Mew big 4-color catalog of the famous
Gilbert Chemistry Outfits, illustrating and
describing every single outfit and telling

what you can do with each set. It tells

how you can get a Gilbert Chemistry
Outfit for Christmas. Mail your coupon
today.

Here you are, boys—the Gilbert Chem-
istry Outfit. INuinber ,S009. Contains chem-
icals and equipment for hundreds of

thrilling experiments and mystifying illu-

sions. It costs only $4.73. There are many
other sets at 95c to S 19.45.

The A. C. Gilbert Co.
260 Erector Square, New Haven, Conn.

Please send mc free copy of your new
book "A Carnival of Gilbert Toys"

Name

.\ddress

City Slate
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BOYS;"orKfREE

v1

Greatest Values

Most Fun fetures- COMPARE

Write today for the colored catalog and
see the big new steam and electric type
trains that outpull all others—New trains as

low as $5.50. Fun making automatic sig-

nals. Stations, Bridges, Tunnels, etc.

Get the catalog and compare—American
Flyers cost less, yet lead in fun making
features, speed, size, realism and number
of pieces included. You want the best,

only an American Flyer will do.

DADS, too, make ,
- ']

railroading a hobby ^

erican Flyer Mfs. Co.,

I
2236S.HalstedSt.,Chicago. _^

I

Send Free Train Book, e"*^""^""
|

I

Name
j

I
Address

|

i

The IS etc Marvel of Photography

Chosen by famous explorers and scientists for
their own use—Dornier of the DO-X, Sir Hubert
Wilkins. Dr. Eckener of the Graf Zeppelin,
Commander Gatti. L. M. Gould, 2nd in Com-
mand of the Byrd Antarctic Expedition says:
"It can do more things and do them well than
any other camera I know of.'* Snapshots, action
pictures, wide-angle views, telephoto pictures,
portraits, photomicrographs, and all other types
of pictures can be taken with this one wonderful
instrument and its interchangeable lenses. It
would take a dozen other cameras to do the work
of one Leica. Yet the Leica is so small it fits

the vest pocket! It gives you 36 pictures in a
single roll of film. Each negative is only Ui"
X y/s" yet enlargements 12 times the size are
perfect, because the Leica is the most accurately
constructed camera ever made and carries the
most highly corrected lenses ever put on a
camera. The Leica is quick and simple to
operate and very inexpensive to use. It will
amaze you as it has everyone who has seen it.

Your dealer will be glad to show you the Leica
Camera.

Write for Free Deacriptive Booklet

"A Pictorial Story of the Leica Camera'
E. LEITZ, Inc. Dept. 12-P.S. 60 Ea«« 1 0th St. N.Y.

HOW TO BUILD A PRIZE
WINNING MODEL
(Continued from pane 86)

correct, another five points were scored.

Some of the templates measured not one
but several items, both dimensions and angles.

For example, a single template showed at a
glance whether the distance from the floor

to the bottom edge of the door was correct,

from floor to belt line, from floor to door
handle center, and from floor to bottom of

window opening. Each of these four items

scored two points.

WHEX it came to wood craft, there

were seven divisions relating to wheels,

body, pole, tonneau block, rear axle and
footman's board, front axle and front gear,

and general woodwork. In the case of the

body, for example, the judges had to answer
these questions: Is the front and rear of the

body above the belt line slightly rounded?
Are there seven neatly made molding plates

on each door? Are the body moldings
neatly made, do they stand out dear and
sharp, and are the joints well made? Are
the body molding spirals evenly spaced with

the correct right and left twist? A perfect

score for all this gave a model eleven points.

Similarly, the metal work was studied

under seven different headings. In just one
of these divisions—that relating to clips and
brackets—eighteen separate items had to be

checked. The upholstery, painting and finish-

ing, and the metal castings used throughout
were examined with equal care.

Three judges, aided by the set of tem-
plates, were able to .score a model in half an
hour, but in choosing the four best coaches

to decide the national award winners, it was
found necessary to recheck a number of the

best models ten times. In one case a guild

official quietly slipped the master model into

the group, but it was spotted by the judges

almost at once, although not many points

separated it from the best of the boys' models.

Forewarned as to how a really fine model
is judged, every model maker should see the

necessity of keeping each part exactly to scale

as he proceeds—no matter w'hat model he is

building. He can be his own judge as he goes

along and mentally rate himself on every part
he makes and every operation he performs.
By taking these precautions he can hardly
fail to turn out a noteworthy model, or if

he doesn't, he will at least know the reason
why and be able to do better the next time.

ONE trait all the winners of the coach
competition displayed to an extra-

ordinary degree was ingenuity. VV'henevcr

they ran into difficulties or could not obtain

the materials or tools they needed, they
found a way out by using their wits. One
boy did his work on an ordinary card table

on the front porch; another worked on a
flat-top desk in his bedroom. One contestant

cut down a tree for wood and kiln-dried it

in the oven of the kitchen stove. A boy who
was stumped when it came to soldering deli-

cate parts made himself a soldering outfit

by embedding one of his mother's thimbles

in a wooden block and using it as an alcohol

lamp.
Raymond S. Doerr, 19, of Battle Creek,

Mich., who earned one of the four na-
tional awards—each a university scholarship

—told the guild officials he spent 2,160 hours
on his model. He had previously gained
invaluable experience, he said, by working on
a model of the Diamond Tally-Ho, which
was the first of the Popular Sciente
MoNTHLv series of coach models (shown in

our Blueprints Nos. 115, 116, and 117 in

the list on page 110). To build his Napoleonic
coach he made a number of punches and
special tools, and all these he skillfully

tempered in (Cnntinurd on page i2i)

STERNO CANNED HEAT IN

TUBES

... FOR

EVERYBODY

. . . EVERY-

WHERE . . .

fOW packed in

handy tubes—In-

stant, safe heat anywhere, at

any time, at home, camp, in the

shop. Send for free booklet show-
ing many uses of Sterno in Tubes.

Large tube costs lOji. Use coupon.

^W STERNO COUPOR.\TIOX P- S. W
9 East 37th Street, New York City

I]
Send me your free booklet.

1 1 endoM 10^ for full-sized tube.

Name

.\ddress_

For Economy • • Buy an—
EIFEL-ikfr^ PI'EPENCH KLT

The 'Pocket Machine Shop'
,

N*. J— Ftf in III. 2- r»r il Ha. I-Ufir«er
WIIC. chata, n PE Nark, sal-lar JtllPtt-

tprmi- making, "ck*md"mits ert.DulWrtncti
Tlie lenci warh, in lifhl placet. Vise S Clamp
KIT etc. ele. Wark.

—and tha things No other tools Can dol

An Antomatie Lock-Grip Ratchet Wr«aeh
aiul Tra-Crip Pliers and Speed Vise!

DON'T WORRY . . If you have to make the "old bus" do for an-
other year or two . . or tf you have to buy a Used car . . or M
service charges have been "eating you up."
Just get a "Pocket Machine Shop" at your Hardware Dealer's
. . at the new LOW Price of One tool Then you'll be amazed at
how much Quicker, Getter and Easier you can do Every Kind of
Mechanical work 'round the Home. Car and Shop . . how much
you save . . and how much real tun you get out of It I

A Most Valued Chrlitmas Gift!
If your Dealer can't supply you. send us HIS name and Yours,

and we'll send you FRLE . .the amazing
12S-Piclijra storY of the KIT and this
E-F ANCLE Screwdriver that does lh«
work of Str<iif(ht. Offset, and Large and
Small Screwdrivers I

7ii4fiMil.SAL£S COftP'N

LPS-4B09 N. Ashland Av.. Chicago. III.

FREE

MODEL SHIPS
/ Wb cun supply ri)n8tniction a«t«

nnil all surtaof par in wm- ti aa aeml-
' finUh«d IiuUh, liluekn, deadeyes,

apecial ft«ir». »nchora, steering
T w h vcl a , caPH tan a , gurebeada.

(, ))1u<3 prints, b<K>kii, etc.. forbuild-
ln»t real fine iicale mixliplrt of tha

* Destroy V rPre*f -n , Ba.1 timurrCI i p-
. iK>r. Flyinir Cloud ronHtituti'm,
.vkir i

SpaniahGulson,MUMiKxIppfKivLT
^S^'j,. i\ A'-^^M- Steamboat.SovereiimoftheSoHH,

BluenoM, MayflowiT and many
others. AIm> apvcial construction
aeta for racfnii aail hosts, poweff
boatM, model atoam enKines, peo>
pellorii.etc . and lin«> ^M>i•for ths
model maker Our larite S8-paga

photutrniphlcallr niuatrated booklet contains valuable informatloai
and hmtM f»r buildiriK ^h\p models In addition to pHcca and fall de>
scrip tion of the above arliclea. Many people only sIlRhtly intcrrated
in modeln have becoaiogrpatiy enthused upon recflivmir Uiia b™ikl"t.
A copy will be sent postpaid upon rpctipt uf irictM. 'ootnpreferrod).

Model Ship Supply Co.. Dept. P, Mlneola. N. Y.

ALUMINUM SOLDER
You ran nnw soldpr Aluminum, sheet or rast, as
easily as tin. Solder Itra.*3. Copper, etr.. to Alumi-
num. Intro<Iurtory ofT*T $3.00 ftlze sent post paid
for %\.:>i). Money Back Guarantee. Manurartur^rs
and repalrnien demand It ! Stale DUtrti. Wanted,
rays Bid Profit^. Wrllo nppt. A-11.

AMERICAN SOLDERS CO.
3834 Sunset Blvd. Los Angslos, Calif.

Alwaya phnrp
olntcd. ualns
'honoifraph nee-

dles to puncture
insulation, corro-
sion, etc. SI. 50

for B.I* ISO and 137.

Biveiy*'.''^

BLAN, The Radio Man, Inc.
Dept. P-12 B9 Cortlandt St.

New York City

ALUMINUM BOX SHIELD
Genuintf "AIXIOA" stock. Siherdip finitth 5x9x6
hitfh . . $1.89. - - —
on lefO.

lip t1

SX&X& Shield . .Si. 00 (picture

Plwaeirapli Nestfla last ^rate
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^-^^ 'tO ^-NlG^ /is home.

VV^ , jtO'»' ^proximately

roft'*'^^'
.mplil'icd much

^ifye 'special jigs and
3,*°^ ^Nt-orkshop machines
^

> Jis saw, and lathe.

Ott^.,Vic^^ „,\o^?nuil\- was in making
N^Y..ttva^'din. to ornament the

Power Tools to Meet Today's Demands!
NEW DESIGNS'NEW LOW PRICES!
Look at this stronK.

ball bearinB Jointer,

rigid top. tillint;

and lowering ar-

bor, and perma-
nent mortising at-

tachment. Noth-
ing on earth ex-

actly like it. The
low price will

amaze you. It's a
rtonderful value.

compact unit with 4"
new Saw Table with

10 INCH

^•r^c ^er two copper wires," he
o*^ them in a shallow groove
A^ of wood. Then I filed away

of them to give a flat surface.

40 this flat part a strip of thin

itiy wider than the twisted wires,

.lis on an anvil to serve as a form i

accd over it a strip of annealed brass
I

five thousandths of an inch thick. Then I

stamped the brass into shape by using the end
grain of a block of hard maple and a

|

machinist's hammer. The excess brass was
trimmed off with scissors, resulting in a per-

fectly formed, easily made rope molding."

DONALD C. BURNHAM, 16, of West
Lafayette, Ind., who also gained one

of the four uni%-ersity scholarships, did his

work in a small basement and used no power
tools except a small lathe. It is interesting

to note how differently he attacked the same
problem of making moldings.

"I made the body moldings," he explained,

"by filing little dies out of nails and stamping
the moldings out of very thin brass. I then

cut out the molding and soldered the tips

of pins on the back of it. I stamped the top

shell ornament in the same way, then cut

it out with button-hole shears and filled the

back with solder. When I poured in the solder,

I put a pin in each shell. Then I drilled

holes into the top molding and wedged the

pins of the top shell ornament into them-"

The winner of the remaining scholarship,

Howard Jennings, 16, of Denver, Colo.,

showed equal ingenuity although he had no
previous experience in model making.
A second competition on a larger scale and

offering prizes valued at $75,000 is now being

conducted by the Fisher Body Craftsman's

Guild, which gained an enrollment of more
than 14.S,000 as a result of its first competition.

Under the guild regulations, however, boys
who entered the first competition and wish to

continue their membership will have to renew
their enrollment. The new competition has

a wider scope than the first because Canadian
boys are eligible for it. The main prizes will

again be four university scholarships of four

years each. The problem will be to con-
struct the same Napoleonic coach from plans
provided without charge to all members of
the guild.

In sponsoring the guild, the Fisher brothers

were influenced by the fact that they them-
selves had risen from forge and bench. Their
grandfather, .\ndrew Fisher, who had a small
blacksmith shop in Peru, Huron County,
Ohio, taught his two sons, Andrew and
Lawrence, the trade. The two boys later set

up a shop at Norivalk, Ohio, where they
built carriages. Lawrence was the father of
the present Fisher brothers. Of these Fred,
the oldest, went to work at his father's bench
when he was fourteen, and at the same age
Charles was busy helping his uncle at the

forge. The other brothers—William .\.,

Edward F., Lawrence P., and Alfred J.

—

all worked in the shop. All have continued
their interest in craftsmanship, and William
A. Fisher is directly engaged in the guild
activities as its president. The movement,
indeed, was a logical development of their

desire to encourage the boys of today to
work skillfully with their hands.

It is to your advantage to

investigate the Boice-Crane
Line before you buy Power
Tools. Just a few of the
machines and low prices

shown here. Get the catalog.

New Saw Table

Notice how saw tilts whilv tabt«< remains riglA
nd level. Arbor mIho raixnt antl lowvra. Full
lenitth riptfuidw. Polished IB ins. by 17 1-2 ins.
top. Gr&duattid M'KleM for rippinK, miterttiir and
bevolinK. Also fumlMhtMl with a lar^Kr table
20 inB. by 27 1-2 ins.

IIG SAW

M2
Hu.^ky. heavy
duly inaclilne.

Table tilt^. M-
>') a liii" .Ug

Send for Catalog
Extra larjte 60-panc calaloij with btij

SJ'^" X U" paKe.s filled solid with pic-

tures, descriptions and interesting infor-

mation. Sent anywhere on receipt of lOc

coin or stamps (which only pays part
of mailing cost). Don'i buy before you
invest ijiate tlie new Boicc-Craiu' Line.
It's different.

4" JOINTER

$12
Anothrr Brtlro-Crane value fi

accurate.nwfftfpownrrul. wood
workfnir marhinea. I/tnir, p<>l<

i.thed tablr^; meel h<>a(l; two-
way tilting fence. Also 4 in. and
6 in. ball bearinu juinters.

New Ball Bearing Lathe $28
No better lathe built for the price; 11" x 42"

Can be equipped with metal
working compound slide rest.
7" -x 30" Lathe for o

only $28.

W. B. & J. E. BOiCE, Dept. PS-12G, Toledo, Ohio

GIFT You've

Always Wanted
ST.ART on the Pure rond to popularity this

(-.iiri.-'tma3. You'l! auocoi-d (juu-kly with a
Conn. K:i.sy to play, Fcrfert in t.mo. Many ex-
clusive features at no additional cost. Cnoico
of Sousa and the world's greatest artists. Best
for beginners who aspire to musical success.

Home Trial, Easy Payments on any Conn
Write today for full information and free book
on whichever band or orchestra instrument
you wish to play. Mention instrument.

C G. CONN. Ud.»t232Conn BIdg., Elkhart, Ind.

TVorlU's largest
'Manufaclurers

BAND INSTRUMENTS

WOLLENSAK
350 POWER^ $1850

Showing base
dt'tarhfd

for cxiitnliihiK

lurse object:!.

HE WANTS A
MICROSCOPE
Every kccn-minded

boy enjoys the miracles
of Kature. They e.xist

all around him—in a
drop of stamant water,
a fly's eye, an ant's
"feelers." The back yard
reveals endless breath-
taking W()ndcrs.

GIVE HIM A
WOLLENSAK

350 Power, $18.50
Maanifies 100 to 350 times,

in steps of 50 magnifications.
Every feature for .scientific work
-—brilliant illumination, clear
image, rack-and-pinion focusing—yet so simple that a 12-year-
old can enjoy it. Case, mounted
.specimen and glass slide in-
cluded. Lasts a lifetime. Helps
keep boys at home.
.At ilealerj or dlrwl. poslpalil. with
itioney-biick uiiuiaiilci- $r8.50. Wiiii-
ilar iTiiiilel. .-,0 10 Hi) puner. $10.
CaliiloK free.

WOLLENSAK OPTICAL CO.
STSHudaonAv... Roehaster, N.V

Lens problems our spceialty

THE NEW MODEL IS OUT !

ANY BOY CAN BUILD ONE
SAXT.V MAKl.V l.ii I'lNTA MAYFLOWER

Coluiiilju.^* Flan Ship Venetian Merrliantnian J'urlian
All partj ready cul to a.s.seitit>le

All Parts Colored—No painting necessary
Dei-orated Sails, Flas^. Shields ineluded. Diadrams and In-
siruc-iions with each kit. 'Higli grade but exteptionally low
III ice.

Educational and Profitable Pastime.
Sent I'a'-cel Po-t r. O, T).—We pay postaRe. FREE Illustrated

pamphlet on reguc-^t

TRU-ART MODELS CO.. Perkasie, Pa.
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There are \

RIDCID^
PipeWrenchei
Cuttas.Vise*
£r Thieadei-s

For home or bu-^i-

ness use,mnD(C>
means easier work
and more econo-

my. Ask your
dealer.

THE RIDGE TOOL CO.

Elyria, Ohio

PIPE TOOLS

BIG FORTUNES WON BY (

TINY INVENTIONS
(Continued from page iq)

not involve invention. But it was an inven-

tion nevertheless, because it was the simple

means of solving a problem which Younn
had perceived

;
namely, how to make you

and me play the piano like Paderewski.

"Putting the great and the little thing

together," said the court, "constitutes inven-

tion."

I enjoy the doubtful distinction of having
turned down the patent application of Wil-

liam M. Folberth, who devised the auto-

matic windshield wiper, which I now realize

is an excellent e.\ample of a successful inven-

tion produced by merging two older

mechanisms.

ALL Folberth did was to put automatic
control valves in the existing windshield

wiper motor, which utilized the reduced
pressure of the carburetor intake. Up to

this time, the valves of all windshield wipers
had been operated by hand. The automatic
valves Folberth adopted to make the opera-
tion continuous were the conventional type
used in fluid-operated motors.

I rejected the application because I felt

there was nothing new in this, and that

Folberth had merely put two and two
together. Fortunately for Folberth and for

all motorists who drive their cars on rainy

days, others took a broader view. The
Board of .Appeals reversed me. The patent
was granted, and later was sustained in an
Illinois court. Automotive engineers at first

ridiculed Folbcrth's idea. But the inventor,

a German immigrant, I believe, had the last

laugh. -After manufacturing and marketing
.•?.5O4.O00 worth of the cleaners himself, he

sold the rights to his device for several mil-

lions of dollars.

One of the most remarkable instances of

a patent being attacked because the device

was only a slight alteration of an older con-

trivance was the famous Lcnke cargo beam
case. The peculiar feature was that the

United States Government which, of course,

had granted the patent, was infringing it.

This was one of the few patent cases ever

to reach the United States Supreme Court,

and one of the last decided by the late Chief

Justice Taft. The Government lost; Mr.
Taft upheld the inventor.

C.ARGO beams used prior to 1Q17, when
Melchior Lenke, of Brooklyn, N. Y., pat-

ented his improvement, consisted of two
beams, spaced several inches apart, firmly

riveted together at top and bottom, and
rigidly fixed at cither end to two uprights.

These beams, used for many years, weighed

.v300 pounds.

Lcnke made two small but highly ingeni-

ous changes. He substituted for the heavy

two-piece beam a single I-beam weighing

only 1,,;00 pounds. Then he provided it

with a pivot at either end. These improve-

ments had three great advantages. Because

it was a ton lighter and pivoted besides, the

new beam was much easier to handle in

loading and unloading cargo. Secondly,

there was much less strain on the beam, since

the pivots permitted it to turn always in

the direction where the load was taken.

Thirdly, there was a saving of .Sl.iO in the

installation of each beam, the price of 2,000

pounds of metal at a'/z cents a pound.

The Lenke beam, though a patented inven-

tion, was adopted by the U. S. Government

for use on its piers, docks, and boats. The

inventor sued the Government. Court after

Court upheld the United States, whose attoi-

nevs claimed that Lenke had made no inven-

tion at all, but (Continued on page 123)

social welt-are m,,^ . ,^ndr. *

their capacity. ^
.^^^

the work of helping aritssj^^^^^ie

creased almost beyond calv. • //)

AN EVEN LARGER PROGRa£
HANDED THIS WINTER

The contribution of The Salvation

to the solution of the unemployment^

problem in national emergency relief,

Christmas baskets, family welfare and a

dozen other forms of assistance, will cost

over $4,000,000. We rely on our friendi

to give MS that amount.

Ho^ MucK Will You Give?

Mail your contribution today to

COMMANDER EVANGELINE BOOTH,

THE SALVATION ARMY,

120 West Fourteenth St., New York, N. Y.

or, if you prefer, to your local resident

officer. Gifts may be allocated to any

specific purpose or district.

^^S^J-In Your Home
' Our marvelou?, practical

Movie Machines sell as low as post-

paid. Also finest Ifi mm. cameras anil

projectors at factory prices. A complete line

of lidtti statidaril and 1« mm. film arail-

iil'Ic ut lew prices with exchange service.

Write t(jr l,ii;. riil-:K catalogue.

PARAMOUNT MFG. CO. S^'^Vor..^:^..

FANCY WOODS
We have in alock 50 kinds of hard and soft fancy

woods fur Inlayinfi, ModcU and Scroll work. Send

14c poilaiic for Lint No. I'. S. We alao have an 11-

luatrated Calalonue describing our designs for

Scroll Work, lin cents.

H. L. WILD, 510 E. 11 Street

phone AI.)(onquin l-60.'>r>. New York Cily

BIG 3 FT. TELESCOPE
Five Sections. Brassliound. Powerful Lenses. lO-Mile

range Sj»ecial Eve Piece fc»r looitmK at tite sun, in-

cluded FREE. Can be used as a Microscopc. Guaran-
teed. Big Value. Postpaid S1.7=. C.O.I). extra.

BENNER & COMPANY. T-69. TRENTON. N. i.

NEW! X-RAY
PICTURES AT HOME

An experimental x-ray tube offered

for the first time by Eurelia for only

$12.00. Operates on 3 inch spark coil

or static machine. Send 5 cent stamp
for booklet.

EUREKA X-RAY TUBE CO.

609 W. Lake St. Chicftgo, III.

A definite program for getting ahead

finaficially will be found on

page four of this issue
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xKHake lead
soldiers by
the_dozenj

INDIANS, SAILORS. CAVALRY TROOPS
In an hour with one of my new Kasler Kits you
can produce a whole regiment of men, each just

as perfectly finished as professionally cast toys.

Any live boy can make enough money in a week or

two to pay for his entire Kaster Kit.

Easy to operate. Entirely electric. Have a com-
plete toy factory risht in your own home. Kaster
Kit complete with 2 dies, 8 bars of lead, instnic-

tion book and complete set of handling and die-

cleaning tools, only §4.95.

GILBERT KASTER KIT
FREE—Kaster Kit Carnival Book
Just fill in the coupon and mail today for the
most interesting toy book ever published.

The A. C. Gilbert Company.
274 Erector .Square, New Haven, Conn.
Please send me a FRtK copy of the new
KASTER KIT CARNIVAL BOOK.
Name
Address

City Stale

NowYouCanBe @
A MASTER "

~

CRAFTSMAN
Earn BK; MONEY now ^ — —
ftt homp inepurehours. ^^B^^ ^
S«rtV"^w^rrk"N "v! NO. 2 H. 4 A. Wood Lath*
er befiirp wurh a cirmund for xmall it«*ma *» irarden fumitare. breAk>
faul niM<J(ii, httok end.H, etc. Kuy to learn and dn with H A A equip-
ment. I'nrtable. Klectric. fluif in any lluhUMickct. Purnblc. accurate,
dependattlp. I'rcr't'rrt'd by buildrrs evrr> whi>r»? . MnchincH r>>r evi-ry
h..mr and c.mm.-rciit! «hop. inclu.iinn th« NKW UNIT FLAN CRAh'f-
SHOl' .... Fiv« Uniu with yui.k Cl.MiiKO M >l..r f..r all. SAVES
PRICK of Ki.ui Motors. Send wjw fur new pREt: oatal-.jr.

HESTON A ANDERSON 812 Stona Strtt«t, Falrftald. Iowa

LOOK FOR THE FULL NAME
ON THE SHANK OF GENUINE

@ t AUGFRd BITS 4
AT GOOD HARDWARE STORES

^ ExtensivL ...

whalors, steamshlpa, deatntycrs, yachts. Sinielr and doui
boxwood blocks: dead even: narv; water niickelrt; Iielnyinu; ninH:8tan-
chiona; pnmcllert*; nncnum: etc.. etc. Complete meuJ nttinjfs for
Dcfltrorer Preston. Electric midom. Blue prints by Capt. McCann for
Yacht IMana. Complete cun»tnjcttun Kctti for many mudels. Send 15c
today for biji, illiutratcd cataloie.

A. J. FISHER
1002-2 Etowah Ave.
Royal Oak, Mich.

CHEMISTS
Catalog IllustratinK ?S00 ChcmLst's
supplies, 5000 Chemicals. Minerals,

Drugs, etc, and listing 1000 scien-

tific books sent for 50c, Glass Still

as illustrated capacity of llask 1 Qt.

complete $8.00.

LABORATORY MATERIALS CO.
641 East 71st St. Chicago. III.

A definite program for getting; ahead

financially will be found on

page four of this issue

BIG FORTUNES WON BY
TINY INVENTIONS
(Continued from pat^e 122)

merely modified an old mechanism. Lenke
did not give up the fight, and his persistence

finally was rewarded by Chief Justice Taft's

decision. VV'hat Mr. Taft said, in so many
words, was that the new invention only
.=eemcd an easy and natural modification to

others, once Lenke had had the inteUigcnce
and imagination to think of it.

TH.\T is the crux of the whole problem.
There is nothing new under the sun

—

except ideas. Thousands of people had seen

tree trunks floating down streams before it

occurred to someone to build a boat. Thou-
sands, too, had observed that a small por-

tion of a leaf seen through a dcwdrop
appeared enlarged, but it was not until

many centuries later that a genius. thought
of using the principle in the microscope.

Entire races had watched clay harden in the

baking sun before somebody had the bright

idea that pottery could be made in that

way.
.Accidents? Perhaps. But the history of

invention shows that such "accidents" hap-
pen only to those who deser\T them; that

is, those whose minds are prepared for them.
In this connection, it is interesting to recall

that the very word "invention" connotes
the accidental. It is derived from the Latin
invenire, meaning to come upon, or to light

upon.
The original "accidents" usually did not

produce the finished articles as you and I

know them. Few inventions have sprung,
fullfledged, from the brains of their inven-

tors. As this is written, a patent is pending
on an improvement that hinges on nothing
but a little notch. Those among you who
use a safety razor probably have noticed

that the manufacturer of a well-known make
recently put on the market a new blade with
a notch at each of the four corners. This
removes the parts of the blade that are

grasped by those portions of the blade-

holder where the little prongs are most liable

to be bent when the razor is struck against

the washbowl or dropped on the floor. The
notches, according to the manufacturer, thus

prevent the blade from cracking or being
thrown out of perfect alignment. They also

eliminate the ends of the blade that fre-

quently cut the user's ear on the downstroke
at the side of the face.

PERHAPS the most effective improvement
produced by the smallest physical change

is that in the phonograph record. Edison
invented the phonograph, and in his original

machine, sound was reproduced by a needle

traveling through a groove that ran ''up

hill and down dale." The present phono-
graph record, however, is based on an almost
microscopic adjustment patented by Emile
Berliner. He made the groove of uniform
depth and cut it laterally so that the needle,

instead of going up and down a range of

tiny hills, follows a path like a winding road.

This change, almost invisible to the naked
eye, worked wonders in the phonograph.
The lateral groove permitted the use of

cheaper records that were more easily made
and yet would stand more playings. Above
all, it amplified sound volume and, by elimi-

nating distortion, improved reproduction.

Berliner's fame, incidentally, rests entirely

on improvements in the inventions of others.

Among other things, he invented the micro-

phone, which took Bell's telephone out of

the toy class and made it a commercial suc-

cess.

It is not always necessary to make any
structural (Continued on page 124)

YOU WANT
A DODO ?
OR DO you want the type of lathe

that compares favorably with the

modern accurate and fast-producing

heavy duty lathes in the industrial

field'/

Belt-driven lathes are fast giving

way to the kind shown here.

It's the Regal, a genuine LeBIond
lathe for the professional or amateur.

It lias an 8-speed selective sliding

geared headstock, ronvenient controls

and quick change of speeds with safety

to the operator. Equipped with a one-

piece apron with rigidly supported
studs and gears. Quick change geared

feed. Leadscrew is reserved for chas-

ing through use of a feed rod.

Lathe is delivered (with motor),
ready to run.

Mail the coupon for interesting de-

tails.

The R. K. LeBIond Machine Tool Co.

r.inriiinali, Ohio

The Kriial lallie is maile in
li>r M/.S, 10" lo 18". Prices
rant,- I rimi 5273.00105917.00,
f. I,. It. faclurv.

Th« R. K. I.<-Blonfl Machines Tool Co.,
208 Re);al Division. Cincinnati, Ohio
Send descriptive literature of lite Regal latlie.

Name

Address

Oily Slate
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no.50
a month

for this 9 x 2' Junior South Bend

Back-Geared Screw Cutting Lathe

Al-nt availublr in 1 1 " on«i 1.1'' sizf?*, ^«ulIl«•^^haft «Irivo.

silt-nt chain mnliir tirivr. uiitlcrnrulh belt i>i(>U»r <lri\('

in bed lengths from 3' lo 8', both bench and floor

Irg is |H-!t. Practical for munufuclurini*. ul>-o (service

%urk on \alvr<<, bu^hinp^, pi^-um^. (lifTt-rfnlial raM-?t,

connecting ro<U anil brake tlrum work on light car».

J.l" X -t' .\#>ic Model Junior bach-geared »rrevi cutting
lathe, tcfifiht *JHO lbs. Handle* brake drum irork on
yttrti^ i^herrolft tintl other lipht car$.

Prire tcilh cnuntemhnft and ei/tiipment Vv^K
961.00 dtnrn, $21.56 per month. ^%W^^wM
EASY PAY.MEXTS ON
ALL SIZES Wl^ TYPES
Send for new catalog No. 92, illuHtral-

ing, tlchcribing end pricing new Juniiir

Sericf) South Itcnd l.alhc«. with details of
emt-y pay ment pliin..Mnilf4l Frrp.PoMlpnid

SOTTH BEXD
LATHE WORKS
853 E. Madison St.. South Hend, Intliaiin

Lathe Builders for 25 Years - 50,000 Soutli Bend Lathes in Use

Make BeautifulWORK
Furniture at Vio

STORE

L-112

Our Illustrated
Catalog Prices „

Hundreds of Items COS 1

Domestic, Foreign. Lumber
—Hurl, Crotch, Diamond
Matched Veneers—Inlay
Woods, Bandings—Many
Styles Car\ed Turned. Fluted
and Twisted Legs—Cabinet
Hardware—Tools, Machinery
and Supplies.

SOLID MAHOGANY
or Walnut 28"
Turned—Flutedl _
and SANDED LCgS

Our Iar(r«. nrw
44-paK« cataUiK
is just uff the
prv)>'it. Send
iltr in ruin or
cUtmps tot'uviT
postatC^ and
wrapping.Cred-
ited on firft nr-
der.

Inlay l>an<lings I'tc a yard up.
20 iIKrcicnt vvixhU. ii"x2*;:"
X '<". Beatitirul a>>orlmeni. nil

labeled, only $1.00

1:106

CRAFTSMAN WOOD SERVICE COMPANY
We Ship All Over The World

7354 Vincennes Ave. Chicaso, III.

BIG FORTUNES WON BY
TINY INVENTIONS
(Conthnicd jrom page 123)

change in order to perfect an invention.
Take, for example the Young gas gen-
erator. Ten years ago, Daniel J. Young, an
engineer of Tacoma, Wash., proposed that,
in making water gas, the "run" be occa-
sionally reversed; that is, that the steam be
run through the generator from the oppo-
site end. This idea, greeted with laughter by
the gas companies, was tried out, and in less
than ten years it was adopted by every
ga.s company in the world.

W.-\TER gas is made by passing steam
through a bed of red-hot coal. The oxy-

gen in the steam combines with the carbon "in

the coal, leaving hydrogen, which is made
into illuminating gas by adding hydrocarbon
elements from oil. Young's "back-run" proc-
ess increases the production of gas from a
given quantity of coal to such an extent that
about ten per cent of the fuel is saved, or
approximately three cents on every 1,000
feet of gas manufactured. Figure that out
for all the gas plants in the world! All
that is necessar>- to effect this saving is to
pipe the steam into the former exit end of
the machine. Part of the secret lies in the
conversion into useful gas of carbon deposits
which, in the old system, were not only
wasted but had to be removed at a price.
Last July, the Franklin Institute of Phila-
delphia conferred its much-coveted Walton
Clark medal on Young for his achievement.

Similar was the famous improvement made
by Henry A. Adams in the corn-shelling
machine invented by his father, Augustus
Adams. In the father's machine, the chute
into which the ears of corn were fed was
often clogged up, despite the fact that rotat-
ing fingers had been provided to push the
ears downward. A farm hand usually was
needed to clear the chute by punching the
ears with a stick. Henry Adams merelv
rotated the lingers in the opposite direction,
and any corn farmer will tell you that no
extra hand is needed today to push the
ears down the chute.

Or consider Dr. Langmuir's much-discusstd
high-vacuum tube patent. In 1925, Lang-
muir was granted a patent on a vacuum
tube which did not differ in any way from
those invented and patented previously,
except that it was evacuated to a greater
degree. In other words, Langmuir succeeded
in subtracting almost nothing from nearly
nothing and, in a manner of speaking, pat-
ented practically nothing at all!

THIS does not mean that his invention was
not useful. Quite the contrary. The higher

vacuum virtually eliminated ionization in
the tube. Let me explain. The operation of
a vacuum tube depends on a flow of elec-
trons from a heated cathode, or metal ele-
ment, to a plate, which is another near-by
metal element. That electron flow can take
place only when the number of air molecules
in the tube is reduced to a point where the
electrons have a relatively clear path. If too
many air molecules are present, the elec-
trons, moving away from the heated ele-

ment at terrific speed, strike these molecules
and disassociate or ionize them. This ioniza-
tion prevents operation of the tube as an
electrical oscillator, just as a steel spring
would be prevented from \ ibrating by wrap-
ping cotton batting around it.

Acting as an electrical oscillator is the
chief function of a vacuum tube, .^s devised
by Lee De Forest, it forms the basis of all

modern radio transmission and reception.

By producing a more complete emptiness in

the tube, Lang- (Continued on page i2,s)
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Twenty-fiv© Years
—the money from the sale of
Christmas Seals has promoted:

—the establishment ofsanatoriums
for treating tuberculosis

— the finding of tuberculosis in

time to effect a cure

—health inspection of school
childien

—the teaching of habits that help
to insure good health

—the bringing of rest, good food,

sunshine, fresh air, medical at-

tention to sick children

Buy Christmas Seals
THE N.\TIONAl^, STATE AND LOCAL TmERCCLOSIS

ASHOCIATIOSM OF THE VNITFD BT\TK9

The IDf \1. Falcun

15 in.

Models

Build Three Models
for $1.65

llU'Kt'St viiluf ever otTereil

Mmlel Builders IDKAL 3-

in-1 Kits contain everything
reguired to buHd three, per-
feet, full-fuselage Models; all
Purist. FillinKs and Materia!^,
al-io full-size l'Ian< and In-
strurliuns for eafh Model.

Cmplati 3-n-t KH— SI.BS fttpM
CaUilnouf Model*. Partit, Fitlinvi'.

Supplita itnd AJatiriaU—Sr.

IDEAL AEROPLANE A
SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.

21 West TBih Sireel New Utk City

The IDEAL Travclair

Two Separate Kits:

No. 1 Containi:

The IDEAL Sieing
IhB IDEAL Triveliir

The IDEAL Falon

No. 2 Contains:

Th« IDEAl Faklier D-7
Thi IDEAL Lockbteri Vega
Thi IDEAL Waet Ttpar Wifi|

The Most Beautiful Ship Model Ever

Made—The Barbary Pirate "FELUCCA"
new and now ready, liull fully nhart'd ami tgwidi-d; all parts and
accessories supplied cut to fit and rt-ady to &Hs*-mh[e.
"You Can Build t)ne" fcir tmly $4.50. and poBta^e.
WondtTfully deai«ned and accuratclv executed, this modfl,

brilliantly colored, is a lastinR (irnamrnl. and its construction a
fancitiatfnic pamlinit-. Sent CCD. parcel pout In U.S. or Canada.
Santo Maria. Mayflower. Covered Wairon or C*iach Model

$4. SO. Constitution S6.O0, t-lrtnir Cloud $4.00 or a Splnninic
Wheel Sl.OO. St-nd 2c Htsmp li.r cntaloK.

Miniatur* Ship Models, inc.
90 King St.. Tororrto Dept. NA. Perkasie, P».

GEARS
Im Stock— Immcdiatt DcliTcry

Cearx, ^prrd reducers, sprockets, throat
3 tiearinfcs, fleztble ruupllniis, pulleys, etc. A
rompleteiine iscarried in our Chicairo stock.
Can also quote <in npecial Kcars of any kind.
Send us your blue prinU and inguirica.

Write for Catalog No, 214

CHICAGO GEAR WORKS
769-763 W. J»ck»oB BIfil.. CHICAGO. ILL

For Christmas—

A Gerstncr Tool Box
for the machinist

and T(M)lmaker. The
appreciated and
practical gift.

n. GERSTNER & SONS
596 Columbia St.. Dayton. Ohio .

.

LEARN ORNAMENTAL
COLOHED CONCIIETE TRADE

Learn how to make beautiful (Jne. Piece Cement Fireplaces In anu
c<ilor. effect or deerKn at a coBt for materiala of U-ea thsn tnur dollarvl
l^arn how to reproduce fnci^lorcd cement, pu-turen.dt^ciKns.Bcrotls.

coat-of-j.rms, rlc. , from >_our i>wfi mi-ldi>
l.esm how to reproduce in culoredcementlhe effect of marbte. brick.

Kninite, tile Travertine, Terrazzo, etc. How to tnakv colored cement
h'arden benches, portable icaraife blocks, etc. How to do all of th«
above without the use of any machinery whatever!
The time to act i^ NOW—write for detalts of persona] inatmctlun or

home (itudv curprfi and •a^v piivment plan,

ORNAMENTAL CONCRETE INSTITUTE
246 Filth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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If I wasn't an expert

^f^^ ' Iam now

r

"Since I've used Kester Radio Solder, I

do a really slick repair job
!

"

A "half-way" or messy job of solder-

ing radio connections is just naturally

impossible when Kester is used! Per-

fect, professional results are absolutely
assured. First because Kester has the
plastic rosin flux that keeps out dust and
moisture, and aids receptivity . . . second
because it's so easy to use. The flux is

inside the solder, and all you have to do
is apply heat.The set-builders use Kester
... so should you. Buy it from your
radio store or from other dealers ... or
try it first at our expense. Kester Solder
Company, 4201-05 Wrightwood Ave.
Chicago, Illinois. Incorporated 1899.

FREE SAMPLE/ Writefor itNOW

KESTER
RADIO SOLDER

An Unusual Christmas Gift

JOHNSON SEA HORSE
Detachable Toy Outboard Motor

A minialurt r«pro4uclien ol

IhD World limoui •utkvirrf

•notor. DrnCD by a powcrluJ
spring molar ivith a eaiilriil

lever, eompltti wilh braelf

ell lartnounling.jiitt ti pic-

tured. Runs three minutes,

5 " Hiqh. 3" Wide. Weighs
8 auRces.

*2— Post

Paid

BOAT MODEL
SPECIALTY CO.

Cnmpiftp ratalog nf moil'
el makrrit' litala m*tal jit-
tinu», troodi-n btockm.ttc .,

itrnt FREK on receipt of
5c to rover ttotitage.

A Useful Gift For Your Boy!

©SMOOTH -ALL
I Bench

Plsner

(live your boy a chance
t> put his eparo tim« to
uood UKO. Startapr«(-tl-

him wilh Park^

Send now lar descriptive cireultr

THE PARKS WOOOWORKIMS
MACHIIIE CO.^ Oapl PS 1?

i:»2b KnawMon SI.

Cincinnati. Ohip

1

M2.00

Turn Your Wood Lathe
Into a Metal Lathe!

Stldlnsr Tool Rent fnxUntly attAchiMi to
any type w<hk1 latlie withtiin.to I'.f in.
swinie. Ways are milled andKihl>ed for
tsk«-up. 8 in. cro«H or luniriluiUnal
fped. R4'mov«bli; nhicld for tuminx
larice diametera at oxtrcmo left. Diir-

•blir. Accurate. Fi>r home or cominerrlal nhop.
Woiiihl. -JO lbs. Only *12. Sent on FREE t-jt-

amiriatlun. Write at unce. Be aure t» titate
Bwinit.

CLAUSING MFG. CO.

BIG FORTUNES WON BY
TINY INVENTIONS
(Continued from page 124)

muir made the electrons do their stuff with
a minimum of interference from air mole-
cules and thereby made the tube more effi-

cient as an electrical oscillator.

For fix years, the Langmuir patent was
the bone of contention in a scries of heated

legal fights, and only a few months ago it

was invalidated by the Supreme Court.
While granting that Langmuir's tiny change
had produced a remarkable improvement,
the Court found that the idea of a high
vacuum was not Langmuir's, but had been
conceived by an engineer named Lilienfcld

as far back as 1910.

OF AhL improvements brought about with-
out making any change whatever in the

body of an existing mechanism, the most sen-

sational doubtless is William Eibel's perfection

of the Fourdrinier paper making machine,
used mostly for the manufacture of news-
print. Here an industry was revolutionized

by a change even smaller than the hole in

the glass-molding pipe. All Eibcl did was
to jack up the Fourdrinier machine twelve
inches! This accelerated the down-flow of

the fluid pulp to .such an extent that, when
the machine was speeded up in proportion,

production was increased from twenty to

thirty per cent. In other words, iiibel

increased the output from 450 feet of paper
per minute to 700 feet, and pointed the way
by which paper could be turned out at the

rate of 1.000 feet per minute.

This slight and almost ridiculously simple

change saves from $25,000 to ^;35,000 on
technical installation, as the same quantity

of paper can be made with one-fourth less

machinery, and has radically cut the price

of paper. Incidentally, it has made Eibel a

rich man.
Eibel's patent, too, came before the

Supreme Court, and, like Lenke's, was upheld

by the late Chief Justice Taft. Though the

invention was "as .simple as water running

down hill," .said Taft, it had greatly

improved the art of paper making and,

therefore, deserved to be rewarded with a

patent.

THERE you have the story in a nutshell

of how big fortunes have been won by
tiny inventions. Most things appear quite

easy after they have been explained, and
many a man has wondered why he did not

think of some apparently simple device or

improvement that yielded a fortune to the

one who did.

AVERAGE MAN WALKS
EIGHT MILES A DAY

If you walk nearly eight miles a day you
are an average .American in your walking
habits, a recent survey shows. The amount
a person walks, according to the figures

obtained varies from six and a half miles

daily, for the store manager, to twenty-five

and a half for the farmer with his plow. The
postman walks about twenty-two miles every
day. A woman shopper covers slightly more
than eight miles a day, and a typical house-
wife in a year walks as far as the distance

from coast to coast.

NEW CEMENT ON WOOD
A NEW stucco cement may be applied

directly to wooden sheathing, where it sticks

firmly without the aid of wire mesh. It is

used to give a new appearance to an old

wooden building. Another use is in repairing

existing stucco walls.

OPENS A NEW WORLD OF FUN
AND EDUCATION

— marvellous views

of tiny, common
objects never

seen by the

naked eyel

Head oi a mosquito
dt low masnificdtion.

Sea Algae as seen at
50 magnifications.

Th fairy lace of a
bird's wing feather.

Amazing
miracles of Nature
are everywhere — in

a drop of stagnant water,

a fly's eye, a mosquito's

antennae, a feather, a

blade of grass, a bit of
your own skin. This re-

markable microscope
provides endless hours of
pleasure and learning..

« For Christmas »

Give a New Gem
Microscope,^18.
Made hy Bausch Lomb, sup'
pliers of microscopes to col-

leges, doclors, scientists, etc.

Easy adjustment, removable base,
concave mirror for superior
lighting. Rustless chromium
and black enamel finish. De-
pendable scientific instrument,
combining features never before
offered at this price. In velvet

lined case, with mounted
obiect and' plain glass slide,

$13, at dealers or postpaid.

NEW GEM SCIENCE KIT
Contains complete equipment and in-

Ptrumen ts for mounting specimens,
(;!.is3 slides, instruction book—every*
thing for you to start and expand a
collection. A fascinating collection which
grows more valuable. Complete kit. in

handsome durable case, including ?iew
Gem Microscope. $28.50. Kit with-
out microscope, $ 12.00. Money 'back

guarantee. If dealer cannot supply you,
use coupon. All described in 24-page
booklet, "Microscopy." Send for yours.

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
747 St. Paul Street Roeheiter, N. Y.

Dept. 2121 Ottumwa. Iowa

CDCC rtc INSTRUCTION
rKtt ZDC BOOKLET

n.AUSCH LOMB, Rochester, N. Y.

Enclosed finj S

[ 1 New Ccm Microscope

[ ] Kit with New Gem
[ ] Kit alone

[ ] Free 2 4 -Page Booklet

Street

Citv and State .

PSI2
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he's

fighter

mates

!

biiil«l and sail this

mighty all steel
superdreadnaught

Here's a flagship that will make your blood
tingle. A roaring, racing bulldog of the
Navy. All steel from stem to stern—built

just like Unrle Sam's mighty nionarchs of
the sea.

You build this gigantic warship yourself.

Lay the keel like they do in the big Navy
Yards, fit on the hull and armor plate and
mount the guns. But the big moment is

when you launch her—when you see her
awaken to a proud sea life and go forward
under her own power.
You can build all kinds of thrilling ships

with this wonderful Meccano Shipbuild-
ing Outfit. Gigantic ocean liners—dashing
speed boats—adventurous pirate ships

—

and many others. In the sturdy, green
Meccano Sea Chest you will find everything
you need for building real ships—vessels

that actually float and run.

MECCANO
"The Toy tfanl made Enfcineerinfc FamoUH'^

"Juttt Count the Holett*^

Meccano niran^ lirltrr and <'asicr model Iiiiildinii. Th^*
fainutis Mcrrano flat beams and anple Itrams have rt|iiii !•

ly spaced holes (1/2" a|iarO. Y»ii jiit^l rnnnt ihe holes.
Also. Merrann pives a conneclion or hearing wherever it

is needed. Interchanpieable v«ith other construction toys.

1 Solid Steel Ship Hull. 23" lonp. Built to float and
run. Other exclusive ship fealiires—ship funnel,
decks, keel, propeller, pilot house, and many
others. (In No. 113 .Meccano Outfit and up.)

0 Meccano Patented Super-Power Unit (Couihinatiou
" Electric Motor and Gear Box). Again—ju»t count

Ihe holes. Aflapted for simple reversing connections.
(No. S Meccano Outfit antl up.)

Q Patented Meccano Two-Drum llO-volt Electric

Hoi<itiiiff Eufciiie. Ei|uipped with famous IlO-volt

Polar Cub Motor. Multiple disc clutch. .Miniature

replica of a genuine huinling engine. A complete
operating unit for liuilding hoisting machinery, der-

ricks, cranes, elevators, etc, (In No. 12.> .Meccano
Outlit and up.)

^ Patented Meccano Braced Girders, 12" long. 2" %»i«lp.

5 Solid Steel Disc ^'heeh with genuine Diinlop solid

rubber tires.

Fascinating fun. stupemlou'i surpri^^es, thrilling adven-

tures in mechanical mysteries—they arc yours with

Meccano.
Meccano itt carried by all leading department stores. Co

in and see the wonderful Shipbuilding Outfit un<l other

Meccano Outfits— priced from 5 LOO anil up.Take your Dad
along. He will be as eager as you to have a .Meccano Outfit.

Join the Meccano Engineers
The greatest boys* engineering club in the world.

Be the first boy in your set to join. Handsome
itieiii)ier<ihip badge sent free. Also illustrated

book on Meccano. Clip coupon today.

"the meccano engineers,
510 Mc»-eano Circle, Neve Haven, Conn.

1 want tojoin the MecraiioBoy Engineers. Please send /re*!

iMemhersbip Badge and copy of free book on .Meccano.

Name '

Street

City Slate

WHY GOOD LITTLE MEN
BEAT GOOD BIG MEN

(Continued jrom pane 22)

The strcnKth of a man's arm and shoulder
muscles, it was shown, determine his pulling

power. This test was made with a new appa-
ratus, called a hand dynamometer. .\ simple
device, it is equipped with a spring and two
handles. When a man pulls on the handles
with all his might, the amount of power he
exerts, in pounds, is registered on a dial.

Pushing power is measured by pushing the

handles toward one another.
What do these tests mean to you and me ?

Suppose you are five feet two inches tall and
weigh about 100 pounds. What should your
push and pull power be? About eighty

pounds for push and sixty-five pounds for

pull, says the Public Health Service. If you
are a stocky person of the same height,

weighing 160 pounds, you ought to push 110
pounds and pull eighty-five.

In case you are about six feet tall, slender

of build, and weigh only 140 pounds, both
your push and pull should be lighter, ninety-

five pounds and eighty pounds, respectively.

But if you are a six-footer weighing in the

neighborhood of 180, you should be able to

push 115 pounds and pull ninety.

A CURIOUS fact which the experts were
at a loss to explain was that, gen-

erally speaking, the tall, slender men had to

bow to the short, stocky ones of similar

weight in pulling, but defeated them in lift-

ing, which is merely another form of pulling.

To test their lifting power, the men were
made to grasp, at the height of their knees,

a small horizontal bar connected with a chain

attached to the floor. Their Ufting power was
registered on a dial.

The heaviest men were found to have the

most powerful grip and they could "shake
hands" with you to the tune of 108.48

pounds, pretty close to the maximum
recorded by the measuring device, a small

pear-shaped affair containing a spring. It is

worked by the pressure of one hand. The
man of average height—five feet six inches

—weighing about 140 pounds, ought to have
an eighty-five-pound grip; if he is twenty
pounds heavier, it should reach ninety.

In the lung-power tests, the short, heavy-
set lads again were the winners. Greatest

lung-power was demonstrated by the shortest

men in the 150-159 pound class. This was
measured by a Baumanometer, in which a
column of mercury is pushed upward by the

force of a man's breath. The men with the

strongest lungs blew the mercury up six and
three-fifths inches. If you are five feet eight

inches tall, but weigh only 120 pounds, you
should be able to push the mercury up five

and one-third inches. But if, with the same
height, you weigh 170 pounds, you ought to

drive it up five and three-fourths inches.

LUN'G fatigue—that is, the length of time
during which a man can hold his breath

—also was tested with the Baumanometer.
It was measured by liming in seconds, with
a stop watch, the period for which a subject

could support the mercury column at a

height of one inch and a half.

The final test was that of vital capacity.

In this experiment, the amount of air a man
can expel from his lungs after breathing as

deeply as possible was measured with a
spirometer. The measurement was made in

liters, a liter being slightly more than one
quart. This capacity, it was shown, is about
equivalent to chest expansion, except that it

is cxpres.sed in volume instead of inches.

The experiments proved that the average
man attains his maximum strength at the

age of thirty, after which it declines grad-

ually. Lung fatigue, however, varies only

sligbtly with age.

Here's ThaO
Long-Hoped-for

"HOME WORKSHOP

MANUAL"
at a new low price!

Order NOW—send NO
MONEY—and get this

BIG WORKSHOP
MANUAL for $1.05 less

than the regular price.

With the expert help of this great

handbook you can easily be your own
furniture builder—electrician—radio

expert — painter — decorator — toy

maker— model mechanic — garden

craftsman — metal

worker—boat build-

er—and general all-

around construction

and repair man.

Contains 496
pages a nd
more than SOO
illustrations

16 COMPLETE
SECTIONS

II Is hard to believe that such
a areat variety of things in

make can he covered in sucli
I'ompletc detail until you actually
see the book and look throutih
it:i sixteen big section!;.

1. KuUdlng Fine Furniture
by Ilaiul.

2. rurnlture of Modern De-
sinn.

3. How to Use Small Wood-
ivorkliii! Machinery.

4. Kepatring Old Furniture.

Toys to nellghl the Chll-
Uren.

R. Xovellles—Ornamental and
Amusing.

7. Woodtumlng Simplified.

5. Decorative Metal Work,
y. Model Making.

10. Uodio and Electrical Pro-
jects.

11. Improvementii for House
and Oarden.

12. Uoat;3 and Sports.

13. rainthiK and Decorallni;.

n. WoodworkinK To<ds.

I't. Knulpment to Make for
Ytnir Home Shop.

ir,. Better Home Workshop
Method.s.

TheHOHL
WORKSHOP
MANUAL

REGULAR PRICE $5.00—
NOW ONLY $3.95

With Your Name In Gold On The Front Cover

SEND NO MONEY—
Just This Coupon

Write your name before you turn this page.
Don't miss this temporary bargain. You need
send no money with the coupon. We will
mail the book to you at $3.95 C. O. U., plus
a few cents postage. Your name will be in
lull gold on the front cover. If you don't find
this the most interesting, useful, time and
money saving guide you ever saw, send it

b.ick and your money will be refunded.

"""---ORDER ON THIS C0UP0N------1
Popular Science Publishing Co.,
381 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y. (PS. I

Plpasc serul iih' a ropy i.f the ri-i;tilar $."» edition of '

Tile Home ^^o^l^^huIl .Manual for only $3.il3 C. O. I). I

I'lu^ u few cents [lOstaKe. in arconianre Willi your offer.
i*rint niy name in sold on liic front rover. If I am tlU- !

salififled with the boolt I may return it and you will '

refund my money. (Please print your name below so
that it will Ije properly spelled on your book).

Name

City Stale ,
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AGE-OLD QUEST FOR
PERFECT TIMEPIECE

(Continued from page S3)

words, the ancients developed the clepsydra,

or water clock.

In its simplest form, the clepsydra was
nothing but an earthenware globe with sev-

eral small holes in the bottom. When a

lawyer, senator, or other orator started his

harangue, the globe was fdlcd with water.
He was informed that his time was up
when all the water had run out.

Ever since then, there has been a con-
tinuous search for more and more accu-
rate timekeeping machinery. The hourglass
of our ancestors, consisting of two glass

globes connected by a small aperture, one
of them filled with a quantity of fine sand,
was one of the many adaptations of the
classical water clock.

During the first si.xteen centuries of our
calendar, all sorts of complicated mechanisms
were produced. They looked quite impres-
sive, but as timekeepers they were not much
better than the early water clock.

A great change came in 1583. One morn-
ing in that year, a nineteen-year-old student
in the University of Pisa, Italy, attended

]

mass in the cathedral. His mind was diverted I

from the service by the swinging of a lamp
\

overhead. Timing the swings by feeling his
i

own pulse, he found that each .swing was
accomplished in precisely the same period.
The youth was Galileo, and that is how he
discovered the law of the pendulum.

THE use of the pendulum marks the begin-
ning of accurate timekeeping, for the first

clock that made any pretense to keeping
true time was provided with a pendulum.
It is safe to say that the same simple mech-
anism also is the last word in correct time
recording, for the most accurate clock in

the world today is merely a piece of machin-
ery designed to drive a most exquisitely

refined pendulum.
The pendulum clock had and still has one

great disadvantage—it isn't exactly the thing

to carry around with one. Even before the

pendulum clock was thought of, experi-

menters were working on portable time-

pieces and, toward the end of the fifteenth

century, German craftsmen produced what
then was considered a masterpiece—the so-

called "Nuremberg egg," great granddaddy
of your pocket watch.

Nearly as big as your alarm clock, the

Nuremberg eggs did not amount to much
as timekeepers, but they were so beautifully

designed and so richly decorated as to con-
stitute works of art. In those days, only

kings and nobles had timepieces of any
kind. The workman of today with only a

dollar watch can tell time far more accu-

rately than could the medieval king with one
of the ornamental eggs.

Still, those monstrosities were the forerun-

ners of the high-grade modern watch. The
first great step forward was the application,

near the end of the seventeenth century, of

Galileo's pendulum principle to portable

timepieces. The invention of the hairspring

made it possible to substitute the coiling

and uncoiling of a spring for the pull of

gravity, so that the balancc-wheel-hair-spring

arrangement, introduced at that time, really

amounted to a pendulum action. The time-

piece thus produced reduced the daily errors

of the Nuremberg eggs from half hours to

only a few minutes, and the same crude

mechanism, without basic change, still is

used in the dollar watches and cheap alarm
clocks of today.

The machinery that makes a really fine

watch keep time to the second is not as

simple as that. (Continued an ptifjc 12S)

THERE'S

MONEY
TODAY

INART
nPHIS is the day of the artist. His skill is sought wherever

design and color are important factors in the sale of
merchandise.

Furniture, rugs, wall hangings, household utensils, wear-

ing apparel, jewelry, art gifts, lamps, automobiles—nearly

everything sold today depends on design and color to

attract the eye of the purchaser. Drawings for advertise-

ments in newspapers, magazines, catalogs, folders, posters,

display cards and many other media call for the skill of the

modern artist. Consider the number of drawings in this

magazine alone. Art is a necessity in modern business.

If you like to draw, train this talent of yours and put it to work in a
field offering rich reward. You can learn drawing at home in your
spare time. Many leading artists have contributed exclusive illustrated

lessons to our courses. Many of our students and graduates now earn
$2500.00 to $6000.00 a year, some a great deal more.

SEND FOR OUR FREE ART TEST

It brings out your sense of proportion, design and color. Our instruc-

tors will give you frank advice as to your talent and probable chance
of success. It costs you nothing. Just fill in the coupon below and we
will send you this test together with one ofthe books shown. The book
"Your Future" outlines possibilities in the field of drawing for adver-

tising. "A Road to Better Things" describes magazine and newspaper
illustrating. Each book shows examples of our students' work. Mark
on the coupon the book you want and MAIL IT NOW.

FEDERAL SCHOOLS. INC.

FEDERAL SCHOOLS, INC.

1212-A, Federal Schools BIdK't Minneapolis, Minn.

Please send me Free Art Test and book I have checked.

C Your Future LJ A Road to BiRger Things

Name .

Age OccHfxition.

Address

DECEMBER, 1931 127
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QUEST FOR PERFECT TIMEPIECE
(Continued from page 127)

"So you want to
get married, eh?"

"That's find I'm glad to hear it. But you Itnow,
Tom, just wanting to get married is not enough to
justify an increase in salary.
"Study your work—learn to know more about it

than the other men in your department—and you
von't have to come to me for an increase in salary.
"Why don't you take up a home study course

with the International Corrcj^pondence Schools? It's
been the making of other men around here."

Employers In every line of buslni'ss arc bccplnp for
men who want to rvX abend and are willlnK to prove it by
tialnlritf themselves to do stmic one thing well.

One hnur a day of I. C. S. study «fll jireparo you fof
the jxjsition you want In the work you like best.

Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
"The lnUtT9Qi Vniversitu"

Box 7700- F, Scranton, Pa.

Without cost or oblication, please send me a copv of
your booklet, *'Who Wins and why," and full partlculara
about the subject before which I have marked X:

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
HBrldKe EuKlneer
DAutoiniihllc Wnrk
Jl'lumblng D Steam Fltttnn
3 lleatlnff Ventilation
Sanitary En^rineer

J Sheet Metal Worker
J Steam Knglneer
Marine Engineer

Dltifriijeratlon
It. n. Locomotlres

]Air Brakes
Train Or>eratlon
it. It. Section Foreman
a. U. Itiidge andltuildlns

Foreman
Chemistry Pharmacy

BCoal Mining Knglneer
NavlKiitinn
Agriculture

t] Textile Overseer er Supt
Surveying and Mapplnf? H Cotton Manufacturing

jOns KnKines nToclraaber [] Woolen Mnnufacturtng
nipsel Entrines [ ] Fruit Growing GUadio

ATiaUon Engines Lll'uuitry Farming

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

Architect
Arcldtectural Draftsman
ituilding Estimating
Wood Mlllworklng
Concrete liuihicr
Contractor and Builder
Structural Draftsman
Structural Engineer
Electrical Entjlneer
Electric Wiring
Electric Llchtinii
Welding. Electric andQaa
Tflecraph Enplneer
Telephone Work
Mechanical Enclneer
Mechanical Draftsman
Patternmaker Madilntst
Reading Shop Blueprints
Civil Engineer
Highway Eniiineerlng

QBusIness ManaRement

P Industrial Management
I'ersonnel Management
Traffic Management
Accountancy
Cost Accountant
C. P. Accountant
Bookkeeping
Secretarial Work
Spanish French

n Salesmanship
DAdverllsinB

Kame

Street AddresL

City

DRusfnesa Correspontlcnce
ir.ettering Show Cards
Dsienography and Typing
JCVraplete Commercial
JKnnlish DSiiins
JCivll Service
iBallway Mall Clerk
]Mali Carrier
JOrade School Subjects

. High School Subjects
_J Illustrating Cartoonlnc
Lumber Dealer

..State..

Occupation

// you reside in Canada, send /fti* coupon to tjie

International Correeptindmee Schools Canadian, Limtti
Montr eat, Canada

^rom EACHBIade
The Muler-HiJiip putt a hair-Kpllttlnn
edif^ on the dullo!<t wiifrty razor b1««le

100 ahavcs per blmdc. W. V. Walnh.
Windnor, Ontario yame blade
daily, 8 montlis. Honing g'wvn barbers
thoQiiandit of tiniooth vhaveB from a Fin-
Ifle KtraiK^it rdice blade. Ontv honing
can put a NEW ^dse on a oafrty razor
blade. Thin patentnl. acruraUla tftfl-
rd hon«, made of vxtra-fine abraaivr,
makm nch 10c blnde icive SI to t2
worth of Borvicr. Alfo bonrn utralffbl-
*-dKi' razors. M()NKY RKFUNDt^ if

not DFl.UJHTKU.
VAITDC UDUC We will Bfnd yoti alUUKO rRtt Mai.Ier-Hom-abB(».
lulrly f re.- WITH FIRST ORDER of 12
f..r 93; or n«nd Wh.- for 1 or SI for 3.
POSTPAID. Or vom may n^nd no mon-
eyand ptiwpoftmanjplM»vomtairhargt»

.

But SKND TODAY.
WISCONSIN ABRASIVE CO.

Dept. 6139
Station A Mitwaiike*. Wis.

aves

nit up to $30.00 a (lay.

.Mr. Xur sold 4(1 at

rumn hour. K. Blos-
som sold 1(100 one
wi'vk from window.

Xcarly all of the trcmcndou.'; effort expended
to reach present-day perfection has centered

on dcvelopinp the escapement. This consists

of the balance wheel, its hairspring, and the

pallet. One forked end of the pallet enpaKes
the openly spaced teeth of the last wheel
in the train, called the escape wheel, and the

other end encages w'ith a tiny jewel fitted

to the hub of the balance wheel to give it

the necessary back-and-forth impulses.

A list of the men w-ho developed new
watch escapements in the past century or

two would be as long as your arm. It seemed
simple enough to design a sort of ratchet

arrangement that would make the balance
wheel swing back and forth and thus per-
mit the gears in the watch to turn at a
slow and steady rate. The rub came in try-
ing to do this in such a way that the bal-
ance wheel could swing back and forth freely

like a pendulum without having the mechan-
ism interfere with its beating.

The modern watch escapement is a refine-

ment of a so-called lever escapement worked
out by Thomas Mudge, English horologcr,
more than 100 years ago. Mudge "s lever

escapement- and Earnshaw's split balance
wheel made the modern preci.';ion watch a

possibility. Until clinvar was discovered,
there had been no basic improvement in

watches. In theory, the thin, ultra-modern
watch of the last few years is exactly like

the heavy, biscuitlike timepiece your grand-
father carried.

IF THE early watch experts had realized the
magnitude of the task before them, they

would, perhaps, have given up in despair.

The effect of temperature seemed the great-
est problem to solve. Yet its partial solution

showed the watchmakers that there were
other difficulties that applied to portable time-
pieces and not to stationary clocks. That
point in the development of timekeeping
machinery marked the parting of the ways
for watchmakers and clockmakcrs. From
then on each group's methods of tackling
troubles became totally different.

The clockmaker, when he found that a
certain condition was causing his clock to
err, let the clock alone and tried to rectify

the condition. The watchmaker, on the other
hand, accepted the condition and tried to

make his watch compensate for it.

Today's most accurate clocks are Galileo's

pendulums refined to the utmost and oper-

ated under conditions that do not vary a
hair's breadth from year to year.

Mounted on huge concrete bases to elim-

inate vibration, kept in rooms where the

temperature and even the humidity and air

pressure never are allowed to change,

watched over by experts, it is small wonder
that they give an excellent account of them-
selves. Such clocks run with an error of only

two-hundredth of one second a day—some
even with less.

The poor pocket watch is subject to chang-

ing temperature, vibration, changing posi-

tion, and other handicaps. Hence, no pocket

watch could ever rival the best clocks for

timekeeping. Yet, in view of the conditions

under which a high-grade watch must oper-

ate, its performance is a tribute to man's

skill in building precision machinery. A really

first-dass watch will frequently keep time

within half a minute a month; and some-

times, for long stretches, it will do even

better.

Aside from the effects of temperature,

there are two other important causes of

timekeeping error. One of these is the chang-

ing tension of the main spring as it runs down.

This defect w-as recognized by the early watch
experts, and they worked out an elaborate

and cumbersome system to correct it. If your
great-grandfather owned a really fine pocket
timepiece, it doubtless had in it a tiny gold
chain that was \vound into spirally arranged
grooves in a wheel. This chain transmitted
the power of the main spring to the first

gear in the train and, as the spring ran
down, the chain rolled off a higher and
higher groove, thus changing the leverage
with which the spring's power was supplied.
This queer contraption was called the fusee.

It is no longer used.

Instead, watchmakers now make the main
spring longer and taper it in such a way
that there Ls relatively little difference in
its strength for a twenty-four-hour run.
Then they adjust the balance so that a
slight change in the length of the swing will

not change the timing of the swing.
This is called the isochronism adjustment.

Because it neither is absolutely perfect nor
holds good beyond a twenty-four-hour run,

it is advisable to wind a watch at exactly
the same hour each day.
The other important source of watch error

is changing its position. Ordinarily, a watch
may be placed in five different positions

cither in your pocket or on your bureau.
The normal position, with the winding stem
up, is one, but it may tip over either way
in your pocket, so that the stem points to
right or left. That makes two more possible

positions. Then you may place it on your
bureau at night either face up or face down.
That makes five positions in all.

Since the balance wheel of a watch really

is a form of pendulum, it is affected by
gravity as well as by the tension of the
hairspring. If it is not in absolute balance
around the axis of its hub, the effect of

gravity will be greater in one position than
in another. A fine pocket watch, therefore,

is adjusted for and tested in all five posi-

tions.

Here, too, a complete elimination of errors

is not humanly possible. The United States

Bureau of Standards, in testing watches of

the railroad precision class, allows a toler-

ance amounting to a difference in daily rate

of five seconds between dial-up and dial-

down positions. Thus, it is easily seen why
a fine watch at all times should be car-

ried in one definite position, preferably wind-

ing stem up. If you want to go in for further

refinements, hang it up at night.

PALACE BURGLAR ALARM
GUARDS CROWN JEWELS

A NOVEL burglar alarm protects the Danish
crown jewels, which can be seen by the

public in the palace of Rosenborg at Copen-
hagen. Should a person approach too closely

the case of priceless jewels, an invisible alarm

immediately sets off an ear-splitting outburst

of bells and sirens. All doors to the chamber
instantly close and lock automatically, and
the cabinet containing the jewels sinks through

a hole in the floor and disappears. Not gener-

ally known, the existence of this alarm system

was revealed only recently when an unwary
guide with a party of tourists accidently set

it off. kn attendant in the room drew his

revolver and ordered everyone to stand where
he was, while carloads of police rushed up and
surrounded the castle. Explanations satisfied

the police, and the tourists and their guide

were allowed to go on their round of inspec-

tion.
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1000 Positions Open
ITotel, res^taurant, rlub and institutional field calllne for

trainttl men. Thou>an<l* of positinn^i a ManaKer, AjsUtaiit
ManaKiT. Steivartl. Iloom Clerk and other inii«»rtant

positions payinu $2,000 to $7,500 a year, open annually.
Nearly one hillion dollars' worth of NEW irOTKLS.
rU'HS AXn INSTITl'TIONS belnd built this year
will need almost 100.000 trained men and women. Lewis-
TruhKvl tiicM stiirt at salaries up to $2,500 a year, with
living often included.

Previous Experience Proved Unnecessary

Qualify for a ra>rlnatins, well-paid position—our Ter^onal
Coachirie I'laii uiiapts tlio tralninc to jour need-i. in .spare

time. Lewis-trained men of both jounit and mature ane
winning sueress. A Kood grade-school education, plus
Lewis Spceiall/.ed TrulniiiK. (luullfled you.

All of your tn»ininB under the personal supervision of Clifford I«wl«,
wild wtw Appointed Hanaifinic CunHultant by over 300 hotels thruout
the United Sutea.

Send wuiwin today for Free Book. "Your nfft Opportunity ." explain-
tnii our Money-Back AicreemeiU and our Personal Coachinic I'lan.

-FREK DOOK COUPON-

-

I.KWIS HOTKL TRAINING SCHOOIJ?, '

I Room DW-27(i6. WiwhinKton. U. C.
|

I
Send me without nbtiiration the Free Book^ "Your Riir Opi»ir- t

tunity," and details of your Personal Coachinir l'>«n.

I I

I
NBm« •

I

I Addrras I

City State.

,

All This for Only 15 Cents
Send only 15c RIGHT NOW and receive The Pathfinder
every week by mail for the next 13 consecutive weeks.
In these 13 issues you will get 426 pages, with 300 pic-

tures, 900 unusually interesting articles on people and
tilings you want to know aljout. 1800 picked news items
from everywhere, 2500 jokes, Sfiuihs and cracks, stories,

etc. Newsiest, snappiest, most entertaininit paper in the
whole world. Tlie biffi:est l.=^c worth YOV ever saw.
Send now. Address Pathfinder. Dept. 76, Washington. D. C.

AVIATION TRAINING
5 means Mrnins-power in ONE YEARI^
One-vt-ar o>urse quulilles tnr Trim^tifni
IMInfj liceti'^e at I*arlts Air Oilleiif.

world's lariitst rii lUan Avint ion si hon!.

llcen-ied since K*:!'.) I)y T". S. l>eiit. of

CfimnuTce. Charactpr emphasized; pai

-

I'iK'f endorse I'arks standards of iralnliii;

iind di-clpHne. Ctifuhinuc frrr.
PARKS AIR COLLEGE, Section 12-PS

Parks Airport, East St. Louis. III.

Only Eight Woeks
To Het a Big Job •
AUTO MFXH.AXICS. oaMly learned in S weeks
throuKh the McSweeny Shop-i*lan method, is a .'special-

ized, biG;-pay trade that banishes forever the need to

lt)ok for a job. Trained Auto Experts are NKEDED.
N*o books or lessons. Actual, practical training wilh
real tmils on real etiuipment. Write TODAY for IJi;^

Free Book and Low Tuition Offer. Act N'OW.
McSWEENY SCHOOLS, Dept. A-6-12, Cleveland, Ohio.

Wireless (Radio)
and Morse teleerapby tauiifat thonmnhly. School, oldest and lariCMt:
enii<)Me<i by TeleRTRpb, ttmli". Railway and Government officials.

Unusu^kl upportunitieft, Rxpeaa««i low— can earn part, Calaloa frea,

DODGE INSTITUTE, Hart St., Valparaiso, Indiana.

Hi^ School Course
in 2 Years You can complete

this simplified High
School Course at home

inaidp of two years. Meeta all requirements for en-
trance to coUeire and the leadint? professions. This
and thirty-six other pmcllral oourfloa aro dcucribed in our
Kree Bulletin. Send for It TODAY.AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. H-948 Drpxel A v.&58th St. c A.3. 1923 CHICAGO

A definite program for getting ahead

financially will be found on

page four of this issue

HOW NAVY PLANES LAND
ON CARRIER'S DECK

(Continued from page 58)

their call to planes, a large board on which
are hung metal cut-outs, replicas of the

several types of planes. Thus, by sticking the

cut-outs on the board, the pilots can deter-
mine without actually filling the 880-foot
deck with airplanes just how many planes
will fill a given area and in what positions
they should be lashed down.
While the carriers are intended to carry on

the flight deck and be able to launch seventy-
two planes, on one occasion the Saratoga
had jammed on that broad expanse more than
one hundred bombers, scouts, and fighters.

The entire group was so arranged that all

could take off under their own power! That
is, it was not necessary to discharge any
from the catapult.

Of course, the fighters, weighing little

more than a ton, can rise after a shorter run
than is required for the scouts. The bombers
need e%'en more room. But all have the

advantage of an initial wind velocity of

twenty to thirty miles an hour as the car-

rier boils ahead.

In the early days of carrier flying, take-

offs and landings were more complicated than
today. Then before a plane took off, it was
hooked firmly to the deck while the pilot

raced his engine. When the propeller finally

was turning fast enough to lift the plane's

tail from the deck, the hook was released

and away the ship sped. Xow, the take-

offs are normal in every respect with no
trick gadgets to aid.

ALSO, in the old days of 1928 there was
apparatus on the deck that not only

halted the planes' forward movement, but
also kept them from skidding sideways. This

' was found to be unnecessary, as each plane,

through a trick in the arresting gear, tends

to "hunt" the center of the deck.

Some pilots think the day will come when
they will dash down from a long patrol, hit

the deck on three points, pull on the brake,

and stop without any external aid. -Mready
this has been accomplished as an experiment.

The late Lieut. T. G. Fisher, killed last sum-
mer when his fighting plane dove into the

Pacific while dropping dummy bombs on the

radio-controlled destroyer ex-Stoddert, landed
on the Saratoga without the help of the

arresting gear.

Since it was a test and had not been
attempted before, the deck was cleared of

airplanes and the "crash barrier" was not
erected. As the Saratoga steamed into the

wind, Fisher swept in, landed on the ramp,
and with his brakes .=;lowed down his plane.

I saw a French instructor at Rockwell
Field during the early days of the World
War test the air by holding up a wet finger.

If even a slieht bceze cooled one side of his

finger there was no flying that day. Now the

carrier pilots fly in all sorts of weather,

sometimes landing in a rainstorm.

THIilR jobs demand that they be able to

find their way around the ocean not only
during inclement weather, but also to fly

long distances from their ships. A hundred-
mile jaunt either for a single scout or a
whole squadron is only an incident in their

flying lives.

Occasionally pilots become lost. Even
though from an altitude of 5.000 feet they

can see a carrier thirty-five miles away on a
clear day, in a haze a carrier becomes a tiny

spot on a vast expanse of sea. .^t such times

an extra dose of oil on the fires sends a

heavy cloud of smoke billowing upward.
On a calm day, the smoke rises to a great

height. A pilot can see this black streamer

fiftv miles away.

Amazingly Easy
Way to Get Into

ELECTRICITY
Dissatisfied with your job? Not
making enough money? Then
let me show you how to prepare
for a real job and how to make
realmoney—inELECTRICITY,
the great money-making field

!

TWELVEWEEKS
of Practical Shop Training
Come to Coyne in Chicago and learn Elec-
tricity the quick and practical way - by
actual work on actual machinery and
equipment. No nseless theory. Tii« aver-
age time to complete the course ia only
12 weeks. You work on real dynamos,
switchboards, armatures, auto and air-
plane engines, transmitting stations, etc.
— everything from door Bella to power
plants— in full operation every day! No
previous experience necessary at Coyne.

FreeEmployment
ServicetoStudents
When you graduate, we'll do all we can to
help you get the job you want! We employ
three men on a full time basis whose sole
job is to help secure positions for students.
Also, we'll help you to earn while learn-
ing. Some of our students pay a large part
of their living expenses through part-time
work we get them. Get all the facts!

Coyne Is 32 Years Old
Coyne has been located right here in Chi-
cago since 1899. Coyne training is tested

—

proven by hundreds of successful gradu-
ates. Get all the facts! It costs nothing to
investigate. JUST MAIL THE COUPON
BELOW FOR A FREE COPY of MY BIG
ELECTRICAL BOOK, telling all about
jobs. . .salaries. . .opportunities. This does
not obligate you. Just mail the coupon!

I
H. C LEWIS, President ^

I Coyne Electrical School, Dept. 91*73 I

I
see S. PaoUna St., Cbleago, 111.

|
Dear Mr. Lewis:—Without obligration send me |
your bifir. free catalog and all details of Free I

I Emplosrment Service. Radio, Airplane, and Au- I
tomotive Electrical Courses, and bow I may

I "earn while leamine." I

I I

I
Name

|
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I

^
City State

J
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ARTISTS
HAVE A
BETTER CHANCE

"I was just one of the crowd for a
long time until I got tired of being
pushed around and decided to train
my lilting for drawing.

"Now, when so many untrained
people are up against it, I'm glad every
day that I studied art. With big busi-
ness using art for everything from
package designs to automobiles, there
are opportunities for trained artists.

"It's a big satisfaction to know that I
have my own style, and nobody else can
draw exactly like I do. Of course, no
art school can guarantee jobs, but it's

certainly true that trained artists have
a better chance to make good than
untrained people in ordinary lines."

Investigate the Federal Course in
Illustrating. More than fifty famous
artists contribute their experience to
this Course. Hundreds of students dur-
ing the past fifteen years have bettered
their income and position in life by
learning Illustrating, Cartooning, De-
signing, Lettering, Show Card Writing
at home through the Federal Course.
Many are now earning $2500 to $6000
a year—some even more.

Free Vocational Art Test
Find out about your art ability. Fill

in the coupon below and mail for Free
Vocational Art Test today. The way to
make money is to train your talent.
Send for this Art Test.

...... Mail Coupon Now
Federal School of Illustrating

12141 Federal Schools BiiiUling
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Please send without cost or obligation
to me Free Vocational Art Test, and
your book, "A Koad to Bigger Things."

Name

Address

City .state.

Age Occupation

Kant-Slam
DtKtr Cht'i-k is an amazini;
tlt'W inventinn that rloses
all doors silently and au-
tomatirally. Holds doors
open when wanted open.
Operates on new oil prin-
ciple, htiw priced. Everliwt-
itiR. Kasily Installed In 10 min.
titvK. Never needM Mttentiun.

A REAL DCIMONSTRATOR Furnished Every Agmnt
Yoa (let orders quickly dem<>ni<trBHnK actual Haraple on easy ti> carry

miniature dwr. Every office, lactory. store. Institution and public

huildlnir needa a Kant-Slam for every door. Rush name and addreya
for details of ftniazinB money makiOK opportunity.

FREE Demonstrator to Workers
KANT-SLAM DOOR CHECK CO . Depl. S-10, Bloomficld. hd.

TWO MILLION SHOTS IN
BATTLE OF EXPERTS

(Conliniud jrom page 25)

before thcv had descended to the ground.

If vou were to visit Camp Perry two weeks

before the opening of the National matches,

vou would find a uroup of soldiers, men from

the Signal Corps school at Fort Monmouth,

X. J., pinwinfx furrows all over the camp.

Into these thev put wire—forty miles ol it—

and then till in the dirt, carefully replace the

soil, and smooth the ground with a power

roller.

The installation of a telephone system

complete enough to ser\-e a small town is a

necessarv part of the matches. Withcjut

telephones, the range officers on the firini:

lines could not communicate with the men

in the concrete pits who indicate, by means

of large colored disks, the position of each

shot and then paste it up so there will be no

confusion when the next shot arrives. Eijihty

telephones, on forty lines, are required t()

handle the range activities. These are installed

and maintained by twenty-seven men from

the telephone division of the Signal Corps

School. , _
M the 19.?I meet, the Signal Corps group

introduced something new. It installed a

radio station that maintained direct contact

with Fort Hays at Columbus, and thus kept

Camp Perry tied into the corps radio net-

work that covers the country.

Finally, after the matches are over, the

telephone men spend three days digging up

the wires, replacing the earth and sod, and

carefully rolUng them down, dismantling

the radio station, and packing the equipment.

THKRE has been a mistaken belief that

the Camp Perry matches are maintained

only for the military man, and that the out-

sider has no business there. .Anyone, even if

he never had a gun in his hand before, will

find a welcome, a gun, ammunition, and a

tent awaiting him; and a number of events

which he can enter. The school is maintained

largelv for such beginners.

Although the Army docs most of the

housekeeping at the matches, officials of the

National Rifle .\ssociation are present in

force. The numerous contests represent the

culmination of much of the year's work of the

.Vssociation. Just now, there seems to be

an increasing interest in shooting as a sport.

The Association officials feel happy about

this because they believe that the present-day

crime situation would disappear almost over-

night if every reliable .American citizen were

to take up shooting, particularly with pistol,

so that he would be able to defend his

property and his family. The presence of

manv w'omen on the firing line at Camp Perry

indicates that Miss and Mrs. America are

capable of defending themselves if given the

opportunity and the sanction of state govern-

ments.

BIG DOCK EMPTIED TO
SAVE KITTEN'S LIFE

K VESTtRESOME kitten and a flock of

exhausted swallows gave rise to a pair of

oddities in the month's news. The kitten,

exploring the immensity of the floating dock

at Bristol, England, had the misfortune to

become imprisoned in a drain. To release it,

eleven million gallons of water were emptied

from the dock. Then a police sergeant rescued

the kitten. Meanwhile, at Vienna, thousands

of swallows fluttered weakly to the ground,

prevented by hunger and exhaustion from

continuing their southward migration over

the .Alps. .\ radio appeal was broadcast, and
bird lovers, hastening to the aid of their

feathered friends, gathered the swallows in

wooden cages. These, transferred to air-

planes, were carried swiftly across the Alps.

LEAAN AT WOlitD'S
BEST KNOWN

iVIATION SCHOOL
LINCOLN* f

TRAINED MEN
-GET BEST JOBS

Aviation executives know Lincoln pro-

(iuces best trained Mechanics and Pilots.

Prefer Lincoln-Trained men for best jobs!

Lincoln Mechanics learn on real ships

under actual factory standards; we are

connected with large airplane factory.

Pilots learn on 4 distinct types planes.

Also Welding and Radio Courses.

Ground and Flying School hold high-
est government approval. Government-
licensed instructors. $250,000 worth of

buildings and equipment. $100,000 airport.

Reasonable tuition. Part time jobs to help

pay room and board while in training.

Instruction also in Spanish.

What Graduates Say: ...
Bigger Pay . . . "After graduation, I

immediately secured a position in an air-

plane factory that paid more at the begin-

ning than my former railroad job paid

after 5 years." —D. Applebee.

Two Offers ... "I now have two very
flattering offers as pilot, both at very sub-
stantial salaries." —Evelyn Nicholas.

Good Salary .. . "After finishing at

Lincoln, 1 received a position as a me-
chanic and assistant to the director, at a

good salary." —J. K. Weigel.

Lincoln Airplane U Flying School
ai4-A Aircraft Bldg. Lincoln, Nebr.

Catalog on Request
Contains ronipletc informiition

about Lincoln School. Lists rea.^on-

atile tuition costs, (lives details of

part time employtnent otter to help
8tu(lcnt.s pay room and hoard while
In training. Write today, statins

If You Are Charmed by
Corned Beef and Cabbage

Corned beef and cal>-

bage (or some other

food you like) may
disagree with you,

causing a distres^ng,

gassy feeling, sour

stomach or indiges-

tion. For almost im-

mediate relief, eat

two or three Tums
—often one Turn is

enough. Delicious,

sweetens the breath.

Get a handy roll to-

day at any drug store

—only 10 cents.

, STUDY AT HOME
B«coin« • litwyrr. I.-'k-h.lF trjuned
rocD win hiich poaiti"ns and bis

f ui t'cDH in buaiuess bikI public lir«.

J lie inili-tifndent. UreBi- r opi>artunl-

f tira now than rv«r ht-turr. Bl^ corpo-
N ara hcadsd by omd witb legal

rufcinina. Earn
$5,000 to SIO.OOO Annually

J We Rutde yoa ttep by step. Yon can tratnat home dor-
Jtiia Sparc time. D«itrce ft LL.B. conferred. LaSalla
^etudenta found amon^ practicInK attorneys of every

W« furiitah all text material. Includins fourteen -voluna
Law Library. I.i-w eut<t. r&ty terms. Get our valuable 64-M<o
"Law Guidt:" fiMl 'Kvidenco" books FREE. Send for tbcm NOW,
LaSall* Extsnslon University. D«pt. 1283-L Chicago

TtM World's Largest Business Trainmc Institution

POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY



Learn to MOUNT
limals

LearnatHomebyMail
Be a taxiiicrmist. Lcnm to mount llIRDS, ANI-
MALS. GAME UKADS. FISH. Wonderful faocin-
ating new art. All stcreta revealed. Laaily. quu-kly
tearni-d by men, women nnd b^iy*- D^'corntf home
and den with nature's finest art. SPOliTSMKN save
your trophicfl. lilG PKOKITS for aparo time. Sell
your mounted specimens and mount for others. Have
a business of your own. Biff demand, hi^h prices.
Learn from old reliable Bchool, 20 years' experience.

Beantiful illustrated book.
'How to Learn to Mount
Game,*' with dozens of pho-
tos of mounted spccimenB.

FREE— If you state-your AGE— Write Now. Taxi-
dermy ia a NECKSSTTY for eportBmen and nature
lovers—INVESTIGATE. Get this wonderful FKEK
BOOK NOW—no oblinationB. Send Coupon TudaylI

NorthwMtem School of Taxid«riny „
3399 Clwood 8ld|. Omaha, N«b. .
'Send me rour free llluttrat«<l boc>k"How *
to Mount Game. " Also tel) me bow I riiar
le«m this fn»clnatin(r Brt ruily end
quickly by mail. No ooU^ratioo.

"

FREE!

Name .

Ape i4drfrew..... .

TRI-STATE COLLEGE
7 OeOREE IN 2 YEARS

B.S. DEGREE in Civil. Elec-
Iricil, Meclianical. Chemical.
Aeronautical Ensiiieerinn in 2
yearn. Those who Kick high
school may make up work. Liv-
ing costs, tuition low.

Catalog 5121 Collere Ave.. Anjola. Ind.

akePHOTOG
>^i/r Career

This (WO [';ll;,-ti doUjf indiutrv ' "'T

splendid opportuniticf at

Hedae PIctBrt CaMtraeue amiPr«|miMikt
"Sllll" Ptolosrafker »a4 rkate Flalslwr

( to Itfam bv our simplified method.

f33S^ SEND FOR FREE BOOK
B (fiviiij; mil IVt.»ik State whiili liii-Tesis yoU
NEWVOUIMSTITVTEorPBOTOCaAPHT. 10 West 33r4 SL (Dept. 5) ,

AGENTS 500% PROFIT
.
GENUINE GOLD LEAF LETTERS

Guaranteed to never tarnish. Anyone can
put them on stores or olTice windows.
Enormous demand, large profits, Paul Clark
says: smallest day 328.70. R. L. Reel made
$920 in two months. Write today for free
sample and libera! offer to general agents.

METALLIC LETTER CO., 433A N. CUrk Str«(. Chicago

CARTWHvooftWAv
'^swctss!

ORICINATEI_ ' DON'T COPY - LEARN TO ORICINATEI
BAYE BURNS will tench you HOW lo CRKATK,
ORIGINAL CARTOO.NS at home lhal you can;

SELL! ry\irs(-- has 26 lcs«on!i anj 600 llu^(ratio^«
Sen'l 7^T.',c nv'l <r^/f/rrv' for in r ,1. 'n;/^ Only

YtiItAYE BUBMS SCHOOL. 83«L»k«vl«wRd., D-5. CI«v«Und. Ohio

SALARY RANGE |S|££
$1260—$3000 LIST
Those wantinir p*nnanfnt
(Jovernmpnt noHitionR an Ily.
Mail Clorkii, Citr or Rural Carrit^rs*. Post

Offlfi? or Grn^rnl Cli-rk , Ciintoms or Immi-
(rrant Inapeftor. M«-at Inspector, Stt'noKra-
h«T. or in any othfr hranoh of the nm^ce,

nntr at once In Instruction Bureau. 224« St.
list i>f tH>!>itlonH, walarigo, tiow to qualify. U>cation, etc.

n'S EASY TO MAKE BIG SPARE TIME MONEY
Send for our free plan on how to make
S5.00 to $15.00 a week In your spare lime
by taking; orders for Popixar Science
Monthly from your friends. Xo scUinK
required. Turn c-slra hours into extra dollars.

POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY
381 Fourth Ave. New York. N. Y.

GENIUS OR IDIOT?
(Continued from page 42)

body changes. When a lack of this hormone
occurs, the individual grows little during

childhood and usually stops growing alto-

gether at an early age. As a rule, this kind

of dwarfism is accompanied by obesity. Many
of the short, chubby people you meet are

mild cases of pituitary deficiency.

Mr. Mok : How about giants?

Dr. Ri'CKES : A giant is the exact opposite

of this second kind of dwarf. Gigantism is

the result of an over-abundance of this fluid

from the front part of the pituitary, which
makes an individual grow out of all propor-

tion to normal without, however, changing

the body form. One of the best-known,

authentic cases of gigantism is that of Charles

Byrne, the "Irish giant," whose skeleton is

on exhibition in the Museum of the Royal
College of Surgeons, in London. According

to Sir Arthur Keith, the famous British

scientist, it measures " feet, 8.4 inches in

height, but in life Byrne is supposed to have
stood 8 feet, 2 inches. He was born in 1761

and died only twenty-two years later. Giants

usually have excessive bone formation.

Mr. Mok : Why is that ?

Dr. Ruckes: Because the pituitary also

regulates, to some extent, the formation of

the bones. Of all animals, turtles have the

most bone in proportion to the rest of the

body. They also have the most active pitui-

tary gland. The fact that over-activity of the

pituitary is responsible for giants has been

proved time and again in the laboratory.

Giant rats have been produced by daily

injections of pituitary fluid. One rat attained

exactly twice its normal size—in other W'ords,

if it had been a man, it would have been
nearly twelve feet tall.

Mr. Mok : What is wrong with the fat

lady of the circus?

DR. RUCKES: She is a case of excessive

obesity caused by lack of pituitary fluid

but unaccompanied by dwarfism.

Mr. Mok : What are the functions of some
of the other endocrine glands?

Dr. Ruckes: One of the most interesting

of the glands and one which, in the last eight

years, has received world-wide publicity, is

the pancreas, the producer of insulin. This

is a peculiar and complex gland because it

has ducts and also acts as a ductless gland.

Its duct-bearing part produces digestive juices

that are in no way related to endocrincs. Its

ductless portions are the insulin producing

parts. Insulin literally means "from the

islands." This refers to the small, islandlike

areas in the pancreas that secrete this sub-

stance. Insulin in its pure form was extracted

by Dr. F. G. Banting and Dr. J. J. R. Mac-
Leod, both of the University of Toronto.
They discovered it could be used successfully

in the treatment of diabetes, though it is not

a cure for the disease. In 1923, Banting and
MacLeod received the Nobel Prize for these

achievements.

Mr. Mok : Isn't insulin from sheep used in

the treatment of diabetes?

DR. RUCKES : It is, and I am glad you
asked that question because it reminds

me of an important feature of the endocrine

glands. It is this: They are virtually inter-

changeable in all backboned animals, from
fish to man; that is to say, they secrete the

same chemicals no matter in what animal they
are found. Only backboned creatures have
ductless glands. Incidentally, the fact that

they are interchangeable i? considered by
evolutionists as another piece of evidence
for the relationship, and hence, common
descent, of the animals, including man. First,

it was discovered that thyroid extract from
a sheep would cause growth changes in a

frog. Then it was found that the thyroid fluid

from a dogfish, (Continued on pane 132)

SION
TALKING PICTU!

Dissatisfied with your present job?
Not making enough money? Then
let me show you how to prepare for
a real job at a real pay, in RADIO—
one of the fastest growing, biggest
money-making trades on earth.

JOBS LEADING
TO BIG FAY

Scores of jobs are open to the Trained Man

—

jobs as Designer, Inspector and Teeter—as Ra-
dio Salesman and in Service and Inatallatiun
work—as Operator, Mechanic or Manager of a
Broadcasting Station—as Wireless Operator on
a Ship or Airplane— jobs with Talking Picture
Theatres and Manufacturers of Sound Equip-
ment— with Television Laboratories and Sta*
dioa— fascinating jobs, offering unlimited op-
portunities to the Trained Man.

TENwms of Practical

Shop Training
Come to Coyne in Chicagoand prepare for these
joba the QUICK and PKAC;TICAL way— BY
ACTUAL SHOP WORK ON ACTUAL RA-
DIO EQUIPMENT. Some students finish the
entire course in 8 weeks. The average time is

only 10 weeks. But you can stay as lonsr as you
please, at no extra cost to you. No previous
experience necessary. Get the facts I

Broadcasting'Television

Sonnd Equipment
In addition to themoBtmodemRadioeqiiipment.
we have installed in our shops a complete model
Broadcastini? Station, with Sound Proof Studio
and modern Transmitter with 1.000 Watt Tubes
—the JenkinsTelevision Transmitter, with doz-
ensof home-type Television receivinfrseta—and
acomplete Talking Picture installation for both
"sound on film" and "sound on disk." We have
spared no expense in our effort to make your
training as COMPLETE and PRACTICAL as
possible. Mail coupon for full details!

COYNE IS 32 YEARS OLD
Coyne has been training men since 1899. Get all
thefacts—FREE ! Find out about our Free Em.
ployment Service and how some students earn
while learninR. It coeta nothing: to investigate.
JUST MAIL THE COUPON FOU A FREE
COPY OF OUR BIG RADIO. TELEVISION
AND TALKING PICTURE BOOK.

H. C. LEWIS, President

Radio Div., Coyne Electrical School
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 91-4H
ChicaKO, Illinois

Send me your Big Free Radio >nd Television
Book. This does not obligate me In any way.

Name.

Address,

City .State.
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For ChristmuM . . . Give This
Treasure House off Fascinat-
ing and Usefful Infformation

How the Sacred Cloak of
St. Martin GaveUs OurWord

CHAPEL
When the revered Saint Martin died at Tour«, in the
4th century, his cloak was preserved by the Prankish
Kings as a holy relic. The orisinal tneanins of cupcila,

the Late Latin word for cloak, was extended, so that it

came to mean not only the cloak, but also the sanctuary
in which the cloak was kept. Gradually the meaning
broadened further, and cat>dla came to denote any
shrine in which sacred things were kept, and then any
building or room used lor sacred services or worship.
The Latin form capella became the Old French form
chapele and then our English word chapel. From the
same source comes chaplain, which is derived from the
Latin capellanui, '^guardian of the cloak" of St. Martin.
This is but one example of the thousands of fascinat-

ing stories about the origins of English words which
you will find in

**The Supreme Authority"

WEBSTER'S NEW
INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY
The Perfect Gift

It U n library in one volume, its

ype matter equivalent to a 15'
volume encyclopedia. Its ency-
clopedic information makes it

general question- answerer
on all subjects. In its 2,700
pagei there are 452,000
entries, including thou-
sands of new words,
12.000 biographical
entries, 32.000 geo-

Kraphica 1 subjcc ts, 100
iluable ubles, over 6*000

illustrations.

Get The Best
Rely on the testimony of Presidents and Department
Heads of the leading Universities; the indorsement of
hundreds of Supreme Court Judges; the judsment
of Librarians all over the country who choose the
MERRIAM-WEBSTER for their own use.

See It at Your Bookstore

Send for Free Booklet
of Word Stories

A number of these fascinating stories about the origins
of words are presented in an interesting illustrated
booklet which we shall be glad to send you free on
request, tosethcr with full information about The
Merriam -Webster. Just mail coupon. No obligation.

G. & C. MERRIAM CO.. Springfield, Mass.

GENIUS OR IDIOT?
(ContiiiKed from pus;e i^^i)

G. t C. Merrlam Co., Springflald, Miss.

Please send me free your booklet "Sur-
prisinK OriKins of English Words" and full
inforrostton about Webster's New Interna-
tional Dictionary. (Pup. Fr), tz.si.)

Name

Street and Number .

City_ _Statc_

or shark, could be used in human beings
and any other animal. Finally, the BantinK-
MacLeod experiments showed that sheep's

insulin was effective in human diabetes

patients. Nowadays, the chemical consti-

tution of several of the endocrincs is so well

known, that some of them are synthetically

produced in laboratories, amoUK them thy-
roxine, and the fluid from the adrenal glands,

which is called adrenalin.

Mr. Mok : What arc the adrenal glands?
Dr. Ruckes : They arc two small bodies,

somewhat triangular in shape in human beings
and about one inch long at the base, that

form small caps on top of the kidneys. Each
of them produces two kinds of chemicals.

Mr. Mok : How is that possible ?

Dr. Ruckes: Because the adrenals are

double-layered. The central core produces
one kind of fluid, and the enclosing capsule,

which is like the shell of a nut, secretes the

other. \n interesting feature of the adrenal

glands is that, in proportion to their size,

they have the largest blood supply of any
body organ.

Mk. Mok : What are these two chemicals
and what are their functions?

Dr. ruckes: The fluid produced by the

core regulates the blood pressure ; that is,

an increased amount of adrenalin in the

blood causes the blood vessels to contract

their walls, thereby increasing the pressure

of the blood in the vessels. For that reason,

adrenal extract or adrenal salts often are used
to reduce or stop bleeding. The chemical
produced by the outer layer regulates the

reproductive glands.

Mr. Mok : What do you mean by that ?

Dr. Ruckes: You see, the glands of internal

secretion are the chemical regulators of our
bodies, and they all seem to balance one
another chemically in some mysterious way,
as I will try to explain later. Let us stick

for a moment to the adrenals. W'hen the

outer layer fails to function properly, all

sorts of strange and distressing changes may
occur in the individual.

Mr. Mok: For instance?

DR. RUCKES: Poor functioning of the

adrenal outer layfr explains some cases of

bearded ladies, though superabundant hair

growth also mav be a vestige, as Dr. Gregory
has told you (P. S. M., .\ug.. '.^1, p. 20).

This beard is only one symptom of an actual

rliaitge in sex. Not only does hair appear
on the face, chest, and arms, but the entire

body shape changes from female to male.

The opposite also happens, anti cases are on
record of boys almost changing into girls.

Similar irregularities sometimes cause the

reproductive systems of children from four

to six years old to mature. Usually, they die

soon. .A striking example of such a "com-
pressed life cycle" is that of Thomas Hall,

who was born in Willingham, near Cam-
bridge, England, in 1741, and died there of

extreme old age in September, 1747, at the aiie

of not quite six, bald, wrinkled, a pathetic

spectacle. On his gravestone, there is this

inscription, in Latin : "Stop, traveller, and
wondering know here buried lie the remains
of Thomas, the son of Thomas and Margaret
Hall : who not one year old had the signs of

manhood; not three w.is almost four feet

high; endued with uncommon strength, a

just proportion of parts, and a stupendous
voice; before six died as it were of advanced
age." This premature development some-
times also is due to an abnormality of the

pineal gland on top of the brain. Little is

definitely know n about this gland except that

it once was an eye in the amphibians and the

reptiles. In fact, there is one lizard living in

New Zealand today that still has this third

eye on top of its head.

Mr. Mok : I seem to remember that some
connection is supposed to exist between the

production of adrenalin and fear, anger, and
excitement of various kinds.

Dr. Ruckes : It appears that the amount of
adrenalin in the blood increases as a result of

the.se emotions, and as adrenalin regulates the
blood pressure, it is probably for that reason
that we get hot or cold, red or pale, in these

emotional states. Some scientists explain this

connection by saying tjat, in case of emer-
gency or crisis, the bra..i sends a message to

the inner core of the adrenals which, in

response to this SOS, pour adrenaUn into

the bloodstream. The heartbeat is speeded
up, energy generated, the digestion retarded,

the sweat glands begin to work, the hair

stands up on end, and the man or beast in

question is ready for light or flight. But most
of the present knowledge about such connec-
tions between emotions and gland activity is

in the guessing stage. We do know, however,
that there is a definite connection between the
amount of adrenalin in the blood and physical

exercise. This is because adrenalin is necessary

to release the stored sugar fuel in various
parts of the body, principally the liver, for the
production of energy. In other words, w^hen
you exercise violently, a great deal of adre-
nalin gets into your blood.
Mr. Mok : What of the reproductive

glands?
Dr. Ruckes: As I have told you, they

serve two purposes. First, the production
of egg cells and sperm cells; and, second, the
secretion of hormones that appear to deter-
mine the secondary sex characteristics.

Mr. Mok : Has the connection between
these hormones and physical appearance
been established experimentally ?

Dr. Ruckes: Certainly. .\ little while ago,

I said that a delicate chemical balance is

maintained among the various ductless glands.

The peculiar part is that all or some oj the
endocrine glands, in addition to their usual
functions, seem to possess the ability to
counteract the activities of the sex hormones.
Mr. Mok: I don't quite understand that.
Dr. Ruckes: I don't blame you, for it is

a pretty intricate sy.stem. I can best make it

clear to you with an experimental example:
If we take a normal young male goat and
remove its sex glands before the secondary
sex characteristics have appeared this goat
will assume the secondary sex characteristics
of a female goat when it reaches maturity.
Mr. Mok : I agree with you that this

seems to show that the sex hormones deter-
mine both physical and emotional character-
istics. But isn't the result here rather a
negative one—simply the absence of male
characteristics? How does it demonstrate the
counter activity of the other endocrines?

Dr. Ruckes: This is shown more clearly

in a reverse experiment, which also has often
been made. When the sex glands are removed
from a young female goal, the animal, upon
maturity, grows horns and a beard.
Mr. Mok : This may be true of goats—but

how about people?

DR. RUCKES: Of course, surgery is not
my line but I do know that hospital

records show that similar changes occur in

human patients. Now-, these experiments indi-

cate that the other endocrines are at work in

such cases and mysteriously create the oppo-
site attributes. Besides, it indicates that the
differentiation between the sexes is not as

sharp as is generally believed. Scientifically,

the line of demarcation bctw-een male and
female is pretty vague,
Mr. Mok : .Again, I am afraid that I don't

quite follow you.
Dr. Ruckes: I mean that in nature the

sexes are not (Continued on page i.f.f)
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divided like blacii and while. That is

where our poor Swiss rooster comes in,

which was burned at the slake for laying

an egg. Vou see, in birds, a small part of

the male sex glands is potentially female.

Xormally, this part is inactive. But in cer-

tain cases, it develops abnormally, and egg-
laying may be the result. Vou remember I

lold you that scientists have created this

condition artificially. They did this by
removing most of the sex glands, leaving the

potentially female portion. The secondary
male sex characteristics of these birds disap-

peared almost entirely—the rooster, for

example, lost its comb and tail feathers. That
was to be expected. The wonderful feature

is that, in their new female form, the birds

remained fertile. In other words, these were
complete sex reversals.

Mr. Mok : Is a human being also poten-
tially two-sexed ?

Dk. RiXKEs: Only as an unborn baby. In
the normal adult, only one sex is apparent.
But, as I said, the dividing line is not as

sharp as most of us think. There are many
gradations between the 100 percent male
and the 100 percent female. On the other

hand, there are individuals, in the animal
kingdom as well as among us, that are more
than 100 percent male or female.

Mr. Mok : How is it possible to be more
than 100 percent of anything?

Dr. RrcKEs: By 100 "percent male or

female is meant the complete, normal male
or female. In some individuals, however, the

sex hormones are so jiowerful that they inten-

sify the male or female secondary sex char-
acteristics. In such cases, among people, you
get the "'real he-man" type and the soft, over-
feminine, "clinging vine" type of woman.
Mr. Mok : .Are the sex hormones also

responsible for youth fulness?

DR. RUCKES: They arc. What we call

youthfulness or the vigor of youth

—

such things as physical prowess, activity,

rapid rate of growth and repair of the body
tissues, playfulness, and last but not least,

the romantic tendencies of young people and
their ability to have offspring—all are due
to the activities of the sex hormones.
Mr. Mok : Docs this mean that old age is

simply the result of a slowing-up of the sex

glands?
Dr. RrcKEs: Not entirely, but mostly.

In part, it is also due to the accumulation in

the cells of Ihc body of toxic, or poisonous
materials, or waste products. Since these

cannot be removed, they interfere with the

normal working of the cells, much as the

accumulation of dirt or dust interferes w-ith

the operation of any engine. After a while,

the engine stops. So do the body cells. This
is death from old age. Xow, this matter of

old age, or senescence, has been carefulh-

studied by a number of investigators, among
them the late Dr. Jacques Locb, former
director of the Rockefeller Institute; Pro-
I'cssor Gary X. Calkins, of Columbia Univer-
sity, and Dr. Lurande L. Woodruff, of Yale.

They found that the lowest forms of creatures

that have the sex method can rejuvenate
themselves.

Mr. Mok: How?

DR. RUCKES: During most of their lives,

these creatures, as I lold you last month,
reproduce themselves by self-division. When
they got old—that is to say, when the one cell

of which they consist becomes clogged with

waste materials—they get sluggish and, unless

they mate, they die. Such mating docs not

produce offspring in the ordinary sense.

Mr. Mok: What does it do?
Dr. Ruckes: It rejuvenates the worn-out

cells. The strange (Continued on pane if4)
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part is that both the tiny creatures that mate
are old and worn out, and that both are

younK after mating.
Mr. Mok : What of rejuvenation among

people? Can it really be accomplished?
Dr. Ruckes : Yes, indeed it can. Since

old age in the higher animals, including man,
is chiefly due to deficiency of the sex hor-
mones which, you remember, produce the

secondary se.x characteristics, including youth-
fulncss, new youth, or rather vigor, can be
instilled in two ways.
Mr. Mok: What are they?

DR. RUCKES: The first method involves
transplantation of the sex glands from

one animal to another, or from an animal to a
person. You recall that the endocrine glands
are interchangeable in all backboned crea-

tures. The second method, which is used by
the famous Dr. Voronoff, and Dr. Steinacli,

is more intricate. It consists mainly in caus-
ing the sex gland to rejuvenate itself.

Mr. Mok: How is that done?
Dr. Ruckes: The sex gland is prevented

from fulfilling its primary function; namely,
the elimination of sperm cells or egg cells.

What happens then is this: The glands go
on secreting these cells just the same, and
the stored-up cells produce more of that part
of the sex gland that secretes the hormones
which, in turn, are responsible for the second-
ary characteristics, including youth.
Mr. Mok : As I understand it, the first

method you described is what is known as

a "monkey-gland" operation?
Dr. Ruckes: Y'es, but it need not be the

gland of a monkey. The glands of sheep and
of other animals are also used. The reason
it is called a "monkey-gland" operation is

that the first experiment on a human being
was performed with a monkey gland.

Mr. Mok : Does it make any difference

where the animal gland is inserted ?

Dr. RrcKEs: Not necessarily. As I told

you, the endocrine glands are ductless and
their chemicals are absorbed by the blood-
stream. For that reason, a transplanted gland
makes its effect felt no matter into what part
of the body it is grafted.
Mr. Mok : Are these gland transplantations

always successful?

Dr. Ruckes : Here we get again into the
field of medicine and surgery, and that is not
my province. However, it is my impression
that they are not always successful.

MR. MOK: Have these operations been
performed on both men and women?

Dr. Ruckes: They have. In both cases,

the result is a rejuvenated but sterile person.

Now, somewhat similar effects may be pro-

duced without resorting to surgery. Of late,

sex hormones have been extracted, and they

may be introduced into the system by injec-

tion or other means. These hormones are not
patent medicines, and cannot be obtained
without a doctor's prescription. .\s you know,
numerous treatments pretending to restore

vitality are constantly advertised. The vast

majority of these arc quackeries.

Mr. Mok : What influences do the endo-
crincs exert on our emotional lives?

Dr. Ruckes : I have told you about some
of them, but the emotions are not really in

my line. I would suggest that you ask a

psychologist to tell you that story.

TJ/^HY do we behave like human beinRs?
r r What are the origins and mainsprings

of our likes and dislikes, our desires and pas-

sions! In the January Popul.\r Science
Monthly, Dr. A. T. Poffenherger, head of
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answers will give you the story of the emo-
tions. On the news stands December i.
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A BOY SOLVES CHEMICAL
MYSTERY quickly with a KEMKIT—

the latest step in the borne study of chemistry and cbem-
Iral idukIc. Kenikil Nn. 1, Utr $1.(M) contains i heiiilcul^, a
lext-l)ook nnil apparatus, with which you can make over
150 experiments. KEMKITS ore u^ecl In Oolumbia Vni-
verslty am) many other Rreat institutions. Ask us or your
toy .'.tore for a KK.MKIT—reini-fnh4T Ibe name. St-nd fl.llit

money order in onlerlng (iirect Troin us. Free information

—

write to: -

KEMKIT CHEMICAL CORP.
13S Johnson St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

DEEPEST OIL WELL
TWO MILES DOWN

(Conlinucd from pufjc 21

)

Associatcd's Clarke Xo. 2 at Santa Fe
Sprinps, Calif., recorded a temperature of
206 deprces at 7,800 feet. Seven other wells
failed repeatedly to get cement to "set" over
this hot formation, although one made nine
attempts. Drillers finally brought in Clarke
Xo. 2 only after circulating fifty tons of ice

to chill the formation.
Extreme variations in temperature in dif-

ferent localities lead some scientists to believe
that these fluctuations may reveal subter-
ranean folds or trends of structure not
detected through surface mapping.

Great as are the obstacles ahead, experts
predict marvelous strides toward still deeper
drilling in the near future. Looking back
seventy-two years, to the time Colonel Drake
drilled the first American oil well at Titus-
ville. Pa., oil men recall with a chuckle the
crude tools by which wells were first shoved
down to the shallow eastern pools.

A WOODEN walking beam, driven by a
revolving eccentric wheel, slowly jerked

a manila rope up and down, lifting" the bit
and letting it fall sharply. A pair of chain-
like links allowed a little slack in the line
which, when taken up on the up-strokc,jcrked
the bit free from the bottom. Thus a regular
oscillation was built up with the bit jumping
through a wide swing and hitting the bottom
with considerable force. This column of steel,

five inches in diameter and forty or fifty

feet long and weighing a ton or more, slowly
sank a hole downward, its beveled edge chip-
ping its way into the rock like a huge pick.
The next few years saw a number of rad-

ical changes. Chief among the.sc was the
introduction of the rotary drill, which
whirled the bit down through the hardest
strata with astonishing speed. Already, drill-

ers had found that by keeping the hole full

of water, the gas and oil can be kept under
control until the well is ready to be brought
in. Even very large producers can thus be
restrained from gushing over the derrick.

So potent is the weight of this column of
water that rich oil strata are drilled right
through without knowledge of the drillers.

In the barren, humpy Elk Hills field, one
well passed blindly through a gas zone which
later tipped the gage at 800 pounds per
square inch. Subsequently this well yielded
natural gas at the rate of from 30,000.000
to 100,000,000 cubic feet daily. In the Coyote
Hills, some eighty-five wells passed through
an oil sand which was later tapped by a well
to yield 10.000 barrels a day.
By pumping a steady stream of mud down

through the center of the drill pipe, out
through holes in the bit, and back up around
the casing, the restraining pressure of the
heavy fluid on unruly gas zones was
increased, while circulation of the mud sof-

tened the hole and kept it clean of cuttings.

M the same time, drillers learned to watch
the mud flowing back out of the hole until

oil showings arc betrayed by bursting bubbles
of gas released at the surface of the mud.

ENGINEERS, who had previously placed
the limit of deep drilling at the point

where the buoyancy of the manila drilling

cable floated the bit in the water, now saw
no limit to the number of strings of pipe
that could be .screwed end to end to twist

the drill.

Humping over the mud ditch until a strong

odor of natural gas revealed the presence of

the oil zones their survey had predicted,

geologists earned the picturesque name of

"mud smellers." Much more successful sniff-

ing became possible with the invention of

the core barrel. This peculiar type of bit,

essentially a ring of ( Continued on paRC i.^6)
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DEEPEST OIL WELL TWO MILES DOWN
(Continued from page 135)

teeth which bites out circular sections of

rock much as a coolcie cutter cuts circles of

dough, brings to the surface cylindrical cores
which are cross sections of the strata pene-
trated.

Correlating the data gained from the cores

of a number of wells in one field, geologists

now plot maps of the subterranean structures

with surprising accuracy.
Ever a relentless enemy of producing oil

wells, intruding water, flowing around the

casing into petroleum sands and forming an
emulsion ruinous to the quality of the oil,

had brought many a fine w'ell to an early

end. Drillers sought to shut out this water by
ending the casing in a tapered joint which
they drove as tightly as possible into a solid

formation, sealing the pipe against water
from higher strata. Where the hole ter-

minated in a soft formation, a sack of flax-

seed was sometimes dropped to the bottom,
where it swelled and forced itself up around
the casing, shutting off the w'ater to a certain

extent. Lead shavings, clay, wheat, chopped
rope, and many other substances were used
for this purpose, but with poor success.

R. W. Stephens, experimenting on a Union
Oil Company well in the Purisima field, hit

upon an improved method. Dumping liquid

cement to the bottom of the hole to a depth
of twenty-six feet, he lowered the ten-inch

casing into this plastic mixture. When the
cement had set thoroughly, the hole was
drilled through this plug to the oil sand. The
water shut-off was perfect.

LVTER, oil men learned to place a packer
* at the bottom and drive in the cement

by compressed air, allowing it to harden
under pressure to form a solid, dry joint.

Today, clean holes sealed perfectly against

intrusive waters permit the flow of oil and
gas until the supply is completely exhausted.

Other inventions have since come rapidly

to the aid of the oil man. From the terrific

heat of the electric blast furnace have come
Borium, Blackor, and Diamonette, materials

so hard they easily cut glass. Used for facing

the cutting surfaces of drills, they outwear
the hardest of steels and vastly reduce the

amount of time lost in changing bits. Drills

tipped with disks that cut at an angle now
sharpen themselves as they turn, keeping a
razor-sharp edge at all times. For rock work
there are bits whose cutting sufaces are

toothed cones, which mill around as the drill

rotates and literally pulverize the rock into

dust.

Streams of salt water, leaking into oil

strata, now betray their deadly presence to

the "water witch," a queer instrument based
upon the principle that salt water is a far

better conductor of electricity than pure

water. Dropped into the hole, which has just

been washed clean with fresh water, this

"water witch" gives a deflection upon a
meter when a zone of the conducting salt

water has been reached.

HOW straight is an oil well? A few years

ago, oil men didn't know. An early sur-

vey indicated a drift in one well of 1,2CXD

feet from the vertical. Drillers scoffed at the

crazy instrument that had measured the hole,

untii, one bright morning, two wells located

SOO feet apart at the surface came together.

Operators began to take notice. Later, the

discovery of oil at Signal Hill, just at the

edge of the city of Long Beach, Calif.,

brought such a multitude of derricks that

often adjacent rigs were so close one could

not walk between them. It became a common
thing for a driller to find he had penetrated

the casing of a neighbor.

.\nothcr serious problem is the maintain-

ing of the circulation of the steady flowing
mud stream. When it ceases, trouble begins.

Underground caverns sometimes cause grave
difficulties by swallowing the down-flowing
stream of mud, instead of returning it to the

surface. One remarkable well—the No. 1

Crowell at Tulsa, Okla.—ran into a cave that
devoured 4,400 sacks of cement without a
murmur. Nine hundred barrels of lime were
dumped in—and the hungry well asked for
more. Next came 300 wagon-loads of red
clay, but they didn't faze the well. Desperate,
drillers sent out an SOS to the farmers in the
vicinity.

They brought 500 bushels of oats, 180 bush-
els of corn, twenty tons of cottonseed hulls,

and 180 bushels of bran. When an additional
twenty tons of ensilage had vanished into
the well, the drillers gave up in disgust and
abandoned the hole.

Trying it again about a quarter of a mfle
to the south, they struck the same formation—evidently an underground cave of enor-
mous size. Here they succeeded in reaming
and setting pipe though the cavern, which
logged 130 feet from top to bottom.

SETTING the casing in deep wells is no
mean mechanical problem. Lowering a

pipe weighing hundreds of thousands of
pounds to a predetermined point that must
be located within a few feet or even a few
inches in nine or ten thousand feet, drillers

must "land" the casing in a solid formation
that holds the cement firmly.

Inside the casing itself hangs the tubing
through which the oil flows. The w-eight of
this long string of pipe is sometimes too great
for its .strength, and the tubing snaps, letting

the lower portion plunge downward. A clever

mechanical device is now attached somewhere
upon the lower portion of the tubing. If the
pipe gives way, its downward plunge is

halted within five inches by viselike spring
teeth that bite into the surrounding casing,

checking the fall. Fishing tools snag the
broken section, and the spring teeth yield to

an upward pull, allowing the tubing to be
withdrawn for repair.

One remarkable clever instrument was
devised by an engineer who knew little about
oil drilling, but much about engineering.

Some one explained to him the need for a
steady combination of speed and pressure on
the revolving drill. "I can make a gadget that

will regulate that automatically," he said.

True to his promise, he invented the "Drill-

ometer," a device much Hke the differential

of an automobile. One end of the "differ-

ential" is attached to the speed regulator,

another to the engine that hoists the drill up
and down. If the drill strikes a soft formation
and begins to speed up, it is lowered and
more weight is applied. If a snag is struck,

the slowing of the drill lifts the weight from
it. Simple, but effective.

DEEP drilling opens new possibilities to

lure the oil man, for beneath old zones

that have yielded fortunes may lie nfw
pools of untold richness. One morning in

June, 1929, drillers were lamenting a "twist-

off" in Associated's Clarke No. 2, a former
producer that was being deepened to explore

new depths. Fishing with strange hooked
tools, they sought to recover the lost drill

stem, which filled the hole to within forty

feet of the bottom.
Suddenly a column of oil, bursting from

the well, shot up to the derrick top. It was
the first indication of the amazing Lower
Clarke zone, last and deepest of the prolific

Santa Fe Springs strata, which caused that

field's production to jump from 16,000,000

barrels in 1928 to 76,447,464 barrels in 1929.
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MECHANICAL DRAWING

Now Made Easy To Learn At Home

OuroriKinalmethodof teaching with
jk I # III Transpiirent Appliances and cut-out
*r I £. madc]k(neverbt'fure supplied with any— rr^iir.sr) enables you to quickly master

the theory of drawing—not a corres-

pondence course. Starts right at the beginning, tak-
ing you step by step through all the essentials of
drafting room practice. Interesting, practical and
written bo »nyone can understand it. Written by a
man with teaching experience who has spent twenty-
five years in drawing and designing.
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ence when you actually work in a drafting room.

The complete Dietzgen drawing out5t furnished with
the course will serve you many years. Contains set of
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ink, paper, pens, pencils, etc. Nothing more to buy.
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JKS" Money Back Guarantee
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183 St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.
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for which please send me at once your Elementary
Mechanical Drawing Course which includes two
books, transparent appUances and complete drawing
outfit. If for any reason I am dissatisfied after 5 days
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will be refunded.
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Street
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WHY SEAPLANES FLY
WITH BULLET SPEED

(Conlinufd jrom f>(t);e ,^o)

I was headinp back alonv: the coast for the

harbor when I noticed a patch of ruffled

water near the shore.

Sheer 1,000-foot cliffs rose from the sea at

this point. Near the disturbed water, a nar-
row chasm, like a knife cut, had been worn
throuph the bluffs by a mountain stream.

From this wild ravine, narrower than the span
of the Dornier's wines, a little breeze was
blowing, produced by cooled air flowing

down the cut. I swung the big boat toward
the cliffs, opened the two 500-horsepower
motors, and thundered straight for the mouth
of the gorge.

Out of the tail of my eye, I saw the

mechanic grab hold of his seat, snap his head
around, and look at me as though he thought
I had gone crazy. The cliffs loomed higher

and higher over our heads. Our speed w'as

increasing with every foot. As we hit the

ruffled water, a crash seemed inevitable.

Then the breeze, striking us head-on, lifted

the ship on its step. In a skidding half-circle,

I swung to the right and headed out to sea

for the take-off.

In a water plane, you can make a turn
like that at high speed. On a land plane, it

would wipe off the landing gear. In skimming
along the water, a seaplane or flying boat
rides on its step, sunk only a few inches below
the surface. So it is only the top "skin" of the

water that resi.sts sidewise movement, and
this is insufficient to do damage. For this

reason, a seaplane is able to land without
difficulty at right angles to a current or while

drifting sidewise in a cross wind.

WHEN Glenn Curtiss took off from the

water near San Diego, Calif., in 1911,

in the world's first seaplane, his machine was
equipped with a single boxlike, flat-bottomed

wooden float. A little later, the hydroplane
step was introduced, increasing its efficiency.

The next advance was the substitution of a
V-bottom for a flat one.

In landing, the knife edge of the V cut

into the water and reduced the shock. But
suction around the sides of the first V-floats

threw spray into the propeller and cockpit.

So spray-strips, like automobile mudguards,
were attached to the sides of the pontoons.

However, a new type of V-bottom soon made
them unnecessary. By curving the legs of

the \' inward in the form of two scallops, the

spray-producing suction was eliminated.

The latest floats, such as were placed on the

Lockheed monoplane flown to the Orient by
Col. Charles A. Lindbergh, have a "double
scallop" bottom. This gives a minimum of

spray in running through rough water.

The two characteristics of a good pontoon
or flying boat hull are "clean running"—that

is, throwing up little spray—and having the

least possible amount of resistance in travel-

ing through the water.

At Cowes, England, in 1925, I tested a

huge multimotored flying boat that had an
inverted V-bottom like a seasled. It gave
clean running in heavy seas, but its water
resistance was so great that the design was
abandoned. The greater the water resistance,

the greater the power required to get a ship

into the air.

BECAUSE of this fact, my transatlantic

plans were almost wrecked by one of the

strangest cases of added resistance on record.

.\t the .\zores, we made our final tests and
found just what the Dornicr would lift. Then
there was a month's delay, repairing the radio

and waiting for good weather.

A perfect day arrived. Wc filled the tanks,

stored aboard our equipment, and charged

out into the .\tlantic for the take-off. The
ship wouldn't rise. (Continued o» />ii,i;f i.^S)
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Avi.4TION Is

J-\_ growing rap-

idly. During the

past year transport

operators increased

their activities over

2 00 'A. 3,007,670

people traveled by

air. The total length

of air mail lines in

the United States is

now 29,589 miles.

Every 24 hours 84,

771 miles are flown.

The growth of Aviation offers great op-

portunities and big pay to aviation me-
chanics, ^'ou can train for a good posi-

tion at one of the Curtiss-Wright Aero-
nautical Training Schools—leading .Avia-

tion Schools in the United States. A new
.Mechanics' Course provides the best

preparation for a career in Aviation that

you can possibly find. The sound, practi-

cal e.xperience you obtain in this Course
applies towards a United States Depart-
ment of Commerce airplane and engine

mechanic's license.

Train to be an aviation mechanic. No
other industry offers a brighter future,

more interesting work, or better pay.

Curtiss-Wright Aeronautical Training
Schools are located at New York, Chi-
cago, Los Angeles, Baltimore, Boston,
Pittsburgh, and 25 other leading cities.

If you are looking for a real opportunity
and a chance to make big money, mail
this coupon for complete details about the
Curtiss-Wright School near your home.

CURTISS-WRIGHT
AERONAUTICAL
TRAINING SCHOOL

29 WEST 57th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Curtiss-Wright Aeronautical Training School
29 West 57th Street, New York Ciry

Please send me complete details about your
new Aviation Mechanics' Course.

Name

Address

City Stale

Age
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Don't pound the pavements look-

ing for a job! Don't take just

any old job at small pay! Get

out of the rut and into ELEC-
TRICITY—the big- pay field

M'here GOOD JOBS are always

open for trained men.

12 WEEKS TRAINING
On REAL Equipment

In 12 short weeks vou'U step away from
the untrained mob into a steady job

with BIG PAY. Here at my big school,

you receive actual, practical training in

ELECTRICITY. Not with books, lessons

or correspondence. . . . but shoulder

to shoulder with expert electrical in-

structors, you work f>n full-sized mov-
ing, whirling motors; on generators,

batteries, switchboards, telephone sys-

tems, radio receiving and transmitting

sets, and everything electrical. You need
no previous training. Every day I re-

ceive requests for McSwecny trained

graduates. What's more, McSweeny
graduates get the big-pay jobs because
they arc TRAINED for them.

Learn Electritity

The McSweeny Way
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
YOUR RAILROAD FARE PAID!

Come to my school. You'll learn elec-

tricity, including Radio, by DOING. No
books to read. No tedious lectures. You
stay with each step until you KNOW it.

When you graduate, I guarantee that

you'll know electricity. YOU are the

sole judge of your fitness for a BIG
JOB. Your tuition will be refunded if,

upon graduation YOU are not satisfied.

But ACT NOW.

Big lUustrated 1?01?V7
Book Sent K M\MltMLJ

Take your first step to big pay TODAY.
Mail the coupon for my big illustrated

book on ELECTRICITY. Get my Free
Railroad and New Low Tuition offers

NOW.

McSWEENY
ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

Dept.
Cleveland, Ohio.

H. McSwpenv, I*rcR.

I
MrSwecnv Elrrtrif^at School, •

I
Drpt. R-6-12, Clrvrlaofl, Ohio.

|

I Dear Mac: Without obligation, nvntl mv your I

t big, inlcrcBtlng book on KKKCTKICITY. AI»o |

I
Railroad Fare and Low Tuition OiT<erf>: and de>

|
tails ol Emplovmcnt Service. •

I I

I
Name |

1
j

I AddreM I

I

I Town SWIe !

I , 1

WHY SEAPLANES ARE SPEEDY
(Continued from page ijy)

We tried again and again. It had risen before

with the same load, but now it wouldn't get

out of the water. In the harbor, I was sitting

dejectedly on a wing-stub with my hand
dangling in the warm water when a hard

little lump on the side of the hull came off

in my fingers. I looked at it and the mystery

was solved.

The whole bottom of the hull was covered

with barnacles and small mussels that had
attached themselves during the month's delay.

The increased water resistance of the rough

hull, rather than the weight of the shellfish,

prevented the take-off. When a diver cleaned

off the bottom of the boat, the Dornier lifted

easily from the water.

In developing air-and-water craft, designers

were dealing with two elements. Sometimes
they would produce machines that flew like

birds in the air, but on w'ater were tricky

and dangerous. At other times the opposite

would be true.

I remember one treacherous machine the

pilots nicknamed "The U-Boat." Every time

it would near flying speed, the nose of the

boat would be sucked down into the water

and only by cutting the gun could the pilot

avoid a "crash dive" to the bottom. Nobody
knew what was wrong. The ship was one of

the most beautiful I ever saw, its hull having

smooth, curving lines. In the end, it was
found that these lines caused all the trouble.

The curve extended too far back. The bot-

tom of the boat was like the top of an air-

plane w-ing. As speed increased, the water

produced a down-suction just as the partial

vacuum above a wing increases its upward
lift.

AVOTHER design difficulty in early water
. planes concerned the necessity for put-

ting the propeller high up to avoid the spray.

When a pilot opened the throttle on these

machines, the nose of the plane pointed down,
and when he shut off the motor, it pointed up.

This meant that if the engine cut out unex-

pectedly in the air, the ship was likely to pull

up into a danccrous stall unless the man at

the slick did some hair-trigger piloting.

Being high above the center of weight, the

push of the propeller tended to drive the

top of the plane ahead before the bottom,

thus nosing the ship down. .\nd when the

propeller's push was suddenly removed, the

nose naturally came up. On the latest boats

the motor is mounted so it slants downward
to the rear. This sends the slipstream, or

wake, of the propeller down on the tail

surfaces, holding the tail down and the nose

up when the motor is runnine, and letting

the tail rise and the nose go down when the

blast from the propeller ceases.

Another recent improvement for seaplanes

has been announced by the makers of Edo
floats. Water rudders, that help in guidinc

a ship on the water, have been designed for

attaching to the rear of the pontoons. The
danger of slewing violently at high speed

when landing with the rudders turned to one

side has been eliminated in an ingenious man-
ner. The steering surfaces are hinged so the

pressure of the water at speeds over twenty-

five miles an hour flips them up out of the

way.

THE latest innovation in flying boat con-

struction is reported by the Savoia-

Marchctti factory at Port Washington, N. Y.

A ship with a hull and framework made
entirely of spot-welded stainless steel is near-

ing completion. It is expected to be both

lighter and stronger than the usual wood or

duralumin construction.

Under ordinary conditions, landing a water

craft is far easier than bringing down a land

plane. But on days when a light haze hangs
over a river or lake it is almost impossible to

tell where the air ends and the water begins.

A few weeks ago, I was flying down the
Hudson River in a Loening amphibian. Near
Peekskill, where I was to land, an early
morning mist lay over the river. The beginner
pilot who was with me wanted to make the
landing for practice. So I let him go ahead.
He throttled down the engine and w'ent into
his glide. He had just begun to level off

when—crash I we struck the water.
Even an old-timer often misjudges the

position of the water when coming down in

a light haze. The best plan is to glide to
within forty feet of where you think the
water is and then switch on the motor.
Keeping the plane running just above stalling

speed, you can fly it onto the water in a long
gradual descent that avoids the risk of
'•pancaking" or bouncing.

SOOX after flying boats appeared, an
inventor produced a device to warn pilots

when they approached the water. A weighted
wire hung over the bow of the boat. When
it struck the water, a light on the instrument
panel flashed on. The apparatus worked suc-
cessfully, but it was needed so infrequently
that there was little demand for it.

When the water is perfectly flat, without
a ripple, it is also difficult to judge your
height above the surface. I carry torn-up bits

of paper in my pocket for such emergencies.
By tossing them overboard, I can see them
floating on the water and can judge where
to level off. Once, on a still morning over
Lake Constance, Germany, I used leaves
drifting on the dead flat water as a guide
in coming down. On another occasion, I
landed a big flying boat at the mouth of the
Loire River, France, by moonlight late at
night. Ripples on the water reflecting the
moonbeams showed me clearly where the
surface lay.

Of course, flying seaplanes in a calm is

one thing, and piloting them from rough
water is another. The latter Ls the real test

of a flyer's skill. Rough water is of two
kinds, swells and waves. The worst of all

combinations is waves on top of swells. Off
the coast of Spain, in the Bay of Biscay, I
once had to take off from a sea in which the
.sw-ells were like a series of parallel moun-
tains. The danger is that the ship will reach
the crest of a swell with almost flying speed.
Then it will hop off like a glider and sail

down, crashing into the side of the nert
advancing wall of water.

HOVV'EV'ER, a seaplane pilot does not have
to take off and land facing the wind as

does a flyer at an airport. Usually, in heavy
swells, the boat pilot takes off cross wind,
running parallel to the waves, and lands the

same way.
In rough weather, a pilot is likely to be

too anxious to get his plane into the air. If

he stalls the ship off the water, it will nose
down and begin "porpoising" along in jumps,
crashing onto the water at the end of each
hop. The instant a ship begins to porpoise,

I cut the gun. The chances of crashing are too

great.

After my transatlantic attempt ended in

a thrilling midnight landing with a flaming

engine, 600 miles from shore (P.S3I., Nov.
'31, p. 36), nearly a hundred inventors from
all over the world wrote me letters. They
had devi.sed flying boats with wings that

could be dropped off in a forced landing at

sea so the hull could cruise off like a motor-
boat.

This illustrates one of the common miscon-
ceptions about (Continued on paze i.^o)
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WHY SEAPLANES FLY
WITH BULLET SPEED

(Conthiufd jrnvi pajje i^'jSj

air-and-watcr crall. The I'act is that tests

proved our Dornier was better able to

weather a pale with the wings on than it

would have been with them off. As the foam-
ing waves rushed toward us, the air in front

of them was pushed forward, then lifted

over their tops, just as soil is carried upward
by the share of a plow. These currents struck

the wings of the ship and helped boost us

upward so \vc rode the waves like a cork.

I am positive, in this way, we could have
ridden out the strongest gale.

One of the strangest facts to those who do
not understand flying boats is what they will

stand in a storm. Once a fleet of winged boats

stopped for the night at the flying base at

the wild Scilly Isles, off Land's End, the

southern tip of England. While they were
riding at anchor, a storm swept in from
the sea. White-topped ridges of water bat-

tered the hulls while a screeching gale howled
through the rigging of their big wings. Then,
as the violence of the gusts increased, the

huge seven-ton boats lifted themselves bodily

from the crest of an unusually high wave
and flew at the ends of their big anchor
cables like kites

!

This year, 1031, is the twentieth anniversary

of the first successful flight in an air-and-

water plane. During these twelve months,
the DO-X, capable of carrying more pas-

sengers than any other plane in the world,

has crossed the Atlantic and flown in both
.\mericas; the Supermarine racer has rocketed

through the air at 415 miles an hour; and
the pontoon-efjuippcd Lockheed, flown by
Col. Lindbergh, has followed a new northern
trail to the Orient. In passenger service,

record-setting, and sport, the machines that

are at home in the air or on the water have
come to the fore.

yfSOTHER ahsorbiiis iirlicle by this

yl famous designer, Kar bird, and test and
racing pilot \i:ill appear in an early issue.

Watch for it. Next month, .issen Jordanoff,

noted flying instructor, tells what his students

have taught him. Read the thrilling adven-

tures of a veteran of the air in teaching tyros

to fly. In January issue, out December first.

CALL PATAGONIA FIRST
HOME OF THE MAMMALS
In' PATAGONIA, southern South America,

creatures first began to walk. That is the

conclusion of Dr. G. G. Simpson, .American

Museum of Natural History paleontologist,

who has just returned from an eight-month
journey of exploration. On its tablelands,

he found what he calls undoubted evidence

that it was the spot where mammals first

originated. "We did not expect to have such

astounding luck," he says. "We found the

richest pocket of fossils I have ever seen."

Most plentiful were those of a creature with
.shaggy hair about the size of a wolf. The
specimens, he says, bridge a 50,000.000-year

gap in the world's history.

HOP-HORNBEAM WOOD
BEST TO HOLD NAIL

Wood from the hop-hornbeam tree of Wis-
consin holds nails best, and that of the low-
land white fir least well, among fifty-one

species of wood recently tested for their nail-

holding power by the U. S. Forest Service.

In general, its experts found, the ability to

hold a nail depends upon a wood's denseness,

though this is somewhat compensated by
the lighter woods' resistance to cracking.

Take the First Step Today
If you have a useful, practical, novel idea for any new article or for an improvement on an
old one, you should cnnimunicalc with a competent Registered Patent .\ltorney AT ONCE.
Every year thousands of applications for patents are filed in the U. S. I'atcnt Office.

Frc(|ucntly two or more applications are made for the same or substantially the same idea

(even though the inventors may live in different sections of the country and be entirely

unknown to one another). In such a case, the burden of proof rests upon the last applica-

tion filed. Delays of even a few days in filing the application sometimes mean the loss of

a patent. So lose no lime. Get in touch with me at once by mailing the coupon below.

Prompt, Careful, Efficient Service
This Kirt'e. experienced iirRanizalion dcviiies it.'! entire time and attention to patent .ind lr>ideniark

cases. Our ollices are directly across the street from the V. S. I'atent (Jllice. We understand the
Ici hniralities of patent law. We know the rules and requircmenls of

the Patent Oltice. We can proceed in the quickest, safest and best

ways in prcparinR an application for a patent coverins your idea. Our
success has been built on the .strength of careful, ellicieni, satisf.iclory

service to inventors and trademark owners located in every stale in the

t'nion.

Strict Secrecy Preserved—
Write Me in Confidence

.Ml communications, sketches, drawines, etc.

are held in strictest confidence in stronK, steel,

fireproof files, which are accessible only to

.lulhorized members of my staff. Feel free to

write mc fully and frankly. It is probable that

I can help you. HiKhcst references. Hut

FIRST—clip the coupon and get my free book.

1)0 TIl.AT right now.

No Charge for Infiorma*
tion on How to Proceed

The booklet shown here contains valuable in-

formation rclatinK to patent procedure that

every inventor should have. .\nd with it I will

also send you my "Record of Invention" form,

on which you can sketch your idea and estab-

lish its date before a witness. Such evidence

may later pro\'c valuable to you. Simply mail

the coupon and I will send you the booklet and
the "Record of Invention" form, together with

detailed information on how to proceed and the

costs involved. Do this NOW. No need to lose

a minute's time. The coupon will bring you
coniiiUic information entirely without charge

or obligation.

Clarence A. O'Brien

Registered Patent Attorney
and Attorney-at-Law

Member of the Bar of The Supreme Court of the
United States, U. S. Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals, U. S. Court of Claims, Court of Ap-
pc.-ils. District of Columbia and Supreme Court
of the District of Columbia.

Practice confined exclusively to Patents,
Trademarks, and Copyrights

ailtliisGnipoB:^*'
f

Clarence A. O'Brien
Registered Patent Attorney
88 8 S«uriiy Savings and Comml Bank Blilg.. Wash., D. C.—or—

Suite 1106, Dept. B12 WmIwohIi BIdg., New Voik Cit;

I'lfase .sen<l me your free bo«ik. "tloiv to ohiain
a I'atent," and yiuir "ItiHord uf Inveruiun" foriii
without any m-t or ol)ligaIlon un my pan.

(Important: Print or Write name clearly)
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Want a Steady Gov't Job?
$158 TO $225 A MONTH

MAIL COUPON BEFORE YOU LOSE IT
— "~~~~~"»~ — " —

I Franklin Inltltute, Dept. J-273

I Rochester, N. Y.

I Sirs: Rush to me, without charge, (O Full

f parlicuLirs telling how to become a Railwav

I Postal Cleric; (2) send copy of 32-page bfvik

I "How to Get U. S. Government Jobs." with list

I
of many Government positions obtainable.

' Name

StMdyWork—No L«joll»—Ptl<l V»o«tlo<n—Common Eduoallon Sufllolent I AildresS..

OPPORTUNITIES IN

Management
Become a Traffic Expert
The opportunities in traffic man-
agement are limited only by the
boundaries of the business world.
The trained traffic man is in de-
mand by transportation systems
and by industrial organizations.

Three Detroit Firms
Pay Their Traffic IManasttrs

Over $20,000 a Year
Prepare for this growing:, profit-
able profession at home in your
spare time under supervision of
traffic experts. Low cost; easy
terms. Thru the LaSallc Prob-
lem Method you learn by doing.
Valuable &l-pa£:e booklet free. Send for it Now.

LaSalle Extension University, Dept.l283-T, Chicago

This Book

FREE!

IntAnsfve. Practical, Technical Courses, tn Electrical

,

MKhanical. Structural . Architectural Enirineerinn, De-
rrv* in 2 yra., diploma in I yr. Also flharter coursrs in

Electricity. Power Plant. Racito. Telpsision, Electric Re-
fri»«r*tion.'Draftlnjr. WrldiiiK. Nones»cnli«l»« .-liminatcd.

,Low Tuition. Expert Inatructors. Extrnnively eauipp«-'i
laboratoriea . Froo life-time employment for irrarluateit

.

Part-time worlt durinir attendance. 32nd year. Write for
cataloft.

F1NLAY ENGINEERING COLLEGE
tOOl-B Indiana Ave. Kansas City, Mo.

Flying

ModelBOYS
AUTOGIRO

FREE!

Scale

of an

SENT TO
YOU

Get It

Now
Free

To You!

Enter

Model

Contests

This Year

With a

Giro

Get the

Biggest

Thrill of

Your
Litt

MAKE IT YOURSELF!
FLY IT YOURSELFl

I-ciitn Ihe woiidiTs of avijillim'.s

nfMfst anil most unusual plune

—

act If. BullJ 111 Fly 111

YOU DON'T HAVE TO
BUY IT—YOU GET IT FREE!

Ynu can't hity thl'i autoeiro

—

jou net it FREK—roiiiptlmi-tus
of the Nallotial Glider anil Air-
plane Nens.

THE MOST SENSATIONAL
OFFER EVER MADE

Never before sueh an ofTer a>
tills—reaii TOUpim see what you
cet—art now if you want tiiii

Giro FREE.

MAIL THIS COUPON NOWl
National Gliiier and Airplane News.
Dept. P.S.D. 370—7th Ave.. New York. N. Y.
Send me tiitf NaUonKl Glitirr luid Airplane Newa

montlily for 1 year: and the Model Aiitoiciro eomplete
Kit. tiolden lA inirs and A. B. A. Membership Card,
without extra chanre. On arrival of the Kit 1 will pay
postman $2.50 and tne few centu tioetave chanren. My
money to be refunded If 1 am not dellithted. (»3.D0 in
Canada, f3.&U in foreign cuuntriea.l

Name
Addretiit

City State

NewSolesfor9^
in 3 Minutes
TTere's a wonderful new money-maker for

aKCiits. It's SliL'-.S()l,r,—the aniazinn new
discovery that imjis ni-w su!es on old sln>e3
in 3 minutes—at a cost of only 9c! Ilufce de-
mand everywhere gives you an opportunity to

Make $2 an Hour
in full lime or spare time. Just spread StlL*-
SOLE c»vcr old. unrn-nut soles with a knife.
Fills up holes, cuts and cracks—dries oyer
niglit—and then wears like new leather. Kv-
erylH>dy liuys. More men and women needed at once
1.) help handle RrowinB husiness. No capital or cxjieri-
ence needed. Write quick ior Oultit Offer.

ALBERT MILLS, Pres.
8242 Monmouth Ave., Cincinnati, O.

MyENTIONSWANTED
Patented or unpatented. If you
have an idea for sale, write

HARTLEY'S Inc., Box 928-D,
Bangor, Maine.

UNIVERSITY^/CHICAGO
HOME-STUDY COURSES

Continueyour high-achool. college or personal
program of education. Teachers, Religious
and Social Workers, Men and Women in
many vocations arc wstng the 450 courses in
45 differcntsubjectatoohtain guidance by cx-
?'rt3for cultural and for practical purposes,
he courses yield credit. Ask for free booklet.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
651 ELLIS HALL CHICAGO, ILL.

m on, the PIANO
\ ACCOR.DION

LEARN TO PLAY
BY NOTE

Piano Violin
Guitar Saxophono
Organ Uliulele

Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
Piano Accordion

OrAny Othtr Inatrumtnt

Rsadlns and playing of
music made downright
simple by remarttaM* horn*
study method

pNTERTAIX at parties.^ Do solo and specialty
work in a danre orchestra.
Work over the "ilr." Learn
10 play the extremely
popular Piano .\rcordion,
or any other instrument.
throuKh 8 thorouRhb" t<?sted

method that has ania7i<d
over 600,0f)0 people by its

utter simplicity.

No trtek music—you ptay <-
tuMl not«B,!ei»rm-d quickly Hirht

n hiime. Nn t*acner
Lonou.t exercises.

1 your <i

i>r leamins Bwraicvn only n few
c-enta a day no mattrr which
inatrumrnl you Brlwt. Your
copy of our !• re« Bimli , describ-
inK this enjoyable way of Iparn-
inif muair. and a Fre« Drmon-
6tration Lesson ar« yoUDi for
th<^ askfnii. SItnpty mall (coupon

hfn no«d**d. cash or crMlt. Write trnw.below. Instruments «upp1f(Hl . . .

U. S. School of Mu»lc, 812 Brunswick BldK.. New York City.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
812 Brunswick Bids., New YoHt City.

Send me your amazlne free Iiook. "Musle Lessons in

Your Own Home." with Introdunlon by Dr. Frank Crane:
also Free Demonstration Lesson. This docs not put me
utider any obligation.

Name

Address
Rave you

Instrument Instrument?..

DOPING A CAR FOR
COLD WEATHER
(Continued from paRe 74)

wouldn't take a chance. If you're going to

use alcohol at all, get the denatured grain

alcohol. You never can tell when you'll get

into a traffic jam on an extra warm day in

winter with the wind just right and have
the motor boil a lot of wood alcohol fumes
into the car. Even the fumes of wood alcohol

can do a lot of damage if you breathe enough
of 'em.

"As for you. Jack," Gus continued, "if

you use alcohol of any kind when you've
got a perfectly good radiator that doesn't

leak, you're wasting time and taking a
chance on damaging your car. You need
glycerine or ethylene glycol. I've got 'em
both in stock. Neither one will boil away or
give you any trouble. Which shall it be ?"

"How should I know?" asked Jack.
"Which is best? Does one cause more cor-

rosion than the other or something?"
"Far as I can see there's no choice," Gus

replied. 'WW the good brands are treated to

prevent corrosion. As a matter of fact I

think there'll be less corrosion with either

than you get with plain water."
"VV'hat I can't understand," Jack said, "is

why we should have so many new fangled
anti-freezes on the market now when a few
years ago everybody used alcohol and got
good results."

"The main reason for that," Gus explained,

"is the kind of motors we have in cars now-
adays. Higher compression, and more power
out of the same size cylinders naturally means
more heat to be carried away by the radiator.

Most motors now run a lot hotter than the
oldtimers. .\lcohol boils before many modem
motors get up to their right running tempera-
ture. If you fix 'em so they stay cold enough
not to boil away the alcohol, then you're
letting yourself in for a lot of other troubles

—mostly extra wear caused by excessive

crankcase dilution and poor lubrication."

"How do you mean fix 'em?" Jack asked.

"TE.^VE the radiator uncovered, for one
M—J thing, or if you've got a thermostat or

an automatic shutter control, adjust it so

it doesn't keep the motor so warm."
"If you do that, how do you keep the car

warm?" Danny asked. "My car is fitted

with a hot water heater."

"The answer to that is buy yourself a
pair of fur lined boots," Gus smiled, "or
else put in a heater that works directly from
the exhaust pipe. The exhaust stays hot
even when the motor is nearly cold."

"Gosh!" exclaimed Danny. "I think I'll

have a new radiator core put in. What's the
sense of fussing around all winter, worrying
about the motor freezing into the bargain?
Maybe we won't get new cars in the spring
and I'd have a new radiator to buy then
anyhow."

"I never did think much of makeshift
jobs," Gus grinned.

NEW INSTRUMENT SHOWS
WHICH ROOM IS SUNNY
Which rooms of a house will be sunny

may be determined, even before the house
is built, by an instrument perfected in Eng-
land. Designed for architects and others, it

consists of a base like a sundial and a small
ball on a string representing the sun and its

rays. By setting the base upon a house plan
and moving the "sun" with the taut string

along an inclined guide of accurate astronom-
ical design, the hours of sunlight for any
door, window, or lawn are found at once
for any time of the vear.
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HE DOCTORS PROPELLERS
(Continued from page yj)

laid up because of a terrible case of "shud-
ders." Betiinninc with the very first voyace,
the vibration had been present; and it had
increased until at last the propeller bearinRS
burned out and the engine became crippled.

What was particularly puzzling about this

case was the fact that there was no apparent
cause for the trouble.

However, a careful examination with the
pitchometer proved that not only did the

blades vary considerably in pitch from each
other, but that there were variations in pitch

between different portions of a single blade.

WITH special machinery he h s devcl-
0|ied, capable of cxcrtinc a pressure of

more than l.OCO.OCO pounds, Godfrey soon
smoothed out the kinks of pitch. The two
wheels were rejilaced on the ferryboat. To the
surprise of officers and crew, the boat elided
off with the smooth prace of a yacht I

So impressed was the \m\y Quartermaster
Corps with this demonstration that it .soon

inserted a clause in many of its contracts with
propeller manufacturers that all propellers

for its u.'c must before acceptance be tested

and certified by Godfrey.
Godfrey is willing to talk more about boats

and propellers than about himself. Born in

New Zealand, forty-seven years apo, he came
to Seattle with his family when he was live.

When he was in the teens he learned the

intricacies of engine building.

In 1922 he became discouraged with the

prospects of the engine-building business, and
began turning over in his mind the possibility

of entering some profession that had a bright

future. Di.-icovcring nothing that suited him,
he determined to create a business.

From his previous experience he knew that
propellers were a fertile source of boat trouble.

Godfrey felt that if he could devise an instru-

ment that could, quickly and accurately,

determine pitch, and machinery to correct

the pitch, he would have answered a great

need in the .shipping world.
He studied geometry and trigonometry to

enable him to make the necessary calculations.

In 102,! he invented the pitchometer, and
started his business of measuring propellers.

To check a propeller with the pitchometer,
the propeller is first centered between two
cones of steel. Bolted to the flat top surface

of the upper cone projects a heavy graduated
arm. Sliding on this arm is a vertical bar
which has an angle-measuring device.

THK checking is begun by moving the
vertical bar out to, say, a ten-inch radius.

The feet of the angle device are adjusted so

that they simultaneously touch the surface

of the propeller blade, and the angle is noted

on the scale. By referring this angle and
radius to a similar angle and radius on a

table he has compiled, the pitch at that par-

ticular point of the blade is f.)Und.

Considering that the west coast offered

too small a field for his work, Godfrey came
cast and set up a small shop in Brooklyn.
His first Brooklyn job came from the

Marine Basin Company. He saw two old

forty-four-inch wheels in their yard, bent
and battered apparently beyond hope. .As

junk they would have brought about five

dollars. Godfrey begged the owner for the

chance to try to fix them.
In two days Godfrey brought them back.

"But I v.ant my own wheels !" said the

shipyard man.
"Theie are your w heels !" retorted Godfrey.
It took some time to convince the man that

he had not substituted new wheels.

Today, propellers find their way into his

shop from a thousand individuals and ship-

yards at a rate which he can hardly handle
with the help of six assistants.
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MICROSCOPE DETECTIVES
(Continued from paRe .36)

trousers and under the microscope compared
bits taken from the pocket-linings with the
fiber specimens found in the guns. We not
only proved the weapons belonged to the
gangsters but we knew which gun belonged to
which man."

In order to aid sleuths in identifying
strange fibers, Frank Gompert, of the sheriff's

office in Los Angeles, Calif., has collected

specimens from all over the world. His
unique "fiber museum" is said to contain
upwards of 200,000 samples.

I LEARNED that often the microscope is

called upon to examine bits of fiber under
strange circumstances. In an eastern city,

not long ago, a demonstrator for a company
making bullet-proof vests sued his wife for

divorce. Unfortunately, he failed to wear
one of the vests he demonstrated in court.

While he was testifying on the stand, his

wife leaped to her feet, whipped a revolver
from her purse and fired two shots. One
went wild. The other ripped through the
upper part of her husband's left lung. After
a week in the hospital, it was thought he was
on his way to recovery when he took
pneumonia and died.

Had the shooting caused the pneumonia?
That was the problem for the court. To
find out, experts scraped the inside of the

wound, made microscopic tests and found
that fibers from the outer clothing of the
victim had been carried into his chest, thus
introducing the germs. The woman was held

on a charge of murder.
Again, the versatile microscope plays a

part in crime-solving by examining fibers

and threads when fabrics have been cut or

torn. Seen under a high-powered lens, a

cut that looks perfectly straight to the naked
eye appears as a jagged line. When the two
halves are placed together, the thousand and
one projections and indentations dovetail.

By this test, a murderer who wrapped his

victim's body in a strip of canvas was run
to earth. In another case, the revolver of

a gunman was traced through a strip of tape

wound around the handle. One end of the
strip, under the microscope, matched the

end of a roll from which it had been torn
in the house of the suspect.

Paper fibers also often form a prize exhibit

in the microscope-rooms of the crime labo-

ratories. For instance, when a paper is creased

the fibers are stretched at the point of the

fold, and an expert, by examining a document
at this place, can instantly tell if writing has
been added after the paper was folded.

Usually, the ink runs slightly where the fibers

are pulled apart. Sometimes, on hard-sur-
faced papers, there is a microscopic gap in

the ink line at the bottom of the crease

where the pen has jumped over the "ditch."

While visiting one eastern handwriting
laboratory, I was recently shown a "per-

fect forgery." A forty-year-old note, held

against an estate, had been raised from
S10,000 to $100,000. The shape, size, and
formation of the forged figures and letters

would have fooled the most expert eye. The
ink that had been used was identical with the

original. Yet, when I peered into the round
lens of the expert's microscope, I saw an
instant proof of fraud. The paper fibers had
been swelling and shrinking with forty years

of alternate dampness and dryness. As a

result, the ink of the original writing con-
tained tiny cracks, Lilliputian canyons that

split open the black ridges forming the letters

and figures. But in the newer, added, writing,

there was not a single crack

!

In a score of other ways, microscope

enlargements reveal forgeries. They expose

retouched spots on fake signatures. They

reveal slips made in reproducing legal seals,

in printing counterfeit bills and in making
spurious coins.

Frequently, I was told, ace sleuths, in
solving a crime, never go near the spot
marked "X." They labor in their labora-
tories, painstakingly examining evidence sub-
mitted by trained assistants. In this manner,
the late Dr. Albert Schneider, head of the
noted Berkeley, Calif., crime detection labo-
ratory, revealed the secret of a fiendish mur-
der plot.

On a fall morning, shortly after nine
o'clock, a number of people saw two men,
a well-known chemist and a newly-hired
assistant, enter the small laboratory where
the scientist was conducting experiments with
volatile liquids. Two hours later, neighbors
rushed into the streets at the sound of an
explosion. Livid sheets of chemical-fed
flames streamed from the windows of the
building. The fire had practically destroyed
the structure before help arrived. Hacking
their way into the smouldering ruins, firemen
recovered a single charred body. Through
vestiges of clothing found under it, and a
ring on the right hand, it was identified as
that of the chemist. His assistant had dis-
appeared.

T IFE insurance companies, a short time
A-i before, had written large policies on the
life of the scientist. They asked Dr. Schneider
to make an investigation. From the back
of the victim's head, where it had been
partially protected by a soaked blanket, an
assistant brought him three unburned frag-
ments of hair. Another assistant obtained
from the home of the chemist a hairbrush he
had used. Combings from it were compared
under a microscope with the fragments taken
from the body. The results became instan-
taneous headline news.
The chemist's hair. Dr. Schneider found,

was fine, round and straight. The fragments
taken from the head of the dead man were
greater in diameter and oval in shape, indi-

cating the victim's hair was curly. To the
trained eye of the detective, this evidence
proved conclusively the dead man could not
have been the chemist.
The papers announcing this sensational

discovery were hardly on the streets before
a flash from Portland, Ore., sent the presses
racing again. In a downtown hotel, there, a
stranger had committed suicide. He had been
identified as the missing chemist. His written
confession revealed the whole fiendish scheme,
hatched to defraud the insurance companies.

IN HIS laboratory, the plotter had mur-
dered his assistant, hired because he was

his double in size and weight. Then he had
placed his clothes and ring on the body of
his victim. After pouring ether and carbon-
disulphide around the body, he had escaped
unnoticed, leaving a time mechanism to
ignite the volatile chemicals.
With a host of such dramatic exposures

to its credit, the microscope has proved
itself the standby of the scientific sleuth. Its
world of invisible clues is solving an ever-
increasing number of baffling crimes. In
the hands of the painstaking, scientific crime-
fighters of the laboratory, it has become a
major weapon in the offensive against crooks.

j1SiTRONOMY solves a mysterious murder
Entomology unravels a baffling

crime Read, in the next installment

of this thrilling series, how strange, unex-
pected applications of science give clues to

the wanted criminal. Out December First.

Order your January Popular Science
Monthly in advance.
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^ y of a second is a

IPE LD AGE"

for gasoline in your motor

ATINY FLASH— and the spark plug sets gas-

oline ablaze in your motor; i /i 12 of a secomi

—and there is nothing left.The gasoline has burned

out and died. Yet in that seemingly brief life-

time" gasoline has done its job. It has delivered

power to your piston—which in turn sends this

power to your rear wheels.

When you are pulling up a steep grade or spurt-

ing away at the flash of the green light, your engine

is under strain. This is the acid test for gasoline.

At these times, ordinary gasoline proves to be too

short-lived."

It starts to burn smoothly. Rut right at the crest

of its power it bangs in a fast explosion that slaps

against the cylinder walls. //Jails to rle/iver its full

power. This too-sudden explosion results in harm-

ful knock, power waste, overheating.

That is why nearly all leading oil refiners now

add Ethyl fluid to their tested gasoline. Special

slow-motion movies show that the magic drops of

Ethyl fluid in Ethyl Gasoline control combustion at

all limes—even when the motor is under severe

strain. Ethyl Gasoline delivers all its power

smoothly, evenly, with a steadily increasing pres-

sure that lets your piston take full benefit of it.

Use Ethyl the year 'round. See how it increases

power, gives quick get-away and sends you zoom-

ing up steep hills in high. Try it tomorrow

Ethyl Gasoline Corporation, New York City.

Special slow-motion movi<

show ''Life Span' of gasoline

inside your engine

ET^YL
FLU^D

ETHYL
GASOLINE

Thi aclfvt Ingreditnt uied in Kthjt fluid ii lead '"'»/• Cm

This is hnw ordinary i^agoline burns under strain.

The vertical line oi li^ht shows the almost instan-

taneous flash that signals its sudden death! See how
short its life is in contrast to the picture below.

This is how Ethyl Gasoline burns—whether your

motor is merely idling or iiader strain. The Rthyl

fluid in itcontrols combustion, making gasoline burn

evenly throughout its relatively long life.

) K. C. C. I9JI

ETHYL GASOLINE
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